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Dedicated to those who lost their lives in pursuit of the magic
which would ultimately allow order to triumph over chaos.

PREAMBLE
Herein lies a detailed account of our forbearers and the
world in which they contended the forces of order against the
ever-persistent agents of chaos. In the end, we were gifted
with the peace of the Pax Terminus, the harmonious world in
which we now live. But it is potent and even necessary to
understand just how we have progressed so far.
Long before the many lands were united as one, the
farthest distant land, the Empire of Snow, was isolated from
the rest of the world, left on its own to ponder the many
mysteries of our universe. For thousands of years since the
Great Founding by the venerable duo, society in this frigid
landscape slowly developed, independent of any outside
influence.
Were it not for the power buried deep inside this realm,
one might imagine it would simply fade into the ephemera.
But this land had one unique, enchanting aspect which made
it the keystone of our entire world, despite it’s desolate
landscape: Mazda.
As you will see, history hinges its entire swing on Mazda’s
imperceivable nature. The stories of the brave citizens, nearly
lost to us through time, have been preserved through many
sources.
The story may seem antiquated and silly to us now. But in
truth, the essence within holds a story carried on from the
oldest rocks lying in ancient soil, gifted to them by the first
winds kicked up from the blue star above.
This is the story of time echoing across the stars to paint
our very history.

I
TERRA NIXUS

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
Out on a windswept tundra, a band of scouts searched
for the ever-elusive beacon. This particular one had been
emitting light pulses into the night sky, visible from the
nearby mountain villages. They rode in a cruiser, carefully
scanning the endless snowy plain for signs of the obnoxious
machine. In this environment which to them often felt so
desolate and scarce, any sudden change was noticeable from
a distance. The head of the unit, Ruro, was a young,
ambitious man, who sought the mission out as a way to
prove his expertise to the higher ups at the Intelligence
Division. No matter how hard he tried, Ruro was often looked
over for the priority missions by the higher ups, despite his
years committed to the Defense Services of the Empire. He
suspected it was because he was often seen as too
“distracting” due to his notable charm. In reality, this was
more of a liability than he thought.
Nevertheless, there he was, accompanied by three
other service-members. Ruro was a rank above them, an
Officer, but they all officially reported to the same man. They

were all contemporaries of one another. Great servicemembers who had excelled at a young age, and were
promoted highly because of this. None of the four were
younger than twenty-seven or older than thirty-one. This
bond kept them close.
They attentively looked into the white void that surrounded
them. Aside from the occasional craggy, purple mountain
erupting from the west in front of the skyline, the landscape
was full of varying oscillations of white. White hills, white
forests, white cliffs. This was the land of Snow. It was the
Empire of Snow. In the bygone days, it was known only as
Terra Nixus. And conventional knowledge held that it was
the only land anyone knew of that supported life, however
limited that may have been. Still, it was home for them. The
Empire was everything. And protection of the Empire was
tantamount to being an upstanding citizen. This was even
truer if you were a centurion, the blanket term for a service
member of any kind - intelligence, military, and even
processing.
Devo, the youngest and the one of the scouts least
interested in the trek, was hanging his feet off the back of the
cruiser, looking up at the hazy, sun and the bright near-violet
star set against the background of the soft blue sky. Some
considered him a bit too lax for the position. After all, he was
only with the Defense Services because his Grandfather was
the chief commissioner. And he obviously seemed to care
little for the decorum that the role titled ‘High Imperial
Operative’ requested. Still, were it not for him, the other
vigilant onlookers may not have ever found the mysterious
beacon that he mistook for a piece of the sun's rays.

The cruiser made an abrupt turn. Now that Ruro knew
where to look, he could focus on the prize at hand. The
driver, Jin, who hardly spoke a word the entire time, put the
throttle into action and the rocks and snow underneath the
hovering cruiser were blasted away. Devo sat even closer to
the edge as they continued ahead, tilting the cruiser close to
the snow, and allowing him to put the edge of his heel into
the snow. He laughed to himself, marveling at his childlike
tendencies. Fadii, scolded him as she moved towards the
front of the cruisers to re-balance the weight.
They continued towards a large, looming mountain
known as Kidern Peak. Somewhere, just below the halfway
point, far above the last remnants of trees, you could see it.
Ruro pulled down his scarf just so that no one would mistake
the words coming out of his mouth.
"Incredible", Ruro said. "Over there Jin!". He pointed and Jin
adjusted accordingly. They accelerated and the rush of the
wind started to blow into the crew’s faces. The icy air pierced
the back of Devo's neck and he pulled onto the back of the
cruiser, where he adjusted his scarf and turned his attention
up the mountain.
The ascent was slow and gradual. After several minutes of
steadiness, they began to tilt backwards.
"Everybody strap in." Ruro commanded. Devo and Fadii
anxiously tethered themselves to the center of the vehicle.
The path grew steeper and steeper. As they ascended higher
and higher, the air around them got thicker and thicker.

Eventually, it was as if they were stuck inside a cloud. Ruro
put on his red-tinted tactical goggles and caught the glimpse
of the beacon in the corner of his vision.
Jin zoomed over. Ruro looked over the edge of the cruiser. He
could tell by the angle that they were on a steep incline. He
carefully dismounted and tried to step in the fresh snow. The
howling winds disturbed him and threw off his balance. He
grabbed onto his tether for support. Cautiously watching
from the slanted cruiser, the other three watched in peril as
their leader struggled to make it the short distance to the
small blinking beacon.
Finally, buried under a mound of hard-packed snow,
the pulsing light of the beacon was within arms reach. Ruro
reached out and picked up the machine carefully. It was
heavy, but only slightly larger than his own head. On the
front was a glowing a bright orange beam of light
illuminating the red goggles and white scarf covering his
face.
He stared at the spherical object and turned it around
a bit before looking back at his team. "Well?", Fadii yelled. He
couldn't hear her. The winds were too loud. The back of the
machine had a panel on it which was covered in snow. He
tried to brush it away with his glove, but the snow was
packed in too densely. He motioned for a knife that Devo
threw to him from the cruiser and used it to scrape away the
snow. Underneath it was a blank screen which slowly
twitched to life.

Suddenly a number of symbols flashed across the
screen. Ruro was in such disbelief about what he was seeing
that he pulled off his goggles to see it with his own eyes. The
machine shook and sent out a pressure wave, disconnecting
Ruro from his tether and sending him flying over the cruiser
and tumbling down the mountain. The device dropped like a
stone and began tumbling down the mountain at a rapid rate.
Behind them, the mountain shook and a quiet grumble in the
background grew louder and louder.
Fadii yelled at Jin to drive and before they knew it the
cruiser was barreling down the mountain at a rapid pace.
They were attempting to catch up with Ruro's body, which at
this point seemed as if it were falling off a cliff more than it
was a mountain. His body spun and spun as it fell. Once the
feeling of dread left him, he attempted to orient himself and
finally was able to achieve a sliding motion. As he looked up
behind him he saw his friends. The grumbling grew louder
and louder. It sounded like thunder.
He tried to direct them to grab the beacon, but they
couldn't hear his pleas. Jin disregarded any outside noise and
raced to catch up with their friend. The mountain gradually
began to slope and ahead they could see the beacon launch
past them. As they approached Ruro, Devo held onto Fadii
and stuck his foot out to provide his dear friend something to
hold onto.
Ruro leaped towards the outstretched leg, but missed
and almost reentered a sequence of endless tumbling. Behind
them, the grumbling became a roar. Jin accelerated and he

again leaped towards Devo's leg, missing again and landing
on his shoulder, spinning out of control.
Behind them, roar had grown so loud they could no longer
hear each other speak. Fadii looked over her shoulder to see
the horror: a massive white cloud racing towards them at the
speed of light - an avalanche.
The massive cloud grew closer and closer. It began to
nibble at the back of the cruiser. Up ahead the faint, blinking
light of the beacon seemed to fade into the fog. Jin put the
throttle in full gear. Devo and Fadii both gathered towards
the front of the cruiser, dangling off the edge, with one hand
on their tethers and the other outstretched towards Ruro.
They felt a push. The snowpack that has been chasing
them had now caught up with them. Their cruiser was now
hovering above and pushed by the incoming wall of snow
which now seemed to be growing in height underneath them.
In the midst of his endless tumbling, Ruro managed to catch
a glimpse of the crew and noticed the dark grey skies that
had built up behind them. Time was short. He flipped onto
his stomach and drove his knee into the ground, giving him a
little bounce off of the ground. Fadii noticed this and she took
her goggles in her hand and flung them out towards him. He
reached out. It was their last chance.
Contact. He had caught the edge of the goggles and
she quickly signaled to Devo to help her out. They pulled
with all their might and managed to miraculously bring
Ruro's battered body aboard. The top of the cruiser was
exposed to the cold air and the wind was now howling

around them at such a rate they weren't sure if they were
stuck in a blizzard or if they were merely accelerating at a
momentous pace. Holding onto the guard rails, Fadii was
able to strap Ruro's body into one of the spare tethers.
"THE BEACON", he yelled. But the cruiser was moving as fast
as it could. The crew had a more dangerous impending issue
looking them in the eyes at the moment: the raging
avalanche that was nipping at their heels, only seemed to
grow in height. Devo and Fadii began chucking away excess
cargo. It provided some brief relief. The cruiser scooted
forward. Behind them the wall of the avalanche grew. It was
as if the landscape itself was forming for the first time once
again. The snowy ground rose beneath them. The mass of
snow gathering underneath the hovering cruiser had actually
lifted them up.
Uncomfortable and weak, Ruro looked on nervously
and felt remorse watching his friends unload the cruiser as
fast as they could. It was in situations like this, he was glad
they didn't choose a cruiser with a covering back at the
Defense Services building. He'd rather have an easy way to
lose cargo over the temporary reprieve that heating would
provide him. He looked drearily through the flurries of
snowflakes back towards the wall of snow that had begun to
crumble at the top. It was like a snow cliff falling apart onto
the team. His vision became weak and he started to feel like
this could be the end. Once the wave crashed, there would be
no escape. A snowflake caught his focus as his mind drifted
to something more peaceful. If it were the end, he didn't
want to be consumed with fear. He preferred to stay focused
on this solitary snowflake and let his mind drift. A new

shadow flashed across his eyes and broke his focus. Devo
now had a large weapon in hand pointed off the back
towards the oncoming wave. He had no time to process what
was happening.
BOOM! The weapon sent out a single charged beam that
launched the vehicle forward and sent every passenger
clinging to their tether. The cruiser ended up suspended in
mid-air and Jin took advantage to deploy the emergency fuel.
Again. BOOM! They flew forward, the ice in their hair flying
backwards towards the storm like bullets into the avalanche
wall. Devo's blast left a small hole in the Avalanche and the
snow began to accumulate to fill that void. That spot became
the center of gravity and quickly all the snow gathered in one
long tube, aimed right at the crew. They all hollered, elated
at their progress.
"YES, Jin!", Devo screamed into the cloud. They had launched
so far that the sky once again had color. The ground beneath
them began to level out a bit. Now more alert than ever, Ruro
saw it again. The beacon. It was back within reach, still
rolling ahead onto an icy plain. He pointed ahead. Jin
nodded and pushed forward. As they pulled up, the cruiser
slowed down. After what had happened before, no one
wanted to risk breaking the tether.
The beacon's roll had slowed. As they approached,
they noticed it a small plume of smoke coming from the side
where the screen was. The machine had been severely
damaged. Fadii leaned over the cruiser to grab it. The cruiser
was hovering too far above the surface.

"Can I get a hand here Jin? It's too high!"
Jin lowered the cruiser. There was an eery silence.
They had moved once again into a cloud. Fadii tried to grab
the beacon, but it’s awkward spherical shape caused it to slip
out of her hands.
"I need more lean!", she pleaded. Devo came over to tilt the
cruiser closer to the ground. She got one hand on the side of
it.
A loud thunderclap. Before they could even process it,
the avalanche had come back towards them with a raging
furor. In the blink of an eye it had traversed the distance it
may take them several minutes to drive in the fastest of
cruisers. Fadii lunged down, Devo grabbed her legs and she
wrapped her body around the beacon, hoisting it up. Jin
attempted an acceleration, but movement was slow. She
turned around to face the rest of the crew with a look of
horror all over her face.
"We don't have enough fuel for acceleration..."
Their brief celebration in securing the beacon was
made even briefer. Ruro threw his head up in disbelief. Jin
pushed on the throttle, but as much as she tried, the vehicle
couldn't pick up speed. Even though they were hovering, they
felt the world around them shaking. Ruro watched as the
other three exchanged looks of despair, hoping and begging
for some sign of relief.

"TO THE END", Ruro shouted. Devo was quickly to snipe
back.
"DON'T SAY THAT!”
Ruro had no time to explain himself. Instead, he rolled to the
very front of the cruiser before once again repeating.
"No! TO THE END"
Fadii quickly caught on, running to join him at the
front. The cruiser lifted a little at the back. Devo turned
around and saw the edge of the avalanche seeming to shrink
a bit. For a moment, he hoped it would fade quickly. It was
apparent that it wouldn't happen in time. He jumped towards
the end, joining his companions. The cruiser had quite the
tilt, but it wasn't enough. Each one of them knew this.
"JIN, WE NEED YOU". It was loud again. Jin could barely
hear Fadii, but once she looked over her visor, she saw all of
them stacked at the end of the cruiser, she understood. She
looked around frantically and found a rock that must have
made its way into the cruiser from the avalanche. She placed
it on the pedal and unstrapped herself.
"HURRY!" they yelled. Carefully, she leaped over the drivers
console, towards the tethering pole. She frantically tried to
grab one of the loose tethers. The others watched on in
horror. She couldn't get a hold of a tether. The massive
mound of snow had raced towards them like a snake,
slithering its way down the mountain. Finally she got a grip.
She grabbed the tether and tried to move it around the pole.

It wasn't working. The other tethers didn't allow for them to
congregate as thus. Devo attempted to waive her over, while
Fadii clung tight to the beacon. They needed her. Badly. But
the cruiser wasn't at the right angle.
The snow was there. Once again. It was a mere stones
toss away from the back of the cruiser. Ruro, in a desperate
move, unbuckled his tether and reached out his arm to Jin.
She grabbed it in desperation and he yanked her towards
him. The cruiser angled just enough and the snow
underneath them bolstered the cruiser so it was at a sharp
angle heading downwards, with withe back leaning up. The
sheer force launched Ruro and Jin, but Devo was quick and
grabbed onto both of their belts beforehand, yanking them
towards him with all his might and pulling them into a close
hug.
The cruiser moved upwards on top of the snow pile
and slowly floated to the top. Each one of them held on for
dear life. Fadii squeezed the beacon tight, coughing as the
smoke plume blew into her face.
Slowly, the river of snow began to calm. The cruiser
seemed to slow down, eventually rolling to a slow stop and it
casually rolled right off the edge, remaining upright. The
crew looked at one another and cried a sigh of relief. Ruro
took off his goggles, reaching out to the sky with his fists
balled up in relief. He screamed with joy. The crew all took a
minute to laugh. They deserved it.
Fadii handed the beacon to Ruro who looked at the panel
where the orange light was once emitted. He looked at his

crew and said, "The people back home are going to be very....
very interested to see this."

II
MAZDA

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”

Between the mountain crests, there was a small, narrow
valley, which wound its way between many peaks before
coming to the foot of a massive, jagged mountain, whose
prominence could be seen from miles away. It was at the base
of this mountain where the Empire of Snow found its capital
city: Frix. Frix was a mechanical marvel. On the inner cusps
of the craggy valleys with steep descents, were smatterings of
life. Buildings, businesses, bazaars, and abodes. Citizens
trudged happily through snow up to their chests to reach

their neighbors house or to bask in the brief glow of the sun
when it broke between the mountaintops.
As the various valleys grew thinner, the city began to
accumulate and they all came to converge near the base of
the largest mountain, called Mazda. Mazda was a behemoth
unlike any other. They said the peak could pierce the stars,
though it extended far above the clouds, so no one could
hope to see the summit, even on the clearest day. The nearby
mountains, formidable in their own right, were dwarfed by
this beast. As time went on, Frix became unsustainable
without the ability to expand, so fate would provide them
with the opportunity to do just that. With no room left in the
valley and the steep ascent of the mountains limiting their
ability to build up after a certain point, they decided to build
inwards. So at the base of Mazda, they exploited a small
triangle-shaped opening in the side to break into a deep and
diverse system of caves leading to the center of the mountain.
At the center was a wide opening, a chamber almost
designed to be filled. It was inside here that they decided to
expand. The glowing blue, green, and violet gems within the
cave were a sign of future providence; they would have
natural energy to last them an eternity with such abundance.
Thus, they built inwards, starting with a long tunnel heading
straight to the core. Once they reached the center, they took
that large cavernous core and made it bigger and bigger. It
would be the heart of the city as it was the heart of the
mountain. And indeed before long, the vast majority of the
city of Frix was actually found within Mazda as opposed to
outside it.

As Ruro rode into the massive cave, he found himself
still marveling at the massive columns of Dost and Vixus, the
storied founders of this great Empire looming large on either
side of the entrance, positioned as if they were propping up
the entrance of the cave on their shoulders. At the entrance,
there were some poor sections of the city. This area had come
to be known as ‘Outer Frix’. Smoke wafted out of small
shanty-homes constructed at the foot of the snow-dusted
cave, billowing out of the Mouth of Mazda like a hot breath.
But the darkness came quickly. The cruisers raced into the
tunnel at lightning speeds and it was a dimly lit journey
through the tunnel to the core. Small blinking from scattered
settlements along the tunnel walls as well as the soft hue
from the old Imperial lighting systems were the only thing
accompanying the traveller on their long, quiet journey
through the tunnel. The further in he ventured, the more the
lights of the small gems scattered throughout the cave began
to twinkle and light up this bleak landscape. It felt like
driving right into a dream, by the time one had been
immersed in the sparse smatterings of faint settlements along
the tunnel, the bright lights of the city center were visible
through the pinhole exit. At the speed of a cruiser, it felt like
one had teleported as the massive world at the heart of
Mazda came alive and the brilliant cave crystals dotted the
landscape in a beautiful flurry of cerulean, magenta, amber,
emerald, and maroon. The dominant color was a soft blue
hue, which radiated brightly from the largest type (and most
abundant) of crystal found in the cave, as well as the unique
cave flora which sported different shades of this color
throughout the city.

Once exiting the tunnel, the settlements only grew
more complex and more compact as one came towards the
downtown city center. This area was a complicated,
interweaving web of streets, towering (albeit dark) buildings,
and walkways jutting out, through, and across just about
every building. From afar, it had a large glow in the center, a
sign of its commercial prowess. Over the generations, it came
to be known as ‘The Hive’. When traffic was at its peak and
cruisers hovered in the thousands above it, it looked like a
beehive on fire. From above, the roads and pathways were
completely indiscernible. These were corridors and conduits
for the millions and millions of busy, active, bustling citizens
below. It looked like endless, chaotic scribbles, intertwining
in a haphazard fashion. In reality, it was designed so carefully
that it could sustain and grow a great society - not from
without, but from within.
Ruro found himself entangled in that Hive that was
the city center. He made his way to the looming brick red
wall of a building. The building was massive, but not enough
so that it loomed above the skyline. What was impressive was
its width. It looked like a large, red, brick-like monolith with
a patterned wave running down it. It was always illuminated
by large, beaming lights from the bottom upwards. This was
the Defense Services Headquarters. It was here that any
threats to the Empire were dealt with in secret board rooms.
It was here where anyone who was anyone in service of their
Empire would come if they were lucky enough to have
pertinent information valuable to someone important
enough.

Ruro was always nervous walking into the building.
He didn't have an office there. He thought the idea was nice,
but, at best, he wouldn't have a position there for many more
years to come. Personal spaces there were reserved for the
elites and few Officers were permitted their own space.
Instead, as always, he was there reporting to Commander
Styko - one of the highest ups in the strategy division.
Normally such a trip wouldn’t stir him much at all. But Ruro
was worried about how his boss would handle the
information he had.
Ruro inspected the beacon. Once again, the light had gone
out. He smacked it to try and fix it. Nothing.
After a deep sigh, he approached the large, silveraccented doors and made his way up to the nineteenth floor.
As he rode the elevator up, he let out a deep sigh. 'Is this the
kind of information that will end up getting me in trouble?'
He worried. He turned the beacon over to see if there was
any remnants of what he saw on the screen resurfacing. Alas
not. Finally. The elevator stopped and the doors opened into
a dimly lit chamber, where a stocky, bearded man was sitting
in the corner, facing a fire and examining his glass of liquid
courage.
'Bring it here', Styko said.

III
A GIRL IN HER SHACK

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
Ericho looked at the blinking lights of the city center from the
window outside her shack and let out a deep sigh. 'What a
trek', she thought. Though she had to make the trek every
day, the reality that she spent almost as much time getting to
the Grand Bazaar as she spent actually working there was
disheartening. Her slim figure wasn't built to carry the hefty
load of materials that she lugged on her back every day.
When she finally lay down her head to rest at the end of the
day, her body was still in pain that wouldn't dissipate until
she finally went to sleep.
This was of course the beginning of the day. For those
born inside the cave, there would be no immediate way of
knowing such things. After all, no light reached the inner
reaches of Mazda. But Ericho had spent nearly her entire life
inside this mountain and had come accustomed to its unique
time signatures. For instance, one could tell the day was
beginning when a slow stream of caravans and merchants
began to make their way towards the city center. Outside her
window, she would hear the humming of cruisers and the

noises of various animals and creatures as they passed by.
The city itself lit up even more brightly as the morning went
on, signifying the beginning of the busy work day and the
endless hustle and bustle of the citizenry. Sometimes, she
would take a peak outsider her window towards the center. If
the lights were dimly lit enough that she could not see the
similarly shabby buildings across from her, then she would
happily jump back into bed and attempt to get whatever
sleep she could.
She let out a deep groan, scratching her long, ravenhaired head as she stretched before peeking out the window.
The lights were beaming. She forced herself out of bed and
gathered up her things. In the room next door on a reclined
chair, her old Uncle Sami snored loudly. Ericho always tried
her best to avoid waking him.
She felt like in some ways, she owed everything to
him. After her parents abandoned her, he was the only
remaining confirmed kin and he gladly took her in. But he
was already an old man before she was even considered to be
a woman. Before long, she found herself returning the favor
by taking care of him. They lived together in the small, shackhome where Sami had lived for nearly his whole life. It was a
dinky place. If you included the kitchen separately, there
were only three rooms total. Each was sectioned off with thin
walls which Sami had built up years ago and now had
endured many structural struggles. Ericho was too young to
remember the normal environment she was born into, and
never had the chance to experience a normal upbringing
inside Frix.

Instead she, her friends, her neighbors and most of the
community lived in similar, shabby homes that dotted the
outskirts of the Hive in the darkest part of the cave. They
were her people. That was her life. And as rough as it may
have seemed, she never felt the fear of danger. Life was hard
and came with a lot of pain. But she was safe.
Sami was a gem processor before he went blind. He
spent the majority of his time working with the bounty that
the miners brought in by removing them of waste and
preparing them for energy conversion. The job was a lowskilled, low-wage profession that was in high-demand when
he was beginning his career. It was always seen as a starting
point for most of the Empire's citizens who weren't sure what
to do. But for Sami, it became his life. The job provided
enough for him to live, albeit uncomfortably, by himself while
also being able to buy enough food without ever having a
real feast to enjoy.
All of the citizens who lived in this shanty town area
had different shades of the same story. Unfortunately for
Ericho, Sami's inability to continue working put them on the
poorest end of that community. The responsibility to provide
for their decrepit household fell entirely on her shoulders.
And she took that responsibility seriously.
She left the house and joined the walking masses as they
made their way to the city center. She watched with
frustration as even the shabbiest cruisers would fly past her,
reminding her of what a disadvantage it always was to not
have a vehicle. The mass merchant line that would feed into
the city center was full of frustrated people like her. The

group was colloquially known as "The Walkers”, a term
invented as a sneer from the bourgeoisie class in Frix. The
Walkers were mostly street merchants and traders, coming
from as far away as the farthest, bitterly cold regions of the
Empire of Snow. It was a sweaty, tired mass of people, and
there was little upside to it. But even Ericho found ways to
make it better. Since the same group of people traveled so
often together, she had made some familiar contacts. Her
friend Shaydi would meet up with her every morning around
the same juncture and keep her company. Her presence alone
made the trip somewhat enjoyable.
The journey took over an hour to get to the city center
and another half an hour to get to the Grand Bazaar. Hidden
deep within the bright city center, there was a massive hole
where the buildings were dramatically shorter and there was
a small open market space where large periwinkle covered
tents took over a large swath of the neighborhood. Just
outside the market was the looming red wall that made up
the Defense Services Heaquarters. Its position was an easy
way to orient oneself around the Bazaar.
The tents were made of beautiful purple fabric that
stretched the height of nearby buildings and were adorned
with bright gold yarn. They contained all kinds of crystals
and lanterns and torches, giving it a wide array of bright
lights. Inside, incense smoke, musicians, and loud merchants
all contributed to the overall sensory cacophony of the Grand
Bazaar. It was the biggest trading and mercantile post in the
city and during its peak hours felt like a city of its own.

Vendors had their own sections, each mapped out after
several initial visits and strategically placed so that they may
benefit their fellow traders. It was such a complex economic
ecosystem that even those from other parts of the Empire
would come sometimes just to observe how it all came
together.
Ericho's stall was in the small back-corner of the
market where sellers of other home goods vendors remained.
People selling doorknobs and chairs and pots and pillows and
bathing basins all together in one corner. It wasn't a
particularly exciting part of the Bazaar, but it received a
steady flow of traffic. Ericho, for her part, sold locks and
keys. Ever since childhood she had a knack for solving such
mechanical issues and by her early adolescence was able to
engineer her own materials. This made her right in league
with her fellow tradespeople at the Bazaar.
Each vendor discreetly did their own trading and
selling on the side. It was no secret that few, if barely any of
these vendors were able to make a healthy living off of
simply their own wares. So privately they would sell the
things they had found, collected, or stolen. Often, they were
keen to bargain. So as Ericho set up her stall, she pulled out
the smaller bag of trinkets and wares 'of interest' she had
collected over the past week and hid them in a small
compartment under her stall. The Bazaar was quite busy that
day and she was caught up the energetic flow of the potential
customers. She stayed wary with big crowds that she may not
get robbed or tricked.

From a distance, she saw an old man with a long
beard heading towards her stall. He walked slowly enough,
she figured he was merely browsing, but his attention stayed
focused on her. Her eyes narrowed. When he finally arrived
at her stall, she noticed he was a smaller than expected,
unimposing man with a rather warm grin. He was wearing a
single, long, raggedy cloth which he draped over his body
like a dress and he placed his hands on the counter.
She looked him over. His bushy white beard and squinty
bespectacled eyes were somewhat charming in an
unthreatening kind of way. He felt like a kind old man. She
trusted him.
"Are you interested in a lock or key sir?", she asked.
His grin grew larger.
"Actually Ericho, I'm interested in selling something... to you."

IV
THE COMMANDER AND HIS OFFICER

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”

"Andulian, I suspect“, Styko said while examining the
broken machine that was in the palms of his hands.
He palmed the device over and over and over again in
his hands, doing his best to examine the design in the hopes
that he may be familiar with its specific manufacturer. Ruro
was sitting on an ornate chair next to the fire sprawled out
with one of his legs dangling over the arm and his opposite
hand carrying a small drink extended over the other chair
arm. He had been through so many of these analyses with his
boss, he knew the drill. Styko would stroke his beard,
overthink the importance of a single piece of evidence, and
proceed to wax poetic on the insufferable failure of
contemporary society due to some stretched hypothesis
relating to whatever he had just found. Ruro had come to
find it boring. Predictable. But his boss spoke with such

intensity and conviction, that he couldn't bear to make light
of anything. Instead, he would occasionally push back on the
conclusions he found more conspiratorial.
“Andulian? Commander Styko, I know it’s foreign, but it
seems a bit sophisticated for those people."
Ruro looked into the fire. He knew he needn't bother
conversing with Styko face to face. After all, Styko was an
extremely reserved man with a conservative outlook on the
Empire, whose face underneath the bushy beard, which was
just starting to grey, was almost completely stone-like. In the
six odd years that Ruro had been reporting to the
Commander, he had maybe seen him smile once or twice
overall. And he never was on the receiving end of one of
those few smiles. For all he knew, Styko lived a life devoted
to his job. He was a man focused on the defense of the
Empire. His primary objective was the safety of the
motherland. But within that mindset was a deeper fear. At
some point, the Empire would face great threats. Styko
wanted to be prepared. He tried to learn everything about his
rivals. He tried to see everything he possibly could coming his
way before it actually hit him. He spent the time he wasn't at
the Defense Headquarters researching the potential threats
that could attack at any moment. He stored up vast troves of
knowledge on all kinds of peoples, ideologies, cultures,
symbols, potions, weapons, and much more. In doing so, he
was often quick to assign a much more complicated solution
to an easy problem. Each time he did, Ruro acted as his
buffer, challenging his notion with his own perspective.

"Do you see these markings on the side?", Styko asked as he
tossed the beacon onto Ruro's lap.
“Oof"
The beacon was quite heavy. He looked at the so-called
markings on the side and scoffed.
"These are just scratches sir. I did tell you that the thing fell
from the sky and tumbled down a mountain, right?”
"Don't mock me Officer. Look at the damaged areas. Notice
how they're a different color?"
Styko was right. The areas where the beacon had taken a
beating appeared to have changed from a grey to a deep red
color.
"Maybe it hit some red rocks falling down!"
"This is no normal material. This beacon is made from a
special alloy."
Styko went on to explain how the alloy that the beacon was
made from came only from one specific region - far across the
tundra, where deep underground mines had troves of the
material. The Andulians where a nomadic group that would
wander the tundra trading with those that they passed. Their
primary products of trade were various gems, alloys, metals,
etc. Styko believed that the alloy was such a unique and
specific detail that there really could only be one culprit. He
took the beacon back out of Ruro's lap and with the side of

his wrist-guard armor, he whacked the beacon with a
powerful blow. Sure enough, underneath the spot a deep red
hue appeared.
But Ruro remained skeptical. He knew of the Andulians. To
the best of his knowledge, they weren't capable of something
so sophisticated. Sure, perhaps they were the only ones with
a recognizable link to the alloy, but they were nomadic
traders! That is hardly a group known for engineering feats.
"Okay, so it may be the material that you're talking about sir.
And let's assume they somehow harnessed the technological
prowess to build something like this. But, if I might be so
bold, may I ask why such a group would have any reason to
threaten us with such things? I mean, they're simple people.
They don't have any reason to come after us. They too are
apart of the Empire!"
Styko always respected Ruro's willingness to challenge him. It
was something many of his other subordinates were too
afraid to do. He rest his hand on Ruro's shoulder as he
thought. As he scanned the floor, an idea struck him. His gaze
floated back towards his very relaxed Officer.
“Hmmm… We don’t quite know the function of these things
yet. And, evidently, it’s difficult to discern from its current
state. But… You said there were symbols on the screen,
correct?"
Ruro's eyes were caught gazing out the big windows across
the room onto the bright lights of the Bazaar below. They
were up too high to see any of the iconic buildings below

them, but the glow from the Bazaar in the distance created a
bright hole in the buildings nearby the Defense Headquarters.
He tried to remember the symbols he saw. His eyes wandered
around the large, dark conference room, bouncing from cozy
chairs, to big desks, to bookshelves, each in search of that
elusive memory: What were the symbols? For once, Styko
had brought up something he felt was equally relevant.
"To be honest. It happened in such a flash. I couldn't make
them out entirely. They seemed like they were coming from a
different script entirely," Ruro turned his attention up towards
his boss. "But," he continued, "I did catch a few at the end
that I remember recognizing beyond a doubt."
Styko perked up. He put his glass down. Ruro continued,
"You know the set of symbols at the bottom of the Statue of
Valor? At the Palace?"
Styko knew them well. Almost all citizens of good
standing in the Empire had made a pilgrimage to the Grand
Palace of Ice at the very back of the cave. It was the seat of
the government and home of the Empress herself. Right out
in front there was a massive statue commemorating the great
heroes who helped defend the city from invaders in its early
days. The Statue of Valor stood proudly above the rest. At it's
base was a mysterious inscription - illegible in the local
tongue, consisting of some symbols which had never been
translated, explained, or even really discussed publicly by
anyone in the Empire. The symbols were geometric, but
simple - jagged near-triangles, bowed ovals, and a very
prevalent spiraling pattern.

Styko did not know the breadth of their meaning
entirely. But he did know they were of grave importance.
They were symbols of an ancient people. And they meant
something that was only of value to those parties interested
in such ancient history. Luckily, as a high-level commander,
he had the resources to explore this further.
He grabbed a tool and peeled off a strip of metal on the
beacon. The strange swath of wires underneath pulsated with
an orange light. He tossed the strip over to Ruro.
"I need you to go out to the Andulians and ask them about
this."
Ruro fixed his posture immediately in disbelief.
"Wait, are you serious? I thought we were starting to think it
might be something else. What about the symbols?"
Styko grew serious. He turned his stone gaze on his Officer.
"I'm not saying the Andulians are responsible for this. What I
do think is that they may know who is. And you're going to
find out."
Styko nodded to him, dismissing him. Ruro let out a
frustrated sigh. He bowed to his Commander and took the
piece of metal out of his hand. He made his way out the door
before Styko reassured him.
"Leave the symbols to me. I have a feeling the higher-ups may
know a thing or two.“

V
AN OLD MAN PROVIDES NEW
OPPORTUNITY

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”

The old man placed the shiny gold amulet on the table and
Ericho raised a curious eyebrow. She took the piece in her
hand and spun it around, examining the brilliance in the light
of the lantern above her stall. She noticed the old man was
watching her carefully to gauge her reaction to the gift. It
was a really beautiful piece. Small, circular and with a
lustrous gold. There was a beautiful spiral pattern which was
embossed into the top. It felt quite heavy in her hand. It
likely was worth quite a bit. But she remained suspicious.
"You found this?"
The old man grinned.
"I've had this in my possession for some time Ericho. It was
given to me a while ago and now I would like to give to you."

She still felt like there was something he wasn't saying.
"What is it, exactly? It's beautiful, of course. But you know as
good as anyone, we can't be seen trafficking in stolen goods."
She looked at him and studied his eyes. Under the cracks and
layers of fine lines, she couldn't detect a scam. He leaned in
towards her and looked around as if he were about to tell her
something confidential. Before he spoke, he locked eyes with
her and beckoned for her to come closer while stroking his
bushy white beard.
"When was the last time you were outside the cave?"
She thought for a moment. It had been years - possibly a
decade. There was hardly time for recreation in her life.
There was hardly a moment for her to go out and enjoy
whatever may lie beyond the cave.
The old man continued,
"When was the last time you were outside the Kingdom? I
know how difficult life is here. I've always felt the burning
desire to know more, to see more, to do more, to be more.
Haven't you had a desire for adventure? I know it's not
something people living in the shanty towns often think
about, but there is a whole world out there for you to
discover. There is a world beyond the Empire. There is a
great deal of things we cannot possibly understand."

Suddenly, his voice became quiet. He spoke to her in a
hushed whisper.
"What if I told you that there was a great threat to the Empire
that could destroy everything we know and cherish about this
land? What if I told you that at this very second, forces of
darkness, agents of harm were working their way towards
our untimely destruction and that if life continued as it has,
we will all be subject to a terrible doom."
Ericho was stunned. She was completely frozen in her body.
The seriousness of the conversation had pulled her in. She
shook her head to snap out of it.
"Who are you again?"
The old man leaned back.
"This is a key. You are an expert on locks and keys, are you
not? It does seem to fit into your realm of interest."
He pressed his finger on the back of the amulet and pushed it
towards her across the table, sliding it across the coarse
wood. She picked it up and examined it. It was the complete
wrong shape for a key, evidently. She scoffed a bit and tried
to take his gesture in stride. It appeared he was suffering
from senility.
"I don't know that you heard me. Who are you?"
The old man paused. He too had become a bit gruff.

"I have known you Ericho for a long time. I have followed
you and your family with great interest. And if you have any
desire to escape the life you currently life, this is the key
which you must use."
His soft eyes grew course. He sharpened his gaze in her
direction. She had been taken aback by his sharper attitude
and began to sour at his presence. Either he was a bit crazy,
or there was something profound in what he was saying.
Unfortunately, it came with a feeling of impending danger.
"I'm sorry sir, but I cannot accept."
She pushed the amulet back towards him. His faced soured at
the disapproval. His eyes widened. His voice became even
more deep. He looked her in the eyes with the upmost
gravity.
"Please dear girl. I am not your enemy. I am offering you the
chance of a lifetime. Take this piece. You will not regret it."
She second guessed herself. The piece did look quite
expensive.
"How much do you want for it?"
He relaxed a bit and returned to his normal posture.
"Ten credits."
"That's it? Surely this is worth ten times that. What's the
catch?"

"Ten credits and a promise."
"What promise?"
"You will take this piece and never sell it. Use what I have
given you to do what is right."
She looked over the piece once more before shrugging and
sliding it into a drawer of other random wares. Reaching into
her pocket, she mustered a few coins and slid them across the
table. Whether or not he was serious, he certainly was giving
her a great offer.
"I'll think about it sir", she said with a forced smile as she
placed the coins in his palm.
He looked at her for a while and then, reaching into an inner
pocket, he pulled out a small scroll and placed it on her table.
She picked it up, curiously and was amazed at its levity.
"I'm sorry. I'm not interested in buying parchment. If you're
looking for a reference, there’s a man named Teadus a few
stalls over. He's a great parchment trader and he'd happily
take this from you."
"This one is a gift. From me.", he said. The old man then
patted his palms on the table and gave her one last friendly
grin. Before she could even attempt to reject his gift, he
began walking away from her.
"But I don't..."

It was useless. He clearly didn't care. She examined the piece,
confused at what he was getting at. But he seemed sure of
himself.
Over his shoulder he shouted to her.
"You'll need that. More than you know. It's how you will save
us… all.”
She unraveled the piece on the table. And inside, she found a
small, detailed, ornate map.

VI
NEVER A DAY OFF FOR A BUSY
CENTURION

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
Fadii watched the snowflakes fall outside her hut. She
enjoyed watching the light outside her window turn the
landscape from midnight black to dark blue as the morning
slowly gifted the outside world with color. On days where she
didn't have anywhere specific to report to, she was happy to
wake up and enjoy the unperturbed bliss of the morning.
Outside her room, she heard her mother and her brothers
gathering their things to head out for the day as she curled
up under her blanket nuzzled her covers. For her, knowing
she was able to actually sit down and rest provided her some
peace of mind, especially while the entire world was heading
to work around her. There was something harmlessly sadistic
and satisfying about it to her.
As she listened to the sounds of the kitchen in the mornings,
she would simultaneously associate each one in her head.
Pots. Pans. Food. Sizzling. Comms-station. Chairs. Brothers.

Mom. All had their own unique sound and played in a very
specific order. It was an order that was so recognizable, she
had come to enjoy following along with the rhythm in her
head. It had become routine enough to lull her back to sleep.
But something was off, something that kept her awake. The
door opened.
That door was the end of the noises. They all left through the
door when they headed out for their days. But the sound of
the opening door came early. It came at a time where food
was still cooking and people were still talking. Fadii got up
and creeped towards her door. There was a visitor there. She
could hear her mom and brothers chatting with the person,
but all their voices were too muffled to make out exactly who
it was. She quickly got dressed and opened the door to see
who was causing all the commotion.
Just outside her room, she witnessed a table full of people
and a hearty feast. Her mother, brothers, and the mystery
guest - her friend and associate Ruro - had gathered around
and begun to enjoy a delicious meal. Ruro waved to her from
across the table with a mouth full of food. She was annoyed.
Her partner's presence here was the worse news she could
receive. After all, he never popped by for a simple visit. He
wanted something from her.
The table quieted and her mother invited her over.
"Darling, look who dropped in! It's Roo!"
She looked at her mother with beaming eyes, trying to
silently signal to her annoyance and frustration.

"What a surprise.", Fadii said, tracking her eyes with Ruro as
she came to sit across from him.
Sensing pressure from her to explain himself, he cooly said
that the situation was a lot more innocent than she would
expect.
"I just happened to be in the neighborhood Di. It had been a
while since I'd seen your mother and I figured while I was
around it would be a true travesty to not come in and say hi.”
“Yes! It’s been some time since we’ve seen you in Outer Frix
when you’re not working Ru!”, her mother said.
“Oh, I do try to make it out here as often as possible. The
fresh air does me good! Plus, I love to keep up with my good
friends out here.”
She saw through his lie. As much as he made himself out to
be a benevolent passerby, Fadii knew him to be an
opportunist at heart. She sat down across from him and they
continued to enjoy their breakfast. Ruro kept everyone
entertained with stories of climbing the great caverns inside
the cave and sightings of terrifying Snowwomps on trips out
to the mountains. He had a knack for storytelling, but his
biggest strength was his disarming humor. Right when one
was supposed to be the most upset with him, he always
managed to find a way to make them laugh and diffuse the
situation. Some people, like Styko, were always immune to
this. But others, like Fadii and her family, were easy targets
for this charm.

After a few tales of adventure, he jumped into one with a bit
more levity.
"So I was heading up towards the Palace one day. And
naturally, I was very nervous. I mean, it's the Palace. I was
going there for a special security meeting with the top
officials in the Empire. But as I pull up on my cruiser, I
realize, I'm very nervous and I feel like I'm going to faint. It's
super intimidating when you walk inside and they had pulled
out all the stops on this meeting. So, I head over in search of
a place to rest where I can compose myself before going in.
And so I ask a guard and he points me to this corner. He said,
that is the room that the Empress used to use when she
needed relief. So I head over."
He looks around to make sure his audience is captive.
"I knock on the door. OCCUPIED. I'm so confused - I was sent
over here by that guy. I try again and I try yelling at the lady
on the other side, explaining I'm overwhelmed and I'm going
to faint. Finally I hear her come over to the door, open it, and
BAM - the Empress herself walks out and turns to me and
says, 'Can't I have just one of these rooms to myself?' And I
lose it!"
The table laughed, though they knew he was lying. Fadii
laughed and then her face soured. He had a tendency to tell
tall tales about the Palace and the Empire often. He knew her
family was easy prey. They wouldn't commonly know that
only a very select few in the entire Empire were permitted to
meet with the Empress. In fact, only a select few even knew

what she looked like. This provided an opportunity for
endless fodder about her life, her appearance and her habits.
And it provided Ruro a punchline to keep his crowds at ease.
They all talked about his stories while cleaning up and
heading off for the day. He kept the laughter rolling until
everyone began to leave, when he turned his attention on
Fadii who knew that he was ready to talk business.
"Okay, what do you want?"
"I thought I told you-"
"It's my day off Roo, I don't usually have guests come by on
days like these."
Ruro knew she was impatient. In truth so was he. He looked
around and noticed her only remaining brother gathering his
gear to head into the mines. He pulled out the piece of the
beacon Styko had given him and slid it across the table to
her.
"What do you know about the Andulians?"
She examined the piece and struggled to make the
connection to his question.
"This is from the beacon.", she said plainly.
"Weren't you a cultural advisor when you first joined the
Defense Services? Isn’t that your specialty?”

"If you're asking what I know about the Andulians... very
little. But frankly, there's not much to know. They’re a
nomadic people. Not very friendly to outsiders. Traders and
scavengers who are pretty hostile to the Empire in all its
forms. They think themselves self-sufficient and sometimes
technologically superior to us. We have them on a watchlist.
Why? Do you think they did this?"
"No. Not the beacon. But I... Styko thinks that they may know
who did."
He watched her face to see how she was reacting. She was
retracting into effusiveness right before his eyes. They waved
after her last brother as he left and then he leaned in to make
a more personal plea.
"I need your help Di.", he said, "You know how to find these
people quickly and I'm going to guess that you're going to be
able to communicate with them far better than I ever could."
She was dismissive.
“They speak the same tongue. I think they’ll be able to
understand you. They trade."
"Di", he pleaded, "We're under pressure here. Time is
essential. I don't know what to do with them or what to say.
It’s more of a cultural insight I need. You said they’re hostile
to the Empire! I need someone to help smooth that part out.”
"Funny. You seem like you knew what to say today", she said
as she referenced his empty plate.

"This is different and you know it. I know it's your day off,
but the Empire needs you. Our team needs you. I need you."
Finally he appealed to her in a way she understood.
"You know how horrible I am with directions. I'll be lost in
the tundra for an eternity without you. Or worse, eaten by
Snowwomps."
She let out a little chuckle, followed by a sigh of frustration
and imagined in her head wrapping her hands around his
throat for a moment. Relax, she thought. They were on the
same team. She got up and started heading towards her
room.
"Okay, I'm going to change."
Ruro leaped up with joy. He began a celebratory dance in the
kitchen.
"You owe me though. Don't forget it. This was my day off!”
"Come on Di! You know me! Have I ever let you down."
She shook her head as she walked away.

VII
TO LEAVE OR NOT TO LEAVE

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
After a long day at the Bazaar, the Walkers would begin a
slow trickle of migration back to their homes. Those that
went in the first wave were most eager. But others might
stopped to have a drink and gossip with their friends. There
were places were filled with a kind of haze and packed from
wall to wall with patrons yelling over each other for
conversational dominance. Somewhere packed inside "The
Grotto", one of the secret underground clubs, Ericho showed
Shaydi the strange gift that she had received from the old
man.
"He just gave this to you?", Shaydi asked in disbelief. Shaydi
pulled down her scarf mask around her neck so that she
could get an unobstructed view of the amulet. Spinning it
around in her palm, she noticed the spiral engraving and
made note of its hefty weight. In the back of her mind, she
speculated that it could sell for ten times the amount she
received it for.

Ericho nervously watched on while Shaydi was examining the
amulet. She smoked from a long, winding pipe that was
considered a specialty within the Grotto. Shaydi threw out an
offer to buy it from her friend, but Ericho handn't finished
telling her the story. She went on to describe how the old
man essentially gave it to her for nothing and that he claimed
he knew her.
"He knew your name?"
"He claimed to know a lot about my life. He seemed to know
about my family and maybe he was just guessing, but it was
the way that he was looking at me that really got to me. It
was like he was staring in my soul."
Shaydi laughed. She grabbed her pipe and took a long drag.
"Are you sure he didn't just find that in the street?", she
puffed a cloud of smoke out towards her opponent.
Ericho pulled out the map that she had received and pushed
it towards her friend. She sipped on her drink while she
locked eyes nervously on Shaydi, determined to get an
immediate reaction as to whether she's believed the
document was phony or not. Shaydi's family, specifically her
mother, had been a mapmaker for some time. Her mother
owned and operated the most successful stall in the Bazaar
and from the earliest days of their friendship, she had
become a role model of sorts to Ericho. She felt that her
daughter, though not an expert on maps, would be able to
tell if it were fake. Once Shaydi opened it, her eyes widened.

She scanned the entirety of it before handing it back with her
eyebrows raised.
"That's some map."
"Do you... think it's valid?"
"Where is it supposed to lead to?"
"I'm not sure. He told me that this amulet was the key to
everything. But I'd have to follow the map to even get there."
Shaydi laughed.
"Like this piece of metal is supposed to be a key? Are you
sure they're not just sending you on a chase Ericho? I mean
really. What do you expect?”
"I expect you to help me. You've spent your entire upbringing
around maps. You'd know a real from a fake. So I ask you, do
you think it's real?"
"Of course it's real." Shaydi said as she passed it back to
Ericho, "Now the question is: is it really the map to some
lock? Or key? Or place? Who's to say? I think if you found it
from some strange guy who came up to your stall, then I
would say no."
Ericho paused. She looked back over the map again. As she
did, she looked over her shoulders and surveyed the crowded
bar, attempting to keep her interest in the the scroll as
discreet as possible. In her mind, the authenticity was enough

to continue her piqued curiosity. Besides, she wouldn't pass
up the opportunity to at least peek at the possibility of a life
outside the Bazaar. She knew she would have to reframe the
idea for her friend.
"Do you know where it goes?"
Suddenly, Shaydi sensed her friend's seriousness. It was stark.
Her face looked uninterested in conspiracy and theory. She
believed what she was looking at.
"You aren't serious are you?"
Nott, the man who ran The Grotto, came by to check on them
and make sure they were satisfied. Ericho held her tongue
until he was gone, doing her best to preserve the privacy of
the situation. Once he left, she looked left and right and then
started to explain herself to Shaydi.
"Look. I know this sounds crazy, but I have a feeling about
this. I was told - warned, of an impending attack on the Snow
Empire. You, me, and the rest of the walkers have been
perfectly content coming to and from the Bazaar all day, but
what if one of us, one of US, had the opportunity to save the
Empire. I know it sounds crazy. It sounds like a dream. And it
might be. It probably is. But what is the harm in trying?
What's the harm in going to see?"
Shaydi sighed as she puffed smoke in her friend's face. She
picked up the map again and unraveled it. She gave it a
cursory glance and then tossed it back across the table with
her eyebrows now sharp with skepticism towards Ericho.

"I can't say for sure where the map leads exactly. But its FAR,
FAR AWAY. See here? This is Frix. That tiny dot! And then it
keeps going. It’s past Dasta. Past most Mountain-Dwellers
settlements. Past the Dore. Outside the mountains, outside
the plains, somewhere at the brink of the Empire, maybe
further, even oustide.”
She waited to see if her warning had any effect on Ericho.
"When's the last time you left Mazda?”, she asked her
foreboding friend.
Shaydi brushed aside her wavy, dark brown hair away from
her brown eyes and thought about it for a moment.
"It's been some time. A year, maybe more."
"Then come with me."
Shaydi started laughing. She reached across the table and
grabbed her friend's hand. Nott came by to check on them
and Shaydi ushered him away with a friendly nod.
"Ericho, you can't be serious. Wha- Do you know how far that
is? I don't know if you heard the part about it being near or
past the brink of the Empire. That could takes months, maybe
longer without a cruiser. Which neither you nor I could
dream of having.”
"Well then we better start first thing in the morning." Ericho
said confidently.

Shaydi was in shock, she stood up and walked closer to her
friend, leaning down on her shoulder. She felt like a
protective older sister figure in that moment. She carefully
plucked small pieces of Ericho’s black hairs off her old, fitted
shop shirt.
"What about your Uncle? Have you thought through this?"
"I've saved more than enough for my Uncle to be happy for
some time now. He's going to be okay. Please Shaydi, come
with me."
"We don't have a cruiser! I have to watch over my stall! I can't
afford to lose business! Plus, what would my mother think?"
They continued to argue about the logistics for several
minutes before it became apparent that both women weren't
going to convince the other. Ericho had her mind set and
Shaydi wasn't going to convince her otherwise. But more
disappointing from Ericho's perspective was the clear
indication that her friend would not be joining her under the
current circumstances.
They finished their meeting, left the Grotto, and rejoined the
Walkers. Their return was unusually silent. Shaydi made it
clear that if she didn't have these responsibilities, she would
happily join her. She even made an offer for them to take a
trip together outside of Mazda in the coming weeks instead.
But it was clear Ericho had made her mind up.

When they came to the place where Shaydi split off to head
back to her house, she made one final plea.
"Let me buy them off you! Both of them. Then you can forget
that you ever saw them and let this silly thought disappear."
She reused. Defeated, she reached into her bag and handed
her friend a small grey orb.
"What's this?", Ericho asked.
“It's meant to bring you good luck. My ancestors would
collect these and share them when they were migrating to
Frix. Just know that as long as you carry it with you, that I
will be there with you."
Ericho still couldn't smile. In her mind, she was still being left
on her own. As the remaining walkers continued towards the
shanty town, Shaydi called out,
"You know where I'll be if you change your mind!"
Ericho didn't even bother to turn around when yelling back.
"Look after my Uncle for me. Until I return."
As she walked on, she examined the gift her friend had given
her. She badly wanted to throw the orb backwards in a
display of her frustration. But when she turned around, the
spot where they split was long gone.

She took a deep breath, clenched her fist with the orb in
hand and began running ahead of the pack, refusing to look
back again.

VIII
A TRAITOR IN THE RANKS

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
Styko marched up the magnificent staircase leading to the
Palace with his head cocked upward, in awe at the massive
entryway that seemed to sit where the clouds might were
they outside of Mazda. The massive complex was built into
the far back of the most cavernous part of the cave. A massive
space, spanning the width of nearly a third of the mountain,
made room for the palace, which was so expansive, its two
long wings stretched almost wall to wall. The Palace itself
had nine prominent pillars and spires, each of varying length,
except the central one, which stood far above the rest. It was
a building made of a kind of white stone, which made it
prominent and visible from some of the farthest reaches of
the cave. Behind the palace was the edge of the cave, which
shone brightly because of the massive blue crystals which
would provide natural illumination to that part of the cave.
The blue came beaming over the Palace and because of the
prominence, would even give the walls a bit of a blue hue
itself. As the cycle from day turned into night, the massive
blue crystals - themselves towering over the palace - would
dim.

There was an overall sense of grandiosity. A feeling of power
emanated from the Palace because of its sheer size. A great
feat of engineering had to exude a great sense of importance.
And if the core of Mazda was the heart of the Empire, then
this Palace (known informally as the Palace of Ice) was its
soul. Only the greatest, most privileged members of the
Empire were allowed inside and even then, very few were
welcomed to the higher floors. At the very top of the doorway
upon entering, dangling far above the lowly denizens was a
massive stone head, named after Kir - the great unifier of the
region and the Empire's first ruler. All of this always felt
imposing even to a man of Styko's status. He was a Junior
Imperial Commander, a high-ranking role in the Defense
services, mere paces from the top. But he still managed to be
wowed by the overwhelming majesty of this building. To him,
it was a necessary revival of patriotism. It brought him
strength. It empowered him. It made him feel like his cause
was worth it. He believed in the Empire because of the great
things they had done, and every bit of its greatness was
embodied in the Palace of Ice.
He made his way to one of the conference rooms on the
second floor where High Commander Tonroy was awaiting
him.
"Styko! It is a good day in the Empire."
Styko bowed to his superior, as was custom at the high ranks
and approached the window where Tonroy was stationed.
The room was situated over an energy well, a natural source
of power, emanating from the minerals within the mountain,

which were heated from under the mountain and created
little plumes of energy, which would explode in fantastic,
colorful balls of energy.
Tonroy was a large, boxy old man, about seventy years of age
(twenty two years Styko’s senior). He carried his weight
gracefully now, though it was clear he could hold his own in
a fight in the past. Tonroy played with his grey mustache as
he grinned gleefully, looking out the window at the light
show on display. Styko was always amazed at the High
Commander's childlike sense of wonder. How could someone
so powerful be so carefree?
"Look at that, would you. Nearly brings a tear to my eye."
He wiped his (dry) eye in anticipation of a tear and then
turned towards his officer in an attempt to pull himself
together.
"They're lovely sir. The energy wells seem to be working at
full capacity."
"More than full capacity actually! In fact, some say they've
doubled their output. We will likely be able to provide energy
into most areas of the cave. That should quiet all the
complainers.”
Styko held his tongue. One thing he loathed was small banter
before a meeting. He felt it was misleading. Tonroy went to
sit at his desk and pulled out a tablet, where he kept lots of
notes. He put on a pair of spectacles and lit his pipe. He
called on Styko to join him as soon as he was done admiring

the energy wells. As the High Commander scrolled through
his notes, he stopped to make corrections on some false
details he had come across. Styko had pulled up a chair
across from him, but was accustomed to waiting until he was
called on, so he remained silent.
Finally, the call came.
"Commander Styko. What do you have for me in regards to
boundary surveillance? Have you any update on the
nomads?"
Styko pulled out his own tablet. On it, he had an image of the
beacon. Tonroy looked over the image with his spectacles.
"Oh dear. You've finally found one haven't you? Those blasted
things.”
"We have the actual unit. In person. I sent a team of my best
out to retrieve it. Apparently it was quite a struggle."
"And where is the unit being held right now?"
"At a lab at the Defense Service Headquarters. It's highly
secure in the DSH."
"Good. You should do whatever tests you need and then
destroy it."
"Sir?", Styko said taken aback.
"You heard me. That's an order."

Tonroy went on to explain that anything they retained from
their enemies could be seen as evidence. Their job was to be
invisible and the possession of a foreign asset such as that
was endangering to their mission.
"But what if it could be an advantage? What if we can use it
as ransom? Or perhaps we could study it and figure out how
it works?"
Tonroy put down his glasses and folded his hands across one
another over the table. He spoke shallowly to his officer,
"Understand this. What you know about this threat is to be
something of the upmost secrecy. What better way to
maintain secrecy, if not for the ability to make it invisible to
the public at large. And no way to ensure that but remove
any evidence."
Styko was upset, but he maintained composure. He
continued with his explanation.
"We suspected Andulian origin based on the materials testing.
But naturally, they may have simply been contracted out."
Tonroy sat, racking his brain for possibilities.
"It could be a different nomadic group. Or that strange group
of mountain mystics. Whatever the case may be, I would
recommend we leave the dissection of such matters to your
superiors, possibly mine.”
Styko held his tongue.

"Sir"
“Commander Styko, I understand your curiosity, but the
sensitivity of such matters is of upmost importance to us. You
should be proud of your contribution. It will likely make its
way all the way to the Empress herself."
Styko didn't agree with the overly cautious and overly
secretive attitude of his superiors, but he didn't argue. He
was a man who respected rank and merit, so he rarely
challenged those above him.
"Yes sir. I will be willing to provide you any information in
regards to said case if you desire. In the meantime, I'll keep it
as private as possible."
Tonroy nodded and continued jotting down notes. After a
long period of silence, Styko got up as if to leave.
"Wait", his boss said. "Did I dismiss you? I have one more
thing I'd like from you. And no team this time. This requires
someone of rank and prestige with decades of experience, so
I'd like you to do this on your own. There’s an opportunity for
a rank upgrade as well. It will look good if you one day want
to be a High Commander yourself.”
Styko was shocked as it had been years in the field and he
was ready to jump back in. Tonroy handed him a case file to
flip through. He watched him carefully to see how he would
react. As he read the dossier, Styko’s grave expression grew
slightly angry. His cheeks tightened and his brow furrowed.

"Is this true?", Styko asked in disbelief.
The old man stroked his mustache again and then leaned
over the table as he emphasized to his officer.
"It appears we have a traitor, bent on sabotaging the Empire
of Snow. We must find them."

IX
A SHORT JAUNT INTO ANDULIAN
TERRITORY

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
At least their cruiser had some covering, Fadii thought to
herself. The glass above their heads was a nice addition to
the journey as compared to days before. Ruro kept looking
back to check on her expression. He wanted to make sure she
was as comfortable as possible on their trip.
"Quite a view, eh Di?"
She looked up. The sky was completely white, but without
snowfall. Everything seemed static. As she looked out the
glass on the left and right sides of the cruiser, she saw
nothing but endless flat white landscape. Dreadfully boring.
"You'll have to head west, remember?"
"Oh right."

Fadii had been all the way out to these remote edges of the
Empire for her research. She knew the routes better than
anyone. Despite the landscape being endless tufts of white
snow, she knew the subtle areas that landmarked this barren
geography. A small mound of snow, a tree, a bush, an
undulation in the ground. All of these could mark the
necessary point where one turned.
Ruro checked his nav system in the cruiser. They were getting
close. He checked a compartment on the side of his vehicle
for a weapon. He had a beam cannon, a behemoth of a gun
that he carried on his back. He was relieved. In the back,
Fadii was regretting her decision. Ruro knew nothing of the
locals and he was often unpredictable. He was a showman.
He was ostentatious. He could get them in more trouble than
was worth.
Throughout their several hour journey into nowhere, he tried
to engage with her. He would make references to their
colleagues, chat about the weather, and speculate about
gossip that entrenched the Empire. At a certain point, when
conversation died, he suddenly became philosophical.
"Where does the Empire end, Di?"
".... I don't know. I don't know that it does."
"Is this really it then? Is this really the extent of being? Just
endless fields and snow?"

She thought quietly for a while. These existential questions
bothered her as well. She stroked her long black hair as she
looked out the window for a sign of something, anything.
"Maybe it's for the best that there's nothing else."
Ruro pulled around a sharp corner after a hill she directed
him towards. They had come out to an open plane, where the
only significant location markers were the two suns in the
sky. She unfastened herself and came up over his shoulder.
"There!"
She pointed to a small dark dot in the field near the horizon.
"Slow down!"
He finally laid off the accelerator. As they approached, the
dot got bigger and bigger. Eventually, it took the shape of a
large black square, about the size of the cruiser.
"Here. Pull over Ru!"
They got out and immediately felt the chill of the cold,
blistering wind. They put on their protective masks and
goggles as they surveyed the landscape. It seemed bleak and
empty aside from this large black square. Ruro attempted to
yell from underneath his heavy mask.
"WHAT IS IT?"

She couldn't hear him. Perhaps a cupped hand around her ear
would help. As he approached her, he noticed a movement in
the snow behind her. What could it be? A snow snake? It was
too large. He halted. She cocked her head out of curiosity.
The snow moved again, except too quickly for them to take
notice. Ruro was blinded by the wind that blew snow in his
goggles. He looked around for the mound.
WHACK. He was smacked from behind! He struggled for a
moment, but a long arm reached from within the square and
pulled him under. He screamed for help, but quickly
disappeared. Fadii's breathing quickened. She analyzed her
possible resources. Her options were limited. She pulled out
her shock staff, expanded it, and began driving it into the
snow around her. Shockwaves were emitted from the areas
she stabbed, but all she found were empty patches of dirt
underneath as the snow dispersed.
She stopped moving. As she scanned the environment, she
was distracted by the steam of her breath, which had takes
up such a commanding position in her field of view. It was
unusually quiet. Nothing moved. She moved over towards
the square and began to prod it with her shock staff. It
remained somewhat fluid, but didn't do anything unusual.
She poked it again. Her staff became stuck. It was as if the
black square had turned into some kind of tar-like substance.
She yanked and pulled. As she pulled it out of the square, she
found an arm attached to it. She panicked and let it go as it
pulled the staff in entirely. She turned around towards the
cruiser. The path seemed clear. She began with a step. Then
another. Then another and another and then she began a

light sprint. The cruiser seemed within striking distance. It
seemed such a short distance away. She could almost touch
it. And then she fell.
Underneath her, something had tricked her. She came
crashing to the earth. She pushed her body up with her
palms, noticing the cruiser was within arms reach. But then
she began sliding backwards. She was dragged through the
snow quicker and quicker. She tried to claw her way into the
ground with her hands. But as she desperately put her hands
in the ground, she found herself digging up dirt. Before she
knew it she was being pulled into the square. As soon as she
fell through, it was immediate darkness. Only a small redglowing light in the corner provided any visibility. Her face
came as close as it could to ascertain her whereabouts. She
heard sounds around her. Rustling of some kind. Then,
darkness. She felt her body carried along a series of tunnels.
She heard small sounds, not quite words, but murmurs,
which echoed throughout the tube. Finally, she felt herself
placed on a hard surface, with her hands bound behind her
back and hot uncomfortable feeling next to her neck.
Her covering was removed. She saw she was in a small hole
of a room. It was large enough to fit several cruisers, but the
room was made entirely of dirt. Small, weak torches hung
from the ceiling and provided poor lighting. There seemed to
be people working in the background set up at desks, dressed
up in regal-like robes, and flipping through various
documents. She was placed on some kind of a bench, in front
of a fire. Ruro was tied up across from her. There was a
gaunt, older, tattooed man in between them. He had a stern
look on his face.

Everyone was silent. Ruro gave her a friendly nod as the man
observed him. He looked at him, then at her. At him, then at
her. Finally he looked at the fire in the center and spoke.
"Far from Frix, aren't we?", the man said in a booming, deep
voice.
Ruro looked at Fadii and raised his eyebrows twice as if to
encourage her to speak. She didn't seem very troubled.
"We're government officials, you know. You could face
imprisonment for this."
"You think we care about the Empire?"
"No. In fact, I think you hate the Empire."
The old man smiled. He looked at his two captives and
signaled to one of his men to search them for identification.
"Ruro? Up and coming commandant in the Intelligence wing
of the Defense Services? What business does someone like
you have with us, all the way out here on the plains?"
Fadii chimed in, "We're not here to harm you in any way or
impose on your way of life. We're merely here to investigate a
possible connection to a threat to the Empire!"
The old man soured at her interjection.
"Who is she?"

"Don't know Chief Be'el. She didn't have identification on
her."
She at least learned his name. That was a start.
"So you're the Chief of this tribe? Be'el, is it?"
"You can call me Lord Ghost. Be'el is for my people only. And
you are?"
“A passerby. My friend and I, we heard stories of mischief in
the area.”
The Chief quickly realized she had unique investment in this
journey. He stiffened his posture and cast his gaze upon her,
arms firmly crossed. She continued.
"Lord Ghost, we come in peace. A few days ago, we
discovered a beacon way out on the highland hills. We have
reason to believe that you or your people might be involved
in its manufacturing."
He took a step back, patted his bare, tattooed, muscular
chest, and let out a big laugh. As he laughed, the furs
covering his chest flowed softly like stalks of wheat. He
picked up the beam cannon that Ruro had on his back and
pointed it at them in jest.
"Is this a sign of peace to you?"
Di bit her tongue.

"You know as well as any the laws of the wintery plains. One
must always be prepared for what one can't see.”, she coyly
replied.
His interest was piqued. She did not look the type to have
much knowledge at all of the outside kingdom. Ruro watched
his gun with anticipation as it was set down facing him
directly.
"Now, where would Mazdan learn a piece of wisdom like
that?" he asked, playfully tilting the weapon towards Ruro.
“We in the Service of the Empire are taught many things. One
such notable thing is the importance of exposing ourselves to
other cultures. Such education fosters better understanding.
And one people we study are the people of the plains - The
Andulians."
The Chief winced as she told him this. In fact, a part of him
grew angry. He dropped the gun and came behind her,
placing an arm on her shoulder.
"You think you know anything about us Andulians? You can
read all you want from a book, but no one lives like we live.
We are people of the dirt. Not people of the plain any longer.
As you can see, we have made this our home!"
She surveyed the room again. In the corner, she noticed a
series of tunnels. The flow of foot traffic came through each
tunnel, acting as their own expressways to different areas

underground. She looked up at him and her eyes narrowed.
She would not show fear. It was not the Andulian way.
"You may take refuge here. But your heart is above ground."
For the first time, the Chief seemed to crack a little. Offering
them refuge was a significant gesture in Andulian culture.
"This is true.”, she muttered respectfully.
She continued to explain to him in detail her history with the
Andulians, including some of her research documenting their
survival habits, their snow dance ritual, and their unique use
of covert warfare. As the conversation progressed, he became
much more understanding of their cause. He too, began to
open up. After he understood her story, she had transformed
from threat to curious traveler.
"No one in this tribe has performed a snow dance in a long
time. I am impressed that you Mazdans know of such things.
Perhaps, with guests, this might be the time for an occasion.
If you can remember, that is."
She negotiated for their temporary freedom as long as they
would surrender all weapons. Lord Ghost agreed and
proceeded to usher them to the back of the room, where they
entered a series of tunnels, leading to a massive dirt room,
with brilliant crystals hanging from the ceiling. There were
tables everywhere and crowds of Andulians around every
table, with their tattooed bodies, and armor made from the
skin of slain creatures. As a people, they were sinewy and

braun, their black-ink tattoos acting as a silhouette for their
musculature. Ruro was obviously nervous as he clammed up.
"Has your friend never seen an Andulian?”, Lord Ghost asked
in reference to Ruro’s nervous temperament.
“No! I mean. I have.”, Ruro shot back. "I've just never been to
one of their underground settlements, that's all. So thank you
Lord Ghost"
"There is an abundance of Snowwomps here", Ghost
explained, "So regular habitation above ground is dangerous.
Not to mention the harsh winds."
They moved past the large room, through a series of smaller
tunnels. As they went deeper and deeper underground, the
tunnels grew thinner and thinner. Eventually, the three of
them could barely fit as they came to a small wooden door,
which Ghost opened with a tiny key. Inside, the room was
brilliantly colored. The entire inside was made of some metal
and well lit. It was in sharp contrast to the rest of the
complex. He ushered the two to sit down and probed them
further about their accusation.
Ruro went on to tell the story of the beacon. He told of the
discovery of several strange objects, the difficulty in tracking
them, and eventually the story of their near-fail trying to
obtain one. The Chief only nodded occasionally throughout,
keeping a stoic expression and refraining from commenting.
At the end, Ruro took out the piece of metal from the beacon
and handed it in for examination. Ghost looked it over and
played with it in his hands. There was a long period of

silence while Ruro and Fadii nervously exchanged looks.
Finally, the Chief spoke.
"I do know who this was sold off to. Indeed."
Ruro's face lit up.
"Who? How do you know?"
"Because I was in charge of the sale.", he said with a
confident grin.

X
TROUBLE AT THE TERRESIS TOWERS

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
Minmer. That was the client's name. Styko got off the comms
line with Ruro and immediately reported the information to
Tonroy. There was a long silence on the other side of the line.
Styko watched the projected version of his boss search the
deepest reaches of his mind by letting his eyes dart across the
ceiling.
"I need you to go to the Terresis Towers", the floating blueoutlined head of Tonroy said. "I think we may start
connecting the dots back to Minmer there."
"Have you heard the name before? Minmer? Is it a person?
An organization?"
Styko had so many questions. He needed to have the
information that his boss had.
"All I can say on the subject is that this may be a dark effort
from forces outside the bounds of the Empire."

Outside the Empire? Styko was confused. As far as he was
concerned, there was little to nothing at all outside the
Empire. If anything, there was little more than small,
disconnected groups of tribes and nomadic peoples who had
little interest in the daily goings on of the people near Frix.
Was there something he didn't know?
"Did you say forces from outside the bounds of the Empire?
What forces could they be?"
"The Terresis Towers Styko." He ended the transmission
coldly. Styko left his cushy house near the outskirts of the city
center and got on his small unicruiser (one which supported
only a single rider) and made his way throughout the maze
of the city center. The night felt strange already. As he
progressed, he noticed the streets were more desolate than
usual.
The city that night seemed to be filled agents of illintent. The criminal underbelly of Frix was not particularly
threatening. They never engaged in serious or dangerous
acts. But petty theft, robbery, and vandalism were prevalent.
And, perhaps most commonly, underground trading. Some
objects used to manipulate the city's energy were often sold
and trader for under cover of night. What a waste. Styko
didn't have the stomach to deal with these petty issues.
As he drove by, part of him couldn't control the
burning desire to punish each and every offender. The rule of
law was important and absolute in the Empire. To Styko, it
was the order of the Empire which inspired him to commit to
his service so many years ago. But as he drove through the

streets, looking at the people through his ruby red goggles,
he reminded himself to keep his eyes on the important task at
hand he had been given. Honor above all. Duty to the
Empire. Dedication to the citizenry. Glory to the Empress for
now and eternity, so long as the snow shall fall. He furrowed
his mustache.
He eventually arrived at the Terresis Towers. It was a
modest living complex on the outer rung of 'The Hive' center
of the city. The howling winds inside of Mazda created a
ghoulish groan which radiated throughout the cave. Styko
felt the chills immediately after dismounting and tightened
his jacket. He rode a lift up towards the top section of the
building and looked over the file that Tonroy had given him.
His tablet displayed a flurry of information about his
suspected target: Etan Ecko.
The man was a former Specialist in the Intelligence Unit of
the Defense Services. His specialty was in external threats. It
said in the dossier that he had left the agency over a decade
ago after feuding with his peers, but remained in contact
with the government for consultation and advice until about
five years ago. Styko let out a deep sigh as he peered through
the glass windows of the lift. The city and the people down
there had become as small in real life was they often were in
his head. Not in the sense of importance, but rather in the
sense of scale. He took such pride in his work that he feared
for the citizens of the Empire on a near-daily basis. To him,
they were all fragile. They were all small.
He made his way down a dark hallway with thin windows.
The howling winds outside pressed on his path as he made

his way to the city-facing apartment on the end. He knocked
first. No answer. He called out. No answer. Finally, he put his
ear to the door. Nothing. He pulled out a boomer from his
pocket. Though they made a lot of noise, the small, metal,
cylindrical devices were guaranteed to open locked doors
without any noticeable damage. BOOM. He was in.
Inside, it was a dark, small apartment. He locked the door
behind him and turned on the lights. There was little in the
way of anything notable around. No pictures, designs, or
pieces of writing left around. In fact, he couldn't see much
outside of a chair and a bed. Empty. He figured his time was
limited. He checked the only other room in the place. It
seemed to be a small washroom with the most basic supplies.
Just as he was about to leave, he noticed a tiny mark carved
into the wall. He pulled a light out of his pack to get a closer
look. It appeared to be an upward pointing arrow where two
lines converged at an angle and a third line had split them
down the middle. The middle line was too short for it to be
an actual arrow. To him it looked more like a symbol. There
was a noise. Styko was startled. He remained perfectly still as
he peeked around the corner at the other room. The sound
again. He noticed a piece of metal dangling outside the
window. It was being swung by the wind.
He quickly checked his comms map to see where the target
was. The red dot had finally come to the Terrisis Towers. He
scrambled through a set of drawers he found built into the
wall in the corner. Empty. The dot came closer. He pulled on
his beard anxiously. What about the walls? He took his palm
and surveyed the walls of the room. Nothing. The dot was
now in the lift. He kept going slowly, allowing his hand to

glide across the surface. The lift had stopped. Finally, a pop.
He reached inside and found a piece of parchment which was
hidden in the back of a compartment. The dot was
approaching the hallway. He raced for the lights.
When the door opened, a handsome, bookish man was
waiting on the other side. He entered the apartment with
caution and saw what he thought was the shadow of a figure
sitting on a chair, outlined only by the fading lights of The
Hive outside. The wind blew against the window, adding an
ominous howl. The man squinted across the room and
adjusted his spectacles. He pulled his long dark hair behind
his head and hung his coat up. He shut the door behind him,
keeping his attention on the odd shape of the chair. Suddenly,
he heard an escalating tone and saw a bright yellow light
appear at the front of the chair.
"Your suspicions are correct Mr. Ecko. You are not alone."
The man was Etan Ecko, Styko's target of interrogation. He
had successfully captured him in his web. Etan reached for
the lights.
"Now now. I feel more comfortable if you wouldn't see who I
am."
The yellow glow of his gun indicated his seriousness. It's hum
indicated impending danger. But Ecko remained cool. Even a
bit sanguine in his response.
"Do I know you? Are you from the government?"

Styko was never one for banter. That was something for the
less-serious.
"I am not at liberty to say." Styko said, sharpening his gaze.
"I'm here to ask you about about a few things."
"I didn't know it was government policy to invade citizen's
domiciles." Etan retorted. He took off his jacked and hung it
up, following the path of the gun. He came over and sat at
the end of the bed with complete levity. Styko noticed that
the man seemed to show hardly any signs of fear at all. Etan
stretched out and leaned backwards.
"What do you want?"
"I'm here to see if you know anything about Minmer."
"What?"
"MINMER", Styko pressed. His voice grumbled in an attempt
to unsettle the man who was clearly ten years or more his
junior and far less physically imposing.
"Sir, I don't know what you're talking about", Etan said with a
sly lick of his tongue. "You can ask me about every
government conspiracy you want and I'll tell you the same
thing. I haven't had contact in the government for years."
Styko was losing his patience.
"A specialist, correct? External threats?"

"And?"
"And we believe that Minmer may be one of these external
threats. You must have some idea of who they could be."
"If you're so sure this Minmer exists, why don't you ask
someone who works in the Specialist field now who has a
better grasp on all CURRENT external threats."
Etan crossed his leg over the other and calmly placed his
hands on his knees mockingly. Styko noticed his raised
eyebrow. His entire body was also illuminated by the city
lights below, albeit in fractured segments.
"Mr. Ecko, are you saying that you are not involved in hiding
any information from the government regarding a possible
enemy."
Etan laughed.
"My answer now and always is going to be NO."
Styko, holding his gun steady in one hand, pulled the
parchment out with his other hand and held it up so it could
be seen silhouetted by the window.
"Then why don't you explain what exactly this piece of
parchment is doing in your domicile. After all, why would
someone need such an antiquated and inefficient method of
storing information - unless of course they were trying to
hide something or keep said information secret."

Etan's face lost what little color it had as he looked at the
scroll. He tried to keep his expression, but the horror on his
face showed he had cracked. He began to lose composure as
he looked at the gun in front of him. He subtly reached into a
discreet hole on his bed.
"Now Mr. Ecko. I would like us to discuss the information that
I've found within the parchment. These apparent plans of
yours.”
Etan grabbed his hidden weapon and charged it up.
"It's going to be a short discussion.", Etan quipped.
POCKKKKK. There was a loud shot.

XI
THE FIRST EXODUS

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
It was the early hours of the morning and even the first of the
walkers hadn't begun their journey to the city center. Uncle
Sami appeared to be sleeping in an uncomfortable position
under a pile of blankets in the entryway. Ericho tiptoed over
him, carefully assessing the path out of the house. She
tightened her bag as a way to prevent it from making a lot of
noise. It was a small sack, taut to her back, but nearly
bursting at the seams from the supplies she had placed inside
it. She opened the door and it creaked loudly. When she
looked back, the pile of blankets had shifted and a craggy,
disheveled face was looking back at her.
"Kid?", Sami said as he rubbed his unfunctioning eyes.
"Listen, I'm so sorry, but I'm going to go away for a bit. I
know that seems like it's going to be really bad, but don't

worry. Shaydi's going to bring by food and she's promised to
be on-call for any other emergencies that might come up."
Sami cocked his head sideways as he gave his knotted beard
a scratch. He was struggling to process what was going on.
"Where... where are you going?"
"I can't really say now. You're just going to have to trust me."
He smiled at her with narrow eyes. His head fell back to the
pillow and he let out an exasperated, "Okay."
He wasn't worried about her. Ever since she was little, she
was scrappy, fierce, and independent. Aside from the basic
economic necessities, which he did (barely) provide, she
would be responsible for many of the other duties. Cleaning,
cooking, manual labor, and occasionally home upkeep. In a
sense, their relationship had quickly shifted from one in
which she needed his assistance to one which was much
more symbiotic in nature. And in the years proceeding, it
became even more clear that he needed her far more than
she needed him.
Years of difficult work as a gem processor had exposed him to
dangerous situations which affected his health. When he
walked into work one day with blurred vision, he knew it was
the beginning of the end. He continued to work despite the
deficit and in the process, he had caused great damage to his
body and irreparable damage to his hands. Sami knew that
those who were unable to work were not shown any mercy in
the costly streets if Frix. He couldn't risk that. Not while in

charge of a young girl. And he paid dearly for it instead. He
ended up knowing little more than the boundaries of his
shack of a home in the years after he went blind. Fortunately,
he had a young person so caring that he needn't worry. But
when Ericho left, he found himself overwhelmed with fear.
Fear of the unknown. Fear of pain. Fear of loneliness.
Ericho worried about her uncle too. As she trudged on
through Mazda, she kept having to remind herself of the
bigger prize at hand. She knew that if she felt confined by the
lifestyle she had made with her Uncle, she would likely be
stuck in a life she couldn’t find worth living anymore. There
had to be more. This had to be her moment. She had to break
free.
As she ventured further and further from the city lights,
Mazda seemed like the darkest she'd ever seen it. Hours away
from her place, she found herself relying on her own lantern
to see even a couple feet in front of her. It swung in her arm
as the harsh, howling winds of the cave made her commute
even more miserable. Every so often, she would see a small
glimmer in the distance, only to come upon an outpost, or a
small cluster of homes. It amazed her to think that these
small communities of ten or twelve people could exist this
deep in the cave. 'How did they survive?', she thought. 'Who
walks all the way out here to see them?'
She came to the massive archway of the great tunnel,
sometimes nicknamed ‘The Throat of Mazda’. It was the only
publicly accessible way in and out of the mountain.

Something zoomed above her head. Moments later another
zoom. She looked up and realized the early cruiser traffic had
begun. She groaned, knowing how much simpler a cruiser
could make this journey. She had been walking for hours now
and her back hurt from the strain of her supplies. The brutal
winds of the tunnel had battered her relentlessly. It was
becoming more and more unbearable. Additionally, the
journey was still in its infancy and the loneliness had already
started to take effect. Ericho considered setting up a rest
camp, but decided to press onward when she saw a twinkling
group of lights up ahead. Best not to fight the wind, she
thought.
The tunnel was quite wide now and many travelers could
become easily disoriented because the walls were impossible
to see. If one stood perfectly in the middle, the walls
disappeared in the darkness of distance and one might think
they’re on an open plain. Luckily, the movement of the
cruisers above acted as strong indicator on how to exit the
cave.
Hours passed. She walked on. Her feet became sore and her
body sluggish. It felt like days had passed. As she approached
some lights, she saw a clear outline of some buildings built
partially into the cave wall and partially out of wood. It was
difficult to tell if they were homes or businesses as there
wasn't any significant marks on the side, but she figured it
would at least be worth a stop at this point in her journey.
The small cluster of buildings could've housed only a small
number of people and from the windows looking inward they
didn't seem to have much space on the inside either. But the
soft glow from the inside was inviting to her.

She cautiously approached the wall where there was a small
circular window with a wooden cross separating the sections
of glass. Inside, there appeared to be a table with candles on
it, a small bookshelf in the corner, and massive pieces of
parchment hanging from the walls beautiful designs covering
them. She followed the wall along to a circular door which
had a small square window on the front. She stood on her
tiptoes to peer through, but couldn't get a good look. The
sounds of light chatter and crackling came through the small
opening, barely making a presence above the sound of the
wind.
"Hello", she softly called out. There was no response. The
harsh winds tugged at her jacket. She knocked. Soon, the
sound of footsteps shuffling across the floor approached her
as she considered the possibility she might be making a huge
mistake. A screeching sound came across the floor and a
small, wrinkled mouth appeared at the opening in the door.
"Yes?"
The voice was soft, but it had a smokey cadence to it.
"Excuse me, I'm sorry to bother you. I'm a traveller who is
passing through the tunnel and I- I-"
"Get on with it girl."
"I was hoping to take refuge here. It is quite windy out here."
"Its windy here almost every day this time." The woman
snapped back. She backed away from the hole just enough to

take a look at Ericho. The wind certainly wasn't deadly, but it
was enough to make someone quite uncomfortable. She saw
Ericho's long strands of dark hair flail in front of her forlorn
face, wisping back and forth across her brown eyes. The old
woman rolled her eyes and then let out an audible sigh.
"You're not transporting anything illegal now are you? Any
weapons?"
Ericho shook her head while she clutched her things tightly
to her body.
"Alright child come on in. I hope you weren't followed."
The wind slammed the door behind Ericho as she
entered the building. Her first impressions were strong. She
had never expected to see so much space in a building that
was carved into the wall of the tunnel. Now that she was
inside, she could clearly see multiple rooms going further
back, deeper even than one might imagine. There were small
pockets of holes scattered all throughout the walls with
candles placed carefully in each one, creating a beautiful
spacious light when combined together. It was quiet, but not
empty. There were a couple of other people scattered
throughout the complex. A man stood behind what appeared
to be the bar. A woman was sitting in a chair in the corner
stitching together some clothes. A couple of weary looking
gentlemen in shabby laborer uniforms sat at a table in one of
the other rooms down a short hallway. They were all
speaking softly. The muffled sound of some metal chimes
rang melodically as they bounced against the outside of the
window.

Ericho made careful observations about her
surroundings as she followed the woman down the hallway.
Her first note was that this woman was very short. Ericho
was taken aback because when she first saw her face through
the hole, because she appeared tall when her figure was
obscured by a large door. Once open, she realized the woman
was was standing on a stool. Her hair was big, auburn, and
shiny and she smelled sweet and spicy at the same time.
The room they stopped in was right around the corner from
the bar as soon as you walked in. It had no door, which made
it feel more welcoming. Inside were a scattered number of
small tables and the parts of the wall that weren't used for
lighting were covered with these large tapestries with
symbols all over them. They sat down at a table in the corner
with a beautifully decorated mat situated on top of it.
The woman stared at her from across the table in silence. She
was younger than her voice sounded. She was two
generations or so above Ericho, somewhere in her early
sixties, but still very attractive and youthful in her
appearance. Her eyes were a piercing green and were
intensified by the dark makeup wore. She was covered in all
kind of jewelry. Earrings, necklaces, and bracelets created
their own melody every time she moved. Especially the
bracelets. She had never seen so many bracelets before! They
were made from brilliant metals and caught the reflection of
all the candles in the room. The woman folded her hands
together rubbing her rings against one another while she
eyed Ericho up and down.

"So what is it exactly that you're hiding from girl?"
She spoke louder than everyone else in the place, yet no one
seemed to react. Ericho leaned in to talk with her quietly.
"I'm not hiding from anything. I'm on my way out of Mazda."
"And you just happened to come across our rest house?"
"Yes. Wait, this is a rest house?"
"Yes. What did you think this was?"
Ericho was relieved. She dropped her things and let out a
little laugh before covering her mouth.
"I'm sorry! I was afraid this was someones home or maybe I
was trespassing. I'm glad to hear that's not the case."
The woman sneered.
"This place is supposed to be a secret."
She pursed her lips and folded her arms over one another,
her bracelets falling down to her wrists. Ericho looked
confused. What had she done wrong?
"I think I must be mistaken. I thought you said this was a rest
house. But I don't feel like I'm quite welcome here."
"This is not a rest house for just anybody. This is a sacred
place. We've specifically made if difficult to find so that not

just anybody wanders in here. And yet, you happened to find
us, and now I've let you in. I just want to make sure that
you're not going to be a liability for us.”
The woman leaned in and tapped her fingers together in her
hands, while carefully surveying the girl’s response.
Ericho tightened her posture again. She once again took note
of everyone in the room. No one seemed to be paying them
any mind. Still, she felt unsettled.
"What is your name girl?"
"Ericho"
"Pretty name. And where are you from? You came from The
Hive?"
"No. I live on the far outskirts. In the shanty towns."
The woman softened a bit at hearing this. She took note of
Ericho's outfit, which was modest. She was wearing some
loose pants and an old brown coat. Her hair was held up with
a single pin and she didn't have a notable accessory on her
aside from a small bracelet made of string.
The woman cleared off the surface of the table and adjusted
the ornate mat so that it fit over the surface. She reached into
a small bag and pulled out a small metal pyramid and placed
it in the center of the table. She then pulled out three small,
colorful bags and untied them. Ericho could see that they

contained different colored powders, none of which she
recognized. She looked back at the woman.
"Give me your hands."'
Ericho extended her hands, palms upward across the table.
The woman reached into the red bag and coated her palms in
a purple powder. She placed her hands on top and gripped
tightly.
The candles in the room began flickering and moving
about wildly. Ericho felt the powder on her hands start to
tickle. The woman's eyes turned upwards and she started
humming as the pyramid on the mat lifted up and started
spinning rapidly. A plume of purple smoke grew above the
mat. Erichos heart started racing. The smoke grew and grew
until it clouded Ericho's vision. At the center the pyramid was
spinning so rapidly, it had turned a bright white color. She
tried to pull away, but the woman's grip was too strong. The
light in the center had become too bright and beams shot out
from the side, overtaking the smoke. She saw flashes of s
tower. It was distant and buried in snow. Then a brief glimpse
of what she could only assume was a city on fire. Soon her
field of vision was one giant bright light and then nothing.
Darkness. Everything was still.
After a few moments, all the candles were lit again. The room
slowly came back into focus. Ericho looked around to see
what had happened, but the room looked exactly the same.
She felt herself. No damage to her body. She felt her hair. It
felt soft and clean. She looked at her arms and they too
looked clean and healthy. She turned her attention to her

back and noticed that it felt strong again. The woman's
skepticism had melted a bit. She looked at her with softer
eyes and a faint smile.
"Ericho, the untainted soul." The woman reached into
another bag and picked up a small handful of gold powder.
She laid it out in her palm and carefully blew it across the
table into Ericho's face. It tickled again. Ericho quickly put
her hands to her face to check and make sure everything was
the same. Her skin was soft. It was as clean as it ever was.
Scars from years past were gone entirely. The few blemishes
she had had disappeared.
"What happened? What did you do to me?"
The woman stood up and started to gather her things.
"Excuse me? Ma’am? What was that thing? What did I see?”
"You can call me Madame, please. Madame Moxi", she said
curtly.
"Okay, Madame. What exactly did you do to me?"
"I tested you. I wanted to see if you were trustworthy. It turns
out your soul is untainted and now, thanks to me, your body
has been rewarded for that. I can’t speak to whatever you
saw, other than to say, it was likely a glimpse of your past…
or future. Now, I must say, if you had any intention to cause
me harm or bring ill-will into this place, you would have
become very sick. Possibly dead. Instead, you have lovely skin
and you're even healthier than before."

Ericho was unsure how to proceed. She looked in her sack for
some credits. She pulled out an old comms tablet and set it
on the table.
"I don't have many credits. But I can give you this. I don't
need it for my journey."
Moxi laughed.
"Oh please girl. You don't need to pay me."
Ericho watched as Moxi picked up her things and headed into
the other room. She sat there checking herself to make sure
she wasn't hurt in anyway. Nothing. In fact, she felt better
than she had in ages. She got up and decided to follow the
woman. As she walked, she examined the tapestries on the
wall. These were large images which seemed to have
simplistic images of people and Mazda. They depicted various
scenes of a human-like mountain and people bringing things
into the mountain's heart such as gifts of gold, silver, food,
and more.
She studied these tapestries with great fascination. It was a
style of art she'd never seen before, using simple shapes and
such. All the others in the room followed a similar theme,
each with their own way of paying reverence to the
mountain. After she had checked out all the tapestries in the
room, she made her way back to the main area, where she
saw Madame Moxi in the corner at a table by the fireplace.
She was sitting with her eyes closed, her fingers resting in a
small cup of yellow liquid.

Ericho didn't know whether it would be rude to disturb her.
"Curiosity can often get you killed you know."
She didn't even open her eyes.
"I'm sorry. I just. I wanted to thank you. For what you did. I
also wanted to say I'm sorry for intruding on your space, I-"
"Oh stand on your own two feet girl."
"What?"
"Don't apologize. Stand on your own two feet! Show some
conviction. Speak your mind."
Ericho knew now that she was being tested. So she raised her
voice and directed her posture at Moxi.
"You said this place was sacred before. What does that mean?
Sacred how?"
Moxi's lip curled into a slight smile. She slowly opened an
eye.
"Let's just say that we here believe in a bit of an older way of
life. One that has been lost long ago to those living in the
Hive, those throughout Frix, and really throughout the rest of
the Empire."
"Older way?"

Ericho pulled up a chair next to the woman.
"You said you could trust me, remember?"
And so, Madame Moxi continued begrudgingly. She explained
to her that they were a people who dedicated themselves to
living with the ancient beliefs of the ancestors. They followed
in the ways of Dost and Vixus, the legendary founders of Frix
and tried to emulate many of the lost practices from that
time.
Ericho had heard of the story of course, but only in small
fractions. She knew that they were the one's who created Frix
and decided to use Mazda as a way to create a new and safe
territory for their people. But as Moxi explained, their vision
had been distorted and within a generation, people began
tearing Mazda up on the inside to make more room. The
greed became rampant. Mazda was being sucked of its
treasures at an alarming rate. Vixus, knowing that Mazda was
in pain, set off to find the heart of Mazda. He felt like if he
could find the heart of the mountain, he could stop it from
breaking. Once word had gotten out about Vixus' mission, the
rest of the people were angry. They vowed to find him and
immediately sent out for his capture. He was too slow to
evade capture on his own, but he made a plea with Mazda
itself, who opened up a small shelter for him to take secret
refuge from the angry mob. This was called the Sacred
Hideaway.
"And you're sitting inside it as we speak.", Moxi said sigh of
exasperation. “The story says he never found the heart…

though we believe otherwise. Unfortunately, we ourselves
don’t know where it might be.”
Ericho was amazed. She had never heard such a fantastic tale
in her life. She continued dissecting the story with Moxi who
remained fairly stingy on the details.
"Needless to say," Moxi continued "We don't want the Empire
believing this place to be anything more than a rest house."
Ericho nodded. The woman suggested she rest for the night
and had the barman take her downstairs where a bunk room
had been made up. It seemed like it was too early to sleep,
but upon checking the time piece in the room, she realized
her journey must have taken longer than expected - as well
as her time upstairs. She continued flipping though the books
she found in the room, frequently wondering if she should
rest or just continue on. She laid her stuff down and decided
on a quick nap. An hour passed and Ericho had the most
amazing dreams now that her head was filled with tales of
Dost and Vixus. Upstairs, the Madame was anxious.
She told the barman to dim the outside a bit more. After
Ericho found the place, she didn't want any unexpected
visitors anytime soon. As she sat and listened to the fire
crack, she thought of Ericho. How nice it was to have a truly
good soul enter this place, she thought. Such instances were
rare these days. Suddenly there was a beeping from a device
on the bar.
The barman turned towards the Madame.

"Madame! It's a cruiser! And NOT a small one!"
She quickly pulled out some powder from her bag, rubbed
her hands together and breathed in with her palms over her
face. She closed her eyes. With a deep breath, she
concentrated, scanning the walls with shut eyelids. The
barman looked at her anxiously.
"Well? Madame?!! Can you see them?"
"Hold on!"
She was focusing her energy. He was frozen. Everyone else
watched on anxiously as well. The beeping grew louder. He
pressed a button to mute it. Her eyes snapped open.
"It's them. They're here now."

XII
A CHANGE OF PLANS

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
They had been sent off with a warning. ‘End your
investigations. It will be the end of you and life as you know it.’
Di and Ru had been driving in their cruiser for a while
headed back towards Frix, but unlike most of their jovial
ventures, this return journey had been primarily silent. They
were traumatized by the final words Lord Ghost had left
them with. As they raced across the barren landscape,
pierced by the setting suns, something plagued them. It was a
sense that all hope was lost. Ruro had his eyes angrily glued
to the horizon, his bristled, black brows fixated in a harsh
slant. In the back, Fadii had sprawled out over the floor, and
stared up at the clouds through the glass roof of the vehicle
as her hands laid flat on her chest. She kept playing around
with her shirt.
A communication request came through on the dashboard.
He let it ring for a bit before reluctantly pressing the button.

A large hologram of High Commander Tonroy came across
the dashboard.
"Hello! Is this Intelligence unit 338?"
Fadii sat up enough to peek at who it was. When she didn't
recognize the face, she laid back down, but kept herself alert.
Ruro went ahead an answered for the two of them.
"Yes. Well... this is part of it anyways. Who is this?"
Ruro snickered to himself as he said it. High Commander
Tonroy and he had a distant and tenuous relationship, which
was based on the young Officer taking whatever jests he
could at the man to whom his own boss reported. Tonroy
acted offended.
"Excuse me boy? Is that how you speak to a superior officer?
This is High Commander Tonroy. Chief Principle of your
intelligence division. I want to make it clear, Officer Ruro,
that this kind of candor is completely unbecoming of
someone within our unit."
Ruro could tell Tonroy had no room for jests at the moment.
He put the cruiser in autopilot and adjusted his outfit to look
more well-kept.
"I am sorry sir. It was a mistake."
Tonroy said after a grumbled pause, "Where are you right
now?"

"We're on our way back to Frix. We went on a little research
mission."
"Research mission? This was something that your
commanding officer was aware of?"
"Commander Styko? Yes sir. He approved it. I’m sure he
mentioned it to you at your last briefing.”
"And what is it exactly was your mission?"
"We were doing research trying to determine the origin of
those surveillance beacons, sir."
Tonroy took a long pause and his face scrunched in
confusion. Fadii sat up to see what was going on.
"You're quite a ways away from the beacons. From what
intelligence we've gathered, and from what I understand, the
beacons themselves were located much closer to Mazda. It
seems to me… well, based off the coordinates I’m gathering
now, that you're some distance away. Am I unaware of
something I should know about, Officer?"
"No. Sir. We-"
Fadii reached around to the drivers seat and pinched his
elbow to remind him of their recent discovery. Ruro
recognized what she was nudging him to do, but chose a
different approach.

"-were mistaken in a potential location of a beacon. And then
we got lost."
Tonroy sat back in his chair and let out a deep sigh. He
leaned into his holocron unit, causing his projected face to
lean cartoonishly towards the pilots seat as he scanned the
young man’s face for any sign of trouble.
"Well," he continued with a lightened tone, "I regret to inform
you that you're needed back at the Defense Headquarters
immediately."
"Immediately?"
"Yes. Immediately. There has been a.... situation... with a
fellow centurion. Actually, it’s your commanding officer and
my subordinate officer, Commander Styko."
A chill went down Ruro's spine. He froze, his mouth gaping.
"Styko? Is he alright?", he said with a quiver.
Tonroy let out a deep sigh of remorse. Ruro's hairs on the
back of his neck stuck up. The cruiser’s expansiveness seemed
to shrink in that moment as he felt a weight bear down on
him.
"I'm afraid that the Commander has gone missing."
The alarms inside Ruro's head were going off like crazy. Fadii
reached over the seat and grabbed his shoulder to comfort
him.

"I had sent him on a special mission earlier. Investigating a
suspected case of possible treason. He was supposed to report
back several hours ago and hasn't been heard from since."
"Well where was the mission? Where did you send him? Did
you check the surrounding area?"
"Calm down boy, please. This is no time for panic. Of course
we have performed our due diligence in the search, but have
no strong leads yet.”
“To be fair Tonroy—”
”That’s HIGH COMMANDER TONROY, to you. Please Ruro,
show some respect.”
”To be fair HIGH COMMANDER, Styko is known to disappear
from time to time. He’s a very… well, you know! He’s quiet!
He can disappear.”
”Naturally. But there was a bit of a crime scene that
happened at the location. It appears there was some kind of a
struggle. No physical body though, which is good. We think
he was taken, not killed.”
Tonroy waited to let any inflammatory responses come out.
None came.
"Anyway, I'm contacting you because he listed you as his 'top
personnel'. This, of course, means that above all those
reporting to him, he trusts you the most, for whatever

reason…. That being the case, I'm hoping to conscript your
help in his retrieval."
The situation was grim. On the one hand, Ruro felt like he
knew how important his current mission was to Styko. His
boss was right - the Andulians did know something. On the
other hands, Styko was a man of honor who regarded service
above everything else. If he had gotten an order from a
senior centurion like Tonroy, he would have done whatever
was asked of him. Now, everyone would be expecting him to
return to Frix ASAP.
"Of course sir.”
Fadii slammed her fist to the floor in frustration. She
knew their mission was cut short. After their formalities were
over and the communication ended, Ruro stopped the cruiser
in the middle of the tundra, turning off the power and all
lights. Never in the recent history of the Department of
Defense had such a high-ranking officer gone missing. Sure,
there were fishy things happening all the time to lowerranking officials and most of the grunts would find
themselves in sticky situations, but rarely ever would
someone with a profile ever be exposed to a situation like
that. To Ruro, it felt like gross negligence. Incompetence
even. The Department had such reverence for it's highranking officers that the risk calculations done before any of
them lifted a finger were so extensive that they would
promise 'no bodily harm'. This was such an important maxim
that rarely was an officer of Styko's status ever even sent on
such a field mission, much less one which could risk his
kidnapping.

"Why didn't you tell him about Minmer?!", Fadii finally
barked too break the dark silence.
"I hardly know that guy. Tonroy? High Commander Tonroy’s
just some big-wig official that shows up for ceremonies and
makes all of our lives hell by way of Styko.”
"He was a high-ranking official in the Department. He’s our
boss’s direct superior. He should be privy to such information.
Everything we found out today could be infinitely helpful.”
Ruro turned around in his seat to face her directly from
where she was seated in the backseat.. His voice was firm as
he reiterated, "Like I said: I didn’t really even know that guy."
She and him locked fiery eyes. Both grew more agitated with
each passing word.
"Listen Di. I understand - he's probably a great centurion in
service of the Empress and her wonderful bounty. But that
being said, I report to, talk with, and owe my allegiance to
Styko. That's it - end of story. Just him. And don't get me
wrong, he's a fool on a lot of silly issues. But he was right
about this."
"You sound like a conspiracist."
“Me? Who cares? You saw what I saw and you heard what I
heard--"

"Yes! That there is a CREDIBLE threat to the Empire. That
we're being SURVEILLED by some threatening entity which,
in all likelihood, is working against the Empire entirely."
Ruro was now getting so into the argument that he physically
jumped in the backseat to confront her directly, they were in
each other's faces.
"If you felt so strongly, why didn't you say anything? Huh?
You could have easily jumped in and told him yourself. You
report to Styko too! You’re Intelligence Unit 338 baby!”
She felt like it too. But something in her heart really trusted
Ru despite it all. They had a bond beyond rank.
“It was my day off! I shouldn’t be here. Besides, I didn’t have
anything to say that I didn’t already trust you to say!”
“So you trust me?” A smile cracked through his initial scowl.
“I… I trust you.”, she said with a sigh.
He grabbed her hands.
"Then trust me now."
He jumped back in the front and turned on some lights. Since
it was now very dark outside, the isolating light made them
feel even more alone than they were before. He dove down to
the small compartment below the main area and shuffled
through some things. She heard the sound of various tools
clanging against the metal floor. It was loud and distinct,

especially in a place that was nearly silent except for the
howling winds outside. When he re-emerged, he was wearing
a snowsuit and was already putting on his red-tinted goggles.
He tossed her a smaller suit. She realized what he was saying
with the gesture.
"WHAT IS THIS FOR?" she said in an attempt to sound the
alarm in his head. “RU!”
"Well," he said as he put on his scarf mask. He continued in a
muffled voice, "the way I see it, Lord Ghost sells his material
to this 'Minmer'. And he's been up front about that. Maybe
he's still involved in the sales. I say we go ahead and stake
out to see. Maybe we can catch an exchange!”
Her internal alarm grew even louder.
"Wait, WHAT? Are you saying you want to spy on them? Do
you know what the Andulians would do to us if they knew
we were spying on them?"
"I think if we don't spy on them, there's a chance a lot worse
could happen to us. At the hands of the Andulians or
whoever their client is."
"And Styko? Who's going to go after him? They asked for
your help!"
He paused and stroked his chin in thought.
"I get it. I- I'll have someone we trust look into it. But you
know what? If they really wanted him found, they'll have

more people out there searching for him than just me. If they
really think that I have any more information than they do,
then they are being stupid. Stupid or bureaucratic. Either
way, I don't have time.”
“RURO, you are supposed to be the leader of our team.
The four of us? Together? Remember? And you and I are
going to disappear? What about Jin? Devo?”
“They’re going to be fine! They trust me. Besides, Styko’s
already assigned them other menial tasks, so I won’t see them
for a while anyway. I’ll call Devo tonight! I think he even
might be a good contact to get eyes on this Styko ordeal…”
She could see that there was no convincing her friend. He
had made his mind up and there was no changing his mind.
She looked out the window into the cold harsh night and
knew the choice was now put to her. That morning, she had
woken up to a cozy home with a hearty meal and hardly a
trouble on her mind. The situation now had become much
more dire.
Ruro extended a hand towards her.
"Well, now is the time to ask one final time: do you really
trust me?"

XIII
UNEXPECTED VISITORS AT THE REST
HOUSE

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
"Obviously you thought you could keep yourself
hidden. But you've become sloppy Moxi, I expected better
from the likes of you."
Madame Moxi held a firm stance as she stared across the
room at the tall, brooding, silver-haired man. She knew he
was all talk. His name was Yal. He was the leader of a
mercenary group of zealots called The Reclaimers. He was
flanked on all sides by large, muscular members, both men
and women.
In principle, the Reclaimers were divinely sent to
restore balance to the world. They believed that society was
rotting from within and they, as the sole messengers of peace,
were tasked with bringing calm to the world and perhaps
most importantly, restoring the soul of Mazda. In practice,
they were organized criminals out to punish those who

ideologically opposed them. They had a stark agenda and put
it upon themselves to implement said agenda by any means
necessary.
A lot of their beliefs hinged on the idea that Mazda
was a living being, not just a massive, snow-dusted rock. This
was in-line with the ancient beliefs still present in a scattered
number of citizens within the Empire. Especially those who
believed in the principles on which Mazda was founded so
many years ago by Dost and Vixus. But the majority of the
mass public, the government of the Empire, and most
common citizens believed that such things were the makings
of myths. They were simply the stories meant to bolster the
grandeur of the society.
Madame Moxi and her clan did in fact believe the same
founding principles that the Reclaimers did. Thus, her
involvement in the Sacred Hideaway. But there was a stark
difference in her approach to Yal's: Mazda was not vengeful.
Mazda was simply there to bring balance.
As Yal looked around the room, he took inventory of every
minute detail.
"So this is the Sacred Hideaway? The hallowed place where
Vixus rested in his journey to the heart of Mazda?"
"This is simply my home Yal. Nothing more."
Yal tapped his long, metal shock staff against the bone under
his eye, pressing against a burn mark. A silver lock fell down
to cover his eye as he pulled back.

"I see what you're trying to do Moxi. Do you think I'm an
idiot?"
Yal began prancing slowly around the room with his arm
spread to the ceiling as he twirled his staff in his hand.
"This place is for all of us! And, in fact, we have more of a
claim to it than you. Lord Ahriman reminds us of that all the
time.”
He got in Moxi's face. His fellow mercenaries had their eyes
peeled on all the patrons. If any so much as made a move,
they pointed their guns and staff's threateningly. The barman
reached under the bar in an attempt to grab a sharp knife
while Yal was sermoning.
"It's frustrating. It really is. I thought you and I had a lot in
common Moxi. Both outcasts, both have a penchant for
rebellion, and both of us are very attractive leaders in their
own right. But somehow you couldn't see eye to eye with
me? Now why is that? Somehow you and your band of Atarless groupies still believe in supporting the abuse of the
sacred Mazda?“
He noticed that several of his men and women had started to
raise their eyebrows over their relationship. He was only too
eager to explain.
"You see her and I go way back. We lived outside Mazda
together a long time ago. We were mountainside kids. And
we both became interested in Vixus' plight around the same

time. And at one point, this woman said that if she ever
caught wind of anything he left behind, that she would point
me in the direction."
His tone grew dark. The barman watched as his grip
tightened around the shock staff and tightened his own grip
on the knife in response.
"And then she disappeared. I found out we had a little
disagreement. Small, political stuff really. But then she forced
me to chase her."
He pressed his inactive staff into her stomach. Her tough
stance was broken by her temporary uncomfortable position.
She tried to hold her composure. Yal grit his teeth as he
stared at her.
"Little did I know she had found this place."
"I haven't... hid... shit from you.", she said, her breath
hampered.
"No, but you didn't tell me you'd found the Sacred Hideaway.
In fact, you didn’t tell me anything at all…. ever… about any
of this. And as the most true believers, you knew what an
insult that was."
She saw his finger on the trigger, ready to shock her. Slowly,
she wrapped her hand around the staff, and muscled it away
from her body. She kept a fierce gaze. The room was still,
though the candles were flickering like crazy.

"We were here all along. Perhaps if you considered walking,
instead of flying around on your fancy fleet of cruisers, you
would have found us earlier."
The shock staff lit up. She kept her grip, despite an imminent
threat. He held his tongue in front of his people. There was a
secret battle of words going on and he was not planning on
losing.
"I knew where you were all along. What I did not know was
where the Hideaway was. And more importantly, even with a
map, this small little hole in the wall of this tunnel, which
looks conveniently like thousand others, could easily be
missed in the blink of an eye on an incoming cruiser."
"Perhaps if you were unobservant. Or lazy."
That was enough of the insults. He went to press the button
and the barman threw the knife across the room in a split
second reaction. It went hurling toward Yal's head and all of
the other Reclaimers watched helplessly as it was set to end
their leader's life. But with a flick of the wrist, Yal knocked it
into the wall with his staff. He locked eyes on the barman
and lunged forward in a sword fighting stance, striking the
barman in the neck and igniting him with a shock of blue
thunder. His body shook violently and his skin began to turn
red. He screamed in pain and flailed hopelessly. The spot on
his neck where the staff was touching had began expanding
into a massive red bump. The bump quickly ballooned before
it finally made a loud POP!

Yal withdrew his staff and blood came pouring out. The
barman's lifeless body fell to the floor as his head fell,
smacking loudly on the counter before rolling on the ground.
The horror of the scene stole the attention of everyone in the
room. Panic was rampant. The sight of his body alone was
difficult to look away from. But Yal was too smart. He had
quickly changed his sights to address Moxi. The glowing staff
was practically hissing at her a mere hands length from her
face. Still she remained defiant.
"You know I'd put a spell on you that you would never
recover from.", she said holding her ground.
He paused. Then lowered his staff.
"Where is it then?", he laughed as he asked. “I’ve started
learning a bit of Atar myself, ol’ Moxi, my friend.”
Downstairs, Ericho was deep into a nap. In her dream,
Mazda was breathing. It was breathing deeply. With each
inhale, it seemed to suck in more snow and more people. She
watched from a far away valley as the world around her was
sucked inside. As she tried to run away, the breaths became
stronger and more powerful. Eventually, it was too strong
and with one last massive breath, she too was sucked inside.
Before her dream could continue, she awoke to a thud from
upstairs. Though groggy, she could tell things were different.
The light chatter and movement she had heard earlier had
slowed.

She stood on the bed to try and hear what was going on on
the floor above, but the voices were too muffled. The
footsteps above her moved and they approached the stairs. As
they came down, she listened carefully to the mass of people
as the talked. Moxi's voice stood out first.
"Punish me as you will. But please leave everyone else
alone. I wouldn't want any YOUNG GIRLS to face
unnecessary pain."
Yal was offended by the suggestion of ruthlessness. He
had principles. But the message wasn't for him. It was a clear
sign for Ericho to beware. She understood completely. She
blew out the candles and turned off all of her devices
emitting light before the crowd passed her room. She put an
eye to the small crack in the door to watch as the group
seemed to be heading straight for her. The room looked dark
and unassuming from the outside. No one would guess it
would be more than a broom closet. That's what Madame
Moxi was hoping for.
She was at the front of the group and knew that Ericho was
looking on. She took the opportunity to mouth some words.
'FOLLOW'. She understood completely. She watched as the
group passed. When she felt the coast was clear, she trailed
the group as they went down a series of corridors. They
seemed to travel deeper and deeper into the wall of tunnel.
Even Ericho was shocked.
Around a windy section, lit by torches, the path turned
sharply upwards. A seemingly endless staircase was lit
entirely by a series of torches. The Reclaimers escorted Moxi

up the stairs and Ericho tried to keep her distance. Though
there were a group of them, they were fast. At times, she
found herself struggling to keep them within her field of
vision.
Finally, they stopped. They seemed to open a large, heavy
door and slowly file in. This was her chance. She snuck up
the narrow corridor, making as little sound as she could. Just
a few more steps. She would be there. Almost all of the
Reclaimers had entered the room when she slipped on a step.
The noise she made was enough to garner the attention of
the last Reclaimer who turned around to survey the staircase.
Ericho compressed her body as small as possible and hid
behind stairs as best as she could. Her only hope was that she
wasn't seen.
The bulky-looking man turned around and reported the noise
to Yal, who brushed it off as unimportant. She listened to the
conversation and started crawling back towards the massive,
metal door. Quicker and quicker, she scaled the steps. Only a
few remained Before he continued on, Yal paused.
"Lock the door. Best be safe now."
The door slammed in front of Ericho. She listened as she
heard all the feet shuffle away from her. This situation might
have normally filled one with a sense of dread. In her case,
Ericho felt a sense of purpose. For if there was anything that
was not going to keep her from continuing her journey, it was
a simple, lock. Locks and keys, after all, were her specialty.

XIV
IN PURSUIT OF ANDULIAN AFFAIRS

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
The cold, harsh plains wind blew up snowflakes in
massive waves. They tumbled and crashed violently across
the hills, creating flurries and eruptions near the surface. The
clouds had dissipated and opened the sky up to a wonderful
symphony of light. Twinkling stars dotted the night sky and
lit up the world in wondrous glory. No moon in the sky. The
light was enough still for one to see the snowflakes twinkle in
front of your face.
On one of the hills, basking in a dim light, Ruro and Fadii
were lying with their chests to the ground, peering out onto
the shallow valley below for signs of life. Ruro pulled out his
long-range specs and scanned the landscape. It seemed like
everything else in the Empire: barren, save for a few sporadic
shrubs. For her part, Fadii had been checking their
surrounding area. After what happened to them earlier, no
one could be too careful. Ruro rested his specs and turned to
her.

"Are you sure this is a spot?"
Fadii pointed out to the small patches of shrubs out on the
landscape.
"Do you see those?"
"Yeah. They're bushes. So what?"
"Yes. Sometimes. But they're also Lima’a - a type of prairie
bush used to cover the entrance to the Andulian mining
operations."
Ruro jumped back on the specs. He zoomed in on one of the
patches, trying to see movement. Sure enough, he saw a
small opening through the tendrils of branches. There was a
little light at the bottom.
"Woah, I think you're right! GET DOWN!"
The bush appeared to move. He put his hand on her back to
indicate the need for stillness. As he peered carefully out one
of his lenses, he watched as a group of people, wrapped up in
some kind of white cloth from their feet all the way up to
their heads, emerged from the underground tunnel. One by
one, they filed out and conglomerated right outside the
exterior. All of them were wearing the exact same set of
leather-based clothes, except one who seemed to have a set
of armor on top of the cloths. Their faces were also covered
by the cloths, except for their eyes, which were covered by
small goggles, and their mouths which were exposed.

"Talk about bundled up. Do they look familiar to you?"
He handed her the specs.
"No. In fact, they don't look like anything I've come across
yet. No recognizable tribe or peoples.”
They watched anxiously as Lord Ghost exited the tunnel,
donning a large white coat and flanked by a herd of
snowcrawlers. The snow crawlers were well-behaved.
Normally a herd of that size would let out their animal
groans en masse, turning their long white necks up towards
the sky and creating a cacophonous echo which would carry
throughout the plains. The sound was fairly common to those
that had wandered far enough from Mazda. But these were
not feral snowcrawlers. They were highly-trained and
competent. It appeared Lord Ghost had their full command.
He raised a fist and they began to gather, awkwardly
fumbling into one another as they fell in line. Lord Ghost
made his way around the heard to the armored one. They
appeared to be reaching some kind of agreement before Lord
Ghost yelled something down into the tunnel. Floods of
Andulians carrying large heavy bags, began attaching them to
the transport sacks on the snowcrawlers. The creatures
groaned quietly before the Andulians snapped at them. The
strange other people, the who were wrapped from head to
toe in some kind of leather material, began mounting the
snowcrawlers. Ruro was fixated on some kind of transaction
between Lord Ghost and the large, armored one.
"Hey! They're moving." Di smacked his back and he swung his
attention around to watch as the snowcrawlers slowly began

to transport all of the others across the tundra, carrying the
heavy bags along as they went.
"Ah shit. Let's go!"
Ru pulled a small metal orb out of his sack. After shuffling
around a bit more, he pulled out another and handed it to Di.
They each twisted it, the device lit up and expanded into a
small metal disk. They each attached the disk to a harness
tool on their chests and slid forward on their torsos, riding
down the hill on their own personal sleds. The slope was
steady enough that they were able to control themselves
fairly easily. Di was shocked at how quiet they were able to
be despite the sound of the snow crunching beneath them.
As they approached, the small cluster of dots in the distance
grew bigger and bigger. They knew they were getting close.
When the individual dots began to form a more humanoid
shape, they looked at one another and nodded. They
deactivated their devices. After watching the movement of
the others to ensure the coast was clear, they slowly got up
and put their equipment on their back.
"What now?" Di yelled through the wind.
"We're going to follow. On foot."
For hours, they carefully moved in lock step with the
footprints of the snowcrawlers. The stars above them seemed
to fade in and fade out as time went by. The lonely landscape
felt even lonelier when the only sound to be heard aside from
the blowing wind was the sound of one's breath as they

trudged through the deep snow. It was during this long
monotonous period that Fadii took time to appreciate the
mountains. They were so prominent and omniscient
throughout to much of her life, she had taken them for
granted. The symbol on the seal of the Empire was not just
Mazda, but a series of other peaks, symbolizing the core of
the Kingdom. It was not just one, centralized community, but
several smaller ones, which stretched far and wide.
A cruiser would have been nice in this scenario, but was
considered too risky. The Andulians were known to have
strong technology-tracking capabilities. They had prided
themselves on living primitively, while using their
technological capabilities to their advantage. They knew the
people of Frix lived lives inundated with devices, objects, and
special gear. The city dwellers, the mountain people, and
everyone near the center of the Empire were too co-reliant.
At least, from their perspective. They found an advantage in
doing things without city technology: they were often
untraceable.
After several hours past and the two of them had time to
realize how long the night really was, they stopped in
accordance with the group they were following who also
stopped. It appeared they were setting up camp for the rest of
the night. Ruro took time to survey the group with the specs.
It appeared it was mostly these "other" people, with only a
few Andulians in their mix, about a dozen or more in total.
The Andulians had quickly set up camp.
They were resourceful travelers and seemed far better
equipped than their cohorts to handle a survival situation.

The other two watched on as they themselves yearned for a
camp set up.
"We're too exposed", Di said regrettably. We'll have to do it
when they're asleep.
Ruro killed time reorganizing his weapons. He made sure his
guns were charged and his hand-weapons were easily
accessible. If they were going to follow this crew for a while,
they would surely run into trouble at some point. Fadii
grabbed a warmth cloth from her permabag , which was
placed in the snow. She tried to think of her family and what
they may have been doing.
The two of them exchanged personal stories. Ru talked
of his ambition to reform the intelligence department
entirely. He felt it had become too focused on theory rather
than practice. Di spoke about her fears whenever she left her
home. If anything were to happen to the ones she loved, she
didn't know what she'd do. Her talk about her parents made
Ru think of Styko. He had no parents anymore. No family at
all, except for a brother somewhere. But Styko was like
family to him. He did care for him. And so, he pulled away
after their conversation to put out a call to a friend back in
Frix, explaining the current situation regarding his boss.
When the other camp went dark, the two of them
finally decided to put up their equipment. They were far
enough away that they didn't have to worry about being
heard. Any light, however, would be easily spotted if anyone
was to look in their direction. After setting up their pods, Ru
scanned the landscape to ensure there wasn't anyone

watching on. They all appeared to be inside their own pods
and tents. No living soul outside aside from the
snowcrawlers. He called out to Di to join him as he brought
out a small heat pod. It wasn't a fire, but it was warm. More
importantly, it wasn't bright enough to awake anyone
through their tents. They sat across from one another, silently
looking at the glow of the pod.
Fadii broke the silence.
"Why is it so harsh out here?"
"It's the way it's always been."
"And we don't do anything about that. We could help the
people out here, you know."
"The people out here? You think they need help? You saw
what they did to us earlier. Please. These people - the
Andulians and others - they're tough. They don't want
anything to do with us and they like it that way. Our way of
helping is to get out of their way."
"Well they’ve wanted our help before. Many times. We never
showed up."
“Yeah, generations ago." Ruro said, staring into the glowing
pod, averting his attention from his friend. "Neither you nor
me was around to help."
"Of course not. I'm not blaming us. But we are here now."

Ruro hated this political side of Fadii. He knew it was a big
part of her identity, but he couldn't seem to reason why she
always thought from the perspective of the past. To him, it
was anachronistic. It was futile. He was a forward thinker. He
was planning ahead. That's where he had control. That's
where things would change. Between the two of them, they
couldn't stay in the present.
"We can't shoulder the pain of our ancestors’ mistakes."
"No." Fadii said, staring up at the stars. "But we can amend
them."
Fadii retired to bed, knowing that tomorrow would be a long
day and sleep would be limited. Left to himself, Ruro stared
at the stars. He knew he wouldn't sleep that night. He
couldn't. There were too many things wrong with the world.
Too many people out to get him. He was caught off guard
earlier, and had not let his mind rest since. Perhaps, if he
couldn't sleep, he might take this peaceful time to actually
rest. But that was interrupted soon afterwards.
In the distance, a faint pitter patter started in his ears. He
figured it was some strange movements of the wind. But the
noise persisted. It kept going and kept going and then it
sounded like a sort of step. More and more and more. Just
then, the crunch of snow grew louder. Louder and louder.
Finally, a shape emerged in a dark silhouette right next to
him. Ruro looked up horrified at an Andulian man who
approached him with a cautious stance.
"You're with Minmer?"

XV
THE ARCHIVE

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
The Archive was one of the most important buildings
in Frix. It contained all known information throughout all of
the Empire. Massive rows of metal monoliths containing
every bit of knowledge stretched out of view towards the
high, canopy-like ceilings, each containing digital copies of
information only accessible by key. They stretched so high,
the tops faded out of view if one were on the ground floor.
Thousands of these large digital "bookshelves" blinked on and
off with bright white lights when anyone accessed
information. Since most of the Archive contained little of
physical value, there were only ever a few government
officials working inside. In the center of the Archive,
underneath its massive domed top, a circular, white light
projected into an empty center. On a practical level, it
provided ample light to the entire, cavernous building. But
on another, more symbolic level, it represented the world
outside of Mazda and the infinite amount of places yet to be
illuminated.

The building was tucked far away from the Hive. The
Empire didn't want just anyone hanging around such a
wellspring of valuable knowledge, so they picked a spot in
the central cavern, far away from society and commerce, but
not so far that the bureaucrats wouldn't be incensed to travel
there when it was required of them. In a cruiser, it could be
reached from the Hive in under an hour and if you were
heading towards the Mouth of Mazda, you’d almost certainly
zoom right past it. Only the faint glow from its dome top
provided any indication that there was a building with
operating personnel. Even then, it could be very easily
dismissed as a large rest house or facilities center. That way,
only those who were supposed to go there, would end up
there.
From the outside it was massive and beautifully shaped, but
otherwise altogether unassuming. The decorative stone
exterior wasn't even visible because of the sheer darkness in
that section of the cave. The string lights on either side of the
tunnel were so high up (for the cruisers), their light didn't
even touch the surface of the building’s glossy dome. Inside
the Archive, there were a few rooms on the outer edge of the
circular interior where government officials discussed
different documents and information that had come to light.
Often there was no more than a dozen officials in total at any
given time in the building, about half of which were
dedicated to security. Breaches were unheard of. Partially
because of the hidden nature of the building, but also
because the penalty would be so severe, no one dare try. Not
to mention, information could only be accessed by a special
"key" called an ‘Archive Sentinel’, or as they had come to be
nicknamed, a Librarian.

These Librarians were floating semi-autonomous
devices which spent their entire lifetimes connecting to the
"Bookshelves" to review, revise, and record information. They
would then meet with one another and compare and compile
what the other had learned. If there were ever anything new
worth cataloguing, it would be up to them to find the
appropriate place in the Bookshelves. Though entirely
mechanical, they were known for having charming
personalities. By just about every metric, they were the most
pleasant machines in all of the Empire. Between meeting
rooms and in hallways, they would float alongside the
government officials and ask them a flurry of questions. They
were perpetually curious, though most officials ended up
regretting their programming. The government didn't see the
Archive as a place for banter, it saw it as a place for business.
It was the information capital of the Empire of Snow. For
that, it was sacred.
Devo had been there a few times before. Nearly every
centurion and politician had paid a visit at one point in their
careers. Even the mid-to-high-level members, who themselves
were still ranks away from doing any formal business there,
like Devo and his fellow High Imperial Operative’s, had to
stop by to retrieve information of some kind for their
superiors. But this was different.
He was nervous. He checked down the long rows of
Bookshelves before slipping between them. Afterwards, he
would race to the end and look around to make sure no one
was about to turn the corner. He did this continually as he
wound his way through the maze of information. He heard
the footsteps of guards as he went along. Because of the

cavernous shape of the building, the echo of these heavysoled steps carried. It felt impossible to determine exactly
where the sound was coming from. He pressed his back to
the wall. The sound got louder. Should he run to the other
end of the aisle? Would that alert the guard? He decided to
stay with his back against the wall.
A guard strolled past him as he had his eyes peeled around
the corner. He held his breath. Thankfully, the guard was
stuck checking something on his tablet. Moments later he
breathed a sigh of relief. How would he explain himself were
he caught? Of course he was allowed in the Archives as much
as any other government official, but normally visitors would
check-in. Due to the nature of this investigation, he neglected
to do that. What could he tell the guards? A simple lie? They
would check the logs eventually. And he couldn't say that his
friend (and team leader) was having him investigate the
disappearance of their boss. Secrecy was his best option at
the moment.
He was searching for something specific. Intel he had
gathered earlier informed him that Styko's last mission was to
investigate a man named ‘Etan Ecko'. Ecko, being a former
employee of the Empire, certainly had a profile somewhere at
the Archive. All the information he had found earlier was
useless. Echo worked in Intelligence. He left. He came from a
settlement outside Mazda, along the mountain ridges, but far
away from the mouth. Surveillance missions,
communications missions, peace-keeping efforts with raucous
tribes. And then, a reported self-ejection. He just left. There
had to be more to the story.

Another guard was walking down a nearby corridor. He was
too close. The shelf he was looking for was near the center of
the complex, near the beam of light. It contained all the
logged names of the Empire's citizens. It's proximity to the
center meant it would be difficult to breach and most of the
guards tended to conglomerate around that area. One guard
was walking towards him. Devo panicked. He ran to the
other end of the bookshelf.
"Hello?"
The voice echoed throughout the chamber as Devo rested his
back against a shelf. His breathing was heavy. He was well
built in musculature but not a fan of cardiovascular exercise even light jog could get him winded. He poked his head
around the corner ever so slightly. The faint outline of the
guard was difficult to make out in the distance. It was still.
Could they be looking at him? He wasn't sure. He remained
still and after some time, guard finally moved on. Devo kept
his sigh of relief internal as he made his way to the center.
The core was brighter than he expected. He had never made
it that far into the complex ever before in his career. He
scanned each aisle to look for any signs of guards. The coast
seemed clear. Now what? He could be leaning against the
very column that held the information he desired, but
without a Librarian, they were just giant metal slabs with
glowing lights.
"Damn", he muttered to himself.

He looked over the ones that faced the core for any indicator
of their purpose. Their surface was completely smooth,
except for some decorative symbols on the side. He slammed
his fist against one in frustration, creating a small, but
noticeable echo throughout the chamber. Then, there was a
loud sound. Louder. Louder. It was like a buzzing in his ear.
Devo froze. He felt there could be a gun pointed at his back.
A blast ready to fire. A beam ready to put a hole in him. The
sound had stopped at a humming. He put his arms above his
head, and slowed his breath so he could steady his speech.
"Listen, I'm a member of the Empire. I am here on an
information retrieval mission from the Department of
Defense."
He turned around and was immediately snapped out of his
fear. There, floating in front of him, was a silver-grey,
spherical machine with a single, glowing white light which
acted as its eyeball. As it was suspended in space, small,
mostly translucent waves eminated from its body, a sign of
the physics required to keep it up. The third of the sphere
that made up the 'eye' would glow in and out in place of
blinking. It had been a while since Devo had seen a Librarian
up close before and he was shocked at how big they were. He
suspected that if it ever touched the ground, it would stand
just a few inches shy of his tallish frame, with a formidable
width to boot (as well as the weight of a hundred or so
tonnes of metal). The machine cocked it's 'head' to the side
and in light, chirpy voice said,
"Of course! May I help you find something?"

XVI
AN EXPERT ON LOCKS AND KEYS

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”

Locks came in all different shapes and sizes. Some were
mechanical, some were digital. Throughout the Empire, the
digital ones were most common in the affluent areas, though
technology itself was fairly widespread.
Frix itself wasn't a particularly dangerous place, but
like any large city, it had its pockets of crime. Personal
security was something every citizen considered in their day
to day lives. Almost everyone owned a weapon of some kind.
And everyone, regardless of domicile type, had a lock on
their door. If one lived inside Mazda or anywhere within
proximity of the Hive, they would likely go to the 'Lock and
Key' stall at the Bazaar. And it was this necessity of life in the
Empire that allowed Ericho's business to thrive.
She was lucky one. She found an interest in the mechanisms
of her future endeavors at an early age. Living in the shanty
towns, she worried about her own personal safety on a daily

basis. Violent crime was extraordinarily rare. But robbery,
muggings, and break-ins weren't entirely uncommon. She
knew many classmates in her youth who had suffered from
break-ins and she was determined not to be next. So she
studied and practiced with help from a former locksmith who
lived down the way from her. They worked together day in
and day out until she had mastered a craft and he passed
away from old age.
The lock that was on the door in the tunnel in front of her
was old. It was probably over a century old. But even that
wasn't uncharted territory for her. It was mechanical, which
to her meant it would be even easier. She pulled out her mini
pick kit which she kept in her pocket at all times. After a few
shimmy's, the lock opened. This particular lock was so old
that her picking actually frayed the inside. Internally, this
disturbed her sensibilities.
'Such a pretty lock...', she thought to herself.
But she had more pressing matters at hand. She carefully
opened the door and saw a winding staircase heading
downwards, deep into the depths of the mountain. There was
no sign of Moxi or the others. By now, the entrance to the
‘unassuming’ rest house seemed far out of sight. As she
headed further and further down, the numerous lights started
dwindling. After several minutes of winding around the same
central column following these stairs, she found herself
anxiously anticipating the distance between the next
mounted light. Unconsciously, she was holding her breath in
the darkness, timing her way between lights.

'Funny', she thought to herself. 'All these old stone steps and
antiquated architecture, but these lights seem relatively
modern!'
As the staircase came to an end, she saw an opened arched
doorway with a soft white-blue light glowing in the distance.
The sound of light, echoed chatter floated up the staircase to
her. She froze. As she turned her ear around the corner, she
could faintly make out the conversation that was taking
place.
"Now" Yal's voice sounded stern, "my fellow Reclaimers. No
longer will the spoils of our great past leaders be left to rot
amongst the unwashed and apathetic. Now is the time. We
have made it to the Chamber of Reflection."
She heard the Reclaimers cheer in unison. Their ghoulish
howls sent chills down her spine. She peeked around the
corner. The doorway opened up into a large boxy room with
tapestries hung high from the ceiling. Large crystals glowed
in the chamber, bathing it in beautiful light. In the far right
corner, there was a large platform which had a massive
circular dish-like black basin on top. Next to the basin, Yal
held Moxi with his staff at her back. She held her composure
but quivered as the crowd of Reclaimers below taunted her.
The whole scene fired Ericho up inside. The room seemed to
be supported by four massive columns which were placed
equally in the center of each quarter of the room. She ran to
hide behind the first one while keeping an eye on the scene
unfolding.

"We are now here. The great Vixus spent time reflecting on
the heretics and their mistakes in this very spot. He
contemplated his revenge here. He first connected with the
very soul of Mazda here. And we, as the most loyal and pure
followers of his creed, have come here to see out his mission."
The crowd roared. Moxi couldn't take it any longer.
"You are all fools!", she yelled.
They howled back at her. Some even lunged. Yal wrapped his
arm around her tauntingly. He put his hands out to the crowd
to quell their boisterous behavior.
"Now now. The Madame has spoken out of turn. She's knows
not what she says. We are divided by purpose, but united in
belief. Mazda takes mercy on her."
His words quieted the crowd a bit. They were all so fixated
on what was happening at the basin, Ericho sought an
opportunity to quietly sneak even closer. The room was dark
enough that she had found a patch where she could stealthily
position herself. She saw the horror on Moxi's face clearly.
Luckily, Yal was too busy addressing the crowd to look for a
suspicious shadow.
"Now. We must light the ephemeral flame."
She watched as Moxi's face sunk. A few of the Reclaimers
came up to the platform. They took off the top part of their
robes and held out their wrists. Their bodies were sculpted
and had strange symmetrical markings across their back and

chest. Every one had a large armband made of some kind of
string connecting a series of crystals which spiraled around
their arms all the way from their shoulder up through their
forearm. One of them turned to Yal.
"What about the outsider? She has spoken blasphemy. Should
she not be apart of the sacrifice?"
A wave of whispers came across the Reclaimers. They looked
at one another. Moxi looked horrified. Yal sharpened his
eyebrows and pursed his lips. He pulled out a small wand
that Ericho didn't recognize and approached the man who
asked him the question.
"Mazda demands mercy. While Moxi here is a rebel, she is no
heretic… Besides, her hands are not as clean as ours."
The murmurs continued.
"She spoke out against us! She challenged our words! Is she
not the enemy? Does she not deserve pain and punishment?
Her hands are dirty! They will never be clean! The same for
the rest of her body! She should perish! She should never
witness the greatness of the flame! She-"
Yal whipped his wand towards the man. Out came a beam
which wrapped around the man's neck. The man immediately
stopped talking and let out a painful scream. Yal flipped his
wrist upwards and the beam extended around the man's
head. From the neck up, he was covered with a massive beam
of bright orange light with a tiny little line connecting back to
the wand in Yal's hand. The man's screams were muffled. He

reached his hands up to touch the light covering his head, but
when his fingers came in contact with the light, they began to
burn straight to ash. Yal yanked the wand back towards
himself, pulling the beam which collapsed from the size of his
head into a small speck.
The beam had, in effect, 'eaten' the man's head. Only a
blackened neck and headless corpse remained as the tiny
beam was recalled to his wand. Yal addressed the stunned
crowd.
"There will be no dissidents within these ranks. We respect
the rules of Mazda. We will condemn heretics. We will
destroy those in our path. Moxi has complied with our
requests. When she stops, she face punishment. Until then,
we will not harm anyone who complies with our mission."
Yal raised his hands. Several of the Reclaimers lined up and
stuck out their hands. He pulled out his wand and one by one
he whipped the beam around their wrists and removed their
hands. The process was quick. Their reactions were subtle,
especially considering they were losing their hands.
After their hands were removed, they bowed to Yal
and tossed the hand into the basin. After about half had
gone, Yal inspected the basin and signaled that the others
weren't needed.
"No more. This is enough."

They all filed in around the basin and bowed their
heads. Yal did the same, but raised his hands, palms upwards
as he spoke loudly.
"Mazda. Let these hands help you in restoring the greatness
that once was. We offer these to assist in building a future
that will restore greatness and purify the world. Let the
ephemeral flame show us the way. Let it give us the Great
Key. Let it help us continue following in the footsteps of Vixus
as we continue on out journey to restore order to the world
and cleanse you of your great evil."
Yal turned his attention to Moxi. She was shaking. Ericho
tensed up as she decided she was not going to let this woman
be hurt. Moxi reached into her pouch and placed some
powder in Yal's outstretched arm. He took the powder and
circled the basin, sprinkling some in as he went. When he
had completed three rotations, he stopped.
Ericho saw all the activity and needed to see what was inside
the basin. She saw a small stone platform where some
tapestry was hung from and scaled the stony wall up to the
platform. From above, she could see right into the basin,
albeit at an angle. It was shaped like a large bowl and was
filled nearly to the brim with a brilliant sparkling silver
liquid. It gleamed and shined beautifully, twinkling like the
night sky. The hands that had been placed in must have sunk
to the bottom, Ericho thought. Together, the Reclaimers all
raised one hand (many of them had only one left) and
conjured some kind of flame above the basin.
"NOW. EPHEMERAL FLAME!"

Yal led the chant. Simultaneously, they tossed their fire into
the basin and it burst into a massive, bright white flame.
Then it disappeared. The room was dark. All was still. Then it
came back, but slightly smaller. Then it disappeared again. It
continued to glow in and out, slowly reducing in size as it
went on. It's brilliant glow filled the room. The Reclaimers
circled the basin humming some mysterious chant.
After a while, the flame finally died. The room returned to its
ambient lighting. The Reclaimers all peered into the basin.
Ericho tried to see in, but the smoke from the flame
continued.
Yal leaned in and reached towards the bottom. Moxi shed a
tear as she watched the man's face light up. When the smoke
cleared, the basin was empty. Ericho scanned the landscape
frantically. She saw Yal holding up a scroll triumphantly over
the joyous crowd.
"This is the map! This will lead us to the key! The guild
cannot hide much longer!” he proclaimed.
Moxi look up and made eye contact with the nervous Ericho.
Her heart sunk.
She hid up above as the Reclaimer's marched out. When the
coast was clear, she turned the corner to see Moxi slumped
against a wall. All alone. She looked down at the ground but
called out to Ericho.
"Come on down girl. I need your help."

XVII
THE CONSEQUENCES OF TRACKING
ANDULIANS TOO CLOSELY

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”

The brisk morning air was coupled with a brilliant, bright
orange sunrise. When it first cracked against the horizon,
Ruro made sure he was up. He wouldn't take any chances. He
looked towards the entryway of his tent and saw the
Andulian visitor who had camped with them, named Raaca,
sleeping soundly. They had drank heavily the night before.
Ruro thought on his feet and had posed as one of Minmer's
men, as Raaca assumed. He was lucky to be so quick-witted.
The ability to improvise was one of his better traits, especially
if he was dealing with a susceptible victim By chance, Raaca
was the perfect victim.
The skepticism for Ruro's identity was gone with a simple
affirmation. And after a few jokes and an extended offer to
join him for a drink, which Raaca eagerly agreed to, they had
formed initial trust. After agreeing to the new assumed

identity, Ruro probed his new muse to determine what
exactly had been going on between the Andulians and the
person or group known as Minmer. What he had found in his
susceptible idiot was bountiful. Raaca was the tail. He was
meant to protect the Andulians from any flank attacks and
warn them of any possible external tails. He was a courier
within the Andulian community. Most of his duties revolved
around simple message delivery. But, through nepotism, he
would occasionally have to fulfill defensive duties protecting
various envoys and cargo exchanges. Since he wasn't devoted
to these things full time, they would often send him on lesser
important missions or ones which would not require a high
level of security. In other words, he was simply a pawn for
the Andulians. A grunt sent on a very simple, low-danger
mission, who couldn't be blamed for assuming that this
random encampment was likely an amicable one.
Raaca had opened up without Ruro having to say much at all.
He asked about how the material was used to make the
beacons. He asked who the beacons were meant to spy on.
Perhaps most tellingly, he asked Ruro how they intended to
take down those pompous idiots who lived in Frix once and
for all.
Ruro improvised. He conjured ample information in the
hopes that ample information would be given to him in
return. He made Raaca feel like a friend and confidant. When
he learned of his status, Ruro told him that he should be
treated with even greater respect. When Raaca attempted to
move on and rejoin the Andulians, Ruro was quick to tempt
him with another drink and another story. Before they knew
it, the night had disappeared and they had become more and

more drunk. Ruro explained to his new friend that the
Andulian leadership might look down poorly on someone so
drunk. He thus invited him to sleep on the floor, to which
Raaca happily obliged.
The next morning left Ruro in a precarious position. As he
carefully tiptoed around his new friend, he thought about
killing him. If he did not, they would surely be ousted by the
time they caught up with the others. But if he did, it would
mean he had blood on his hands. Not only could it create an
unnecessary conflict between the Andulians and the
Empirical forces, but it could in-turn create conflict between
Ruro and Fadii. Fadii, of course, was empirically against
violence of any kind. Normally, so was he. But in this case, it
might mean getting away with their lives... or not getting
away at all.
He snuck over to her tent. As he opened the covering, he saw
her staring him in the eyes with a stern look on her face and
her arms folded one over the other.
"Here for a wake-up call?"
"Di! I didn’t think... How long have you been awake?"
"If you're wondering whether I heard what happened last
night, the answer is yes."
Her tone was stern. She stood up to stare him in the face.
Ruro tried to cool himself and project the smoother version of
himself.

"You seem surprisingly upset!", he said innocently. "Are you
upset because I lied?"
"I'm upset because we have a new problem to solve. Namely,
how we get out of here without a damn enemy exposing us
this morning."
"I agree. It's tough, but I think we might have to kill him."
Di was appalled. She took a step backwards, her mouth
gaping while she let her hands drop to her side and slapped
him across the face. He held his hand to the hurt cheek.
Then, before she could speak, they heard a commotion in the
distance. Both promptly exited the tent and looked out
towards the Andulian camp to see them packing up and
moving. They looked at each other. There was no time. He
lunged towards the other tent and she grabbed his arm, she
gave him a stern look. He looked her in the eyes, drew a gun
from a holster on his leg and blasted a hole through his tent
and right into Racca's torso. The beam was quick and
powerful, and more importantly, fairly quiet.
The steam from the hole in his sizzling chest rose as Di shook
her head at her friend, condemning his actions.
"This isn't about tribe Di."
He grabbed her hand and tried to pull her along. She
stalled.The sun had now risen enough that they would be
fully exposed in the cloudless sky. Ruro quickly dismantled
their camps and started running after the others. Di stood
frozen in place, processing the cruelty of what unfolded. All

that remained of their camp was Raaca's dead body, cold in
place.
The bright nature of the next day made it difficult to
remain hidden. And despite the tundra being a cold, brisk
environment, the endless sunshine and extraordinary
distance had worn on the both of them. This time,
conversation was absent. Ru knew she was mad at him, but
he also felt firm in his choice.
As the sun above them finally made its way high up in the
sky, competing against the busy clouds, they felt like they
were starting to hallucinate. The figures they had been
following for a while. since the early hours of day, had
seemingly disappeared. They stopped, surveyed the entire
landscape, and saw nothing. Snowy hills, snowy plains,
cloudy sky with breaks of blue. They were too exhausted to
panic. Ruro suggested that they had just fallen behind a bit
and that they should increase their pace.
When they continued in the direction of what they assumed
were Minmer's people, they saw the land in front of them
slowly turning upwards. Further and further they went and
higher and higher they walked. Finally, they found what
caused this visual anomaly: a cliff. Fadii's body went numb.
She was a student of geography. Every step of their journey,
she had tracked in her mind, but this was unexpected. She
reached into her bag and pulled out her tracker. The faint
signal she had on the screen showed that she was far, far
away from where she thought they were. She was so far in
fact, there seemed to be no notable landmarks ahead. No

data on what existed beyond at all. As far as she or anyone
else could know, this was a boundary of the Empire.
Cranking, whirring, and buzzing sounds rumbled just over
the cliff. When they looked over the edge, they were in awe.
A small fleet of massive cruisers. Huge transports which were
meant to carry large cargo were gathered in a valley near
what appeared to be a stream of water. Actual flowing water.
Minmer's people, still clothed head to toe in these strange
wrappings, began piling on these transports and bringing the
materials with them.
The two of them snuck down a hill to get a closer
look. Twelve of Minmer's people. Two Andulians. Two
unknown people piloting the transports (assumed to be with
Minmer). Originally they planned on simply observing and
reporting back, but when the Andulians began to turn back
towards their nearby settlement in the plains, they saw a
window of opportunity.
As Minmer's people continued loading the cargo onto the
transport, Ruro snuck into the back of one of the vehicles.
Fadii let out a gasp from behind a nearby stone, but stopped
herself as to not draw attention. Inside, Ruro looked through
all the material. He saw countless parts and pieces to
machines. Curiously, he came across more and more
examples of that symbol that he saw on the beacon so long
ago. He tried to rummage as discreetly as possible.
"Curious?", a voice boomed from behind him. Ruro's body
tickled. He pretended to be sorting through a section of the

parts. He heard the footsteps behind them. Begrudgingly, he
turned around to face the man. What he saw was not the
person wrapped in cloth with the black goggles that he
expected. Instead he saw a tall, dark man with the bones of
another man seemingly attached to the top of his skin,
notably on his face. It was like looking straight through his
skin to the structure underneath. His eyes were dark. His
body worn. On the top of his bone mask, there was a
decorative cap. Was this person with Minmer? Were they a
wild, savage Andulian? Ruro just couldn't know.
"I apologize. I'm with Minmer. They sent me to sort these
machine parts”, Ruro spouted coyly.
The man paced in front of him like prey. He had a
wide grin. Behind him he saw the back hatch of the transport
slowly close behind him. He could only get a subtle,
exasperated glance from Fadii. She had waited until all the
others had entered one of the transports. But by keeping her
cover, she had waited too long. Ruro was trapped inside now.
She had no power to alter his fate.
The transport slowly lifted off the ground and then, rapidly,
began to roll down alongside the stream, quickly fading from
Di's field of view. The fear followed quickly after. All the color
drained from her face. She fell to her knees crying. What was
supposed to be a quick cultural outing had turned into a
catastrophe. She cried and yelled out to the sky in frustration.
As if to reply to her, a sharp wind picked up to whistle in her
face. The sky turned grey and then soon after white. She was
alone. Truly alone. Ruro had been taken away and with him,
their camp supplies too. She checked her bag for the tracker.

At least she had that. With a heavy heart, Fadii used her
tracker to begin a long journey back towards some possible
shelter. This time, all alone. Despite her misfortune, her main
thought as she trudged back was what kind of trouble her
friend was now in. Without help, he may truly die. She
should have jumped in. She should have stopped him. She
should have made it clear that he wasn't doing a smart thing.
But she let her frustrations get in the way. She felt she had to
do something - anything. And she had a long, lonely walk to
think about her dwindling possibilities of rescuing her friend.
And herself.
On the transport, Ru was trying to replicate his natural
improvisation skills from the night before, continuing to
explain to this large, imposing man how he was sent here to
track inventory. The man continued to circle him with his
neck turned and his posture wide, like a vulture circling a
carcass.
"So they sent you here? And who exactly is it from there sent
you here?"
"Sorry?"
"Who did you speak to precisely? Who told you to inventory
these things?"
Ruro did not like the pressure. He quickly tried to pivot
entirely.
"Sir. With all due respect, I don't know who you are. I am a
diligent member of this...organization. Now you may not

recognize me because I was assigned to the security detailing
and, for the good of the people here, I had to keep my
presence hidden. It's not something you would understand,
you see. It's a Minmer thing. It's in our code, our creed."
"Your creed?" The man seemed to be toying with Ru. He was
not going to back down, so he decided to reverse the scenario
and put the heat on this stranger.
"I'm sorry sir. But, we don't take too kindly to strangers
around here. As I can tell by your unusual dress, you don't
belong with us. So, who are you exactly?"
The man finally approached his prey directly. He was much
taller than Ruro - a head at least - and significantly heavier.
His gravity had an anxiety-inducing effect. Ruro tried to hold
his posture as the man approached. As he reached for a
weapon, the man quickly snatched it from his holster. He
pressed it to Ruro's chest, who held his hands up in
desperation. He had lost. The jig seemed up. Any attempt for
a weapon now would be suicide.
The large man’s grin grew diabolical behind his bone mask.
He cocked his head and said through his broad smile,
"Me? Why I... am Minmer."

XVIII
A TOUR FROM THE LIBRARIAN

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”

"This should be exactly what you're looking for. Etan Ecko
yes?"
The machine playfully swiveled the “head” of its spherical
body back around to Devo who nodded. He reached into his
pocket and pulled out his storage device.
"I can begin the transfer immediately"
A small mechanical arm protruded from the Librarian as it
connected to the device and began to transmit information.
It’s singular, big eye blinked rapidly as it processed the
information.
"Hmm... curious.", it chirped. "I did not know that your friend
was from Astaria!"

Devo was nervous. He looked around the corner to see if
anyone was coming. It appeared the coast was still clear.
"Could you keep it down? And please just transmit the
information."
"I just thought I might be providing you with some insight
you were originally unaware of! I apologize if I offended
you."
Devo sighed. He looked at the glowing light emitted from the
machine. It's emotional understanding was extraordinarily
weak. If only it could have sensed his frustration.
"What insight comes from Astaria? That's the little outpost
town just outside of the mountains."
“Oh?”, the Librarian paused. Devo felt as if the machine was
mocking him. "You don't know? Astaria has lately seen a
hotbed of investigative activity. Intelligence suggests there are
counter-Imperial forces there, led by a group known only as
’The Followers’.”
"Who?" Devo asked as he inspected the device to see if the
transfer had completed. He unplugged the device. It had
already become far too risky of an operation.
"The Followers? Hold on. I'm analyzing my local records."
Devo did not have time. He made sure he had everything he
needed and then started back down a hallway. The Librarian

floated along close behind him. Wherever he ran, it was not
far behind.
"The Followers of the Lost are a rogue group of guerrilla
mercenaries. They’re suspected of supporting the overthrow
of the Empress in favor of a ‘true’ heir to the throne. They
believe that the former Emperor, who reigned a hundred
years ago, had a child stolen from him. In a sense, the kid
was lost, hence the name of the organization.”
The information stopped Devo in his tracks. He turns to face
the Librarian as he rested his hands at his hips. Inside his
mind, he was trying to connect dots. This information was
relevant, but he still didn’t know how. The machine hummed
silently as it waited for his next move.
"Did you feel like that adequately answered your question
sir? I could-"
"I want more information on the Followers."
The Librarian paused to process the request.
"Oh, you do? Well, there isn’t too much more that we
know…. And it is highly restricted information… But! With
what is there, I can help you find it. Information on the
Followers can be found in the Secure Archives."
"Okay, please take me there."

The machine seemed to hesitate. It was as if it wasn't sure
what was the morally correct move to make. It seemed to
nod. Then, in a flash, it zoomed off.
Devo chased off after it. It led him through shelf after
shelf. It was moving so fast, he barely had time to survey the
scene. After they had twisted and turned through dozens of
bookshelves. They came to an empty back corner of the
Archives. While Devo caught his breath, the machine hovered
closer to the floor. Right above where it stopped, a light
square appeared. Suddenly, the floor had split apart to reveal
a small staircase. Devo just realized he didn't know what he
had gotten himself into.
He followed the Librarian down the stairs to a dimly-lit room.
The blinking lights of more bookshelves provided more
illumination than the ambient light. As they continued down
through the hallway, they stopped at a shelf in the back.
Curiously, it was the only one without a single light on it. The
Librarian stopped to look at Devo.
"Are you sure you're permitted to be down here?”, it shifted
its head sideways.
Devo was snippy.
"Yes. I am sure. I work for the Empire. I’m a High Imperial
Operative. I'm allowed full access."
The Librarian proceeded to awaken the shelf and probe it for
information. As it hummed and buzzed, Devo observed the
room around him. It was dark, small, and sectioned off. How

had he never heard of this place? It made him suspicious. He
felt like he had access to most of the information in the
Empire. Evidently not. This always annoyed Devo. Despite his
family’s reputation, his ascent up the ranks was a slow
process.
The sound of footsteps quickly came down the hall. Devo and
the Librarian swung their heads to see what was heading
their way. A guard, donning Imperial garb, and armed with a
deadly beam gun had a weapon pointed at the two of them.
She seemed tough, but a bit uneasy at the sight of them.
"Who are you and what are you doing down here?"
The Librarian looked at Devo who placed the storage device
on the ground and carefully raised his hands. "Keep going",
he whispered to the friendly machine before turning his
attention to the guard.
"I work for the Empire too. I'm not a trespasser. I'm here to
receive some information for my boss."
The guard tightened her grip on the weapon.
"Just like the other guy, huh?"
Devo tilted his head in confusion.
"The other guy?"
"I have orders to terminate anyone inside this room-"

"I'M WITH THE EMPIRE. YOU AND I ARE ON THE SAME
TEAM", he yelled as he reached into his pocket. He tossed her
his ID card.
"See? We're not enemies you and I!"
She examined the ID briefly before tossing it to the side.
"I have orders to terminate anyone inside this room. This is a
restricted area. No one is allowed here, colleague or not."
Devo felt anxious. He looked down at his device and saw it
was finished. He cautiously went to pick it up. BANG! She
blasted a hole right through it. He bit his lip with frustration,
trying to resist lashing out.
"You have no idea what you're doing.”, he grumbled.
"They said there would be more. They said they'd send more.
You guys don't know what you're doing."
Devo threw up his hands in frustration.
"Are you kidding me? How can it I get it through your thick
head that we're on the same team?! YOU AND I!”
The Librarian, watching the exchange passively from the side
finally chimed in.
"For the record, you both are active members of the Imperial
Defense Services!"

Then it went dark. All the lights shut down around the
Archive. Only the glow of her gun and the pulsating light
from the Librarian could be seen.
The guard spoke into her comms unit "Open the door. We
need some light."
The door back upstairs opened, but there was no light. It,
too, was dark. She tightened the grip on her gun and shot a
warning shot at the ceiling.
"TURN THE LIGHTS ON NOW. SIR, THIS IS YOUR FINAL
WARNING.”, she screamed.
Devo was just as shocked himself.
"I'M NOT DOING ANYTHING. I- I- didn't touch the lights."
She spoke back into the comms unit.
"WHAT IS GOING ON UP THERE? We need light. The center
beam is out."
There was nothing but white noise for a while. It was fuzzy
and loud. Finally, one word came out, "HELP. INTRUDER."
The guard felt like she had no choice now. It was obvious to
her that Devo had something to do with this.
”Your backup finally arrived, huh?”, she grit her teeth as she
spoke.

He threw his hands up with his back to the wall to prove his
innocence. But she couldn't hardly see him.
"Oh dear", the Librarian muttered.

XIX
THE ORDER OF THE EPHEMERAL
FLAME

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
Now, Ericho had found herself at the center of the room's
attention. The rest house she had wandered into evolved into
so much more. The small crowd gathered throughout the
room and made a circle around her and Moxi. Their faces
were somber. Some were still mourning the loss of the
barman. How could so much have changed in her short time
there? She felt confused and pressured. The eyes on them
began to compound. Moxi begged her again.
"We need your help girl."
“I-I’m sorry. I can't help you. I already told you that I'm on my
own mission."
Moxi squinted towards her.

"Yes. And yet you have no intention to elucidate on this
supposed mission. An old man and a map?"
Ericho paused. She never mentioned a map.
"Amulet, I said."
The woman smiled. She reached into her pocket and pulled
out what looked like the Amulet Ericho had been given.
Ericho checked her pockets frantically. Nothing. The amulet
had been stolen.
"This?", Moxi said in a mocking tone.
"Give it back!", Ericho barked. "Enough tricks."
Moxi sent it flying towards her with the flip of her thumb.
"Oh relax dear girl. You don't even know the treasure that
you hold. Do you know where the map leads?"
"What is this about a map? I never said anything about a
map!"
"Dear girl", Moxi cooed, "Do you really think if I could find an
amulet hidden in your clothes that I wouldn't find the scroll
as well."
Sure enough, Moxi was playfully twirling the scroll in the
direction of Ericho's face. Now she as angry. She reached over
and grabbed the old woman by the shoulder, squeezing her
fingers tightly. Her teeth pinched against one another as she

let out a snarl to intimidate the crowd. They all collectively
shook, their faces full of uncertainty.
"GIVE IT BACK"
Moxi pushed her off and threw the map in her face.
“Girl you have no idea how relevant that map is to our
mission here. That map there shows that you were meant to
stop here. It was in your destiny! Now, you can deny this and
continue with your selfish path. But if you choose to do so,
please do it on your own. We’ve had enough violence here for
one day."
Ericho took note of the crowd's reactions. They seemed
horrified. This was not her purpose, not her design. She was
not out to hurt anyone.
"Listen", she said, "I just don't see how I can help anyone
anymore than the next girl. I'm just a simple girl from the
slums. Nothing more. A messenger.”
“A messenger? Girl listen to me. Never discard the value of
a messenger. They are always more than just their message. If
not because they are chosen to deliver such a message. It’s not
just this map, but it’s your spirit that we need."
Moxi let a silence fill the air as she appealed to the girl once
more.

"You're so focused on your mission because it will remove you
from a life you loathe so dearly. But you care so little about
what you might have to sacrifice in order to succeed…”
Her voice deepened as she spoke right to Erciho’s soul.
“The journey you have been set on is filled with treachery
beyond your wildest imagination. You might wonder how I
would know such a thing? Well it appears that you were the
messenger chosen for us from above. Divinely chosen. We
need someone to carry a message for us and by fate’s wings,
you are headed to precisely the right place… Though we
didn’t know it existed.”
Ericho's posture softened. She felt Moxi's grit and admired it.
In the back of her head, she wondered if she too might one
day speak with the intensity of this woman.
Moxi continued,
"The people who came through here last night now are this
much closer to figuring out the location of The Chamber of
Great Sleep. It’s there that an unspoken concentration of Atar,
type of mystical power beyond ordinary conception, lies. If
they are able to locate it before us, then they may be able to
do unspeakable things to the people of this world. Already
with the discovery of our hideaway, one of the defenses has
been breached. If they find the others, we’re doomed. They
are ill-intentioned. They are misguided. And it's too late for
them. But not for us."

Moxi approached her and softly grabbed Ericho's hands. She
slowly unraveled the map, carefully observant of the fragile
condition of the parchment.
"This map leads to The Order of the Shadowed Mountain.
They are our sister organization. One of the last of what was
once nine groups dedicated to the protection of Mazda and
the secrets of the ancient ones. The Order of the Shadowed
Mountain was a group, which was thought to be extinct for
generations because the Empire, in its boundless wisdom,
had deemed their existence a threat. After a few scuffles, they
were all but destroyed... But there were rumors that they
carried on somewhere in secret."
She opened up to the rest of the room. Everyone's heads
turned towards her. Ericho looked upon all their faces and
realized their common struggle, their common plight. She
now knew these people were together.
"They were meant to find and protect the relics of the ancient
ones and the defend the soul of Mazda at all cost. For
generations, the nine of us fought alongside one another,
each group arm in arm. They recognized the importance and
sanctity of Mazda. They knew that, were its power to fall into
the wrong hands, it could mean the end for our world as we
know it."
She looked around the room and then made stern eye contact
back with Ericho.
"And we fought right alongside them. We are the Order of the
Ephemeral Flame, named for our vow to secrecy. For we carry

on burning in the heart of Mazda itself, but have always been
able to disappear when the situation was most dire. Now our
secrecy has been breached. And I fear for our friends at the
far end of this map.”
All the gears started clicking in Ericho's head. Everything she
witnessed earlier. The whole ritual that was performed. It all
connected to this group, this band of strange, mysterious
people.
"I had been brought up with the belief in Mazda's power, but
it wasn't until my father was injured that I realized its
importance as a force of benevolence. And when I was grown
and had proven my intention, another member of my village
took me here. And they introduced me to the Order here.
They told me they decided as a group that this place was far
too precious to let fall into the wrong hands. We believed it
needed to be kept secret.
"From Yal?", Ericho chimed in.
"From the Reclaimers, yes. Long before Yal was a twinkle in
his fathers eye. Fundamentally, they are opposed to our
mission. But they also wanted to hide this from the outside
world. From the Empire."
"The Empire?"
"The Empire does not instinctively appreciate those which
would challenge their authority. We happen believe in
something greater."

The Order of the Ephermal Flame. The Order of the
Shadowed Mountain. The Reclaimers. All of this had Ericho's
head spinning in circles. She continued listening to Moxi's
appeal, but struggled to come to terms with what she heard.
Her small, shanty-town bubble had now expanded beyond
her comprehension. For Ericho, this was the great expansion.
For Ericho, this was now a world which was far bigger than
she could have anticipated.
In any case, she trusted Moxi. The fact that she claimed their
objectives were aligned struck a positive chord with Ericho.
Though she strongly doubted it, it helped her plant the seeds
of a feeling of destiny.
So, she agreed to help.
All she had to do was to pass along a message to The Order
of the Shadowed Mountain once she arrived.
“They’re supposedly located at the site of a great Sanctuary.
The story, according to the great leader whom I followed
many moons ago, was that there was a Guild there where
young people such as yourself would be offered the
opportunity to learn our ways.”
Ericho gasped, “It’s possible to learn such things?!”
Moxi smiled. “If it is in your destiny.”
She explained to Ericho that she could be the link that
restored communication between the two final, disparate
Orders. She could undo the damage and restore a connection

that the Reclaimers had destroyed several generations ago. If
she could connect with the group there (assuming they were
still alive), she may be able to tell them of the people here in
the halls of Mazda.
After saying her farewells and giving her reassurances to the
community, she packed her bags and started her journey out.
The second she stepped out the door she was stopped.
“GIRL! You must allow me to give you a few parting gifts",
Moxi said.
She handed her a small sheathed blade, to which Ericho
raised an eyebrow.
"You never know when you'll need a weapon", Moxi said as
she pressed into a small, thumb-shaped indent on the side
which caused it to glow bright yellow and emit heat, "or
when you'll need some… intimidation.”
Ericho smiled and took the weapon. Then Moxi pulled out a
small bag of powder and tied it around Ericho's waist-belt.
"This is a rare powder. You can only use it when starlight is
present. You must scoop up a handful and then quickly throw
it at your feet for it to work. It will only work once, so be
cautious."
Her eyes narrowed. The woman across from her flashed her a
quick smile and patted her on the shoulders. Then, she made
an about face and walked away. Ericho called out to her.

"When will I use it?"
"Only in the direst of circumstances.", she yelled over her
shoulder. "You'll know.”
And that was the last she heard from her. There was
something about the old woman’s steadfastness which
appealed to Ericho. She was a woman worn by the ages,
battle-scarred and bounded to a dark history, which
weathered her through the years. Ericho admired that. She
figured one day, with luck, she may be like that.
The lights from the rest house dimmed and the door
slammed behind her, echoing in the near distance as the
howling winds of the cave began to subside. Ericho looked
towards the mouth of Mazda, tried to swallow the lump in
her throat, and trotted off, buried in equipment, into the
cold, lonely, dark - and now quiet - journey ahead.

XX
PRISONER ABOARD A STRANGE
VESSEL

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
It felt like days had passed, but he couldn’t be sure. Ruro had
hardly seen light from his cell inside the transport, so he had
no idea which way he was going. Aside from the occasional
bump in the journey, he hardly felt anything at all. Besides
loneliness and regret, that is. Tied up, bruised, and battered,
he still felt primarily for poor Di whose fate was now
uncertain. He tried screaming and struggling, kicking his foot
against the metal barrier, but it was no use. No one could
hear him outside the small room he was trapped in. He felt
uncomfortable and cramped. There was barely enough room
for him to lie down on the ground. Even then, he had to
scrunch his body. He was given food periodically, although he
didn't feel hungry. After everything that had happened, it was
difficult to maintain an appetite. Instead, he was consumed
with his thoughts.

Minmer. The name didn't sound remotely familiar to
him. Then again, it wasn't as if he had a great knack for those
things, remembering names and such. Styko. He would have
known. Ruro felt an ache in his chest for his lost boss. He
hoped that somewhere out there his message to Devo had
gotten through. Despite his relative trust in the boy, he knew
how easily Devo could get sidetracked. In all their time
together, Ruro had told his team many stories about their
boss. After all it was Ruro who had known and reported to
him the longest. It was him who had the most personal
relationship. Through his stories, the team came to know
Styko as a wise, hard-working citizen. In fact, Ruro was so
cordial that he never even mentioned all the petty
peccadilloes which he considered to be Styko's primary faults.
His annoying lack of humor, his tawdry taste in anything fun,
and his overly chaste posture were all omitted in the stories
he told his peers. Only his heroism. None of this came across
in their brief, impersonal encounters with him. So Ruro shed
a new light.
'What would Styko do?', he found himself asking. His hands
weren't bound. He had the clothes on his back, but he was
stripped of weapons and he was in a cell that was hardly big
enough to fit a full-grown person comfortably. Even if he
were to escape, what then? Minmer was a man twice his size,
or so it felt. Despite being fifteen years Ruro’s senior, he was
built sturdily. He had large sinewy arms and mountainous
legs, his barrel chest alone could likely produce the strength
needed to pull Ruro's arm out of his socket. Plus, he stirred
something in the young Officer and, for the first time in a
long time, Ruro was legitimately scared of this man. He
wasn't sure what it was. The skull armor? The painted streaks

on his skin? The piercing eyes? Or perhaps it was the strange
wrappings that they wore which he felt made them seem
dead.
All of this contributed to his internal anxiety and kept his
mind occupied on the long journey. The rattling of the large
boxy transport made him wistful for the sleek, more compact
transport he was riding a few days ago. Compared to his
previous ride, this was a complex. Multiple floors, several
rooms, and a command deck made this much more like a
building-in-transport. This was a true ship. A transport to
rival many. The Empire called them Landsweepers had a few,
but hardly ever used them. Ruro had never ridden in one
himself.
Finally, the ship stopped. Anxiety set in. What would happen
now? The question that had been simmering in his mind had
come to a boil: Would they kill him right away? What could
they possibly want with him? He heard the sound of heavy
footsteps come down the hallway. It sounded like multiple
people. They were speaking an unrecognizable tongue. The
door to his chamber lifted and there were two of Minmer's
associates, wrapped up in their strange leathery cloth and
donning their dark goggles, awaiting him. They pulled him
from the chamber and escorted him down a hallway. As he
walked, he tried to look towards the windows in the distance.
He could barely make out what he was seeing, but he knew
one thing for sure: it was not snow or ice. It was bright. It
was... brown? He couldn't be sure.
Down the hallway, up the stairs, around the corner led into a
series of opening vault doors. It was clear he was headed

towards some secure area just underneath the command
deck. Even as he heard the metal door slam shut behind him,
he couldn't help but wonder if he could overpower these two.
He was skilled in hand-to-hand combat and these people,
though tall and toned, were far less physically formidable
than Minmer himself. Perhaps this was his shot.
But as he surveyed the environment for objects to repurpose
as weapons, he realized that he might be more effective at
hurting them by simply determining who these people were
and what their purpose was.
The largest doors were at the end of the hallway, the one on
Ruro's right seemed to enter a code on the keypad as the
doors swung open. There, sitting at a table in a dark,
windowless room was Minmer, who appeared to be putting
on the wrappings all this people wore. When he saw Ruro, he
stopped and gave him a casual grin. The others left them and
the door to the room slammed shut.
It was spacious inside. Though he didn't feel safe
necessarily, he was happy to have much more room than he
did when he was trapped inside his chamber. The walls were
mostly barren except for a few technical apparatus. There
was a holographic diagram on the largest wall, which
appeared to display some kind of a map. On the wall
opposite, there was a series of screens, which seemed to
display video feeds of various places. All looked like areas
throughout the Empire of Snow. Most were outside of Mazda,
but one noticeable feed looked as though it came from inside
the cave as it was dark, except for some twinkling lights. And
on the final wall opposite the door, there was a large

communication center, which had a number of displays up all in a script which Ruro could not decipher himself, but
looked distantly familiar. Minmer ushered him to sit at the
chair opposite him in the large table in the center of the
room.
He sat carefully, analyzing the distance between them.
Minmer's dangling cloths fell in strands from his neck like
thick pieces of hair.
"I hope I wasn't...interrupting", Ruro said, nodding his head
towards the dangling strands of cloth. Minmer tilted his chin
towards his shoulder and casually brushed them behind his
head.
"No need to worry", Minmer interlaced his fingers and
pressed his palms together, resting his arms on the table as he
gazed into Ruro's eyes. "It's mostly ceremonial anyway."
His grin was slight. It was not mean in a boasting manner,
but rather as a way to exude confidence. Clearly, he had
control. Ruro kept a grimace and kept silent for a while. He
felt like his omission of speech may create his own brand of
intimidation.
They just stared at one another for a long time. Finally, after
Minmer let out a deep sigh, Ruro took the opportunity to cut
him off.
"The Andulians, huh?"
"What about them?"

"Do they know what you're doing with all this stuff? Are they
compliant in your scheming?"
"And what exactly are we scheming, my friend?"
Ruro stiffened his posture. He didn't like this kind of
wordplay.
"Rumor has it some kind of assault on the good people of this
Empire."
"Rumor?" Minmer raised an eyebrow, "Or intelligence you
received from the Defense Services?"
"Why would I know-"
Minmer leaned back and slumped into his seat. He had a sort
of handsome, gruff face. Most of it was obscured by the mask
of a human skull he wore over his face, but there were
enough cracks to make out many features. Ruro thought
that, were it not for the added dark, paint on his face around
his eyes and symmetrically across his cheeks (so it appeared),
he would be a catch with most of the Frixians. He had a
tough guy look, but a chiseled jaw. His skin appeared a deep
bronze where it popped out and his hair jet-black.
He continued,
"Possibly because you work for that department, Ruro. And
you have for a number of years. You worked your way into
the intelligence division and you report now to the man

named...", he rolled his chair over to look at one of the
screens for reference, "Styko, correct?"
Ruro's lip tightened. He grit his teeth in anger.
"Just kill me now. I don't know shit. I'm just a regular officer."
Minmer laughed. He stood up from his chair and slowly
walked over to where Ruro was sitting and placed a hand on
his shoulder.
"I won't have to hurt you. You or any of your friends. Your
troubled commanding officer? Your friend who we left out
there in the tundra? All of them can remain safe. I don't wish
to hurt any of them. I don't wish to hurt you." he got nearly
face to face with Ruro. His bone mask horrified Ruro as he
saw the cracks and the creases which had filled with rot and
were only visible up close. He could practically smell
Minmer's metallic breath when he said, "All I need you to do
is give me the information that I want and we can proceed
from there."
He backed away from Ruro and slowly, loud step by loud step
made his way across the table to slump back into his seat.
Ruro's heart was racing. His breathing quickened. No one had
ever threatened him like that and with such gusto! He was
frightened. Legitimately. But he refused to show it as he knew
how fear could become weaponized. Despite his body
trembling, he kept his face stone-like.
"Now", said Minmer, "I want you to tell me everything you
know about”, Minmer paused for effect, “The Empress."

XXII
THE PALACE OF ICE

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
The Palace of Ice glimmered like a diamond heart at the
center of Mazda. It twinkled and sparkled and shone deep
into the tunnel. Some local myths stipulated that at the
quietest moments of the day, when life was at its stillest, one
could see a single faint light looking towards the mouth of
Mazda from Outer Frix, revealing the impressive nature of
the building. It was massive and ornate. It towered to the top
of the cave in the far back of Mazda, and its beauty was
renown throughout the Empire.
Inside were thousands of rooms, all designed symmetrically,
with a crystal flooring made from the minerals found within
the cave. It was the oldest extant building in the Empire and
had been built on over many generations. The oldest section
of the building, the core, was the Throne Room. It was
situated somewhere high atop the palace, towards the ceiling
of the cave. From the deck, you could look out onto the
entirety of the cave. In its early days, the Empire was little
more than clusters of communities stringing from the palace

all along the tunnel to Outer Frix (then called Old Frix) and
on to the little mountain valleys surrounding Mazda. There
was no Hive. In fact, there was hardly a functional population
inside of the mountain at all. It was decided upon the
founding of Frix that the security and protection that they
had inside of Mazda made it the ideal place to put the seat of
government. It was impossible to know how large and
expansive that would grow over the next several centuries.
As the Empire grew, so the palace grew. Countless voyages
pushed for the borders of the Empire to expand. First
throughout the mountainous valleys, then upwards to the
small communities of Mountain-Dwellers, and finally expand
beyond the mountains into the vast tundra. Along the way,
they subdued tribe after tribe, community after community,
and the Palace continued to expand. With a larger Empire,
there were more decisions to be made. Who would oversee
the growth of this area? Who would invest in security for the
Mountain-Dwellers? Who would be in charge of tracking and
cataloguing the various flora and fauna that inhabited the
vast, empty tundra region? Each of these questions required
officials. More officials meant more meetings. More meetings
meant more spaces. More spaces meant more rooms. And on
and on and on.
As the palace grew, the throne room was further and further
cushioned from the outside world. The expansions and rooms
had buried the structure of the original building in this new,
more grandiose place. The Old Palace became the heart of
the new one, and along with that came more and more
access restrictions. Deep within the walls of the Old Palace, at
the very top of the structure, the throne room lay as it was

millennia ago, completely intact. It was there on a throne
made of gems sealed together with liquid gold that the leader
of all citizens, arbiter of known truth, and defender of the
realm in all its glory sat and made her daily decisions. This of
course was the Empress.
She was not a public figure. Not in the sense that the public
knew her or even what she looked like. In fact, her presence
was only granted to a select few inner circle figures - the top
twelve officers from each of her departments. They were
called the Advisors. The Advisors were permitted to meet
with her in person and only then briefly when it was
approved. The twelve of them were never allowed to meet
with her with more than one person and never without
having a specific request. Because of this, visits to her were
only made under the gravest of circumstance. Outside of that,
she was never seen. Only known of. Rumors would circulate
that this was because the Empress was cold, callous, and
even held contempt for those who would not recognize her
authority. But the truth was much more difficult to ascertain.
Whispers amongst the high ranking made it seem that
her secrecy was much more a byproduct of her fragility. She
was, in some sense, the Empire. And the Empire was her. She
was a symbol of its greatness and regality. Her reign had gone
on for generations. Every citizen of the Empire knew of her
and there was not one alive who knew of any other ruler. She
was by far the oldest person in the Empire and by many,
many generations. All this came to create an air of mystery
about her. Many wondered how she lived so long. Many more
secretly wondered if she was still alive. And almost all
wondered what exactly she did in her functions as Empress.

The rules she made were strictly enforced and every
new law was spread quite far and wide. Still, all such laws
were passed down the ranks through dozens of officials
before they reached the public. This required a heavy amount
of bureaucracy. The running joke in the Empire was that
bureaucracy kept the snow from falling straight through
Mazda to Inner Frix. And so a massive web of officials of the
highest rankings would gather and meet every day in the
Palace of Ice, the Empire’s largest, most-exclusive office.
Tonroy was a high-enough ranking officer that he
spent his time split between the Defense Services
Headquarters and the Palace, though as a High Commander,
most of it was at the Palace. When at the Palace, he had
ample room to move about. He knew many of the floors and
towers and rooms as if they were his own, seamlessly floating
through them as he went about his day. But he was in a
hurry.
The sense of a growing threat against the Empire had
permeated the Palace walls. Everyone was on edge.
He scaled upwards many floors. Up lifts and staircases,
through doors and down hallways. Eventually he reached the
highest floor accessible before becoming a Master (the next
rank up). It was here where he could speak with the
Advisors. His specific Advisor was the Defense Advisor named
Egus.
He burst into Egus' chamber, where he was staring out
a windowsill onto the bright lights of the city below. The
Advisor was an old man, in his early nineties, who walked

with the assistance of a cane. He wore a soft, wonderfullycolored robe that was so long it drug on the floor as he
walked. His presence was slow, but regal. He was every bit
characteristic of his top-ranked position in the Empire: wise,
thoughtful, commanding, and a bit geriatric.
He ushered Tonroy in to hear his plea, but not without
reminding him of his rank.
"You are coming to me without counseling with Abil?”, Egus
hummed. Abil was Tonroy’s boss and it was Abil who
reported to Egus.
"I would go straight to the Empress if I could. This is a
difficult situation, I'm afraid."
Next to the old man, Tonroy felt like a child. Despite their
white hair, wrinkled skin, and weathered bodies, Tonroy
stood tall. He did not have a debilitated walk. In fact, he was
perfectly able-bodied. His posture was strong for a man of his
advanced age. In contrast, he saw Egus hunched over and
struggling to walk. He rushed over to escort the Advisor to a
chair where he could rest.
He proceeded to explain the serious of unusual problems that
had accumulated over the following days. Egus, who's eyes
would hardly open, simply nodded along as he listened. He
told him of the beacons that had appeared, the mysterious
disappearance of Styko, the possible threat of Andulians, and
the most troubling news of them all:
"The Archives have been breached."

Egus raised an eyebrow but kept a calm expression. He
stroked his long beard for a long time.
"Do we know what they want?"
"I've just been informed of the breach myself. I know we're
sending officers over there now."
The advisor was difficult to read. He continued to make the
appeal to him that the gravity of the situation had changed.
"And you believe the Empress need be informed?", Egus said
as he poked his cane blindly in the direction of his
subordinate.
"As soon as possible sir. I personally worry that the Empire
and indeed her herself could be compromised."
Egus sat back in his chair, mortified by these words. After
their lengthy discussion, he begrudgingly agreed that he
would pay her a visit. Tonroy escorted him out of the space
and left him with these words,
"Let her know that I put my faith in her. And all of my men
will act in accordance with whatever she believe we need to
do."

XXIII
ESCAPE THE ARCHIVES

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
Blaring lights blasted through the dark chamber. Screeching
and humming from cruisers echoed all the way to the tiny
underground room. Devo was on high alert and no longer
because of the guard. She had stiffened her resolve and
pointed her weapon at Devo's round face as if to make a
point. To her, he was the cause of all this. The Librarian
fluttered towards her.
"I'm terribly sorry, but I must say - I don't believe this man is
the threat you are after."
"Shut UP!", she yelled, "You obviously need repairs."
From the opening of the chamber, a group of people started
to pour in. They were dressed in black bodysuits and all had
their faces hidden by white masks. Each one was carrying a
weapon. The guard immediately averted her attention.

"STOP", she yelled to the crowd that continued to pour in off
their cruisers from the main chamber. Not a single one paid
her any mind. There were about twenty in all when
everything was said and done. They had amassed in a tactical
grouping where they were flanking all sides in case of attack.
"I SAID STOP", she yelled again.
The leader of the pack finally stepped forward. She
was a prominent woman, who’s uniform was covered in
stripes of white. All of the uniforms were tight to the body
and it was clear her boxy waist was propped up by large,
muscular thighs. Her short, fanned out ink-colors hair had a
distinct blonde streak in it and notably framed the outside of
her mask. When she spoke, her voice was smoky and strong.
"Are you really in the position to be making threats now?"
She widened her posture. She pulled her broad chest
back as she lifted her arm and slowly pointed a weapon at
the woman's head. She cocked her head mockingly, but held
it firmly. It was clear she had significant strength. The guard
tightened her grip on the gun in retaliation. Behind them, a
new Librarian fluttered through the chamber, happily
humming along. Completely unfazed by the scene unfolding
around it, it passed the crowd with a little melodic tune.
"It's this way," the Librarian said leading the group, "This is
where the designs for the Palace of Ice are kept."

A shiver went down the guard spine. Now the crowd had
them surrounded. Devo was counting them all to determine
his odds. They did not seem good.
"They are not authorized to access these records! I REPEAT.
THEY ARE NOT AUTHORIZED TO ACCESS THESE
RECORDS”
The guards continued attempts to stop the Librarian's
movement did little. Though it did finally realize she was
talking to it and responded.
"But... They do appear to have high-level security clearance!
Which is required for access to these particular records", the
Librarian said in a confused tone.
"WHO? Who is the name under authorization. I WANT TO
KNOW NOW!"
"It appears Junior Commander Styko", the Machine muttered.
Devo felt dizzy. His world was spinning. How could that be?
He was sent here to figure out what happened to him? He
had the urge to yell out at them. He wanted to confront them
then and there. But he knew he was outnumbered. He kept
quiet.
The leader of the group sighed. She shook her head and
started walking towards the guard who was shaking
vigorously.
"Look what you've done? Now I have to kill you"

The guard quickly attempted a shot at the woman, who shot
back almost at the same time. Their beams collided and
neutralized. She cackled a bit as she braced her free hand
against her abdomen. The guard shook. She was too nervous
to attempt another shot. Before she even had a chance to
think, the masked woman repositioned and shot her in the
head. A big, steaming hole was lift right where the guard's
left eye was as she fell to the ground. The leader then turned
her attention to Devo, who stood still.
"Are you here to steal something as well?"
Devo remained silent. He held his hands up to prove his
innocence. His Librarian looked at him and then at the
crowd.
"I won't say anything", Devo muttered.
One of the people came up to her.
"Teroh, it's located the files. Let’s go.”
She nodded in his direction and slowly let down her gun.
"I'm a thief. Just like you.”, he said with a frightened smirk.
Teroh stared Devo up and down. She didn't trust him one bit.
She turned towards the Librarian and decided to probe it for
information.
"What's he looking for?"

It was quiet. It's light glowed in and out, processing the
request. He knew he had to act fast. Librarians were neutral
creatures. They couldn't lie. He trusted this one though. It
was obviously biding it's time.
Cautiously, he turned to it and whispered, "Help me find the
exit please."
Then, the machine went quiet.
"He's seeking the reference records of a particular person. A
man named Etan Ecko"
All the heads turned towards him. The henchman who spoke
with Teroh earlier flipped around and yelled.
"Teroh! He's looking for Ecko."
She tightened her fists and grit her teeth as she yelled at her
associate.
"SHUT UP!”
She then averted her attention to Devo who had grabbed
onto the bottom of the Librarian. There was an opening in its
sphere body where two hands could get a good grip if
positioned right. This was supposed to be used for the
transport of objects. They could attach to the shelves thus
way. She was too mad to notice his posture.

"What do you want with Etan Ecko?" she said with a
confident growl.
She made a malicious murmur and whistled. Her men began
to swarm. Devo anxiously looked at the Librarian. It was
glowing as it processed the thought. He looked at it for any
sign of movement, any sign that it recognized the severity of
the moment. She came over and grabbed his tablet, noting
the massive hold in it. She went ahead and snapped it in half
for due diligence right in front of him. Everything he'd come
there for ruined. And now, it looked as if he was going to die.
Heartbroken, he looked down.
Finally it spoke.
"I'm just now processing your previous request."
All their weapons were almost loaded, ready to blow them to
smithereens. Then, the Librarian let out a burst of light,
temporarily blinding the crowd. It jettisoned up high into the
room above the crowd. Devo grabbed on to the handle for
dear life. It then rocketed its way out of the chamber into the
main Archives.
Teroh rubbed her eyes quickly to try and survey the scene. It
was empty. She yelled at her friends.
"AFTER THEM! NOW! TO THE CRUISERS."
Hordes of them ran outside to jump on their cruisers. She
halted three of the stragglers as they ran over.

"No. Not you three. You three stay. Don't forget what we
came here for."
She had them follow her deeper into the room towards
where the other Librarian went.
In the main chamber of the Archives, it was a mad dash.
Devo was being chased by several of the criminals
throughout the chamber. They must have looked like bugs
from far away whirring and zooming throughout the vacant
airspace of the massive chamber. Every so often, the Librarian
would zoom down in between the shelves in the hope it
could lose them, but it they always managed to find them.
BOOM! One of the cruisers collided with a wall when it
couldn't turn quick enough. Another BOOM! Another cruiser
turned too hard coming out of the shelves. Devo and the
Librarian were making progress, but there were too many. He
was amazed at how nimble and just how fast the Librarian
was. He held on for dear life to the machine's back, his feet
flailing everywhere. It took him an incredible amount of
strength just to stay attached. When he was dangling high
above the archives, his fear of falling set in and he would try
and hoist himself closer to the Librarian, kicking up to try
and wrap his legs around its body. Above all, he knew he had
to keep his cool. He would try and yell out requests to the
Librarian in a manner he thought would help to avoid the
enemy. It knew what he was doing and responded
accordingly. Still, he felt like a ball on a string, being flung
around by some kind of bird, bouncing and flying all over the
room at the whim of this machine.

When enough of them had dissipated. He asked for it
to head for the exit. They were still being followed, but they
had a small window where they were significantly ahead.
"Almost at the exit sir."
He called out to it as their approach quickened.
"Good! I need you to come with me!"
"Sir?", it asked blankly.
"They took my tablet and destroyed it. But I know you still
have the information on your recent access files!”
He carefully extended part of his hand and warmly tapped on
the Librarian's body. It understood the gesture.
"I'm sorry sir, but my protocol requires me to remain in the
Archives. I'm programmed to serve, assist, and help."
He thought carefully. If he didn't act soon, he'd be on foot
momentarily. And dead after.
"Well I'm not asking you to break protocol. I'm just asking for
your help. You can come back right after. THIS IS AN
EMERGENCY! I NEED HELP!”
They rapidly approached the entrance. The security office
was in shambles. Blood was spilt on the walls. Again the
machine was glowing processing the request. They were

arriving shortly. A decision needed to happen soon. Behind
them, Devo saw the criminals, two still in cruisers.
Time was up. They reached the entrance. Devo braced for
impact. The machine stopped.
They were at a complete standstill. He saw the cruisers
gaining. He slapped the machine in frustration.
"Request granted", the Librarian beamed. It burst through the
entrance with Devo trailing along behind it.
"We've lost him Madam. Only one of our men has a
functional cruiser to tail him" the man dropped his chin to his
chest as he passed on the solemn news to Teroh. She
continued to follow her Librarian, not paying him any mind.
The man saw her walk past and tried to tail her to get a
proper response.
"Teroh?", he pressed again. She shot him a sharp glance.
"It doesn't matter." She said as she signaled for the others to
follow her and surround the shelf. "We have what we need."
"I've found the designs for the Palace! Would you like me to
share them with you now?", the Librarian asked her. She
nodded.
"Kiel"
"Yes?" the inquisitive guard replied.

"What is the status of the beacons?"
He anxiously pulled a tablet out of his pocket and tapped
through various screens. She watched as he nervously
backpedaled a few times after selecting the wrong screen.
Finally, he appeared to come to a diagnostics visual with
several dozen profiles on the beacons. Only one was
noticeably grey.
"As you'll see, all are well-maintained and today reach as far
out as any Imperial presence in the Empire. We still have
dozens and dozens more that hope intend to send out."
She eyed the tablet with her hands crossed behind her back.
It's glowing displays meant little to her on a technical level.
She was more in charge of dealing with the bigger-scope
issues. Still, she liked to ask questions to keep her peers in
line.
"What's wrong with this one?"
He shot a nervous look back. Of course she was pointing at
the one gray rectangle on there. That was the one he didn't
want to discuss. Kiel tried to see if she was simply testing
him.
"Which one?"
She furrowed her brows and pulled out her gloved fingers to
point directly on the display.

"Just a few more moments and I will have transmitted the
data to your tablet miss", the Librarian chimed in. She didn't
want her question to go unanswered.
"This one. THIS ONE. THIS ONE! THIS ONE!", she poked at
the screen repetitively. He nervously acknowledged her
request and finally replied, his voice shaky.
"Th-th-that one? It's defunct."
“Defunct? Come on now, you’re a Reaver. Act like one.”, her
voice slanted.
He took her jab at his pride harshly. He knew they were all
apart of the same cause, but his trepidations were legitimate.
"Yes. It's apparently out of order. It was likely compromised
somehow."
This piqued her curiosity. Defunct? She had never heard of
such a thing. Was there a fundamental flaw in their plan?
"What's the last images that were reported from that unit?"
He tapped on the icon and scrolled through a series of pages,
all riddled with excessive words. Finally he saw an icon that
opened a video display. The video showed the view from a
mountainside. It seemed stormy, yet the quiet background
made it seem peaceful simultaneously.
She complained that the feed showed nothing new, so he fast
forwarded. Soon a cruiser approached and a small group of

people pulled up in a cruiser on the nearby cliff. They
watched on the monitor as a man clumsily made his way
across a nearby chasm to finally reach the beacon. Then it
was clear. It was Ruro. This was the beacon they had
captured so long ago. Still this meant nothing to Teroh and
Kiel. Just as it happened, the beacon blasted away and the
rest of the feed ended in a snowy mess.
"Go back", she commanded.
"Teroh, that's everything we have."
"To the cruiser"
He backed up to the last frame of the visible cruiser. She
squinted at the screen. The frozen image on the screen was
blurry. That was likely to be expected as the beacon was
blasting away at such a speed. But in the corner, the image of
the cruiser they drove was visible.
"Zoom in"
As they zoomed further and further into the picture, they
decided to focus on one person sitting in the back of the
vehicle. His body shape seemed familiar.
When they got close enough it was clear. It was the man who
just escaped. It was Devo. He was wrapped in cold weather
garb, but it was clear. His face was discernible. Teroh brought
her fist to her lip. She looked towards Kiel, who also knew
what he was looking at.

She grit her teeth and clenched her fist. Her anger had been
brimming for some time now.
"All done miss! Is there anything else I can help you with?",
the Librarian chirped.
Without turning to face the machine, she spoke to it.
"Erase all data from the moment of our visit."
"Yes miss!" It fluttered away. She then addressed Kiel
"We need to find him. He knows. The Follower leadership will
not like this. I don’t want to have to present them bad news
on behalf of us Reavers.”
Meanwhile, soaring above the pointed spires of buildings
congesting the center of the Hive, Devo found himself still
attempting to lose a final cruiser. Like an insect being chased
by a bird, they flew around the crowded city center, its bright
lights twinkling below. At that point, Devo was shouting
whatever requests he could at the Librarian while the man in
the cruiser swiftly attempted to catch them.
It was a constant ebb and flow. Just as the man thought he'd
caught them, they would swoop in between some buildings
and force his hand. Just when they thought they'd lost him,
they would turn the corner to face him again.
"GO TO THE ROOF OF THE DEFENSE HEADQUARTERS",
Devo shouted at the Librarian.

"I'm not sure I'm familiar with which building that is sir?"
Devo swung his legs up to kick the thing.
"THE RED BUILDING? AREN'T YOU SUPPOSED TO KNOW
EVERYTHING"
"Perfect! I can acquiesce that request sir!", the machine
hummed along as it soared up towards the roof. When he
finally dropped him, Devo thought about making a run for
the roof entrance, but knew he'd be gunned down. Instead he
hid behind the ledge. The cruiser came passing above, slowly,
and uncertain of exactly where he could be. The man inside
was scared. The roof was large, but relatively empty. There
was a small display in the center, a garden with some statues,
but otherwise unsuspecting. He drove ahead slowly.
BACKAOW!!! Devo had snuck onto the cruiser and jammed
open the seal for the covering. He quickly pulled the pilot out
and knocked away his weapon.
They traded blows left and right. Neither had a weapon to
use anymore and were stuck with their hands. They grappled
with one another and rolled around on the ground, forcefully
tugging and pulling at each other's limbs. They were evenly
skilled. But Devo's main advantage finally came into play. He
was heavier than his opponent. Once they had tired out a bit,
he rolled his body and released the man flinging him into the
wall. After wailing him several times to weaken him further,
he bound the man's hands using some material in his pouch.
The man stood up weakly.

"You're coming with me now, let's go", Devo, bloody-lipped
and worn down, beckoned the man towards him. The man
lowered his head and shook it. He backed away.
"If you are satisfied sir, I'd like to return to my duties", the
Librarian chimed in again.
"NOT NOW.", he turned back to the man who had drifted
further and further away. He was now near the edge. "C'mon.
Let's go. You're coming with me downstairs right now. My
boss will be very happy to--"
"Sir, can I-“
"NO! I need you to stick around. You have the Ecko files. I'll
need you to pass it onto them."
The man had reached the ledge. He fiddled around in his
pocket for something and then a large, ominous, bloody grin
came across his face. Devo lost his resolve. He saw the man
look over the edge.
"Do not do anything rash", he pleaded with the man.
The man dropped a small orb on the ground and kicked it
over to them. It looked like a small black cloudy sphere and it
bounced indicating it's tough exterior.
"What's that?-“
"Processing!", the Librarian chimed in.

The man extended his grin, blood outlining his chin.
"I'll never tell you or anyone anything."
Devo watched in horror as the man leaned over the edge and
was sent plummeting towards the Bazaar below. He ran over
to see if he could be stopped, but it was evident. This man
was committing suicide. He watched the body fall out of sight
and could hear the faintest thud echo in the distance.
Screams and wails followed shortly after as they came to
grieve the horrifying death of this stranger.
Frustrated Devo turned around and looked towards the ball.
He ran over picked it up. It fit perfectly in his palm and
nervously addressed the machine.
"Well? What is it?"
He reached out to grab it by the edge.
"That is a-"
Its words were cut off. In a flash, the ball burst. A massive
dark cloud expanded to the size of a large transport on the
roof, encompassing both Devo and the Librarian entirely. It
then seemed to suck all energy into its dark center, rapidly
bringing in anything near it. Then it emit a large bright light
and let out an explosive clap. When the smoke cleared, the
scene was entirely the same. The small garden, the statue,
and the other elements on the roof were all the same. But
Devo and the Librarian were gone.

XXIV
A BREATH OF FRESH AIR

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
The first speck of light twinkled at the end of her field of
vision. Ericho felt the butterflies inside of her stomach flutter
rapidly. There was so much built-up excitement, she could
physically feel tingling at her extremities. It was the first time
in over a decade that she had truly felt excitement. Ericho
had, after days of trudging through the cold, quiet, dark cave,
finally made it to the legendary Mouth of Mazda. She looked
in marvel at each corner of the mouth, taking in the
monumental sights of the massive statues of Dost and Vixus
which flanked either entrance. At the very top of the statues,
clouds flowed into the mouth of the mountain, as if it was
taking a breath. Up ahead, she could see a hazy blue sky
peaking through the clouds.
Now it felt like an adventure. She turned her chin to
the sky as she passed by the large statue on the left side of
the Mouth. Was it Dost or Vixus? She couldn't tell. It wasn't
until she had made it some distance away that she could see
it more clearly. It looked like a muscular man, bent on one

knee, weapon on the ground, seemingly trying to push up the
mountain on his very back. Underneath, there was an
inscription of some kind, but it was in an unfamiliar tongue.
She didn't know. But the sheer look of it, a massive statue,
kissed by the sun’s diffused rays at the entrance to a massive
mountain, drummed up excitement.
She made her way through the string of communities lining
the outside of the cave - Outer Frix, or Old Frix as it was
where the first settlements were made. The more populated
areas and the nicer, antique structures were concentrated
near the Mouth. This neighborhood was nicknamed The Stone
Tongue by locals as there was a rocky path leading outside the
cave where the stones were a lighter color than the
surroundings. They had appeared as a result of the
development and traffic that had flowed in and out of the
cave. Over the years, it had created this tongue look, which
wound its way through the communities into the valleys
between the mountains. Eventually, it was modernized and
glossed over to accommodate more traffic.
'It's nothing like I remember', Ericho thought to herself.
Everything seemed bigger and brighter. She always felt like
the Hive was bright, but seeing all the metal-roofed, snowdusted homes glowing warm and yellow from the inside, she
found herself believing this may be it's main contender. As
she walked along the crowded streets, snow started to fall.
She was in bliss. Ericho looked up at the sky - something she
hadn't seen for years - and wondered how anyone could go
back to the Hive after this.

If Frix was a city, it was an absolutely massive one. If it was a
region, it still would be considered large. The sheer number
of neighborhoods and communities she wandered through in
her first hours outside the mountain was enough to make her
head spin. Even the sky was vibrant. The buildings weren't
nearly as crowded as the Hive, nor were they as brilliant, but
they were noticeable. They were perfectly sized. They seemed
manageable. There was something quaint about many of the
older buildings, which seemed to transport her right into
local history.
Passing through one neighborhood, she stopped at a small
eatery that drew her in with the smell of warm spices. She sat
at a bar that was exposed to the outside. The roaring fire
from the kitchen kept her warm. The food was good. Really
good. The special of the day was the cooked meat of some
kind of woodland creature that lived in the forests near the
valleys. She really wished Shaydi could join her. There was so
much brightness. And peace.
Even when night fell, it felt bright. The clouds muffled the
natural light from the moon and stars, but the soft, broad
lighting from the clouds was enough to soak the landscape in
a soft light-blue hue.
As much as she wanted to stop, she didn't. It was difficult,
but she had a mission to accomplish. Her stops were short.
Her mind was set. She didn't want to spend too many
nightfalls outside.
After a long while trudging along the path, civilization itself
seemed to dissipate. The distance between buildings grew.

She realized she had made it to the valleys between the
mountains. These were the great roads which guided civilians
around the region and around the Empire.
And then, after the night had grown long and she had walked
until her feet grew sore, the houses stopped completely. Aside
from a few markers, she felt out in the wild completely.
A snowstorm picked up. She bundled herself as best as she
could, but she knew she'd have to set up camp sometime
soon.
She saw a sign ahead. It indicated that she had finally
reached the boundary of Frix. For the first time in her life,
she left the sprawling capital. Now, the world in front of her
seemed scary. She looked into the hazy white distance and
tried to imagine what was out there. The howling winds were
uninviting. She looked back at the sign, now behind her. It
indicated where other notable cities throughout the Empire
were found. Ihox, the Empire second biggest city, which
nestled alongside a mountainside was in the direction she
was heading. She'd always wanted to visit. It was called the
city of bridges as it was perched high upon two parallel
mountain ridges, connected by a series of brilliant bridges.
She’d always wanted to go. It seemed to romantic, the idea of
the brightly-covered roofs dotting the mountainside alongside
these beautiful white stone bridges stretching through the
clouds to connect to the other side. 'I'm sure it would be a
short ride in a cruiser', she thought.
After a while, her legs could no longer take it. It was dark as
the cloud-cover had become strong and the snow was

blowing around so much, one could hardly see. She took it
upon herself to set-up a small camp. After she had finished,
she lay on her tiny cushion, bracing the ground to combat the
wind outside.
After she dimmed her light, she noticed a small bright
spot on the tent. Curious, she popped her head outside. After
some time, it seemed the haziness had cleared and it was
evident there was a light in the distance. This would annoy
her and cause her to toss and turn all night. The tent barely
fit her, but was fixed with the best available heat technology.
It was cozy, but flimsy and the light in the distance would
flicker on her face at all hours.
Her dreams came to her softly. She imagined her Uncle
coming home to find a broken lock on the door. When he
investigated, all the locks on all the doors were broken. This
disturbed her.
AUCHAUCHAUCH! A howling screech jolted her awake. She
propped herself up in a cold sweat, anxious to see what it
was. The sound of loud, heavy footsteps outside sent a chill
down her spine. One after another in endless succession. She
has an immediate suspicion as to what the sound could be,
but she hoped it was wrong. She heard a growling, which
sounded like the deepest bellows she had ever heard
produced. Carefully, she opened up a small window to look
outside. The wind had quieted down and the air had cleared
ever further. The light that was bothering her so incessantly
was now blocked as she looked up to face the source of all
those terrible sounds. In that moment, all of her worst fears

were realized. She was face to face with a deadly creature,
known as a snowwomp.

XXV
WARTIME STRATEGY

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
While he awaited the returns of his boss, the Master,
Tonroy made his way to an emergency Security Council
meeting. The number of beacons that had been found had
expanded tenfold. Like it had happened overnight, they made
their way into every conversation down each corridor of the
Palace of Ice. He could hardly pass by a crowd in the Palace
without some mention of 'those strange machines' or the
possibility of 'foreign technology'. It caused Tonroy's mind to
spin. Had his message to the Empress been delivered by the
elderly Advisor? And was it timely? Too early? Too late? It
irked him to no end that he couldn't access the Empress
himself. He had all pertinent information. He oversaw the
units that had first exposed the operation. He was the head of
the Imperial Security. Two ranks away. That's what he was
from being an advisor. He thought of Egus. What did he
know? What more had he accomplished? He should be in
there talking to his Empress.

Loyalty. That's all he had ever shown the Empire.
Decades upon decades of service. And still, he felt the
seething frustrations of the bureaucratic regime imposed by
the Empire. In his mind it would happen one day. He would
get his shot. Egus would pass soon and they would
immediately fill the spot with a new Advisor. One step closer.
But now, he had to prove himself. Chaos was brewing in the
wake of all the recent activity. Whether or not he had
anything to do with it, it was clear: soon everyone would
know.
He entered a large council chamber on the main floor of the
Palace. There was two dozen or so individuals quietly
chatting around a large, circular table. They each were
dressed in some kind of official garb, though most were
wearing the military version of the attire. Tonroy sat near the
head of the table, next to his senior officer, Master Abil.
Abil was known as "the silent one". He in charge of the
Defense Servicess for the Empire and oversaw thousands
upon thousands of individuals through his chain of
command. A massive scar ran through his mouth, causing his
lips to look lopsided. An Onuk attacked him some years ago
while he was on a mission high up in the mountains. They
were large, terrifying, mountain creatures with coarse white
fur. They walked like humans, but screeched like
Snowwomps. Their massive hands were the size of a human
torso and were equipped with razor sharp nails. One swiped
at Abil in his youth and he was lucky enough to survive after
taking a long tumble backwards down the slope of a
mountain. Those around the Palace of Ice quipped that it was
the last time he truly spoke.

Of course, this was just Imperial banter - he spoke
with a dark, powerful hum when he addressed the crowds.
But one thing was for certain: he was not the loquacious
type. In fact, in just about every council meeting, he wouldn't
speak at all, but rather leave all oversight to two of his
officers, Tonroy and Cevile, each sitting at one side of him.
Between the two, Tonroy ended up doing most of the talking.
Cevile was perfectly content to say as little as necessary to
maintain his current position, while Tonroy was eager to
illustrate his leadership.
Abil held up his hands to quell the chatter and the room's
rumble faded. Then, Tonroy took his turn to speak.
"I know everyone in this room is feeling... anxious over the
recent news. I want to take this opportunity to set everything
straight. First, let's correct what you've heard. We know a
dozen machines have been spotted throughout the Empire
over the course of the last few weeks."
"A dozen? I heard it was more?", a voice from the other end
of the table chimed in. Cevile, in an unusual move, also
interjected.
"I too heard it was significantly more", he said.
Tonroy sighed with frustration. It was difficult to retain his
typically warm demeanor when corrected so bluntly. But he
let out an uncomfortable laugh and put a smile back on
again.

"Certainly, there is debate about the numbers. We have no
concrete statistics at this point. What is important to know is
that we have everything under control."
He then proceeded to address the group on two important
subjects. First, what they did know. The devices were not
made within any certified organization. They were
transmitting some kind of visual information. They were able
to avoid capture somehow - either through intelligent
programming or remote control. And finally, they said that
they knew that they were not inherently dangerous.
"Any effort to capture one must be approved by your senior
officer. But, I would say that though we have retained one
unit, it is clear that more would be helpful in our quest for
knowledge.”, he added to the nods of the other council
members.
Then, onto the information they did not know, which was
much quicker to sum up. They did not know who sent them,
they did not know who manufactured them, and they did not
know the purpose for their existence.
"But what of the symbols?", a voice on the other end to the
table said.
Tonroy raised an eyebrow as he flashed a smile towards the
questioner.
"Excuse me?"

"The symbols", the man continued, "There were reports that
the beacon had symbols on them. Perhaps their language
helps hint to the origin of their manufacturing?“
He had a tablet in front of him for reference and was pointing
to a particular screen. Soon, a massive display illuminated
over the table and everyone there could see. It showed the
images of the beacon and the series of symbols on them. All
eyes turned towards Tonroy.
"Yes... Well, we're investigating the origin of..."
"These look like something for the linguists!”, another voice
chimed in. A voice echoed the same concerns afterwards.
Tonroy fluttered his hands as several voices began to chime
in. Soon, new concerns were being voiced.
"I heard there was one outside the Hive!"
An image appeared of a small, bright beacon floating above
the buzzing city. The woman who conjured the image stood
up to address the crowd.
"This was taken days ago from the top of the Azure Window!"
Soon more anecdotal images were flooding the room.
It was clear that dozens was an understatement. The beacons
were everywhere. The crowd became more cantankerous.
Tonroy kept his smile, he had been in such disbelief over how
much chaos had unfolded. It was beyond him. Soon, the
council had devolved into a massive shouting match. This
was not the Empire that Tonroy knew. This was not the

Empire any of them knew. Fear. Fear had overcome the
Empire of Snow.
"Enough"
Abil spoke softly, but his one interjection was enough to
shudder the entire room. Within seconds, everyone was
silently looking his direction. Even Tonroy was in awe at his
boss. Abil nodded at Tonroy to continue, which he did with a
bit of a verbal stumble.
"Our enemy is silent, but we must do everything to defend
the Empire. And the Empress.", he said with a warm smile.
The crowd nodded in unison. It was clear they needed to
strategize as if they were at war. The council continued to
discuss options. Among the many measures they would
impose was the idea that every citizen unaccounted for
would be properly profiled. Any suspicious activity would be
reported. Also, all beacon sightings would now be rewarded.
When the session finally came to an end, they all made their
way out of the chamber. The woman who had initially shown
the first picture of the beacon, a young woman named Ayi,
came over to apologize to Tonroy.
"I apologize for my outburst sir"
He padded her shoulder and flashed her a warm grin as if to
shrug off the affair.

"Do you think sir that the Empress herself is in danger? You
seemed to put great emphasis on her."
He paused for a moment and thought about how to respond.
"If the Empress is in danger, we are all in danger. Let me say
that now."
She pulled him aside for a moment to address him more
privately.
"I understand sir. But don't you think that it might be better
to position the danger from the perspectives of the citizens?
After all, her highness hasn't left the Palace in ages. We are
trying to drum up enthusiasm for all citizens, after all.”
His smile dimmed and his lips pursed. Tonroy leaned in to
address her in a loud whisper.
"The Empress holds a very special place in my heart. She
saved me when my heathen, traitor parents abandoned me.
She gave me a second life within the Empire. I know what I
mean dear Ayi when I say that the Empress is the Empire. We
need her."
Ayi took a step back and forced a smile. His tone had been
less than inviting, but his message struck a chord
nonetheless. He lit up afterwards as well and the stiffness
cleared the room. He patted her on the shoulder and ushered
her kindly towards the door. He paused at the exit to turn to
her.

"Forever the Empress, Forever the Empire, So Long As the
Snow Shall Fall"
This was the official patriotic mantra of the Empire. The
statement they all lived by. It was meant to be the most
formal way of swearing ones fealty to the Empire. He swiftly
left the room to attend to other matters, leaving Ayi there
glassy-eyed and lost in thought. She faintly whispered to
herself in a contemplative state,
"Forever the Empress, Forever the Empire, So Long As The
Snow Shall Fall…”

XXVI
MINMER

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
"What if I told you that everything you've been told was a
lie?”
Minmer's words felt just as stale as the room around them.
Ruro finally was face to face with the biggest threat to the
Empire he knew of. From his perspective, this was the person
responsible for all the mass hysteria that had ravaged them
for months. Internally, he was conflicted. On the one hand,
he didn't want to say anything because if he kept all his
information to himself, none of it could be used against the
Empire. On the other hand, there was a part of him that felt
like bargaining. In the off chance he was able to maneuver
his way out, perhaps he could at least get some information
about their purpose, their mission. Unfortunately, Ruro was a
rash man. He moved primarily with emotion and his terse
nature sought to deny Minmer any such pleasure.
"I don't believe a damn word you say. And I'm not telling you
shit, either. If I were you, and far be it for me to assume I

know what you want, but if I were you I would go ahead and
kill me right now"
Ruro's arms were folded one over the other and he pressed
his chair back onto an angle with his feet. He was trying his
best to show courage at a difficult juncture. One might have
expected such an antagonistic approach to be reprimanded,
but to his surprise, Minmer remained calm and even
sympathetic.
"I know you're frustrated", Minmer muttered with his eyes
turned downwards, "I would also be frustrated. You feel as if
your life is in danger. You feel as if you're in some sort of
trouble. Well I want to begin by assuring you that you are not
in any danger.... Not so long as you don't get in my way. I
don't wish any abject harm on anyone for just any reason"
"But you do on the people of the Empire? Your fellow
people?"
Minmer's face soured. "I wish nothing on the people. They
are not my enemy. No pain to anyone"
"Except the Empress, right?", Ruro said gleaming.
Minmer sighed. He pressed a button on the desk to summon
one of his associates. He asked him to pull up something on a
tablet and then shooed him away. The bulky man opposite
Ruro pulled out his tablet and started clicking his mouth as
he looked over some details.

"Ah", he said as he kept one finger up in the air like a symbol
of victory. He read from the tablet. "Ruro. Intelligence Agent,
rank? Imperial Officer. Very nice! Bet that took you a while.
Yes... nearly ten years with the Defense Headquarters, toiling
away for the Defense Services.. I should suspect as much.
Hmm... some notes here from your boss."
"Who you kidnapped?”, Ruro interjected with childlike
pleasure.
"Not finished... Now, it looks like you grew up pretty far
outside of Mazda on a village called Saomi on Mount Raffa. I
see an older brother and a father in the service, which
explains your enthusiasm and unending loyalty. Admirable, of
course. I wouldn't expect anything less. And it looks like your
mother still out there in Saomi with an adopted sister..."
As Minmer continued to read out a detailed profile of Ruro's
life, the centurion’s posture stiffened. He was petrified at the
knowledge being doled out in front of him as if it was
nothing. It was eerie. He was hearing all the intimate details
of his life told to him by a complete stranger who he only met
hours ago. Yet it seemed to him like he had known Ruro for
some time, or at least had access to records of his life which
only the most intimate among his friends would know.
Minmer hoped this would appeal to him, but it disturbed
Ruro to his core. When he finally finished, he dropped the
tablet and stared at Ruro, eager for a reaction.
"You're a psycho…”, Ruro said.

Minmer licked his lips and crossed his arms.
"I know this may be difficult for you to understand, but you
have been betrayed. I am here to help you. But I need you to
tell me everything you know about the Empress.”
"What do you want with her?"
"I am trying to help you", Minmer pivoted.
A deafening silence fell over the room. Minmer briefly picked
up the tablet again.
"You know Ruro, it says here your father and brother were
sent on some kind of an expedition for the Empire and they
never came back."
"They died. They died serving the Empire that they loved so
dearly. That I love so dearly!”
His voice cracked a little. It was an emotional soft spot for
him. So Minmer probed.
"The expedition was to help expand the borders of the
Empire?", he held up the tablet towards Ruro so he could see.
"They were serving the Empire, charting out the far edges of
the world. They were helping the Empire consolidate power
over the farthest reaches of existence."
"That's what they told you?"

Ruro was tired of the games. He had been taught through an
abundance of training that enemies would try and extract
information by any means necessary. Styko and he had even
been on two separate missions which involved interrogations
such as these. He knew to remain silent.
"Fine.", Minmer lamented. "Show the boy"
One of his men pressed a button on the panel on the side.
The entire wall behind Minmer began to separate. A bright
light blasted into the room and Ruro covered his eyes. When
he finally adjusted, he lowered his elbow and saw a massive
glass window where the back wall was. Just outside the
window, he saw a landscape so foreign and strange, he
struggled to process it himself.
It was hills, like he knew them, but they were orangebrown, and seemed smooth. The sky was blue, as he rarely
knew, but there wasn't snow in the sky. Not even a remote
sign of it. In the background, a bright sun-like star burned
brightly, illuminating the whole landscape. He only saw the
three colors. Orange-brown, blue, and bright yellow. That
was it. No clouds, nothing. He felt dizzy, but tried to keep his
cool. This has to be a trick.
Minmer chimed in.
"Did you ever wonder about Imperial transports? Interesting
isn't it how, they're built so well, so perfectly designed and
still so inefficient."

He couldn't even formulate words. He was still stunned. Even
if he did have something to say related to the field of
technology (unlikely in Ruro’s case), he simply was stunned
by pure awe.
"You see, they have the technology. They know how to get
here. All you have to do is add another ion-core thruster and
use kellium for the fuel"
Ruro did always wish they had improved the technology. He
was too disoriented to consider the science discussed. He
couldn't keep his eyes off the window. The light from the
outside poured in.
"But they don't want you to leave the Empire. They like to
push you down and keep you blind. The less you know, the
less you can complain about. The less faults you can find in
their plan."
Ruro couldn't resist himself. His curiosity had piqued. He had
to ask.
"What is that?", he asked as he lifted his hand to point to the
brown hills outside.
"If I tell you, will you please tell me everything you know
about the Empress"
Ruro couldn't move his eyes. He felt like he was transported
to another world. He had so many question and so little to
bargain with. He figured he didn't know much about the
Empress anyway, what harm could it cause?

"Yes. Fine, I will"
Minmer beckoned a man over with the nod of his head. The
man handed him something and he carefully took it in his
hand.
"That, my new friend Ruro,", he said as he opened his palm
and poured the tiny rocky substance all over the table. "That
is sand."
Ruro had never seen anything like it before. Sand. The
concept wasn't hard for him. It was as abundant as snow, but
completely dry. Still, it boggled his mind a bit. He didn't
believe what he saw on the table was what was so bountiful
outside, so Minmer called over an associate and had him run
out in full view of the window and retrieve a handful. The
tiny grains fell from his hand onto the pile already building in
front of Ruro. He felt it with his hand and was stunned by its
warmth.
The dizziness that this revelation caused had only increased
with rapid succession. Each time Minmer sought to prove
that what Ruro saw was real, it made him even more uneasy.
He was questioning everything he knew. It was exactly what
Minmer wanted. Imbalance. Unease. It was the only way that
Ruro would negotiate in any capacity.
"Where.... are we?"
"No more questions until you give me some information first.
I want answers"

Ruro knew what he wanted. Information on the Empress. He
knew practically nothing about her, so what kind of a liability
could he be? Plus, he had come to trust Minmer more than
he expected to after this bit of revolutionary knowledge.
Internally, that troubled him.
"I don't know much about the Empress at all", Ruro said in a
conciliatory tone. "I know she rules over the Empire of Snow
and all the land in existence. She's been ruling for
generations upon generations. Hell, she's been on the throne
since before my grandfather was born. Let's see... what else...
She rules from the Palace of Ice. Somewhere inside is the Old
Palace and it's a very sacred, protected place."
"Have you ever been there?", Minmer interrupted.
"To the Palace? Only a couple of times. I'm not allowed in
very far. It's for high-ranking officials only. Only the highest
ranked officials, aka my bosses boss, some senior Senators
and the Advisors have access to the Old Palace facility itself.
And only-"
"Yes, yes. Only the Advisors have access to the Empress, I'm
aware"
Ruro took pause to how quickly and cooly Minmer delivered
that information. He shifted back towards a defensive stance.
"Well then, what do you need me for? Whatever your strange
obsession is with her majesty, I don't think I'm the right fit for
the job."

Minmer paused. He recognized he had lost some statistical
ground. He stood up and made his way over to the window
facing the desert. He crossed his arms behind his back and
held one wrist with one hand. Ruro noticed his military-like
stance and felt a bit of respect, as if it were symbolic of
Imperial chivalric standards.
"Have you ever seen her? In person?”, Minmer asked.
His voiced echoed throughout the room right into the inner
chambers of Ruro's memory. He thought hard.
"I haven't."
The thought continued to penetrate Ruro deep into his
senses. Why did this matter? Why hadn't he seen the
Empress? Minmer continued, his back still to Ruro.
"Have you ever considered the reasoning behind why such an
important and high-profile figure, possibly the most
important of all the figures, is kept hidden from the public?
Hidden from all but twelve individuals?"
Ruro felt like he knew what Minmer was getting at.
"Are you one of the old Empress deniers? Is that it?
Conspiracy theorist?”
Minmer scoffed.

"She's more than real. If she weren't, my job would be a lot
easier." He turned back to face Ruro with a sobering stare.
"She's is the reason you are kept in the dark. She doesn't like
rebels. Never has. You asked where we are, yes? Well the
truth is, I don't entirely know. The place is called Asmar by
the Asmari people here, but even they are not certain how
they came to be here. Myself on the other hand, I have a bit
of a different story"
He slowly made his way back to the table, retaining strong
eye contact with Ruro while walking in metronome with his
voice.
"You see, I'm not an Asmari - or Desert Wanderer, as they are
often referred by others... I am from the Empire of Snow, just
like you."
He pushed a button on the panel in front of him. An image of
Ruro's childhood home in Saomi popped up. It was obviously
from some beacon as the image pulsated like those
transmitted from the beacons. Through a window, he could
see his mother washing a dish. He felt the swelling rage of a
storm as his breathing quickened.
"ARE YOU THREATENING MY FAMILY?”, he yelled at the
particularly calm Minmer.
"This is your home, this is where you grew up." he replied
bluntly. He flipped a switch and a new screen appeared. The
cold, mountainside landscape looked familiar, but instead of

a home, there was a partially snow-covered pile of rubble and
wood.
"This is my home. This is where I grew up. You on Mount
Raffa, me on Mount Yerri on eastern facing slopes."
Ruro's rage quickly softened. He watched Minmer's eyes swell
behind his skull mask while looking at the images. It hurt his
heart. He could tell. Those feelings were sincere.
"If we drew a line straight through Mount Mazda from the
North to the South, we may find us to be equidistant from
the center. It's like a mirror, you see. The problem is our lives
have turned out so very different. At least for now."
Internally, Ruro fought any association Minmer tried to make.
Despite the dazzlingly disorienting desert scene in the
background, the man was still his opposition. Minmer
continued.
"I was considered a rebel, like you. I challenged the system,
you see. The powers that be are there under false pretenses
and I realized it. The Empress may not be the biggest threat.
But she was certainly symbolic of it. I figured that out at a
young age when the Empire came through my village and
ravaged it. It was decided that my village was a strategic
location for a dispatch outpost, not unlike the one which sent
your brother and father away. With a little struggle, they
completely leveled the village."
His teariness left him and a much more solemn tone set in.

"I never understood why they needed to destroy all the
homes. Of course it was to maintain their lies, protect their
secrecy. But nevertheless, there my journey began. I
questioned everything I knew about the Empire. I was open
about it, of course. I would ask them in plain daylight. Plead
with them, appeal to them. But nothing. They would deflect,
defer, ignore. I was forced to move to Frix. To mine for
scraps. I lived on the streets of the Hive because of the pure
apathy shown to me by the Empire. Yet, I still believed. I
trusted that the Empress was a good and charitable woman.
She wanted the best for all of the Empire. 'Forever the
Empress, Forever the Empire, So Long As the Snow Shall
Fall', right?"
Minmer paused to reflect on the words.
"Then one day, I decided to do research for myself. In my
search I met a man who exposed to to the truth… I won't
bore you with the details now, but needless to say, I began to
unravel their sham. The whole operation was illegitimate.
Flawed. The Empress herself? Nothing but an illegitimate
shell. No heiress to the throne. No figurehead. Not likely even
functioning these days. The Empire is corrupt. And I
discovered it with the help of this benevolent stranger. It took
some illegal visits to the Archives and some digging in other
such places, but I confirmed everything he told me. The
Empress is not the true heir. The true heir to the Throne of
Ice will restore balance. Will end the oppression. Will liberate
the people with information. Empower. Those in power had
made sure to rid any notion of a true heir long ago. And so
when I, so foolishly, brought my findings to the pubic at the
Plaza no less, thinking of course that they were novel, I was

punished. They sold me into a chain of slavery. Slowly I was
shipped further and further away from Frix. I changed the
hands of dozens of people. From the Mountain-Dwellers, to
the Oriens, to the Ayshes, to the Scavengers, and on and on
and on, finally landing with the Last People of the Plains.”
His voice thickened. As Ruro listened, he watched Minmer's
eyes grow wide. Despite his firm opposition, Ruro had
empathy for such a story.
"They were a barren people. You could hardly call what they
did living. They existed. And I with them. My 'blasphemy' was
far from the curious ears of the citizens of the Empire. But I
was not about to give up on my mission. If anything, I was
emboldened. So I continued preaching what I believe is the
truth. The truth that the wise man once told me. Word travels
fast in this world. Before I knew it, my words had once again
landed in the council chambers of the Palace. I was sure I
would be killed. But no one in Frix ever wants to get their
hands dirty. Besides, they didn't consider me much of a
threat. Instead, they sent money down a chain of people to
take care of me. And one day, sifting through snow with my
fingers, I was knocked unconscious and snatched up by a
transport. When I awoke, I was found right out there."
He pointed out the window to the hills of sand in front of
them. Ruro looked out there at the endless landscape. In his
mind, it didn't seem inherently bad. But with no civilization
in sight, any person could go mad wandering such a place.
"These people. Desert-Wanderers, the Asmari. They found
me. This is their home. The only home they've known. And I

intend to bring them with me on my journey of reclamation.
You see Ruro, the Empire doesn't like rebels. You're too
combative for them. You're too curious. I want to help you."
Ruro chewed on all the information for a bit. His posture had
relaxed much more than when he came in. He no longer felt
in imminent danger. It was clear Minmer wanted something
from him, but just what remained to be seen. And his story
was, admittedly, compelling to a young man who had his
own fair share of criticisms about the Empire. But what could
he give him? He did not want to compromise his mission.
"I hate to break it to you. But I think the Empire likes me just
fine. Perhaps you should have considered joining the service."
Minmer's face tensed, his head cocked, and he let out a quick
groan. He then quickly went to check some reference
information on the tablet.
"Ruro shows signs of disobedience and aggression. Log 844576."
He read from the tablet. "Ruro is one of the best cruiser pilots
out there, but his refusal to follow protocol could see his
piloting suspended. Log 9875629. Ruro often questions the
approach of the Empire, cannot at this time recommend a solid
path forward. Log 6654626. Ruro is brash, careless, disregards
rules, and frequently challenges authority. Log 7737820."
He paused and dropped the tablet toward Ruro so he could
double check for himself.

"These are notes from your boss about your performance. In
case you were wondering what exactly the Empire thought of
you."
Ruro snatched the tablet. He anxiously scanned the screens
up and down. It certainly was logged officially and written
like Styko would write. But could it be? Ruro refused to
acknowledge such harsh criticism the only man whom he
deeply respected.
The cracks had deepened. He was indeed beginning to
wonder if Minmer had a point. He looked out onto the barren
landscape and tried to figure out what this was all about.
Finally, he snapped. He burst up from his seat. Ran towards
Minmer, yelling with all his might. Minmer casually moved.
Ruro grabbed the empty chair and flung it towards the
window, shattering it. He ran through the broken window
and jumped off the massive ship and landed in the sand. Now
he knew.
It was real. No projections. No illusions. Real. He turned over
so his back laid on the hot sand and he stared at the blank
sky. He filled its vast blue void with questions: Was he meant
to be caught? Was any of this true? Was he just a victim of a
giant lie? There was one small element he was holding onto
which provided him the tiniest bit of hope. Something that
would liberate him from this mental prison-cell he had found
himself bound in.
Minmer strolled out of the vehicle, now donning the coverups the rest of the Asmari had on. His black goggles gleamed

in the sunlight. Ruro knew he was there, but he chose to
ignore him.
"Where's Styko?", he finally muttered through rushed breaths.
"We tried to present your boss with all the information we've
given you. He has been resistant thus far."
"Did you kill him?", Ruro said in a stern tone, the heat of the
dunes burning his back.
"We need someone like you. A skilled soldier. A skilled
fighter? Excellent pilot? We need your help Ruro. More than
the Empire does. They send you on menial missions and
waste your talent."
"Did you kill him?”, Ruro exhaled as a breathy chant.
"No. We are not like them. We are not assassin's. Our qualms
are with the advisors. Egus, Polbus, Duvi, Rond, and all the
others - they're complicit with the coup of information being
withheld from you. The Empress of course too, to whatever
degree she can."
"Where is he?! I want to see him!”
"I know this is difficult Ruro. But we need your help now. If
you love the Empire, you can save the Empire. No more
tyranny. No more lies. You have access to things we need.
Now, please - will you help us?"

Minmer extended an arm to Ruro who was still laying
in the sand. He let felt a soft breeze blow tiny bits across his
face. He stared up at the sky in hopes of an answer. After a
deep breath, he considers his options. Time was short. His
priorities were out of whack. His chances were dwindling. He
propped himself up and took Minmer's hand. It was strong
and large and made Ruro feel like his hand was insignificant
in comparison. He dusted himself off and took a second to
take in the landscape putting his hand above his eyebrows to
shade his eyes.
Nothing but dunes, dunes, and more dunes. He had never
seen anything like it. If Minmer's story was true, what he
lived was horrific. The reality of this harsh landscape had
finally set in. The terrifying monster who had created these
beacons had suddenly presented a new layer of persona - a
more personal one. He was complicated. In the back of his
mind, Ruro didn't have all of his questions answered. How
did Minmer intend on accomplishing his goal? What was the
purpose of the beacons? And why was Ruro more fit than his
own boss to accomplish whatever goals they had? But he
kept all that at the back of his mind for the moment. For now,
he felt he had opened his eyes. He looked up at Minmer. He
stuck out his hand.
"I will help you out on one condition. You take me to Styko"
Minmer grinned. He accepted the handshake.

XXVII
THE SNOWWOMP

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
Terrifying creatures, Snowwomps were. It's bloodcurdling scream chilled Ericho to her bones. She'd never seen
one in person, but she'd seen many pictures of them. They
stood only on two massive tree-trunk like limbs, which acted
simultaneously like arms and feet. Between the two limbs at
the very top was the head, which acted as a sort of axis for
the limbs. The head was as large as a small human and
contained two beady black little eyes. It's mouth was filled to
the brim with haphazardly organized razor-sharp teeth.
Rumors dictated that looking into a Snowwomps face was
like looking into death itself. They were covered in a snowwhite fur everywhere except for it's eyes and it's hands. But
perhaps the most terrifying aspect of the creatures was their
sheer size. They stood the height of the tallest trees and their
thick limbs could knock several down with a single swipe.

They scavenged the desolate landscapes for whatever food
they could find. They were known to grab humans with one
hand and grind them to a bloody mash before drinking their
entrails and swallowing them whole.
Ericho knew she was in danger. Their keen sense of smell
(which originated in their mouths) would have spotted her
long ago. She had to act quickly. Quietly, she attempted to
gather the rest of her belongings as she made her way out of
the tent.
WHACK! Half of her tent collapsed around her. She quickly
fled her space (now in shambles) with only her small sack
joining her outside. The brutal, unforgiving weather outside
raged. It was a full blown blizzard. She whipped around to
try and see the beast.
There it was, in all it’s mighty horror looming over her like a
tower of death. She had crane her neck towards the sky to
see it fully, it’s beady black eyes gleaming in the moonlight. It
opened its mouth wide and let out another groan which to
her sounded like a mine collapsing rapidly.
She saw it lift one of it's limbs off the ground, planting the
other one firmly like a tree. It was going to strike. Everything
was moving so quickly for her, Ericho barely had time to
process it. She began running. In her left ear, she could hear
the rush of wind caused by the swinging arm, so she dove. It
missed.
It readjusted so fast. This time, it was swinging straight down
on her. She rolled. Again, a near miss. As she recovered from

her roll, she noticed that faint light in the distance again, the
one she had seen earlier. Perhaps this was her chance. She
got up and started a straight sprint for the light. The
Snowwomp chased her as she went. She dove, rolled, and
sprinted her way around it. The storm only increased with
intensity. It seemed to her that the light itself was slowly
disappearing from view. Her heart sank. Still she ran. Her
mind was completely clear of thoughts.
Survival. That's all. At that point, it was everything.
She could feel the sweat on her cheeks freezing into little ice
droplets as she ran, her hair started to get crisp. The sound of
the creature's loud footsteps faded in her mind as she
consciously tried to distract herself.
When she caught a moment to think, she strategized. What
could she do? Would she fight it? She had the weapon the
woman had given her. And the powder, though she did not
believe it could be particularly useful at this moment. No.
The weapon would do nothing. She would be picked up and
ground to bits without so much as a second thought. Perhaps
it could be distracted.
Her thoughts were suddenly arrested when she found herself
at the front of a lamppost. She had made it to the light that
bothered her just hours ago. It appeared to be located in a
small village at the foot of a small mountain. There were a
few buildings clustered together. She quickly glanced behind
her to see if the Snowwomp was there. Nothing. But the
howling wind reminded her that it's heavy footsteps could
travel quietly if the snow was deep enough. She took no
chances. Across from her was the building labeled "Tavern". It

was a simple building with a metal exterior and it seemed
warm on the inside. So she ran in.
Her first thought was how different this place was from the
conditions Moxie was living in. It was like the rest stop ion
some ways also small, but much more up to date. The
interior had several machines and a comms station. Not to
mention a screen where broadcasts from Frix were shown.
The seats were made with nice cushions and the bar was
equipped with an abundance of supplies. It was almost like a
tavern one might find in the Hive, albeit far less
sophisticated. This made her think of her favorite place she
would go with Shaydi, “The Grotto”. She longed for the
comfort of those times right about now.
Still, she felt safer inside. The crowd was made up of only
about eight or so patrons plus a small group of musicians
playing some relaxing music in the corner. None paid her
much mind upon entry, thought the barkeep did ask if she
wanted food.
Her mind was still fried from the incident earlier. She
had just cheated death. The man sitting next to her was the
first to engage her.
"Are you from the next village over?", he asked.
She made a quick survey of the landscape. Trouble could still
be brewing anywhere. She had never left Mazda before, so
she was wary of any interactions with outsiders. Still, she
didn't want to lie.

"I'm just passing through", she said.
A few of the other patrons turned their heads. They tried to
determine where she was from based on her dress, but her
tattered state made it difficult. The barkeep, a woman about
her age, noticed her fear and tried to provide some comfort.
She brought her a warm drink called honeybrew. Warm and
sweet. Ericho recognized it immediately and was delighted. A
tear escaped her eye and she quickly rubbed it away. 'Just be
thankful', she thought. 'Don't cry in front of strangers.'
Ericho sat there for a while slowly sipping the honeybrew,
while the other patrons mostly minded their own business.
The barkeep kept bringing Ericho small bits of food and drink
and Ericho slowly opened up to her, though only just.
She explained that she had come from far away and was on
her way to meet someone. The woman was surprised that she
didn't have a cruiser and Ericho simply shrugged it off, saying
she 'just doesn't have the money for one at the moment'. The
woman was shocked. The village they were in was considered
a bit below average in terms of wealth, yet everyone had a
cruiser. It was simply a necessity of life outside Frix where the
distance between towns grew so large. Ericho was a bit
embarrassed. So she tried to change the topic simply by
explaining she hadn't needed one before. The woman asked if
her mission was for the government, noting her slightly
worn-out appearance and Ericho explained that she was a
traveller who had fallen into some trouble.
"What happened?", the barkeep asked.

"I was attacked."
The barkeep's eyes widened. She felt solidarity with the girl
as she’d seen too many young abuse victims wander in from
the frigid tundra.
"Who was it? Show me him. I'll kick him right out"
Ericho leaned in to not cause alarm.
"It was not a man. It was a… snowwomp.”
The barkeep cocked her head back in disbelief. She grinned,
but then it faded quickly.
"Very funny. You don't have to protect him you know."
Ericho's eyebrows slanted towards one another in a serious
manner. Her voice grew louder.
"No. I'm serious. I was camping out there and it attacked my
tent."
The barkeep took a moment to read her face and then, as if it
struck her to the bone, her face went white. Her voice
trembled.
“You… sur-survived an at-attack?", she asked.
Ericho nodded. Soon multiple patrons heads were facing her
direction as the bar’s soft hum quieted into silence. She
feared the worst. What had she said wrong? Her eyes flashed

across the room to see a kaleidoscope of eyes looking back to
her. Her heart began racing.
"How thick is the snow right now?", the woman asked in a
much more curt tone.
Ericho was silently stunned. How had her fortunes reversed
so quickly? The woman asked again and again. Ericho was
trying to come up with the best response.
"WHEN? WHEN DID YOU LAST SEE IT?”, she yelled at the
girl.
Ericho saw the severity building in the barkeep's burning
eyes. They had become like tractor beams for her own eyes,
tethering each eye to the mirrored one, sucking them in with
growing intensity. In them, Ericho saw fear like she had never
seen before. Mortifying, abundant, fear. She knew she had
done something wrong.
"OUT!"
The woman yelled at her. She staggered up from her
seat to see the hostility in the room now in full swing. Her
breathing quickened. Before she could even consider her next
move. She heard it. The sound of the collapsing mineshaft,
that gruesome howl. And it sounded close.
She stared at the barkeep, looking for some clue as what to
do. Then, in the blink of an eye, the roof was crushed and its
rubble fell straight on the woman who she had been staring
at, her corpse mangled. The rush of cold filled the room. All

at once, they turned their heads up to the hole in the ceiling
towards the blustery, white night sky and saw their fears
materialize from the darkest of shadows. There was the s
nowwomp. The nightmare had returned.
The horror of the scene in front of her was too much to
process. This place which once seemed to be like a warm
oasis in an icy desert was now the seat of her worst fears. The
glow of the lights from inside the tavern gleamed off the
bottom of the creature's eyes. Ericho watched as the crowd
around her descended into mass panic. She saw the fear in
their eyes. And strangely, she no longer felt alone. They felt
as she did when she was out there in the harsh wilderness.
They were bonded by the horror.
But someone needed to stand up. Someone needed to be a
leader. Ericho moved her hand to her hip, in anticipation of
needing to use the blade Moxie gave her. The patrons yelled
at her as the beast took another swing. Ericho jumped out of
the way, though she was not the target of its attack. Instead it
appeared to be going after the bigger bounty: the crowd of
people who had huddled together at the back of the building,
cowering at the sight of the being - completely paralyzed.
Ericho called out to them, encouraging them to run towards
the exit as some others had done after the first strike, but it
was clear they were too scared.
The rush of wind made it clear: another assault was soon
coming. Ericho braced herself. But this time the rush quieted
quickly. Through that hole in the ceiling its massive white
hands softly reached into the building, softly lowering into
the room with the grace of a cloud. This caught Ericho off

guard. She never expected something so subtle from the
creature. What was the game?
She looked up towards it's ball-like head, straddled
between two long, tree trunk limbs to see if she could discern
the motive. The face was unmoved and it was unusually
silent as its limb moved around the room in a serpentine
fashion. It was like it was fiddling around in a bag, deciding
what it wanted to snack on. Finally it found its victim. The
man who spoke to her when she first entered the bar backed
up into a corner of the room. He saw the long hand reaching
out towards him and he shriveled into a little whimpering
pile. It's fingers, long and creepy, more like tentacles,
wrapped around him slowly. The crowd was paralyzed with
horror. They didn't speak a word.
Ericho couldn't stand it any longer. She pulled out her
sheathed blade and pointed it towards the hand. Then,
without any thought or mind much at all, she rushed towards
the beast with a wild furor, piercing it's fingers repetitively
with the blade. It recoiled violently, dropping the man and
knocking backwards into the bar. One of the lights shattered
and the glass fell all over the place. Drinks spilled and soon
there was a full on fire in the building. The fire spread
rapidly, engulfing the entire bar, creating a distinct line
between the people and Ericho. The limb flailed wildly,
destroying the tavern further, knocking down walls and
destroying windows. Then, it passed over the flame and its
fur was caught on fire. Quickly, the fire began to spread up
the beast as it let out a howling screech. The pain could be
heard for miles. Everyone covered their ears as its gaping

mouth produced such an onerous noise it would pierce the
ears of even the hardiest of people.
It retracted its limb as the fire appeared to spread. Ericho
quickly gestured for those trapped by the fire to make a run
for the exit. They all made their way out into the cool night
air. And there, burning brightly was the snowwomp, on fire
from it's limb heading towards it's head. It began taking it's
fiery limb and smacking the next building over. The people
screamed in horror. The light from the flame was enough to
bring everyone outside to witness the horror. Soon, people
with guns began to fire upon the beast. It screamed in agony
as it swiped towards them, crushing them in a single blow.
Ericho noticed that the beast continued to use the flaming
limb to deal its blows, while it balanced on the other. She saw
an opportunity. While it struck at the villagers and buildings,
causing irreparable destruction to everything in sight, Ericho
charged towards the planted limb. She raced through the
snow, dagger in hand, towards the beast without it even
noticing. When she arrived at the base, she grabbed her
dagger in both hands and held it above her head before
plunging it into the beasts middle digit and pulling
downward with all her might to make the wound as large as
possible. It jerked the limb backwards and lost its balance,
causing its head to drop all the way to the ground. Then,
running on instinct alone, she took aim at the downed beast
and threw her blade towards its head. The dagger spun and
spun and spun before landing in the lower section of the
beasts eye. It screamed again.

It began to launch itself backwards, by rotating both limbs
backwards to paddle away from the scene. Its flaming body
had now caught up to its head, which shook rapidly in an
attempt to clear its eye. When it picked itself up, the knife fell
out of its eye and onto the ground not far from Ericho.
Anticipating an extended fight, she dove for her weapon,
poised to deal it another blow.
But none was needed. The beast wailed as it retreated
back towards the barren plains. Slowly, it's burning light as it
receded into the hazy distance, its cries growing quieter by
the second.
After a collective breath, all was quiet. The villagers
couldn't even process the damage that had been done to their
community, because they too were in awe of what had just
occurred with the Snowwomp.
Ericho, for, her part stood in shock for a moment. It took
her some time to realize the beast wasn't returning. Then she
felt a swelling satisfaction.
She did it! She had successfully driven the beast away. A
Snowwomp. A full grown Snowwomp. She turned her ashcovered face towards the rest of the villagers and lifted her
dagger in victory!
But the villagers were not as impressed. She saw behind
the crowd several buildings were still burning with rage,
those that weren't were damaged or crushed. The crowd in
front of her was filled with a mix of anger and sorrow. No
one was celebrating. Finally, a worker at the tavern spoke.

"SHE! SHE DID THIS"
The crowd hummed.
"SHE BROUGH THIS BEAST TO US"
Ericho tried to defend herself. She explained that she
drove the Snowwomp away. She saved them from further
danger and destruction. But they wouldn't listen. They
wanted justice. Soon the crowd had spoken together and
began yelling various things to one another. Many suggested
they kill her. Some other simply suggested she leave. Only a
select few suggested they hear her.
But there was no time for diplomacy. A beam cannon shot
landed right behind Ericho. It was clear it came from one of
the villagers. Soon more shots were fired in her direction and
she knew now that she was not welcome.
She started a mad dash up the mountain in the hopes that
the elevation would buy her time. The angry mob chased
after her with shots narrowly missing her every few seconds.
She was propelled by fear, but powered by courage. In her
heart, she knew that she had just felled a horrifying beast.
She was strong. The shots dissipated a bit as she started to
make her way around the mountain to the right. But then she
felt tired.
She was slowing. She had been wandering for days, had
hardly slept the night before and used much of her strength
defeating the beast. As she started to run out of breath, she

came to a narrow patch of land on the side of the mountain.
The crowd's roar was still within earshot. They would reach
her in a matter of seconds.
Then a light appeared in front of her, seemingly coming
out of the mountain. There was a small, hardly discernible
cave which one would easily miss as it blended so well with
the rocky surroundings. As she got closer, she saw a man in a
opening. He anxiously waved her in. She had little choice at
the time. She quickly ran into the cave and he propped a
large rock out in front to cover most of the entrance. Thanks
to a flickering light inside, was still possible to see. He held a
finger to his lips to put her on notice that they still could be
heard. She nodded and covered her mouth as he covered the
torch with his hand. He led her back into the main section of
the cave, just a few paces through a short tunnel from the
entrance where there was a fire pit and a few other things
that made the rocky room feel like a home. They both
anxiously listened as the sounds of the mob came and went.
When all was quiet, he invited her to sit on a log near the
fire and brewed her a cup of tea.
"Sorry about them", he said rather flatly, "They're real
pricks sometimes."

Ericho carefully tucked a long, dark strand of hair behind
her ear so that she could get a better look at the cave. It felt
almost like a home to her, without real walls of course. There
was a bed in the corner, a small kitchen area, a rocky slope
coming out of the furtherst back wall with a basin of melted

water above, which could have posed as a makeshift shower,
and a table in the corner with some lights and other technical
gadgetry including a small comms station, where one could
do work, fix weapons, and so on.
The "room" itself was nothing more than a serendipitously
structured hole in the side of a mountain. It was dome
shaped on the inside, save for the jagged edges and oblong
corners here and there, and all the living spaces seemed to be
placed around the exterior of the circle. In the center was a
massive fire pit. The fire was contained with a burner, a boxlike machine that would regulate the heat energy produced
from fire to power other objects.
It was clear that he had a fair amount of knowledge about
technology. He had a regulator, power-box, and transponder
on the counter next to a heat kit, which could be used to
make all kinds of repairs. Though he had lights strung
throughout, the light from the fire pit did most of the work to
fill the space. There was one small 'door' towards the back
that was sealed off with a curtain. From first appearances, it
seemed little more than a storage area.
Ericho sat on the sculpted log bench in front of the fire
and stared at the blazing flames in front of her as she cupped
her cold hands around the warm tea. Just past the flame, in
the kitchen area, he was pouring himself a cup. As he came
to join her, he paused to run his fingers by the curtained off
room and peek inside.
She had no reason to distrust him, but that was too often
her default. Her Uncle had told her many tales of the horrors
that lie outside of Frix. She was determined to not become

victim to one of those such tragedies. After all, she had just
barely survived the natural brutality of the Empire's
landscape. Not to mention the brutality she undertook by
denizens of the town she had just fled. But this man seemed
different.
His humble living circumstances were about on par with
what she was used to in the shanty towns outside the Hive. In
fact, the entire living-space-built-out-into-a-mountain felt
extremely familiar to her. The man didn't have a menacing
presence, or even seem relatively dangerous. The teacup he
filled almost spilled over as he sat down on one side of the
fire, his lips pressed to the side of the cup to keep it from
overflowing.
He looked about fifteen to eighteen years older than her a bit younger than a man her Uncle's age, perhaps in his early
forties. His beard was still very dark and thick on the chin,
but somewhat patchy on the cheeks. His eyes were naturally
narrow and green and the myriad of creases around his eyes
created little valleys of shadows when the light of the flame
flickered across his face. She noticed this was prominent: his
face was aged more than one would expect of a man his age.
It made her wonder what he had experienced to wear him
down like so. Fortunately for him, he had a full head of head
and it was well kept, but quite scruffy with tufts sticking up
in odd places. He wore a large robe around his normal
clothes, which it appeared he used to keep him warm. Ericho
found this odd as the warmth of the room seemed quite
sufficient to her. It was hard to tell, but he seemed to be quite
built underneath the robe as the muscular crease between his

chest peeked out of his shirt, laced away by the strings meant
to keep the fabric of his collar together.
A smile cracked across his narrow face as he turned to her
and extended a friendly hand. She looked at it, then back at
his face. He took her silence in stride and retracted his hand,
scratching his chin, and then rubbing his face with an
accompanying sigh.
"Yeah, I don't blame you", he said in a lower, grumbling
voice. "I wouldn't trust anyone out here either."
She caught him staring at her, so she averted her gaze to
the fire. After everything that happened, she hated being
looked at. He noticed her reluctance and stood up, he walked
back over to the kitchen area and grabbed the pot to refill her
drink.
"Well I'm just here to tell you that I'm not here to hurt
you."
She continued staring into the fire, contemplating her next
possible move. Would she go back to the village? Where
would she get supplies? Her mind was too busy to pay him
any mind.
"They threw me out too, you know.", he said as he refilled
her cup.
Her eyes now shifted towards him. Finally, an explanation.
Something tangible. He decided his presence might be what

was frightening her and he chose to sit in a small chair a
short distance from her also facing the fire.
"They did? For what?"
"Oh? She talks! Look at that."
Ericho blushed a bit, but kept her composure. She was
determined not to let her guard down anytime soon.
"Did you also save their lives?"
"Dozens of times", he said continuing his gaze into the fire.
"Not likely any of them know it though….”, he trailed off.
He then raised his cup to her over the fire.
"I'm Petrus"
She studied his relaxed posture and relaxed a bit herself.
His legs were crossed in his lap and his back was comfortably
nestled into the seat. She had never heard such a strange
name before. It might not even be his real name.
"Ericho", she muttered with a small, forced grin in his
direction.
"Ericho, Ericho...", he said aloud as if he was trying to
place the name Ericho "Where are you from Ericho?"
Another question. Last time she got in big trouble for
telling the truth, but what were the consequences really now?

"I'm from Frix"
"Ah", he sat up with a stiffer posture. "Big city gal. I didn't
know they had people who practiced magic in the big city..."
She felt her hands tense. What was he alluding to? He
laughed from deep in his belly as he saw her terse response.
He then pointed down towards the bags at her hip.
"I'm sorry! I didn't want to offend. I just saw your bags of
powder and assumed you knew some magic."
She looked at the bags of random materials that Moxie
had given her. Were these magic? Sure she seemed to know
some strange skills. She saw the Madame perform fancy
manipulations in front of her eyes. But magic? Seemed a bit
farfetched. She even giggled.
"These? These are a gift from a friend. I'm only supposed
to use it in emergencies."
His eyes widened. Petrus scooted a little closer to her.
"So it is real… It's some kind of magic solution." He leaned
back and breathed a huge sigh of relief. Ericho was unsteady.
Petrus was nearly on the brink of tears and she wasn't sure
why.
"I-" he started to speak. "I'm so sorry, I don't mean to
trouble you."

All of the sudden, her empathetic nature took over. The
room felt bigger and brighter than it had before. Suddenly
the fear of the unknown, the mystery of her environment
didn't matter. She saw Petrus as a vulnerable soul. It brought
her a great sense of content knowing he meant her no harm
for the time being. Now it was her turn to ask questions.
"Why'd the villagers kick you out?", she asked.
Petrus took a moment to collect himself. When he spoke
again, he'd returned to his normal, cool-delivery.
"Well I'm an outsider Ericho. As you can see, they don't
take too friendly to outsiders around here."
"Where are you from?"
"I'm from a far, far, far away land. Farther than anyone has
ever been that I know of. My home is a place unlike
anywhere in imagination… Well at least your imagination.”
Ericho was obviously stunned by his words. What a
statement!
"Which area of the Empire are you from? Some far away
province?"
They now had locked eye contact. Each had a profound
interest in the other. He grinned and laughed.
"I'm not from the Empire at all."

She scoffed. Now she knew he must be joking. Or messing
with her at least.
"From the Outer Plains? Some small mountain village?
The Ayshes?”, she said with a look of disbelief.
He leaned in towards her resting his elbow on his knee
with a bowed posture.
"Tell me Ericho, where do the Empire's boundaries end?",
he asked.
"Never. The Empire stretches across the whole of the living
world. Every speck of existence belongs to the Empire, in one
way or another. I mean as far as where the Lost People of the
Plains live… At the very borders, there is supposedly a Great
Nothing, and they own that too."
His smile only grew wider and wider. He saw the curiosity
light up in her eyes. She didn't know if he was cursed or
crazy, but the words that left his mouth seemed to strike her
right to her very core.
He looked at her with a glean in his eyes and said,
"My dear Ericho... do I have a story for you then."

XXVIII
PETRUS

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
"Where I come from, the skies are boundless and blue. The
shrubbery that you marvel at in its sparse presentation
surrounds the landscape everywhere. We do not have
mountains quite like these, but hills - rolling and green. I
rarely saw snow, but more often rain - something we don't
really have here in the Empire. Grass, plants, fields
everywhere. And every day we would not be awoken by the
blustering winds outside, but instead by the warmth of the
rising sun, which would spread across the landscape
twinkling in all of the water droplets leftover on the plants
from the night before. I can't tell you how beautiful it was.
You needed no gear to go anywhere. There wasn't really a
reason after all. When you stepped outside, you could be
wearing the most simple clothing and still feel contented. In
some ways it was paradise.”
Petrus painted such a beautiful picture that Ericho could
hardly get the image out of her mind. Green? Calm weather?
Warmth? She had known no such thing. Sky? Most of her life
up until just recently had been situated entirely inside of a

massive mountain. The way this man spoke, it would have
come off as blasphemy or lunacy if it weren't for the utter
sincerity in his voice. He turned away from her, hiding his
quivering lip towards the curtained-off section of the cave.
"I loved just sitting under the trees. Sometimes on a warm
evening, when the sun was setting, I would go to this hillside
and lie in the grass under the shade of a tree. I would wait
until the sun went down and watch as the sky above lit up
brilliantly with all the stars. Magical. It truly was."
The story captivated her. Every fiber of her being was
trying to make sense of the strange words she had just heard.
In her mind, she was piecing together how such a life and
such a place would work. A million questions flooded her
thoughts. But she wanted more. Now it was her who wished
not to scare him. She had to be cautious with her approach.
He ran out of words and stayed reflecting by the crackling
fire. She wanted more.
"What was this place called?", she asked as she leaned in
towards him. "Your home?"
"We always referred to it as the Land of Endless Sky,
owing to the massive feeling the sky had above you. But it
was also known by its ancient name, Terra Plenia. It was
brilliant. My village was called Oria. There were several
clusters of villages outside a more modernized center - but
nothing big. Our biggest city would look like a spec compared
to Frix."

'The Land of Endless Sky…. Terra Plenia’, she thought to
herself. It sounded right. She hadn't heard the words before,
but they just seemed to click.
The reality of the moment caught her. This man must be a
little crazy. She had always been taught that there was no
end to the Empire. It was supposed to be a truly endless
entity, a land without borders. So everything she heard from
this kind man sounded appealing, but in reality did little to
shake her view of reality. As much as she wanted this fantasy
to be true, there simply could not be a way for that to
happen. She pressed her palms into her knees, rubbing
against her tan cold-pants as she breathed in deeply.
"I don't mean to be rude Petrus, but what you are saying is
absolutely crazy."
He chuckled lightly.
"I know it's hard to believe. Why do you think they threw
me out? I’d been in that Tavern a handful of times before I
wasn’t.”
The fire cracked in the silence of their conversation. She
shifted her knees towards him in a gesture of welcoming.
Perhaps he deserved to be heard out. So he posed a question
to her.
"What's your understanding of all this then, if you think
I'm so crazy?"

"Well", she let her eyes roll towards the ground and her
lips purse to one side, "I suppose it's the usual you've heard.
Dost and Vixus begin society, find Mazda, it welcomes them
into its heart and they unite all the bickering tribes and begin
to unite us all. That was the birth of the Empire. And then
their successors eventually carried on the Imperial line,
continuing for generations. As information and technology
expanded, so did the Empire and eventually, we had cruisers
and transports and Landsweeprs and other huge ships
capable of exploring the world in its entirety. And the Empire
was so powerful and had few enemies... they came to
conquer everything."
She paused to re-examine her account. It was tough
thinking back to the days of her early schooling. So many
different, detailed versions of the stories had come through
and so she did her best to consolidate those.
"I mean, I think that's the gist. Don't you know the ancient
stories as well?”
He scratched the back of his head and sipped his tea as he
maintained his inquisitive smile.
"Yeah, yeah. Vixus and all that. And Dost too - Why don't
you ever hear about him? Either way, I was never told these
stories where I was from. There is no Dost or Vixus in the
Land of Endless Sky. No Empire. No Empress."
She scrunched her face in disbelief.
"No Empire?"

"No. I hadn't even heard of you before I came here. In fact,
much like you, I seemed to grow up in a place which was
blissfully unaware that there may be another world out there.
Just like you, I didn't believe that there was much beyond my
realm. But all that changed a while ago. When I came here."
"Why would you leave such a nice hospitable place for
such a wretched and difficult place like this?"
He bit his lip and his eyes darted across the room
searching for answers, they landed again on the curtained
area.
"I was forced to go."
Ericho was tired of hearing his story so piecemeal, she
wanted to assure him that she now came to trust him. She
came to sit next to him and rested her hand on his shoulder.
"Tell me everything"
And so he did.
By his account, he lived a peaceful life in Oria for many
years, eating wonderful meals, playing in the fields, and
helping his family out with their day to day business.
Everything was peaceful. The region was populated scarcely
throughout and it was seldom that there would be significant
conflicted outside of the more heavily populated areas. In
terms of the Land of Endless Sky, Oria was located towards
one known edge. Not too far outside of his settlement were

massive beautiful cliffs that dropped into a great, vast sea. He
explained that they had their own version of cruisers, called
jumpers, which were hovering vehicles used to transport
people. They used these jumpers to explore the landscape
over generations. Petrus was taught that his people had
migrated there from some region to the south. Supposedly
this southern region had a significant amount of people,
commerce, and activity, but he never knew anyone that made
the journey there, only that that region remained in
communication with the Elders in the largest settlements in
the Land of Endless Sky to a small degree.
As far as he knew, it was completely irrelevant. His world
was as big as his village. The heart of this land and its
cultural center was it's one 'big' city, but he was almost as far
away as one could be from it and never made the journey out
there in his life.
"I had a perfect life in Oria. I could lose a lifetime
exploring the forests near my home.", he explained.
He was in charge of maintaining the wildlife there. He
would hunt for food and also make note of the changes in
creatures habits. There was one creature in particular that he
grew especially fond of.
"The Fia", he told her. "Are a very special creature. There
were said to have been used long before cruisers were. Large
creatures, the size of a small, but respectable cruiser, standing
on four feet - elegant as ever. They're forest creatures. And
they look like it. A lot like fawns, but larger by some
measure. Hoofed, with short and soft fur, and the best of

them have spectacular antlers. But their primary feature, of
course, is their wings."
Ericho could imagine such a thing. She had seen plenty of
programs about forest creatures, but none with wings. It
seemed somewhat like a wild winter-elk, but a bit more
fantastical.
They were unique to his Land. And obviously revered. But
one day they started going missing. And soon he began to
worry about their future. He found himself spending more
and more time in the forest, trying to determine their
whereabouts. Back home, they worried as well, but they
imagined the creatures would come back.
One cool evening many months later, he was returning to
Oria from the forest with a Fia carrying a large bounty from
the forest. But what he saw as he approached knocked the
wind out of him. Oria was being dismantled piece by piece.
Large, massive ships - bigger than Landsweepers - had landed
nearby and the residents were being taken away while their
homes destroyed. One of his friends had caught up to him
and explained that someone from their city had an argument
with a stranger from the mysterious region to the south. The
disagreement had led to the annexing of Terra Plenia and its
citizens.
Petrus couldn't keep his mind from spinning. He did not
want to leave. One by one, he saw in the distance as
strangers in official-looking uniforms would escort citizens
one by one onto a ship. Those that refused were killed
instantly. Many were refusing in an act of protest and the

brutality of these strangers was on full display. His friend
tried to reason with him. He explained that the other region
was supposedly big, with great technology, and fairweathered overall. There were jobs waiting for them and
they may have the opportunity to return one day. But he
couldn't take his eyes off of the people being taken away as
prisoners. For doing no wrong. He decided to run, towards
the forest as fast as he could. He ran and ran and ran. Over
his shoulder, he saw that he'd been spotted. The strangers
had gotten on their cruisers (or jumpers as he knew them
then) and were going to be at him in seconds. He'd never
make it into the forest in time.
The Fia then bit the collar of his shirt and hauled him onto
her back. It picked up pace. She was now galloping rapidly,
even while carrying all the supplies, it was moving fast. He
strapped himself into its saddle and let it carry him as it took
off into the sky. The cruisers attempted to catch them as the
Fia spun and flipped around, doing all kinds of acrobatics to
avoid their fire. He looked down towards his former home
and saw it engulfed in a sea of flame. What had happened?
What had gone wrong? He felt like his world fell apart in
what seemed to be an instant. There was nothing he could
do. The Fia headed towards the cliffs and kept going. There,
cruisers followed them for as long as they could, but they
were smart. The Fia went into the clouds where it was too
difficult for even cruisers to navigate. They stayed bouncing
in, above, and through the clouds for hours. It was a long
time before they felt safe.

When they finally dropped below the clouds, there was
nothing but sea. He begged the creature to turn back, but she
seemed to keep going.
"Maybe it knew something I didn't. I thought she was
trying to help me."
Hours went by, then days. Petrus found himself eating the
rations he had put on the creature during the only time of
day he would raise his posture. He spent endless hours
clinging to the creature, looking down at the sea below,
hoping for a stretch of land. Nothing. It oscillated above and
below the clouds, eventually opting to remain above to avoid
inclement weather. Days of flying turned into weeks and soon
Petrus became sick. They had run out of food, his posture
was too stiff. He was in great pain. The Fia itself was also
weak. These creatures were supposed to be able to fly until
death, but death now felt too near. They finally submerged
below the clouds into an endless haze. It began snowing and
they felt the chill of this new atmosphere. Taking a chance,
they finally decided to descend in search of land.
"We made a crash landing at the village down the road,
not too far from here. The people came out to get me and
Pef"
"Pef?"
"That's what I named her. Pef. P for short."
He was quickly cared for and nursed back to health.

"When I came to... I was terrified. Disoriented. Happy to
be alive, of course. But uncertain of what's to come."
"And Pef?", Ericho asked.
"They had never seen anything like her. So of course, they
were scared. They shot at her."
Ericho's heart sank. It was such an uplifting tale, she hated
the somber ending.
"And when I told them my story and tried to justify the
Fia, they assumed I was crazy. After a while of trying to
reason with them, I was driven out of town and I came across
this place. I've operated out of this cave ever since. It's been
five years now."
Ericho was stunned. She returned to the reality of the
cave. She watched as his glassy eyes returned to the fire.
"Did you ever find its body? P’s that is?"
"Oh she's not dead", he said shaking his head. She was
confused. He told her it was shot at. He stood up, dropped
his robe on the bench by the fire and wandered towards the
curtained area. She could see his hairy, but rigid forearms
sticking out as he rolled up his sleeves, He pulled the curtain
back and clicked his mouth a couple of times.
There, by the light of the firebox, Ericho set eyes on a Fia
for the first time ever. It looked majestic. Just as he had
described them. Her head full of intricate antlers, which

created a miraculous symmetry. As she entered the main
space of the cave, she seemed to stretch her body, arching her
back and neck, while unfolding her wings. Ericho was so
freaked out she stood up instantly and backed over the
bench. She thought she was going insane. There were holes
in the wings of the beast and scars all over, you could see
where she was shot. Petrus laughed at Ericho’s awe as he
sipped his drink.
"You see? She just needs some help. Without P, I don't
know how I'll ever get out of here."
Ericho now saw Petrus in a whole new light mow. He was
no opportunist. He was a lost soul. Marooned, like her. No
hope for escape.
"Normally,", he continued casually as he stroked the side
of the beautiful beast, "I would be able to help her with stuff
back home. There was a woman in the forest who… well, she
practiced some kind of special healing.” He pointed to
Ericho's pouch "Magic."
She looked down at the pouch. She doubted this stuff
would be the panacea he needed. After all, she had her
doubts that it wasn’t simply colorful grain.
"But I've yet to meet anyone here that knows any. So, I've
made us a life here. As much as one can call this a life, that
is."
After he finished his story, he rolled out a sleeping mat on
the other side of the cave for Ericho to rest and put Pef back

behind the curtain, who gracefully crossed her hooves as she
came to rest on the floor.. The fire roared throughout the
night accompanying Ericho's vivid dreams of Petrus' journey.
She couldn't help but wonder if there was a way she could
help him.
The next morning, she packed her things. Making sure
that the outside was clear, she explained she had to continue
on her journey as she was on an important mission. He
wasn’t crushed, or disappointed, but told her he was simply
happy to have the company. As had become seemingly
customary in her travels, he left her with a small gift box as a
parting gift. It was his thank you for her willingness to listen
to his strange rant. She assured him that he was a good soul
and he laughed a bit.
“Ya hardly know me still kid. But thanks”, he smirked and
the two of them finally shook hands.
From then on, they agreed that they would indeed be
friends and they both expressed the hope that they would
again meet soon.
"Before I go...", she said eliciting his attention. "I think I
may be able to help you find someone.” She paused to flash
him a grin. “Someone who knows this magic."

XXIX
A RATHER RUDE AWAKENING

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
Drip. Drip. Drip. A cold, musty sensation filled the
chamber. One could practically taste the residue left in the
cavernous walls.
Drip. Drip. Drip. There was a soft humming sound that
filled the chamber. It kept the same low-register.
Drip. Drip. Drip. The top of the chamber was nothing but
raw rock. It held tightly to dark, jagged rocks, which were
constantly transferring moisture throughout the room. All of
it would collect towards the ceiling and then slowly drip
down from the tips of the pointed rocks. Some were as sharp
as icicles. Others were wider. They seemed more like natural
undulations of the earth. A faint blue hue filled one side of
the room.
Drip. Drip. Drip. The drops continued to fall from the high
ceiling, collecting mostly on this one rather jagged rock, all
the way towards the cold, hard floor. They fell right onto
Devo's unconscious forehead and rolled off one side into a

small puddle in front of his eyes. He was completely supine,
splayed out all over the decorated ground like a dead animal.
Adjacent to him was the Librarian, who was quietly humming
as it would when not presented with a certain task. A while
back it had attempted to check-in on the boy, but when no
response came, it simply defaulted to a standby mode.
The chamber they were in was large, lit by a single blueflamed torch in the corner. The Librarian had already done its
due diligence in trying to assess its surroundings, but it was
impossible to tell with so little information. It ran a
diagnostics on everything that had just happened. The
encounter on the roof of the Defense Headquarters had not
played out as predicted. They did not end up having the last
laugh. In a last ditch move, the man they were running from
sent out a telepod, which transported the two of them far, far
away. The effects of traveling by way of telepod are
extraordinarily hard on the body. There was a special
medication meant to be taken to brace oneself for the effects
of such a blow. Of course, Devo was not granted the decency
of such preparation.
Drip. Drip. The Librarian was worried that the boy had
died in transport, but was quick to assess he was
unconscious. Instead, it decided to go dormant. That way,
when the boy would come back to consciousness, it would be
there to help him answer any impending queries. But with
the two of them immobile, only the sounds of the Librarian's
hum and the dripping from the ceiling gave the space any
sense of life. Otherwise it simply felt like a lifeless void.

Drip. Drip. Drip. Finally, Devo started to open an eyes. The
water that had hit his cheek had begun to roll backwards into
his eye socket. The world through that eye was blurry. He
only saw the light blue hue. He heard nothing at that point.
Another minute passed. Drip, drip, drip. Now it had started
to bother him. He finally began to open both of his weary
eyes. Slowly, he lifted his hands to his face and wiped away
the wetness. He let out a loud groan as he propped himself
up on one hand, his legs still weighing him down towards the
floor. The Librarians soft humming toned up a bit. It moved
for the first time in nearly an hour, positioning itself towards
the young lad. The warm light on its body lit up.
"Sir! Are you alright?", it chirped.
Devo groaned again. He looked down at his torn up
uniform. Rips in his pants, dark marks on his jacket, not to
mention blood on his shoulder pads. He was a mess. Even as
he put his hand through his hair, he felt it jetting out in every
direction, a small symbol of his overall state. He didn't
respond at first.
"Sir?"
"Hold on, hold on.”, Devo grumbled.
He grunted as he struggled to bring himself to his feet. He
even held onto the machine for support. As soon as he stood
up, he scratched his bloodied head and surveyed the
landscape before noticing how beaming his mechanical friend
was.

"I'm fine. Not as well as you apparently."
"Well sir! I don't really feel pain or suffering. So I don't
think it an apt comparison. But I will interpret your gesture
as a sign of solidarity anyways!"
He smirked and patted the machine on its back.
"Hey what do I call you by the way?", he asked the
machine. It looked at him blankly.
"Librarian! Of course."
"No, no. I'm not calling you that. You're not just any
Librarian. What's your name?"
The machine glowed as it thought for a minute.
"I'm unit L-19.”, the Librarian shot back.
"Cool, cool. I'll call you 19 or L-19. So.... let's start off with
some basic information 19. Where in the hell are we?"
"Hmm", it rotated its body around and floated around the
chamber before returning. "According to my careful
calculations, it does appear we are in a cave sir."
Devo slapped his face with his palm. What did he expect?
"Thank you for your ever so helpful contribution.", he
retorted sarcastically. "Maybe you can actually be useful on
this one... How did we get here?"

"That, of course, is because of that pesky telepod."
"The what?"
"The telepod. It's the device thrown at us by the
gentleman who fell off the roof."
"Never heard of it."
"Really?", L-19 acted so surprised. "It's a device used to
transport a person or thing from one place to another. It
captures all active targets, often those with strong heat
signatures, within a radius - and anything they may be
contacting - and moves them to another location."
"Location? Where?"
"It depends really", it began floating around the room as it
spoke "You see. Some of these devices are pre-programmed,
used to bring people to a specific area. Others are set to drop
in a much more randomized space. Leaving it up to fate, one
might say!"
"And so we're now... in his lair or something?"
"Perhaps! It's impossible to know at this point. I am not
familiar with the designs of this particular complex. Its data
is not anywhere in the compendium."
Devo braced his hands on his hips in frustration. He
rubbed his knuckles against his bare face as he thought.

"Great. It would have been nice to know about those
things before."
L-19 floated back down to inform him.
"It's unlikely you would have ever come across them. They
are illegal after all throughout all of the Empire. And they
have been for over two centuries. In fact knowledge of their
existence is officially banned. They did have several health
hazards associated with them - most often unintentional
death. Thusly, they weren't seen as the most practical of
devices."
He waved the machine off.
"I got it. I got it. Damn. So we're lucky to be alive. Now I
guess we figure out where the hell we are the old fashioned
way."
He and L-19 noticed two passageways in the room. One
dark, behind a heavy metal door, the other an open tunnel
underneath the blue flame torch. He pointed in that direction
and they began walking. They came to a large stone staircase
leading upwards with several normal torches lining the walls.
He picked one up and they proceeded to climb.
After a while. L-19 turned to Devo, feeling he had to make
his intentions clear.
"You know sir... I feel must tell you that I have to fulfill my
primary duty as soon as possible. When we recalibrate and

know our way towards Frix and the Archives... I must go
back there."
At this point, Devo was starting to break a sweat. He let
out a quick chuckle through huffs as he ascended the stairs.
Looking up at the machine, whose tone was so innocent and
dutiful, he couldn't help but dryly say,
"Well you know what buddy? I have a feeling you and I
are going to be together for a while. Let's start to be better
friends."
The machine fluttered with joy. Devo was envious of it's
alacrity as it ascended the staircase.
"Of course sir! Of course. Now... how exactly do we do
that?"
"Let's just start by you telling me everything you stored in
your memory banks. Everything you have about Etan Ecko."
And so it spoke.
Etan Ecko was born in a mountain-dweller village towards
the middle of the southern range jetting out from Mazda.
There was little information on his earliest years, but he lived
with a mother in a small community and did not receive a lot
of schooling. He was seen as bit of an outcast as he was one
of the few non-mountain-dwellers to live in the community.
His first notable opportunity to move up in the world came in
his late teens, when he had the opportunity to sign up for the
Imperial Academy's accelerated program. It often made a

point to reach out to the far-reaching communities and
provide the youth there an opportunity to improve their lives.
He and his mother were not poor. In fact, the community
as a whole made well-enough money through the excavation
and transport of timber. But it was clear early on, he did not
want to work in the industry for the rest of his life, no matter
how comfortable their home was or how full their dinner
table. There was something driving him out of the
community. Many suspect his mother’s “suspicious” beliefs in
regards to the Empire, which sometimes teetered near
heretical, stirred up trouble for the family early on. Because
of this, he latched on to an “unnamed mentor figure” who
convinced him the way to achieve his goals was through Frix.
So he joined the Imperial Academy in his late teens and
quickly excelled in leadership. He was in charge of making
deals with interested buyers when he was working with
timber, so communications were a natural fit as well.
After a few years passed, Ecko had proved himself such an
ace in his particular fields of study, the frequent trips towards
the Imperial outpost at the base of his mountain were no
longer enough. He was ready to move up. Still a teenager, he
was promoted to the Intelligence Departments subdivision
and moved to Frix, where he was provided a nice apartment
pro bono because of his service in the heart of the Hive. As a
young man, he felt on top of the world. He could look out of
his lofty apartment onto the bustling world below.
Inside the subdivision, he was required to choose a
speciality. This normally would have been a long process

which involved attempting missions, meeting with elder
states-people, and rigorous coursework to determine where
one would want to commit their energy. Ecko chose
immediately. The 'External Threats' division. At the time, it
was a rather nascent program, the merits of which many
questioned in the first place. It had been started in the few
years prior as a primarily preventative program. In the
moment of its inception, there were no known threats to the
Empire.
Petty squabbles and boisterous tribal spats were often the
biggest cause of concern to most centurions. Still, the Empire
loved nothing more than preparation and thus, they had a
sect created in case one of these rabble-rousing groups
wanted to sew further division.
Ecko used the program to launch several 'loyalty research
probes'. In short, these were information expeditions used to
determine several different 'outsider' groups loyalty to the
Empire. It required travel far and wide. It took him to the far
corners of the Empire where he met with several different
groups and delegations. The missions were considered a
smashing success.
Less than a year after the program begun, Ecko was
promoted to chair. He moved to a different apartment
complex on his own salary on the far outskirts of the Hive.
For years he ran the division and was beloved by just about
all of his fellow centurions. When he was up for promotion to
a higher-rank, he declined every time. After ten or eleven
promotions, they stopped offering. It was clear that this was
like his child and he did not intend to leave it anytime soon.
The program ran quietly in the background for a long time

with Ecko having fewer and fewer meetings with his
superiors back at the Defense Headquarters. And they slowly
began to forget about him entirely.
One day, there was an internal reorganization and a new
superior was promoted to the head of the intelligence
division. As was customary, they did a deep sweep of their
entire division, looking into how each subdivision worked.
What they found in Ecko's was rampant paranoia.
It had become clear that at some point, he had come to
believe that the Empire itself was illegitimate. A sham. He
began espousing his wild, heretical theories about the
Empress and her coup of a government. Worst of all, he had
spread such beliefs to his fellow centurions throughout the
program.
He sent them on several missions to validate his beliefs,
all under the guise of cultural exploration. Many defected
from the department en masse and the number of those
leaving raised quite a red flag for investigators. But some
were taken with Ecko's message. In some cases, even
energized by his words. One of the program's young
centurions, a Reaver woman named Teroh, was so radicalized
by his messaging that she was stripped of her honor and
arrested for taking over all the screens in the Bazaar to
broadcast her blasphemy.
They attempted to reform the program at first by
rehabilitating Ecko. He was subject to several re-education
courses meant to reaffirm his loyalty to the Empire. When he
finished, they presented him with an ultimatum: run the
program the way they want, or be reassigned entirely. He was

honest with them. Nothing would change under him. He was
demoted several levels within his own division and a new
head was promoted. The new division chief was handselected by the Intelligence Advisor at the time, who strove to
fix the abomination the program had become. Ecko watched
in horror as he was chastised and ridiculed at the hands of
the new lead officer while he was forced to go on
accompanied missions to accomplish their goals.
Still, he took what little opportunity he had to spread his
message. Whatever young officers would accompany him on
his mission became the new targets of his message and he
began to find some success. His relationship with his
“mentor” had reemerged as a big factor in his campaign.
Soon, the promising young student of the Imperial Academy
had become broken beyond the point of fixing.
The Department decided he had to go, but the decision as
to where was tough. There were some advocating for sending
him as far away as possible, so that he would just disappear.
Others advocated for imprisonment. They did end up
capturing his mother and placing her under confined
surveillance. She simply refused to talk, eat, or cooperate. It
was clear she was distinctly in favor of her son’s
pronouncements. So they turned to him.
His service to the cause and his status amongst many of
his peers made this problematic. And his mother’s untimely
self-induced starvation had complicated matters. Before they
had to do anything at all, he entered into a voluntary
ejection. He left on his own accord. Afterwards, he was
watched carefully by the government for a long, long time.
But nothing came of it. In fact, by their accounts, he

continued living a quiet life in his apartment, descending into
relative obscurity afterwards. All his known followers were
either re-educated and now Imperial loyalists or taken away,
their own selves also descending into obscurity.
"So he was nuts, basically?", Devo asked the Librarian at
the end of its long speech. They had been walking up this
staircase for a while now and had come to a door. The
machine did not understand his request, so Devo continued
as he took a minute to rest against the door.
"And I'm assuming the Teroh that followed him is the
same colorful figure we encountered in the Archives?"
It nodded enthusiastically. That was settled. But Devo still
felt full of more questions than answers. Was this all tied to
the beacons in some way? Was he to blame for Styko's
disappearance? Why was a rogue agent even relevant
anymore? He felt he'd heard so many stories like this.
Perhaps the most probing question he faced was: Who really
cares about the Empress?
They still needed to escape this place before any of these
could be answered.
"Okay... so big metal door huh? I don't supposed you know
how we get past here. Do you?"
L-19 fluttered to each corner of the door, then returning to
the middle. It emitted a small beam of light, scanning the
front of the door. It's beam covered a series of strange
engravings that looked vaguely familiar to Devo. It then

began to chant a series of strange noises and the doors slowly
split in two. Devo patted the machine on its back in a
congratulatory manner.
"How'd you know how to do that?", he asked.
"Well sir! It was written explicitly on the door. The
instructions to leave."
"Those markings? I couldn't read them."
"Yes. They were written in a coded tongue."
Devo nodded the machine through to the next room.
"Well, if they meant to send me here, I don't think they
counted on me having you here to help me out."
They followed a corridor along to a large open room. It
appeared that several rooms led to this room. It was clear this
was a cave of some kind, though this room seemed manmade. It was covered with modern, paneled walls, and
ceiling lights. Inside there were dozens of tables and machine
parts everywhere. It was hard to tell because of it's size, but it
appeared to be entirely empty to Devo. Along the wall
opposite him, which was as large as a building was a massive
tapestry. It seemed to show some kind of tree of people.
"Still no idea where we are?"
The machine shook its head. They wandered through the
isles of work benches, with their lights still on, trying to make

sense of what they saw. Scraps of metal, special tools for
engraving, screens, mechanical parts, heating devices, beam
accessories, weapons mods, and more cluttered the desks.
Each area seemed to be its own station. The screens and
materials in each area had writing on them, but it was all
written in the same strange tongue. When Devo requested a
translation, he was usually disappointed in a rather
uninspiring answer.
"This one says connect the tenli wire through the axis port.
Avoid using energy socket reserves."
Like that helped him in any way. What was it for? The
machine couldn't even speculate. But they followed the chain
of production throughout and when they made their way to
the other end of the large room, he noticed a small metal
contraption on the far table.
"Hey check it out 19! It's your ugly twin. Looks like you
could take him in a fight though."
The size difference was noticeable. The Librarian was
about three times as large as its counterpart. He laughed as
he poked the device. It rolled a bit on its base and spun
around. It was in that moment that Devo knew he had seen
the piece before. He looked at the clump, then back at the
Librarian, then back at the clump again.
"I hate to inform you, but Librarians are all manufactured
within the boundaries of Mazda inside Frix and carefully
overseen by a licensed official."

Devo shook his head.
"No, no. I don't think it's you. I do think I've seen this
before. It's... Well it looks like one of those stupid beacons."
Sure enough. It wasn't quite complete. It was missing
some paneling and a chunk of metal was missing, but it was
the beacon he had seen before. The Librarian buzzed with
curiosity. It was a novel experience not knowing something
for once. Devo turned his head and noticed an entire row of
similar machines. It looked like this was where the beacons
were being manufactured. This is where they came to being
en masse. He checked his comms machine to see if he had a
signal. Nothing still. Neither did the Librarian. He suggested
the Librarian start scanning and capturing images of the
place. If this wasn't going to get him a major boost with Ruro
and the rest of his team, he didn't know what would.
They heard faint sounds coming from a tunnel in the
corner of the room. The light coming from the tunnel was
soft, faint, and white. Devo thought it could lead outside. The
sounds grew into discernible chatter and quickly he
instructed the machine to hide along with him. They listened
as seven or eight people entered the room.
"Last communication shows he was transported here."
Someone said.
"Well where is he? Someone go check the chamber and
see if he's okay. I want to know that he got that guy in the
Archives and the machine too."

The voice sounded familiar. Very familiar. He carefully
peeked over the desk he was hiding behind and saw a
scruffy-looking young man. It was that guy who was there
with Teroh earlier, her right hand man. Kiel. He and L-19
were far enough away, he felt safe whispering to the robot.
"You like knowing stuff right?", he asked.
The unit carefully lowered its volume in anticipation of an
audio reply, but upon seeing their proximity, opted to simply
nod as a response instead.
"Well then, my friend. I think you and I just hit the jackpot
here. I have a feeling we're going to learn a lot of stuff here, a
lot of stuff the Empire would be ecstatic to know. You hear?”
The robot let out a quiet 'Yay'. They watched carefully as
several of the people went down into the tunnel they came
from. The others spread out across the room.
Devo kept his eyes locked on Kiel, who was suspiciously
scanning the room. He quietly muttered to himself.
"If we make it out of here alive, that is."

Devo waited until as many people as possible had shuffled
into the tunnel. Afterwards, Kiel instructed the remaining
dozen or so to return to their stations. They spread out
throughout the complex far and wide, each tending to a
different station. Devo and the Librarian watched nervously
to see how close they would end up getting to them. One
even came down the row they were working on, but was so
insistent on getting to her station that she didn't pay them
any mind. Crouched on one knee, Devo drew one of his
holstered beam guns. He looked at his robotic companion
and winked, which the Librarian tried to process with little
idea behind its intention. He signaled for the robot to wait
there while he started sneaking around the desks.
He sidled and slithered through all sections of the room,
making his way towards Kiel, who had taken to a post at a
large console of screens in the back of the room. When he
finally reached the end, he carefully came to his feet. Kiel
was still focused on the screen and had his back turned to
him. Carefully, he scanned the room with his arms at his side
as if he were performing some kind of balancing act. Much to
his surprise, no one seemed to notice at all. Every one of the
workers was dutifully performing their daily tasks, with
protective work masks. He balked at the sheer lack of
oversight for such an important operation. Kiel was scanning
each screen in front of him to determine what possibly
happened to the man who was transported here. It made no
sense to him. Then, he felt a warm presence in his back. All
of the sudden it was hot. He realized. There was a beam gun
pointed at him.
"Looking for me? Or are you looking for your friend?"

Kiel thought about pulling a weapon himself, but still was
uncertain about who exactly this was that he was up against.
"No that's okay. You can turn around. If you move your
hands at all, I will gladly blow them away for you."
He saw Kiel eye the room. It was as if he was determining
his next big move. He didn't want him to alert the others.
"Don't-"
“AYYYAYA! REAVERS! DON’T LISTEN TO HIM!”, Kiel
screamed throughout the chamber.
Devo charged his weapon and pushed it further into the
mans chest. He didn't bother turning around. Then they both
heard the familiar hum of his friend.
"Sir! What can I do to help you?"
Eyes shifted throughout the room to this floating orb that
had suddenly come into existence. Kiel, his face shaky, was
just as confused by the situation.
"I see you've brought a hostage.", he quipped.
"There's not any hostages here except you, I'm afraid." He
then slowly rotated around Kiel with the gun tracing a line
around the mans abdomen. Once behind him, he brought the
barrel up towards his temple.

The crowd of workers whispered to one another and
shuffled through their things. Devo saw this and felt he had
to address the crowd.
"No one in this room is going to touch a weapon or your
friend here is going to die. And if you don't think I'll take a
few of you down afterwards, you're dead wrong."
"Do it! My life is worth our cause!", he shouted.
"Here's what could happen. You shoot at me, I at least kill
him - probably quite a few of you. In one scenario, I get away
and whoever's living is going to not want to live because your
boss is going to be so livid, your life will become a living hell.
And even if I die here, someone remaining will still have to
explain to your boss how one guy ended up completely
damaging an important operation."
He surveyed the crowd to get a sense of their reaction.
Blank-faced. All of them. They looked at each other and
continued whispering. He didn't like that. He especially didn't
like Kiel's big grin.
"And if any of you think you can foil me, I'll have my
friend up there turn you into dust before you can draw
breath." They all turned their heads up to the Librarian, who
sat there glowing to itself.
"That thing can't kill.... can it?", Kiel asked loudly (and
somewhat rhetorically). Then, without speaking or
addressing any commentary, a small laser emanated from the

unit's singular eye. It landed on one of the worker's heads.
Then moved to another. Then another.
"Wanna find out?"
Devo then corralled all of the workers in the room and
quickly sent them down the tunnel where the others had
gone earlier. The Librarian had pointed out to him that there
was a locking mechanism on the door, which would
completely seal the area off from one side. It pointed out
though that this would only buy them time, as the weapons
that the others carried there were more than enough to
muscle through the door. Just as they were about to seal the
door, Kiel sought an opportunity to sneak in with them, but
Devo yanked him back by the collar before he could join
them as the Librarian sealed the chamber shut.
“Not so fast. We have some questions we think you might
be able to answer here.", Devo said with a smirk to his new
captive.
So the three of them began touring the chamber as they
did their best to get as much information out of Kiel as
possible. Every attempt he made to lie would be checked and
observed by the Librarian. So finally, he relented.
First, the beacons. As they walked through the production
process, Kiel did his best to stay vague, but elaborated
sparingly on the process.
Each station was meant to assemble one part of the
beacon. The parts and components of said beacons had come

from a variety of places within the Empire. They did their
best to source materials as far away from Frix as possible, so
as to not draw unwanted suspicion. It helped that a good part
of the funding for their operation came from places “outside
the bounds of the Empire”. As for the purpose of the beacons,
Kiel said very little. He only noted that they transmitted
images to a variety of sources. Even he wasn't entirely sure
who had access to them, but they did want to make as many
as possible to make so as to gather a comprehensive image of
the Empire.
"So they're spies?", Devo asked blankly. "Then why do you
need so many of them? Are you trying to spy on the whole
damn Empire?"
"Our presence isn't exactly welcome throughout most of
the Empire."
"And what about these symbols right here? What does this
say?" He pointed to the inscription that he and the others had
seen when they first encountered the beacon. It always
looked familiar to him. Kiel remained silent. The Librarian's
eye focused in on the inscription.
"It says, 'A Legitimate Heir to A Prosperous Empire'! HOW
INTERESTING! It appears to have been added fairly recently.
Let me process this...", L-19 began fluttering in a circular
motion as a way of processing all the information it just
heard. The news puzzled Devo too, but he had a more direct
method of extracting information.

"What's that supposed to mean?", he poked Kiels ribs with
the weapon once again. By this point, the detainee had given
up attempting to subdue his intruder. Now, he just hoped his
associates would come to his aide soon.
There was a soft clanging sound on the back door. It was
clear that some of the others had already made their way
back. A sharp, overwhelming sense of tension overcame
Devo.
"19, how much time do we have from the minute they get
to that door?”, he asked cooly.
"Hold please! Still processing the information from the
inscriptions."
"NO, NO! This is the information I need you to process
NOW. REPRIORITIZE PLEASE!”, Devo raised his voice as he
spoke.
L-19 dropped its eye to the floor in disappointment.
"Very well. Based on the weapons they had and the
number of people in the party, and accounting for an...
average level of intelligence? Is that fair?"
It looked over at Kiel to see if it had inflicted any offense.
“I would say we've got fifteen minutes. On the more
liberal side of the estimate."

That was too short for them. If that’s all they had then the
tour needed to continue promptly. Next, the strange tapestry
on the wall.
"It's an ancestry chart.", Kiel said without adding any
context. "Isn't that plain to see?"
He looked up at the massive tapestry on the wall. A lot of
the images were faded and there were lines jutting out in
every direction all over the piece. There were no discernible
images of people, but distinct symbols. These symbols had
small inscriptions written under them, but most were too
faded to read properly.
"This document appears to detail the ancestry of the
founders! Or at least some of their ancestors. It appears
relatively recent. Perhaps a century or so?”
Devo rolled his eyes.
"More of this crap, huh? You believe in the Vixus and
whatever the hell his name is stuff?", he shot his disdain at
Kiel who maintained a stoic expression.
"Not personally. But what I do believe is that the
legitimate heir has had his throne taken from him forcefully
by the charlatan of a Empress."
The clanging sounds of the door grew louder. Devo, with
his hands on his hips kept running through the information
he had in his head.

"Right. Right. Because all of you nut jobs are sucked into
the lunacy of that guy Ecko, who probably works for that
other loon Minmer."
Kiel at first chuckled, but then paused and shortly after,
became visibly enraged. He kicked Devo in the shin and was
immediately smacked by the weapon afterwards. A tense
stare down ensued.
"I REMEMBER", L-19 chimed in. "A Legitimate Heir to a
Prosperous Empire is part of an inscription on the base of the
statue of Vixus at the mouth of Mazda. It's also written in the
ancient tongue."
Devo raised his gun-facing eyebrow at the bruised man on
the other end of the barrel.
"You don't really believe the stuff, huh? And yet it's written
on all your robots. You know, something tells me the founders
didn’t have your exact interpretation in mind when going
coming up with that phrase. And yet, you seem to think its so
important. What’s the endgame?”
Kiel snapped. He finally had enough. Perhaps if he stalled
them long enough, the reinforcements would break through.
"To send the MESSAGE! To spread the CAUSE! We need a
tongue all our own to hide from the Empire's prying eyes
and-" Kiel collected his frustrations. "You idiot. This is not
about Vixus. It is about returning the Empire to its glory
before blinded imbeciles like yourself end up sucking at the

teat of whatever the Empire manufactures long enough, you
stop caring about the truth.”
Devo finally felt like he was getting some information. All
those interrogation sessions were finally paying off. He
looked over Kiel's shoulder to the tunnel door. It now had a
light orange dot in one corner where their breakers were
starting to melt through the material, an indication they were
making serious headway. Next, they needed to know about
the operation itself.
Knowing they were short on time, Devo forced his captive
through an abbreviated tour of the rest of the facility. He told
him where the cruiser bay was and how the tunnels were
used mostly for living spaces and landing pads. Something
about the dichotomy of cutting-edge technology encased
within this ancient building struck a chord with Devo. It
turned out to be an effective way to evade notice, he thought.
The first hole had been made in the door. A few shots
were fired, but it was clear to the mob behind it that their
first priority should be to escape. Devo was thinking along
the same lines. He sent the Librarian to go and gather as
much information from the computer as possible while he
plotted their escape.
"Last question and I'll let you free. Where are we? Besides
your strangely designed manufacturing plant. Give me a real
location."
"What do you mean?". At this point Kiel was simply
stalling. He felt confident he could trap them.

"You built this place, so you all know where it is. Come
on."
Kiel's face scrunched. He seemed puzzled.
"We didn't build this place. I mean, we certainly run our
operations out of here. But this place was here long before
us. We're inside a temple."
Now it was Devo's turn to be puzzled.
"What?"
"A temple. Oh you don't know? Exactly. The Empire
doesn't want you to know. There are dozens, possibly more of
these hidden temples throughout the Empire. They served as
a religious center for those that worshiped long before us.
Although most who believe in such things are probably gone
by now, their temples still remain. The Empire does not look
kindly on such institutions and had them shut down several
generations ago. Long, long before this fraud of an Empress
was even just a twinkle in her father's eye."
"Okay... That's nice. And I'm sure my friend would love to
hear that, but I'm talking about WHERE WE ARE IN THE
EMPIRE. HOW DO WE GET BACK TO FRIX?"
The Librarian stopped downloading data when it swung
around. The door had now been opened far enough and
several soldiers had already quietly snuck through. Devo

grabbed Kiel by his collar, threatening him. He took the
opportunity to grab his cruiser key as well.
"I'll give you to three. One... two..."
Kiel dropped his cowering posture and his eyes turned
confident. He let out a quiet laugh before whispering.
"In a pile of ash."
He screamed out. And Devo whipped around, pushing Kiel
away. The crowd opened fire on him. He ducked and rolled
under the tables. Beams, laser, all kinds of explosions filled
the room. The Librarian fluttered over to its friend who had
knocked over several tables to use as shields. They thought
he was a horrible shot since didn't manage to hit a single one
of them. Secretly, he was trying to destroy as many beacons
as he could.
Then, he got hit. Grazed in the shoulder, by a siphon rifle
cannon shot. His skin was singed. He fell underneath the
table. The Librarian for its part pulled back out its laser and
began pointing it all over the room. The men dispersed
anxiously, but kept returning fire, which it gracefully dodged.
It flew down to him.
"Quickly sir!" It said as it re-positioned itself so he could
hang onto its back.
'Here we go again', he thought as he was scooped up off
the ground and was now flying around the massive squareshaped room. With his gun in one hand, he returned fire.

This time he aimed at the crowd. Several got hit
lightly and retreated. But he couldn't hold on for long. His
damaged shoulder was responsible for keeping him attached
and it wouldn't last forever.
Kiel, frustrated, demanded a special scoping weapon and
took aim at them as they made their way towards the cruiser
bay. He slowed his breath so as to focus his shot as best as
possible. The head of his former captor was now in his
crosshairs. As he put his finger on the trigger, he felt a rush of
wind on the left side of his head. His vision in his eye went
dark. When he stopped to look at one of the people nearby,
the screamed in horror. He had been shot through the eye.
There was a massive hole where his socket was.
Kiel took one last look through his scope to see Devo's
smoking gun still pointing in his direction. He cried out in
fury as the boy and the robot swooped under the doorway
into the cruiser bay. The crowd chased after them as quickly
as possible.
Devo hopped into the cruiser and quickly ushered the
Librarian onboard. He rubbed his palms together in
anticipation.
"Alright!", he exclaimed.
L-19 took note of his response.
"Excellent! Was one of your subspecialties vehicular
piloting?"
Devo laughed.

"No. I'm a terrible pilot. Actually don't officially have my
license. They failed me six times.” The machine silently
floated, holding back any praise.
“But I've never had a cruiser like this!”
He marveled at its size bulkiness as they finally lifted off
the ground. The mob's shots hit the shell of the vehicle, but
bounced right off. He started to take the dark tunnel path
outside of the facility, knocking over the other vehicles and
blowing back the mob. As they came to the end of the tunnel,
they could see a white light. Finally, outside.
The cruiser hit the wall several times as they came to a
narrow exit. Devo, a horrible pilot, tried to focus as best as
possible. He adjusted the yaw as much as he could, but
worried it was not enough. The Librarian was notably quiet,
not quite sure how to handle his lack of expertise. He put on
some pilot goggles, turned to his mechanical accomplice and
blasted towards the outside world, saying,
"19, I think it's time we get home in one piece."

XXX
AN UNEXPECTED PROMOTION

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
The Hive was buzzing more than usual. Mazda was
shaken with a particular frenetic energy that filled every
crevice and every corridor. Fear. Fear had come over all the
shopkeepers at the Bazaar. Fear had come over the stores
along the central city corridors and the bars and public
gathering places and the businesses. It was rampant. Out of
control.
In the previous days, a royal decree had come directly
from the Empress' desk. It concerned the unwelcome
intruders by way of foreign objects and technology. Though
they didn't even purport to elaborate on the overall purpose
of the beacons, they made it clear that the objects were not
the design of the Empire and should be treated as treasonous
objects if at all possible. This had created an overwhelming,
sense of paranoia throughout the Empire, especially within
Frix itself. Shifty eyes now populated every street corner.
These beacons had made their way into the city limits and
people had now gotten used to them. When a beacon was
spotted, crowds would riot, calling for its destruction (if it

didn’t disappear in the middle of the night). Conspiracy
theories began to run rampant.
At the Ice Palace, government officials did their best to
remain calm. Each one positioned themselves as the stoic
hero the Empire needed. But dire news had fallen upon them.
And they had to do whatever they could to preserve its
secrecy or risk an outburst of anxiety they had no way of
controlling. That could lead to rebellion. Unrest. It could not
happen.
Tonroy was practically skipping through the hallway as he
headed towards Egus' office once again. As he made his way
further into the Palace and up to the higher echelons of the
building, more and more eyes would track his movements.
Each coupled with a grave expression.
When he entered the chamber, the old man was sitting,
slumped by the windowsill. Seeing his superior ranked officer
hunched over next to the window like such made him feel
young for the first time in a while. Egus did not seem to react
when he entered the room. He simply flicked his palm inward
in one slow motion to call him over. The doors shut behind
him and two of the largest Imperial Guards he had ever
witnessed were standing at the doorway, their face-covering
helmets adding a sense of intimidation to the scene. ‘Truly
terrifying centurions…’, he thought. In the corner, where the
light from the city outside the window couldn't quite reach,
there was a few other figures waiting patiently in the
darkness. All of this filled Tonroy with a sense of unease.
"Commander Tonroy, come"

He held his palm out towards a chair across from him.
"Sir, it appears you relayed my message over to the
Empress.", he said with a nervous smile.
"Indeed."
"I trust she is well?"
"She is unchanged. As always."
Tonroy squinted in disdain at the non-answer. Egus
continued.
"But that is not the matter we are here today to discuss.
When is the last time that you saw your superior officer
Abil?"
"Why just three or four days ago at most. I held council
with him the week before."
He couldn't quite get what the Advisor was getting at.
Egus leaned back in his chair and painstakingly brought his
hand to stroke his chin. There was a great period of silence.
Not a single person in the room moved. Tonroy hated it.
"Sir... I notice you have advanced your security detail by
some measure."

"Difficult times Tonroy. It's no longer safe for us inside of
the Palace. We've had to invest heavily in the improvement of
our defense capabilities."
"No longer safe?", Tonroy's head swiveled around to
reassess the strange amount of people in the room for their
normally private conversation.
"Abil is dead."
Tonroy's face froze. He clasped his chest with his hand.
"W-ww-what? How? When?"
"I see you are unaware. Allow me to expound. Lowi, if
your please."
One of the women in the back came to the front and used
her tablet to project a hologram recording. It showed Abil in
his office overseeing energy transfers from the crystals. He
was standing over his desk with his cane in hand, when a
dark figure enters the corner of the projection at the entrance
to the room. He tries to say 'Hello', but is cut short when he is
caught clasping his neck. Blood comes gushing out as he
drops his cane and collapses to the floor in the pool of his
own bodily fluid. The projection ended. Egus slowly revolved
his gaze towards Tonroy who remained wide-jawed and
frozen in response.
"When did this happen?" His eyes fell to the floor.

"By our records, you were the last person to see him alive.
This occurred the same day, shortly after your final meeting."
"I don't understand. It's not possible. No one is allowed
inside the Palace without proper clearance..."
Egus nodded towards Lowi again, who brought him a
small tablet, where he reviewed his notes.
"Now. I am not a man who lets myself be dictated by fear. I
am the Intelligence Advisor to the Empress. There is prestige
in the office that cannot be tarnished. But if there is a pattern
to anything, it is my job to find it."
Egus adjusted his distance from the tablet to read it
properly.
"Our records indicate that Junior Commander Styko has
also become a victim of recent antics. And he is one the
Junior Commanders who reports to you?"
Tonroy's eyes shifted rapidly back and forth before raising
them to meet Egus'.
"You don't think... They'll come after me next?", he said.
"I am not in a position for speculation or prediction. As of
now, we are merely focused on analysis.”, Egus said, shaking
the tablet.
Tonroy grumbled.

"And the only thing that is clear is that two of the officials
who have died came from the Intelligence chain of command,
which specifically runs through you up to myself.”
After a brief silence, Tonroy felt he had to jump in.
"Sir. With all due respect, we do not know that Styko is
dead. He's simply been missing for-"
"I also have reports that his junior officer is now late for
reporting and several members of that officer's team may also
be missing from their posts. We do not have the data to
consider them officially missing, as it would require
Commander Styko to verify such a claim. But. I do fear there
is a pattern here. Now I don't know who is missing and who
isn't. But in my experience, it is clear there is a target here."
He left the room in silence for a moment. The people in
the back whispered amongst themselves.
"As you had brought this to my attention with the severity
it deserved before anyone else, I'd like to hear your
thoughts." Egus finally said.
Tonroy tried to do as he did best and put on a warm smile
before he replied.
"Sir. I believe that if we are strategic and careful, we can
help prevent the undue chaos that this situation has caused. I
think its wise to warn the people. But I believe that it is
evident that there are bad actors… even amongst ourselves.
It will be necessary to increase our own knowledge of the

citizenry and perhaps those even within the Palace to
understand who would wish ill against our Empire."
Egus paused to stoke his chin a bit. The room remained
stale as all the other eyes shifted their weight towards the
older man.
"You don't have any immediate guesses? Theories? Any of
your contemporary officers you might be suspicious of. The
only ones who are supposed to access Abil are his junior
officers."
"No sir."
"It also appears in our records that you sent Styko on what
may be his final mission. Surely that was in regards to our
ongoing beacon investigation? Perhaps a theory there?"
"Yes sir. It was a scouting mission. And for the record sir, I
do believe he is still alive. The mission was to investigate
rogue officers. Which I believe we need to do still. But now in
a more widespread manner. It was a hunch I feel was right."
Egus grumbled again to himself. He turned his head out
towards the city below. He always chewed on his thoughts
slowly. One could almost see his Advisor's hat move while he
thought.
"Very well then. We will need to do a bit of restructuring
then. You know you are quite old for your rank Tonroy?"

He forced a smile back at Egus. He hated that he wasn't
promoted long ago. He knew just as much as Abil and they
were nearly contemporaries in age, yet he hadn't ranked up
in ages. Though, neither had Abil. Those top positions were
usually lifetime commitments.
"Yes sir. But I put my trust in the Empress. All decisions
flow from her."
"Very good. We cannot let our resolve falter in such a time
of crisis. Following the death of Abil and due to your keen
sensibility when it comes to this crisis, I am appointing you to
his former position. You will now directly report to me."
Tonroy was so moved he stood up.
"Sir!"
Egus motioned for him to sit down and called over the
figures waiting in the dark. He recognized many of them as
his contemporaries. They were all of the other officers that
reported to Abil and Egus went on to explain they would now
report to him. He called forth another figure in the back. A
young woman he recognized. It was Ayi, from the council.
"I've also taken the liberty of making a selection for your
replacement. Ayi sat as a lesser communications liaison on on
the Intelligence Department's council meetings. I had the
pleasure of meeting her by recommendation yesterday. She
was working in the Senate for many years, but recently
joined in a special consulting role, equivalent of a Junior
Commander. In fact, she’d been working under a

contemporary officer of yours, but she's proven to be far
above that talent level. She will be working closely with
you... and even myself to some degree. Thus, she will be
bumped up to High Commander, the rank of your next
chosen successor, taking your old spot."
Tonroy was shocked.
"She'll be superseding rank sir? Coming from the political
world?”
"We need open communication. She's a junior commander
now, but also a communications specialist. The political
world is behind her. I believe her extensive skills in tracking
and monitoring would be of great help to me. She will still
report to you, but she’s been granted her own degree of
autonomy within the post. In fact, she’s already chosen
Styko's replacement: a woman named Perri. She'll be a
fantastic junior commander."
Ayi extended a warm hand to Tonroy. His face was filled
with welcome shock. Internally, he didn’t fully trust her, but
the important thing is that he would be in charge.
"I am quite excited to work with you sir." She said
extending her arm in his direction. "I'm looking forward to
helping you implement your strategy sir... Erm, Master.
It was the first time he heard himself with the new title. It
was such a long way up to a rank from Agent. From Agent to
Operative, Operative to Pursuant, Pursuant to Apprentice,
Apprentice to Skilled Operative, Skilled Operative to

Serviceman, Serviceman to Junior Enforcer, Junior Enforcer
to High Enforcer, High Enforcer to Junior Snow Officer,
Junior Snow Officer to Snow Officer, Snow Officer to High
Snow Officer, High Snow Officer to Imperial Agent, Imperial
Agent to Imperial Operative, Imperial Operative to High
Imperial Operative (Fadii, Jin, and Devo's rank), High
Imperial Operative to Imperial Officer (Ruro's rank), Imperial
Officer to Junior Imperial Commander (Styko and Perri's
rank), Junior Imperial Commander to High Imperial
Commander (Ayi's rank), High Imperial Commander to
Master, where Tonroy had finally landed. Above that was
only one more rank: Advisor.
Now he was a Master. He only reported to one man. Egus
turned to him and said,
"Let's get to work Master Tonroy"

XXXI
ONE STEP CLOSER

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
Ericho was on her own again. She was back out in the
blistering winds with little but a single souvenir from Petrus.
Again she was presented a small gift. Her legs knee-deep in
snow, she looked in her bag for some attachments to her
shoes to get above it. Inside the small leather bag, she was
reminded of all of the strange gifts bequeathed to her. The
amulet and the map from the old man. The powder and the
dagger from the Madame. And now this strange bell from
Petrus. Just before she left, he offered it to her as an
emergency measure. It came attached to a wooden platform
made from the bark of a nearby tree. He included a small,
specialized hammer that he had crafted over several years in
the cave. According to him, it's unique and haunting tone
could only be heard by a Fia, but from anywhere in the
Empire if she were standing in open air. Thus, if she had
located someone who would perform the healing magic or if
she were in need of any assistance from Petrus, she could
simply ring the bell.

All of these gestures were nice and greatly appreciated,
but altogether only increased her burden. She didn't want
bells or powders or any such things. She simply wanted to
get to her destination and as quickly as possible. Petrus did
not know the way to where the old man was located, but was
able to help her interpret her map.
She was to take a rather treacherous route. It would take
her further along the mountain range she had been traveling,
farther away from Frix. Towards the south, where the winds
were known to be harsh and the communities less organized.
She would then have to cross between two of the largest
mountains on the range, a frightening area known as the
Harrowing Pass, then scaling up one someways before
following the ridges to her destination. After what she had
been through, she didn't even spend time worrying about
what was ahead. Right now, she was focused on her mission.
Hours melted away as the kinder weather provided some
clearer views of a more interesting landscape than she'd
previously encountered. Tall, jagged, violet peaks seemed to
spring up all around her. There were deep ravines, which in
the right circumstances, revealed their many colorful
features. Wonderful, snow-capped forests covered the side of
mountains, providing the landscape texture. The whistling
and chirping sounds of the many flying birds and other
animals that passed overhead added some excitement to her
journey. Color. There was so much color. The white of the
snow, the twinkling of the colorful suns above, the deep
brown of the trees, the green of their leaves and bristles, the
pale of the moon as she slept at night, the yellows and reds of
the fires she used to keep her warm, the purple and grey of

some of the mountains where they showed their bare skin,
and the black and dark majesty of others.
Days melted away. Quiet nights were comforting. This
time she was prepared. She had been given ample food
before she left Petrus and didn't not worry about her hunger.
Though her tent had been damaged by the Snowwomp, she
managed to find a suitable mend that provided her enough
warmth through the night. Most importantly, she was on
guard for any creatures that might seek to do her harm.
Another encounter with a Snowwomp was not on her list of
things to accomplish. She was careful to extinguish any fire
which may bring attention to her at night and took extra
precaution by trying to sleep out amongst the animals in the
forest when possible. That way she would not be the only
choice for food if any kind of hungry predator were to come
along.
Ericho spent all day on her feet, making her way across
these uninhabited lands. As she walked alone, she thought of
her Uncle. He too was alone. It pained her to think that most
of his social existence was through her. She had never
abandoned him before and she still felt like she could still see
him soon, but that did not deter the grief she now carried.
For now, loneliness was her reality.
When she got a signal, which was quite rare, she would
stop to check her small comms link. It was a juvenile device,
but it managed to capture a few incoming communications.
One was from Shaydi and noted that her Uncle was doing
poorly. He had trouble sleeping and was experiencing pain on
a regular basis. This troubled her only further, but she was

happy to know that at the very least, he was maintaining
contact with someone. She would see him soon.
Some days she was more productive than others. The days
where she had to travel uphill or through a brutal storm were
the worst. During one particularly bad blizzard, she simply
remained inside her tent all day trying to keep warm. Other
days, her pack felt light as a feather and the ground was dry
enough that she felt like she was practically skipping to her
destination. One day at a time, she thought.
Seldom did she see settlements along the way, but when
she did see them, she did her best to steer clear. From her
perspective, no meal or technology would be worth risking
another riot. She did, however, come across a plethora of
wild creatures. Creatures of the forest, of the sky, and of the
mountain all crossed her path at one point. But none paid her
much mind. To her great pleasure, being alone also meant
that one would not be bothered. And though she felt often
alone, the gifts she had been provided by her friends along
the way served as reminders that she was thought of. She
mostly doubted their usability. What could some powder do
for her? She knew no magic. And a simple bell? As obnoxious
and petty as they sometimes felt to her, she appreciated the
thought. It made her feel supported. Even from far away.
One day, while trudging through a valley between
mountains, she smacked her foot against something hard
buried in the snow. It felt too smooth to be a stone. She
dusted off the many layers of snow and came across a
mountain-crawler. It was a rudimentary type of vehicle used
to navigate mountainsides. Initially, it was supposed to go

where cruisers could not, but as generations passed, it
became clear most cruisers could perform just as well and
eventually much better. The mountain crawler was a small,
slow, and heavy machine. It sat above the ground like a
massive disk, clinging more closely to the surface than a
cruiser so as to best navigate over tricky terrain.
When Ericho came across this she was curious. She had, of
course, come across one or two before in her life, but never
one in such a good position. After the due diligence of
looking for a potential nearby owner (which was more of a
formality after all the snow it was buried under), Ericho
unburied the rest of the machine and started to examine it.
She checked its fuel meter, looked inside its cargo
compartment, and did a general diagnostic check to the best
of her ability. The idea that she could possibly use this thing
had stirred her up into quite a fuss.
Pulling out every tool she had, she tried to determine
what needed fixing. It was technically far beyond her
understanding. But she had known several parts dealers at
the Bazaar who had bestowed her with enough knowledge on
the subject to make an accurate assessment. After a day of
tinkering, she had worked up as much of a sweat as she
would hiking. But this time, she had found a way to get the
machine in an operational state. It was missing one element:
a key. This would have stopped anyone else dead in their
tracks. But Ericho took pride in getting out her old toolkit to
determine exactly how to break into the machine. After a few
minutes, she had the thing working. She sat in the driver's
seat and wept tears of untold joy at her new circumstances.
No more discomfort. Finally, a bit of peace.

The machine was slow. It moved at a pace she might have
jogged at, but it still was effective in providing her relief (and
a bit of cover from the elements). She spent the next two
days teaching herself how to operate this strange machine.
After all, she had never piloted anything before in her life.
But she quickly caught on and enjoyed the increased sense of
safety and decreased sense of strain that this new discovery
provided her. Nights in the mountain-crawler were warmer.
They were quieter. And they were much more peaceful.
But her food stores had begun to run low. She knew that,
despite her best efforts, she was still days away from her
target. The Harrowing Pass was coming up, but not soon
enough. She decided to head upwards into the mountains.
One night, while traversing a mostly barren mountainside,
she saw a small spattering of lights up ahead. Despite her
distrust of others, she felt it would be a promising resource
center. Not wanting to have her vehicle compromised, she left
it behind and made her way towards the lights. What she
found was a small community of homes just above where the
trees grew. They were strange stone-based homes, built into
the side of the sloping mountain. The lights inside were
inviting. But she had been fooled before.
Then she felt someone grab her wrist from behind. She
turned around to see a woman about her age with a stern
look on her face. The woman scowled.
"You certainly do not belong to the Mountain Dwellers,
now do you my sister?"

XXXII
A MISSION FOR MINMER

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
The journey back towards the Empire had been long, but
this time it was not made through captive eyes. Ruro had
been set free of his cell under the watchful eye of Minmer.
They had both come to the conclusion that they could be
mutually beneficial to one another. Ruro wanted to learn
more about their cause, while retaining his primary mission
to recover Styko. Minmer saw in Ruro someone who did not
immediately vilify him, someone who had fallen victim to the
ways of an archaic bureaucratic society. And so, he had a task
for Ruro to accomplish if he ever wanted to see his old boss
again. But first, he wanted to let his prisoner enjoy the ride
from a new perspective.
They spent three days in their journey back to the Empire
of Snow, making several stops along the way. Each time they
would stop and several of the others onboard would
disembark, Ruro's senses perked. A good few were Asmari,
wrapped in their strange garb, and the rest seemed to be

Reavers, a mercenary peoples who had a bad reputation
throughout the Empire as nomadic bandits and thieves.
At first Ruro was so bold as to ask about their operations,
but when given no response, he instead attempted to
eavesdrop on various conversations. The information he
gathered this way was insignificant. Often they stopped at
various caves and desert outposts where some kind of trade
or transaction would taking place. The only notable stop of
any length they made was at a desert cave he heard someone
call Waalat. There, Asmari loaded up massive beam-cannons
onto the vehicle as well a massive crate full of other weapons
(mostly rifles). Frightening as these weapons were to see, he
expected as much from Minmer and his people. These Desert
Wanderers had an agenda and it certainly had a violent bend
to it.
Most of the days en route, he was left alone. During this
time, he probed his shipmates for their thoughts. Most
remained silent, while some would try and speak in a foreign
tongue to evade awareness. The Reavers didn’t have the
luxury of hiding their conversation with a different language,
but Ruro found every one of them so perfectly unpleasant (or
downright threatening), compared to the more apathetic
attitude of the Asmari, that he didn’t bother to engage them
much at all. This had matched up with his limited experience
with Reavers throughout Frix as cruel, troublemaking
outcasts. He had been personally involved in jailing his fair
share throughout his tenure as a centurion.
Though both groups were working together, they
remained mostly segregated, with pockets of Reavers
entertaining one another with knife tricks in tucked away

dark corners of the ship amongst bubbles of Asmari quietly
engaging with each other. Ruro had no room to discriminate
when it came to information, so he tried to make
conversation with anyone willing to give him a glance. Either
no one knew who Styko was or they were excellently trained
to fool him. 'We keep no prisoners. Look at yourself. Only we
can imprison ourselves.’, one Asmari man said.
He heard these words often and their simple platitudes
bored him. During the evenings, he was invited to join
Minmer for the evening meal. Ruro and him agreed to not
discuss their past or personal lives in any capacity, but spent
their short conversations talking about ethics. Things often
turned heated and Minmer would lash out at any
rationalization Ruro would have for the Empire.
"You have seen their lies and tasted the sand in which they
threw me! And yet, you can still shower them with praise!
You are a happy fool, aren't you?"
Ruro, for his part had been moved by his experience in the
desert. And as he continued to travel with a window-facing
view of this foreign world, he did have his public doubts
about the Empire. This new, more open attitude would often
illicit further dialogue from Minmer and others on the ship.
Still, in the end, Ruro always managed to counter or
challenge his captor in a way that shifted the tone.
"Perhaps I have been lied to. Perhaps the Empire is in the
wrong. But still, you are the ones on the offensive. You're the
one who feels the need to instill fear. You imprison those who
would stand in your way. Doesn’t seem like an enticing

premise”, Ruro said with a smirk. Minmer had little patience
for this kind of behavior and often had him sent away.
As they passed further and further away, the landscape
shifted distinctly. Ruro saw with his own eyes the sand slowly
dissipate and the warming suns disappear. Soon there was
nothing. It was grey. It was too hard to tell, but Ruro almost
thought he could see the presence of water underneath the
nothingness. He ran from every window to try and get a
better view, but his efforts were fruitless.
On the morning of the final day, back in the Empire,
Minmer called him in to make him a truce. If he were to
accomplish one single mission for him, then he would be set
completely free and, more importantly, brought to see Styko.
And, he promised, it would not involve any damage
whatsoever to the Empire. In fact, all he had to do was ride
out to deliver some beacon repair parts and a special
communications package from Minmer.
They arrived at one of Minmer's bases later that afternoon.
It was clear that he was back in familiar territory as a cold
gust of wind blew in his face when they lowered the back
hatch. The base was built into a ravine situated between two
mountains. Judging from the faint position of the suns, Ruro
figured it was an eastern range. He hardly had time to get a
good look at the base before Minmer had personally escorted
him over to their cruiser bay. They were going to be riding
tiny, svelte unicruisers, called such because they sat only one
person and had no covering. Ruro loathed them for their
exposure, though he was great at handling them.

"I do hear you're an excellent pilot" Minmer said with a
grin as Ruro adjusted his goggles.
"I see you send the message that you come in peace!",
Ruro replied mockingly pointing out the weapons mounted
on the front of the unicruiser.
"Don't pretend you haven't driven one just like this for the
Empire. At least for us, the weapons are for defense"
Ruro let those words sink in as he mounted the machine.
In his heart, it felt so wrong to be operating a vehicle on
behalf of an enemy agent. But there was little he could do. If
this was the way to Styko, then so be it. At this time of great
confusion, Styko would provide the kind of clarity he needed.
Without much of a sendoff, Ruro and one other Asmari,
who had obviously been in this harsh cold before, set off into
the blisteringly frigid ravine, letting the icy winter air pierce
their skin. Immediately Ruro felt free. He was back in his
element, in charge of something entirely his own.
As he and the Wanderer raced through the snowy ravines,
Ruro started to get tricky with the little cruiser. Seeing an
ample and easily accessible patch up ahead, he zoomed far
away, maximizing his speed. The Wanderer struggled to keep
up. He kept rode smooth mountainside up, then down,
gaining in speed even further. Ahead there was a patch of
trees. He took pride in his careful ability to bob and weave
through the trees and threaded them with ease. While he
finessed, his heavily-clothed partner struggled, having to slow

considerably as they passed through. Ruro looked behind him
and stroked his scarf mask. What fun!
In the back of his mind, he was tempted to ride all the
way back to Frix. It would be so easy, the way he was
outmaneuvering his counterpart. One sharp turn and he
could disappear into the tundra. But he knew if he did, he
might never find Styko.
They continued riding along the barren plain for
sometime. As he rode, Ruro remembered the foreign
landscape he was in just days ago. It troubled him. These
thoughts of another world so near to his own painted a stark
image in his mind compared to this world he knew so well.
Eventually, he looked behind him and the Asmari was
nothing more than a little dark speck in this white
environment.
So much for sending your best, he thought. His radar began
beeping and the map indicated they were close. He slowed
his pace to let his partner catch up.
As they neared the site, which appeared to be nothing
more than a small building at the base of a large mountain,
Ruro stopped. He heard something. He carefully dismounted
his vehicle as the wanderer carefully did the same.
"What is it?" the Wanderer asked in a heavy accent.
He pulled out his binoculars. The day was clear enough,
he should have been able to see. He scanned the landscape as
a buzzing sound became more and more clear. It sounded
like it was coming from the west.

Shots fired near their direction. They missed them both by
some distance. Ruro ducked behind his vehicle as a few more
shots were volleyed their way. Finally, he pulled himself up
and looked through the tactical binoculars again. Several
small dots had come into view. They looked very similar to
the way the Wanderer looked behind him. He lunged for his
partner and pinned him to the ground.
"Was this your plan all along? To ambush and kill me?!"
The wanderer held up his hands and whimpered in
despair. He backed off. The buzzing was growing louder. The
next volley of shots came. One struck the edge of a unicruiser.
"They're not yours?", he asked in a demanding tone of the
wanderer.
He shook his head violently. Ruro looked up again and
brought the binoculars to his eyes. He could not determine
the identity, but saw there was clearly a small fleet after
them. It was clear in his instructions from Minmer not to let
anyone know the location of this base and not to let anything
happen to anyone inside. He did not know who these people
were. But he knew that is he had any hope in completing his
mission and seeing his boss, he would have to lose them. And
fast. Helping his frightened partner to his feet, he pulled back
up his scarf mask and stuck his goggles over his eyes. He
turned to his fearful partner.
"Well. Unfortunately, we have company."

Ruro jumped on his unicruiser and yelled to his temporary
ally to do the same. He blasted away sending waves of snow
behind him in the rippling exit. The timing was apt. Within
seconds, the other cruisers were behind him. One a standard
cruiser and the other was another unicruiser. The four of
them traded places here and there, but with Ruro always
leading the pack. They chased each other like two birds,
speeding through the frosty landscape. Each would swoop
around to the back of the others and exchange fire. Beams
shot across the mountainside, coloring the snow with flashes
of a bright red hue. This felt like a true battle, it was no
longer just a high speed chase. And it was clear to Ruro that
he was a target.
The four of them made their way down the mountain,
through the valley, under rocky arches, back up another
mountain, and through a thick, bristling forest. Every time
one of them came close, Ruro would do his best to quickly
shift the environment in his favor. He was confident going
through forests. They were his bread and butter. Several
years ago, when he was just a Junior Snow Officer, he passed
the forest trial using a standard cruiser, a fairly large vehicle.
The test required an incredible amount of maneuvering and
very few Senior Snow Officers could even pass the test. His
performance during that moment had cemented him as a
'High Performing Asset' within the Imperial Defenses. He
imagined this would provide him with ample space when
moving into the forests.
The forests on this side of the mountain in particular were
thick and the trees were too, making the journey not only
difficult but also very dark. Still, when he emerged on the

other side and peeked behind him, seeing them appear only
moments later.
His primary goal was to get them away from Minmer's
base. If he could accomplish that much, then he would have
free reign to attempt any wild evasive maneuvers he had in
his back pocket. Part of him was stirred to giddiness at the
chance to showoff his piloting prowess. He led them down to
a flat tundra. Using serpentine movements and the wide
turning radius his unicruiser provided him, he pulled behind
the two others. They always managed to remain far enough
away, he still couldn't discern their identities, still dark spots
coming in and out of focus, but locatable enough that he was
able to fire his own volley of shots their way. They swerved.
Both split in opposite directions and pulled around him. But
he was quick, he followed the standard cruiser to the right
and shot another series of beams. One struck the side! He
squeezed his fist to his chest for a short celebration, but the
damage wasn't enough to slow it down.
Ahead, there was a large, precipitous ravine, deeper than
one Ruro had seen before. He figured it would be a good
place to lose his tails. Signaling his intention to his dive in, he
lifted his hand and then promptly stepped on the accelerator.
The machine took a nose-dive and angled downward sharply.
The move over the cliff was so sudden, the unicruiser actually
bumped into the wall of the ravine before it ricocheted back
into place. He dared not look behind him as it was difficult
enough to pilot at such an angle. But he could certainly hear.
CRASH. CLANK. CLINK. There were the other three, all in a
row. The Wanderer was behind the other two. In effect, they
had sandwiched their foes, though this was not a position

they were happy to be in. About halfway down, Ruro pulled a
hard left. The others tried to follow suit, but the standard
cruiser couldn't turn as well and went tumbling down the
mountain. For the first time, Ruro slowed down to look. He
was as close as he had ever been to them and he wanted to
know who the mystery assailants were.
Time seemed to slow down. At that angle, it was clear.
The standard cruiser had the iconic crystalline front casing as
well as the icy blue streaks on the side. Then he saw it. The
insignia. The insignia he had on his jacket at that very
moment. They were Imperial forces. Snow Officers. Ruro felt
a deep lump in his throat. They were just young Imperial
citizens. No different than him. And as far as he knew, he
sent one crashing down. His heartbeat seemed to slow as his
mind raced. Was he a traitor?
Immediately he reviewed the diagnostics of the downed
machine to try and determine if they could save themselves
somehow. The Imperial unicruiser was equally troubled and
immediately sought revenge. It led a barrage of shots against
Ruro, who swerved around in the opposite direction. He
zoomed right past the confused officer who seemed to be
tracking him as he blazed past in the opposite direction. Ruro
snatched his scarf-mask in one hand and tried to pull it up
above his upper lip. But even covering his face - his uniform,
his shoulder insignia, any number of things could indicate his
allegiance. Would they know he was a traitor?
At that point, it didn't matter. He had to check on the
damaged cruiser. As he raced by, he saw someone crawling
out of the drivers seat, blowing the smoke from the vehicle
away. He let out a huge sigh of relief. Then, not second later,

he felt himself spinning out of control. He had been hit, and
badly. The Snow Officer who crawled out of the downed
cruiser had pulled a weapon and struck the back of his
unicruiser, knocking him off balance and sending him
spinning like a coin on a table. Ruro slammed the accelerator,
hoping to break free. First attempt, nothing. Second attempt,
success.
When he recovered balance, he continued down the
ravine, where the rocky walls were taller and taller, and the
passage narrower and narrower. He looked behind him to see
where his Asmari accomplice was. He trailed behind the
Imperial unicruiser, which had aggressively pulled up
towards Ruro's tail. The damage at the back of his vehicle
was bad. He was losing ground quicklty. The Snow Officer
sped up towards him and he hit the brakes hard. He let the
Imperial speed past him as he realigned himself with the
Wanderer.
His startled then looked at him with a nod and began to
open fire on the Imperial. The entire narrow ravine lit up
with red flashes as beam volleyed towards the unicruiser.
"NO! STOP. IT'S AN IMPERIAL. DON'T FIRE", Ruro yelled
at the Asmari.
As they sped in tandem down the ravine, the two partners
caught eyes with each other. His nervous accomplice saw
how serious he looked. Although they were only temporary
companions, he did not want to cross Ruro. He ceased his
fire.

The tiny ravine narrowed further and further. They could
barely keep track of the unicruiser. Then, up ahead, he
disappeared. There was a small white slit-shaped opening at
the end, which burst through opening onto a massive, empty
plain leaving the ominous cliffs of the ravine behind them.
But they saw no unicruiser. Ruro looked around anxiously.
Nothing. The Wanderer gave him a shrug and then they both
celebrated. They clasped hands in victory and slowed to a
stop. Both dismounted their vehicles to take a breath. The
wind picked up slightly, but the visibility was still high. No
one in sight. The Snow Officer must have moved on or went
back to regroup. That was the protocol when Ruro was an
officer.
He put his arm on the shoulder of the shaken Asmari and
they mounted their vehicles. BOOM! Ruro checked himself,
running his hands all over his body, then drawing his
weapon.
THUD!
He looked over. The Wanderer fell off his unicruiser. He
had been shot in the stomach.
He was bleeding. Ruro stiffened his posture and tightened
his grip on the weapon. He swung wildly trying to determine
the origin of the shot. Another came his way. The officer was
hidden in the snow, his white cruiser obscured by the white
sky. Frantically scanning the blurry landscape, he had it in his
crosshairs. Ruro couldn't bring himself to shoot the boy, so he
shot the vehicle instead.
In a panic, the Snow Officer mounted the vehicle and set
off, expecting to be chased. But there would be no chase.
Ruro tended to the wounded Wanderer who screamed in
agony on the ground.

.
"Hold on. HOLD ON!", he yelled at the man in pain. "I'm
going to get you help!"
He felt his composure slip as he started to whimper a bit.
He could barely think as the man flailed and screamed in the
barren field, his carefully organized brown wrappings began
to saturate a deep red . The wanderer cried out one more
time and then fell silent. The hole in his abdomen stopped
gushing. Ruro went to pick up the man and shake him
violently, but it was too late. He was dead. And now, Ruro
found himself alone, looking at the blood of his former
partner which stained his thumb. The composure he normally
kept so well was now shaken. Though not a friend, this man
was no foe. If anything, he had been a proven ally towards
Ruro. Had he come across one before being kidnapped, he
may have undid the wrappings to see what their faces looked
like, but he had too much respect now. Things had changed.
He looked up the the pale sky and then ran his fingers
through his hair.
"What now?"

XXXIII
A FRIENDLY REUNION

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
It was a quiet and somber evening in Outer Frix. The
frigid air outside the mouth of Mazda was so cold it stung the
bare flesh. The evening sun had just set and the twinkle of
the blue star sat low on the horizon, piercing the edge of the
city. The sprawling buildings that spread far and wide from
the mouth of Mazda, filling the nearby valleys, had begun to
light up one by one. From afar, this set of beaming lights gave
the city a brilliant glimmer. The bright white lights from the
cruisers flashed across the buildings they passed. In between
two large buildings, on a slope in the valley to the immediate
west of Mazda, there was a smaller complex of buildings.
They were older, built with standard quality metal and had a
lost their shine over the years. Half of the units were
commercialized. The other half were government owned. It
served as an outpost for the higher mid-ranked officers
working outside the Hive.
A light snowfall was coating the ground as Devo and L-19
entered the building. As they entered, Devo noted the drastic
increase in security. He was immediately accosted by the man

at the front desk, who wanted to know why he had a
Librarian with him, and what he was doing so far from his
reporting post.
"Relax Centurion", he told the man, using the common
name for any Imperial official as a way to be demeaning. "I've
been to this post many times."
Devo outranked the man by several levels. He was likely
an operative - still in the midst of his first years in the service.
He was obviously a new recruit eager to show his zeal. They
sat and argued for several minutes as Devo tried to pull rank
and pivot from any relevant comments on the rather
ostentatious machine. Anytime the operative would try and
call out the Librarian directly, Devo would interject.
"Don't answer that!"
Eventually the arguing began to draw a crowd. Several
other younger officers had gathered around. Many who had
never visited the Archives were convinced that L-19 was a
beacon and was brought here as an attack. Several took up
weapons. Devo rolled his eyes and threw his arms out to
either side.
"Are any of you really considering assaulting a superior
officer? That feels like a foolish move by all accounts."
The Librarian, seeking to make sense of the situation,
finally chimed in after lengthy observation.

"Where is the post leader? We would very much like to
speak with them!"
"You mean her!", a voice from across the room echoed.
The crowd of centurions had amassed around Devo and
overwhelmed him so much he couldn't see where the
comment came from, but he replied nonetheless.
"Yes! I know her."
"STEP ASIDE", the voice yelled back. But the crowd still
roared. They began to reach for Devo, who signaled towards
the Librarian that they may need to escape. He grabbed onto
its back and once again lifted up above the crowd, flying
towards the white lights mounted on the ceiling. The crowd
of young soldiers became even more enraged at this with
some picking up various objects to throw at him.
"ENOUGHHHHHHHHHH", the voice yelled.
Finally the room simmered into silence. The Librarian
slowly lowered Devo to the ground as the soldiers all fell
back into line and gave their salute as a tall, rigid woman
walked through the crowd towards the two of them. Devo
dusted off his jacket before he approached the woman with
open arms.
"JIN!", he said as he went to embrace her. She rolled her
eyes as she feigned annoyance while meeting him for the
embrace.

"Well, well, well. I should have known you were the
source of all this chaos.... Good. It was getting way too quiet
around here.", Jin added with a grin.
Devo smiled. He’d forgotten how tall Jin was. She had one
an awkward, slightly gangly frame that came off a bit boyish
from a distance. Her short, clipped haircut only obscured this
fact even further. The centurions in the room looked at each
other nervously, uneasy about the uncertain relationship
between these two. After some brief niceties, Devo
commented on the crowd who was, at this point, quite
enthralled by the scene in front of them.
"So I heard they'd sent you here to babysit again. What
happened this time?"
"A race through the Hive. I just got through doing training
for the Junior Snow Officers, and there was a few, very cocky
inductees. I wanted to put them in their place."
"I'm sure you did. And in glorious fashion!"
The soldiers had had enough of their playful niceties. One
of the operatives, who seemed to be more upset, finally
jumped in.
"Miss. This man did not have clearance. He was not preapproved and we had received no indication that we should
allow any outside activity. THIS MAN HAS BROUGHT IN
MATERIALS THAT I BELIVE ARE PROPERTY OF THE
ARCHIVE!"

She crossed her arms and cocked her head to one side as
she dropped her chin to the man. Her lithe frame was
counteracted by her towering height, which was on the level
of a rather tall man.
"Operative. Approach"
The man sheepishly walked up to her, tightening his
uniform as he came closer. She leered at him, fixing her gaze
deep into his eyes.
"This man has been with me on a number of high-level
missions. He is my teammate and therefore endorsed by
myself, which should nullify any requirement for paperwork.
Furthermore, I do not see any reason to expel him from the
premises. Especially considering the rank of his service,
which outranks you by several levels. You would do good to
show him respect. Now everyone, BACK TO YOUR POSTS."
Devo couldn't help but wink at the man over her shoulder.
They all began to dissipate, but the man continued relenting.
"Miss! I must insist. The machine he carries with him
could be Imperial property-"
"-True indeed!", the Librarian interjected. "I actually-"
But Jin interrupted L-19.
"Excuse me. But I will be in charge of making any cases
necessary in regards to this affair. I am in charge of this

station. And therefore, any judgement that is to be passed
comes from me and me only. Now back to your post."
The officer relented. Devo and the Librarian followed her
up to her office. He was thrilled to see her again and was
practically jumping around Jin as they walked.
"I'm SO happy to see you… You have no idea what I've
been through, boy do I got some stories for you Jinny."
She stopped as they approached the office of the post and
turned to greet her friend with a solemn face and narrow
eyes. The warm feeling of reunited had been cooled within
seconds.
“Yes… Well, these are dark times Devo. And I really,
REALLY, hope you have a good explanation for why the HELL
you have a Librarian with you right now."

Jin didn't care much for rank. She was a High Imperial
Operative, like Devo and Fadii and she was put in the Special
Operations division. Their team operated much like a unit ,
brought under the direction of a Commander, but led by an
Imperial Officer. This allowed for some fluidity within ranks.
She, Dev, and Di would then report to Styko, but occasionally
take direction from their team leader. They would then be
sent on missions. These were, in essence, elite team building
activities, but the Special Operations division was also a place
that attracted many centurions who struggled to work on
teams. After all, the rank of Imperial Operative was the first

at which one could functionally operate within ones own
bounds.
Centurions who reached that rank were allowed certain
privileges that gave a sense of independence. Freedom of
movement, invitations to council sessions, and ample access
to governmental inventory all became available at that point.
It was at that stage, that the opportunity for realignment
came. The vast majority filtered into posts where they would
manage their own division of centurions. Some set off into
more technical training. But those that wanted a bit more of
a life outside the massive training grounds of the Defense
Headquarters, who wanted less of the mass conglomerations
of soldiers, who hated the idea of the front-line, big-time
work, would frequently choose to join the Special Operations
division.
Jin never felt much kinship with her fellow recruits as she
rose through the ranks. She never had any grand ambitions
of being a High Commander or Master or anything like that.
She wanted freedom. She wanted to be left alone. So she
joined the division.
Smaller teams, intense missions, varied skillsets. These
were all the things expected of the division. Jin knew two
things. She was a pilot. She wanted to be left alone. Thus she
found her path.
Despite a bit of a bristly exterior, she managed to make
friends, especially with those who fancied a bit of cruiser
racing. But that only seemed to get her in trouble later on.
When she finally was assigned to her team, she treated most
of them with indifference. She initially saw little value in Di
and found Devo to be the product of a pampered upbringing.
But as they continued to work together as a unit over the

years they had grown great respect for one another. When
Ruro was assigned their leader for the first time, Jin felt she
had found someone who she might respect. He left her alone
and appreciated her talent. She never asked for anything
more. After a couple of power-hungry duds in charge of
leading the team, they found a great leader in Ruro.
When they weren't on assignment as a team, they were
meant to handle special individual missions. Jin was
disciplined most of the time and was known to complete
these missions in a timely fashion. But she was easy coaxed
away by any passing challenge. Recently one of the young
politicians - a minor Senator, had been caught bragging about
his skills on a cruiser in a closed-door meeting she was at.
She couldn't help but try and show him up.
The Defense Services and the legislative body within the
government were known to have a particularly tenuous
relationship. In fact, it was commonplace to hear
admonishing of the senators and politicians in the hallway of
the Defense Headquarters and vice-versa. So it was no
surprise she jumped at the opportunity. After she showed him
up, however, word managed to spread far. When Styko
caught wind of it, she was relegated. Often relegation with an
officer of her status, meant that she would be assigned to an
outpost (like the one she was at), where she would be
responsible for the younger officers there in their training
and duties. It was considered incredibly boring and akin to a
brief exile. But it was still a minor punishment. Unfortunately
for her, it was one she had received many times. So many in
fact, that it did not surprise Devo at all to see it.

"How nice of Styko. He knows just how much you love
people." he commented.
She had opened a stiff bottle of alcohol for the two of
them to share as she told him her story behind the the closed
doors of her office.
"Yeah, he really likes to stick it to me. I'm convinced of
that… Still, I'm not happy he's gone. The whole thing feels
real dark without him."
They both reflected in silence. Devo looked up at her and
took a drink.
"It's been too long. I’m worried myself."
"Any word from Ru?”, she asked.
"He sent me to the Archives to look something up.
Something he that was connected to Styko’s last mission.”
"And that's how you came across this thing? Seriously
Devo, what were you thinking?"
"I know. I know.", Devo relented. He looked into her
frustrated eyes and tried his best to reassure her. "I needed it.
I couldn't get the information out of the Archives otherwise.
We were... ambushed."
She looked at the Librarian to confirm.

"Well I certainly felt like there could be information
compromised. I would not let that happen under my watch!”,
it exclaimed in a chipper hum.
"So you were apart of this?"
"I simply fulfilled my function. I am here to assist. I would
very much like to return to my post now in the Archives"
"Not anytime soon you're not. You'll be a melted pile of
scrap", Devo interjected.
"What is it that this machine has that's so valuable?", she
asked.
He signaled to the Librarian to explain.
It proceeded to go through all the information it had on
Etan Ecko. His life, biography, and any other relevant
information. Then Devo explained why Ecko was on the
radar in the first place. Jin listened attentively as she
processed the story. When he got to the part where they were
chased out of the Archives, she was brought to her feet. This
kind of chaos? Inside the Archives?
"I heard about a situation going on over there. But from
what I came to understand, it was mostly above my pay
grade. That was you?!” She rubbed her palm against her
forehead in frustration.
"I had hoped that this was something after the fact!" she
said in an exasperated tone referencing L-19.

They then finished by telling her about the temple where
they had been transported to. The Librarian pulled up the
holocron images of their exploits and they showed her the
facility and the beacons.
When all was said and done, Jin was left with an empty
glass and a fiery spirit. As much as she felt like condemning
him for undertaking such a dangerous operation, she loved
the rebellious element of it. In fact, she would have loved to
have undergone the experience herself.
"I have to say I'm a little jealous.", she finally said after a
long period of silence. "It's not everyday you come across a
discovery like that. If Styko hadn’t grounded my ass, I’d have
loved to have been there to provide support.”
"Certainly not! In fact, never in my recorded days have I
come across one filled with so much new information."
They both smiled. Devo looked at her nervously.
"Don't worry. I won't say anything about it. And neither
will any of the little punks at this facility. They know I would
make them feel it.”
They both shared a laugh.
"But you need to tell someone at Headquarters. This
information is vital." She paused and thought to herself for a
moment. "Why did you come to me first? Just needed a
reminder of what the best pilot in Frix could’ve done for you
had I been there?”

"I trust you", Devo said as he leaned into talk to her in a
more solemn tone. "I'm not entirely sure I trust them."

XXXIV
THE JIRRA CLAN

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
The Mountain-Dwellers lived their difficult lives just above
timberline. It was a quiet existence. They were some of the
least active members of the Empire in terms of participation
in Imperial life. They had few members in government, no
representatives in the Senate, and were steadily against any
aspect of the Empire which would impose on their way of
life. They weren’t hostile like Reavers or even how Andulians
could be, but they were proud loners who didn’t like to be
disturbed. They enjoyed their life sequestered away from the
others, high above the buzzing cities below. Because of this,
they tended to be much more poor than other communities.
They had little technology, though little need for it. As Ericho
came to learn, they lived a fairly pastoral life.
The town she had stumbled upon, high up in the crevice
between two peaks on her way to the Harrowing Pass, was
called Elbion. It was a small community. Several dozen
families at most. They tended mostly to the goats and
gareckis (a small woodland animal that produced fur and

milk), while some manufactured clothing, some worked to
collect timber, and few others even grew special Mountain
crops. The woman who found her, a woman named Alda ban
Jirra, had been her guide to the community.
Initially, of course, Ericho was petrified with fear. But after
she was offered a shelter to recover warmth and the promise
of some food, Alda had gained her favor. Though she was an
outsider, she was not frowned upon. In fact, Alda was
shocked someone from Frix could live more poorly and with
even less than she did, she took pity on the girl. She
commended Ericho on making it all the way to the remote
mountain town all on her own.
Ericho, for her part, said little. She was starved and eager
to get on with her journey. Plus, she had never seen a
Mountain-Dweller town before. Everything she had heard
about them came from childhood jokes about them being
'simple' or 'sick in the head'. But as Ericho knew, little of that
knowledge was useful in the current environment.
Alda showed Ericho around Elbion by the light of her
lantern as her arrival came at dusk. It felt fairly standard to
her: tailors, butcher’s shop, communication outpost,
merchants, a community center. The few people in the streets
were charming and dressed simply in layers of loose cloths to
keep warm. Ericho had never seen such a way of dressing. It
felt a little lazy to her. But it obviously worked. Alda didn't so
much as shudder through the piercing cold winds on their
way to her house. Ericho wondered if their skin was just
thicker here. She could see Alda's exposed shoulders and
stomach! How could a society function like this?

Once inside Alda's home, she was welcomed by a large
family of Mountain-Dwellers. Various members of the clan
Jirra came to Ericho, crossed one palm politely over the other
and bowed. Ericho nervously bowed back.
"Is this how all of you greet your visitors?", she remarked
with a laugh as yet another in Alda's family had come up to
greet her.
She too laughed at her guests discomfort, but sought to
reassure her.
"Yes. Unless you were a king or something. Then you
would get a kiss in the center of your palm."
They sat down for a meal inside the home. It was a small,
humble abode. The entirety of the home was made out of this
particular stone. It was softer, like sandstone, but with a
darker red-purple hue to it. In the rare days where the
community was graced with a sunset, shiny minerals, which
adorned the walls of each home sparkled in a brilliant hue
and the beautiful color spectrum would actually reflect off
the houses onto the snow. It felt like the mountainside was on
fire.
The interior of the home was made of mostly the same
substance. Ericho learned it was essentially an easy mineral
mixture they would source from inside the nearby caves. She
was shocked at its abundance. Even some of the furniture
within the home was sculpted from it. But the rest of the
space was adorned with basic goods and simple technology. It

still was beyond the living standards Ericho was used to. In
fact, the sheer space and number of rooms inside the home
was shocking to her. Alda took her around to five or six
different bedrooms before they made their way to the
kitchen. Of course it was at least two family members to a
bedroom. Still, Ericho was shocked at how big the home felt
despite that. She supposed that when you live on the side of
a mountain, and you have as much room available to you as
possible, why not build big?
The Jirra clan were incredibly kind. There were about
fourteen of them in total, with the majority being women.
The father, Azra ban Jirra was a shepard who was responsible
for keeping track of the clan of gareckis which traversed the
east side of the mountain. He appeared old and weathered
when he finally walked in, using his large staff to balance as
he sat down. Her many sisters mobbed Ericho with questions
from the moment she entered the home. They were all mostly
younger and full of energy. Each had their own duty within
the house. She had only two brothers, who both seemed to
follow their father and assist him with his duties on a day to
day basis. And her mother was a middle-aged, quiet woman
who worked in the garden, tending to the mountainside
crops.
But the person who made the biggest impression on
Ericho was actually Alda's grandmother, Tira ban Jirra. She
was old, but tall and with strong legs. Her hair was dark still
and her hands weren't worn down. In place of one of her
eyes, she had a small black glass sphere with tiny specks of
white all over it. When she spoke, she raised her voice with
curiosity often. To Ericho, it was a bit intimidating. But the

woman kept smiling and insisted she was pleased to have her
join them.
At the dinner table, the feast Ericho was hoping for never
came. In fact, the amount of food available was meager
compared to the full table they were serving, and it was full
of garecki meats and cheeses. But Ericho felt this wasn't the
time to complain. They had more than Ericho would get
scavenging on her own.
"Before we eat, we must honor our special guest", Alda
said. She looked towards her grandmother, who brought out
a hot pot of liquid. She began carefully pouring a little in
everyone's cup. When she finally got to the end, she had
filled all but Ericho's.
"Grandma!", Alda exclaimed. "You forgot our honored
guest!"
Tira was quick to realize her mistake and explained they
had emptied this pot, but she had another. Moments later, she
came by to fill Ericho's cup and then took her seat at Ericho's
side. She wanted to scarf down the meager rations
immediately, but was told they would need to toast to her
first.
"What is this drink?" Ericho asked.
"It's called Bozwa", Tira explained. "It's a special herbal
remedy made from fresh mountain water and herbs. You
must drink it first to honor our age old tradition."

Ericho was starving, so she offered a cheers and then
drank the Bozwa. It tasted horrible to her, like an animal had
been liquified without being cooked first. She tried to act as if
she liked it. Then, trying her best to be polite, she scarfed
down her meager rations. The table quickly got quiet as
everyone turned their eyes towards Ericho.
"You'll have to excuse them Ericho. It's very seldom we
have visitors here", Alda explained.
"That's okay Alda. I'm just happy that you and your family
would be so generous as to welcome me into your home like
this."
"It is a Mountain-Dweller custom to welcome strangers
into our homes as places of refuge. Many of us and our
ancestors joined this community as you did today.”, Alda said.
They looked at one another and then Azra spoke towards
her.
"Does that mean you'll be joining us soon?", he playfully
raised a glass in her direction. She blushed and they all
chuckled at the thought.
"You'll have to excuse them. They are merely being
jesting." She then turned to lightly admonish them. "You all
know she is on a journey. She will have to continue onwards
tomorrow."

The family looked at each other across the table. Ericho
was desperate to decipher what kind of silent communication
was going on. So she broke the silence.
"I don't mean to be rude. But is this food sufficient for all
of you? You are a large family. I would think it would be
difficult this way.", Ericho pierced through the void with her
words.
"It has been a difficult year..." Azra said choking up. "We
have suffered greatly from the strange intrusion of those
damn beacons I hear are plaguing you in Frix. They pass by
here and ruin everything.”
Ericho was confused. She had never heard of any beacons.
"I'm sorry. I'm not familiar"
"Aren't you from Frix? Surely you have heard this
problem." Alda sneered. "The beacons come through with no
regard to our crops or our lifestyle. They scared away our
animals. They caused such a stir one time, they made our
animals trample the crop garden. As if that weren't bad
enough, centurions have been sent up here to find them. In
the process, they cut down trees, raise land, and have
hampered our seasonal returns.” He paused to gauge her
blank expression.
"Shame on you they don't speak of this in Frix!" Azra
chided.

"Father!" She saw Ericho recoil and then she tried to calm
herself. "What he means to say is not directed at you. You are
a simple traveller. We understand this problem is not you.
Our anger is at these beacons."
Finally Tira spoke up, attempting to change the tone.
"So what brings you all the way from Frix?"
"I'm on a journey", Ericho said. Eye contact spread across
the table.
"Where is this journey ending?", Tira asked with her
eyebrows raised.
"I really can't say now. But I will say that I am trying to
visit an old friend."
"Ah. You must have people back in Frix. A family that
misses you very much.”
“Yes, I do. Do you all have any family out in Frix? Any
wayward Jirra stuck in our out of Mazda?”
"Just one… my mom’s brother Bibi.", Alda interjected with
a nod. "And he's quite old. Deaf.”
Tira grinned as she rubbed the holes in her cloth were her
shoulders poked through. She held out a finger to Ericho.
"My dear. How sad. You're a long way from Frix now....
And I'm to understand you came her by foot?"

Ericho paused. She felt the tone of the table shift.
Everyone was silent as they watched her in eager anticipation
of her answer. Azra had his dark beard pinched between his
thumb and his finger. She was conflicted. They had been so
generous to her, yet she knew how desperate they were. She
didn't know how they'd react to the news of the mountaincrawler.
"Yes. I did. It's been a journey of many weeks now."
Alda jumped in again. "She said she had been driven out
of one of the low-villages for saving them from a
Snowwomp!"
The room broke into a light laughter.
"Perhaps she can save us from the Niaga then!", the
mother quipped, referencing another terrifying mountain
creature. “Or the Mog!”
Their laughter grew more intense and started to give
Ericho a headache. She felt as though she was being mocked
as their chuckles only seemed to grow louder and slowly the
room started to feel smaller and smaller. Her breathing
slowed.
Tira spoke again. "Tell me girl. What did you hear in Frix
about us Mountain-Dwellers. What do they say?"
"Oh. Little really. You're mostly discussed through kinds of
rumors, I think." After she said it she immediately regretted

it. Ericho was shocked she didn't censor herself more. It
seemed to pour out of her mouth.
"And what rumors would those be?"
Ericho was tired. She slumped into one arm and no longer
felt a need to censor herself.
"That you're a backwater people. You're crazy. And you're
sick in the head."
They all laughed playfully. Even they seemed to find the
rumors absolutely ridiculous. She laughed alongside them as
she slumped further and further down.
"Sick in the head? In what way?", Tira asked through
chuckles.
"They said you had strange rituals!", Ericho found herself
laughing so hard her face was red. She was encouraged by all
of their continued laughter. "That you speak in strange
tongues, that you enslave your children, that you've been
known to eat strange creatures!". Ericho was snuggling to
breathe. She collapsed onto the table, pressing her palm to
her forehead to calm her headache. The laughter helped
counteract the pain.
But now she certainly felt funny. She looked up at all their
laughing faces from the table surfaces and they started to
warp and wobble a bit.
Then the laughter began to die down as Tira held up her
hand and the table's collective hum simmered. When Ericho

noticed this, she tried to sit back in her seat, but found it
exceedingly difficult. Her body sort of wobbled as she moved,
with a severely delayed reaction. It was as if she was drunk.
Her motions were blurred, her movements sloppy. She didn't
want to panic in front of her hosts, but as she slumped into
her chair she felt she had to address it.
"I'm so sorry. I don't feel good.”, Ericho said in between
panting. “I’m not…. I- I don’t normally act like this. It’s…
different.”
Tira nodded and Alda stood up and carefully picked
Ericho up from her seat.
"Wait. Where- what are-", Ericho could hardly speak. Her
eyes were drooping. The clan Jirra was now stone-faced as
they turned their attention to Tira.
"Good job Alda. You will be rewarded", she said as she
turned to Ericho. "As you saw for yourself, those rumors were
not true. If only you had heard the others, perhaps you would
be more prepared for what's to come."
She then motioned for Ericho to be taken away. The last
image Ericho remembered seeing was the thirteen members
of clan Jirra staring at her with blank expressions as she was
dragged out of the room. Then everything went dark.

XXXV
PROJECT SITNOTE

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.”
Master Tonroy had adjusted to his new title well. And his
adjustment was critical. Their department was under
particular scrutiny at that moment for the impending threat
of possible invasion. They needed all of their top officials to
be in prime form. This meant a bit more consolidation of
hierarchy than they were used to. For one thing Tonroy was
meeting with Egus much more than he expected to. This was
a welcome change, as Egus was far more talkative than Abil
had ever been. They spent hours strategizing how to
determine whether or not there could be internal threats
within the Defense Department. Together, they crafted a
covert surveillance program, which Tonroy would lead. The
program would allow him and whomever he chooses to
investigate the complete records of active individuals,
including unprecedented access to their personal lives. Still,
he argued that this may be the only way to determine such
information.

This was met with unrelenting hostility, especially from
the Senate and representative body, with whom they had to
seek approval. Their leader, a lavish woman named Mareska,
was particularly fond of restricting the overbearing reach of
the Defense Services whenever possible. Still, Advisors were
considered the highest achievable position in the land and
though they were expected not to interfere with normal
political operations, Egus made his endorsement clear.
They called their special operations SITNOTE, or
Surveillance In The Name Of The Empire. And Sitnote began
tweaking their operations almost right away. For fear that
records might be abused, they ordered an immediate freeze
on all personnel record access. This was also in response to
the recent break-in at the Archives which they were very
eager to keep as much of a secret as possible. In actuality,
they would still retain access to these records, but keep them
out of the hands of just about everyone else.
The Sitnote council was small. It included only Egus, his
three subordinate Masters, led by Tonroy, and two
Commander's who were given special status. One of these
was Ayi, who was frequently a voice of dissent towards these
actions. She was seen as too forgiving and compromising.
When they were forced to meet with Mareska, she voiced her
support for the Senate having a degree of involvement.
Though they rarely enacted what she wanted, Egus saw
great promise in her and frequently commented such to his
Masters. This greatly irked Tonroy, as he felt she placed
unnecessary barriers everywhere.

She was not at all like Styko. In their one on one
meetings, Tonroy found her difficult and uncompromising.
Unlike everyone else in the department, she didn't seem to
find his warmth and fuzziness charming. This tested his
patience greatly. So he chose to focus on the relationship with
Egus, doing everything he could to prove he would be the
greatest of all the Masters who reported to him. And he felt
he had made great progress, but in the back of his mind, the
fear that Ayi's unrelenting and contradictory nature might
compromise his future weighed on him heavily.
One cold afternoon at the Ice Palace, in one of the
crystalline boardrooms, the Sitnote council was discussing
the next phase in their operations. Tonroy was eager to
classify the incident at the Archives in an effort to 'preserve
morale'. He felt like they should send a covert team under the
guise of maintenance to restore the damage that had been
done there and erase the public debate over who caused it.
From the finest metal chairs, they sat for hours and
articulated on the situation. Tonroy in particular tried to put
a positive spin on the whole event, with a grand smile on his
face often decorated at the sides with some of the decadent
food provided to them by the chefs. Ayi was not amused.
"What exactly are we trying to preserve here? Is it morale?
Master Tonroy, with the greatest respect, I must point out
that I am uncomfortable with the idea of us misleading the
public as such. They are well aware of the beacons and their
sense of anxiety grows day by day. I think this is an
appropriate time to build trust with the people. We do not
want them to think we would hide anything from them. I

think we should focus on preserving trust. I think, if
anything, it will unite us as a people to have them on our side
with the full realization that the enemy is external."
Tonroy propped up a heavy smile as he leaned back in his
ornately decorated chair. Everyone, including Egus, eagerly
awaited his response.
"Yes, dear Ayi. I understand. But we have to remember the
enemy could be internal as well. We have to do a deep search
inside first. Find the right people."
Ayi pulled a clicker out of her pocket and dimmed the
lights in the room as she brought up displays of information
which profiled various people.
"Interesting you say 'find the right people'. Commander
Styko here has been missing for several weeks now. We still
have no word on his status or the greater details on his final
mission. I’d think that is a crucial coincidence to the activity
that transpired at the Archives.”
She clicked through to another profile as all eyes seemed
to fixate on her commanding presence, despite the
stimulating visuals in front of them.
"Since I've taken your old post Commander Tonroy, I've
found many missing details I am desperate to fill in. This
here is Imperial Officer Ruro. Allow me to remind you of this
other great centurion who I have not seen check-in for duty
according to our records. And additionally, Operative Fadii,
who works frequently on a team with Ruro, has not been

seen to report either. Both reported to Styko, whose post I
now helm.”
Tonroy attempted to pleasantly and politely interrupt her.
"Yes. We are well aware of these disappearances. In the
tragic case of Commander Styko, he has been gone long
enough that he will be considered dead or if he is alive he
will be seen as a rogue deserter."
"-And the rest of his unit? You spoke with them recently,
did you not?", this time one of the other Master's chimed in.
"I... was in contact with them not too long ago. From what
I remember in my brief exchange with Officer Ruro, they are
likely on their way back and simply not required to check-in
yet or possibly still working to finish the mission Styko laid
out for him. And as for the others in that unit, they register
presently. That Devo boy, he appeared just this morning."
Ayi did not seem satisfied with the answer. She stared at
him, mouth slightly ajar, with her lips pursed.
"I recognize your desire for our protection. And I believe
in this unit because I understand that we have a very real
problem on our hands. The Archives are only accessed by our
people and Abil was likely slain by one of our own. But that
building underwent so much damage that they now say that
you can see it coming into the Hive through the great tunnel.
Think of it. All those cruisers. Tens of thousands pass by and
notice. Are they not to think something of it? And all those
good centurions in this department who care deeply about

the Empire. Are they deserving of this lie? I mean not to be
coy. But sometimes the stronger move is in admitting our
weakness."
Tonroy's signature smile faded. He did not like being
questioned so flagrantly. Styko certainly had moments of
disagreement. Plenty. But he was not one to challenge the
very foundation of his boss' principles. In front of an Advisor?
Unheard of. But Egus nodded as she spoke. He saw great
promise in her. She had a moral conviction unlike any other.
"These are very good points Commander Ayi. I do think
we should at least be forthcoming with our department as to
the incident at the Archives. Master Tonroy, I also agree that
we needn't make a fuss. Certainly no need to get the Senate
worried."
They all seemed to nod in agreement. But Tonroy still felt
stiffed. As if that weren't enough. Ayi had more to discuss.
"Isn't it true Master Tonroy that you are also involved in
the energy oversight division? The one that works with the
crystals and the heat from under the mountain?"
Tonroy nodded sternly.
"Well then, if I may make a recommendation, I would
hope you might vacate your position on such council. I think
it could appear compromising... especially in light of your
important position on Project Sitnote."

Ayi wasn't making much commentary on the energy
oversight division itself, but rather on Tonroy spreading
himself thin. But he, naturally, felt it was more personal in
nature than that. As the meeting went on, things normalized
a bit. Tonroy did his best to lighten up, but in the back of his
mind, he burned with frustration at the amount of power he
felt had been revoked in such a short time. From a
Commander no less. She reported to him.
At the end of the meeting, after all the silver platters had
been reduced to no more the crumbs, and the goblets no
more than drips, Ayi stood up and announced her exit. She
was stopped by Egus on her way past him for a
congratulatory remark. She then turned to a very silent
Tonroy, who had his gaze fixated on the Imperial insignia,
emblazoned in a brilliant metal fixture on the back of the
wall.
"We do have our first one on one meeting Master Tonroy. I
have a lot I'm hoping to discuss with you."
"Looking forward to it." He replied dryly without averting
his gaze. When much of the room had left, Egus leaned
towards his troubled pupil and put an arm on his shoulder.
"I can see she frustrates you Tonroy. Allow it to motivate
you."
He then creaked his way into a normal posture and slowly
shuffled away. Tonroy sat and dwelled on the difficulties of
compromise. He had a particular vision for the council. And it
was being put at risk by this up and comer. The ornate ceiling

fixtures of the room were his only companions for a few long
lonely hours as he paced the room anxiously. He thought of
many things. Was this what being a Master was like? Was this
what he thought it was? Was he an early voice of opposition?
Was this the same girl who had praised him in one of the
previous meetings?
He then thought of his parents. They were traitors to the
Empire. Their lives were taken for it. Was this girl no
different?
He came to the realization that part of her power came for
his lack of accountability. Every time the missing centurions
were brought up, it hurt his reputation as a leader. So he
determined how he might amend his deficit.
"I will find them then."

XXXVI
BLOOD STAINED HANDS

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.
Ruro's blood-stained wrists had started to freeze over. The
mercenary's lifeless body was draped over his arms, slunk in
the middle from the weight of his utility belt. The frigid dusk
air gave the world a grey hue. Any color discernible by the
light of day was being slowly sapped from the environment.
Everything turned dark. Blood, trees, the deep purple
mountains, and the already grey sky. This change in color had
been accompanied by a flurry of snowflakes which seemed to
softly drift from the sky rather than fall. They collected on
the men's shoulders and covered them like a heavy blanket. It
obscured the field of view to the point where the flakes were
no longer discernibly falling, but rather twinkling as if they
were slowly clouding the entire field of vision.
The destination was the base in the plains. Minmer's
hideout was difficult to find, with its white exterior blending
into the environment. There was explicit instruction to park
the cruisers some distance away in a rocky outcropping,
where they could be properly hidden. This forced Ruro to

walk some distance through the snow, carrying the corpse of
the dead Wanderer.
He didn't have to go back. He knew that. There was a new
window of opportunity for him to simply hop on the
unicruiser and start his long journey all the way back to Frix.
With his piloting abilities, he could have made the journey in
a matter of hours, having parked, walked up the Defense
Department's long staircase and taken the lift up to his
current superior all before bedtime. And yet, he chose not to.
When Ruro looked down at the hole in the man's stomach,
where the snow had been soaked deep red, he felt an
overwhelming sense of guilt. The famous Imperial insignia he
saw on the killer’s jacket reminded him that they were cut
from the same cloth. They spoke the same creed. They could
have been under the same chain of command, leading him to
think that, in another reality, it could have just as easily been
him shooting this man. He understood shots were being fired
from all sides, but he noted the mercy and understanding the
Asmari showed him when he told him to hold his dire. It
showed at least some semblance of compassion and of trust.
And he was shot down so brutally. Ruro noted that he was
shot not to stun, but to kill. That was only supposed to be
reserved for the greatest of threats.
This act of cold brutality, accompanied with his time in the
desert sent Ruro spinning even further. He slowly trudged
into the base, it's large metal doors sliding open and then
snapping behind him like the jaws of a terrifying beast. As
soon as he was indoors, the frosted ice and blood on his skin
began to melt. It dawned on him that he did not put his scarf

mask back on after the Wanderer's death as the sweat started
dripping from his chin.
He walked right into Minmer's chamber and dropped the
body on the floor. He let his arms at his side, remaining
completely catatonic and expressionless as his vacant eyes
burned invisible holes into the front of Minmer's mask. The
blood from the body began to thaw and pool on the floor.
Minmer grabbed his skull mask between the eyes with his
thumb and ring finger and flung it on the table behind him.
He stomped towards the boy, looking him up and down,
searching for an explanation. His first instinct told him that
Ruro killed the Wanderer. But once he examined the boys
face and saw the heavy strokes of forlorn draped across his
face, he knew he was not responsible. Placing a comforting
arm on the boys shoulder, he looked down at his fallen
soldier. Carefully, he flipped the body with his edge of his foot
and recoiled slightly at its gruesome sight.
“We— Th—They did this" Ruro spoke in a hushed, shaky
tone.
Minmer could see the rage. He cooly signaled for the
others to leave them alone as he sat down across from Ruro.
A few attendants came to carefully pick up the body.
"Imperials? Tell me what happened.”, he said in a cautious
tone, leaning towards the shaken centurion.
So Ruro indulged. He told him about the quiet ride over,
the chase, and the effort to prevent deaths at all cost. He

made sure to also mention that he did in fact make it to the
base, completing their mission. It was there where he was
able to pick up some cleaning supplies for the felled
Wanderer, alongside some straps to help ease his journey.
Minmer listened intently and was keen to allow Ruro to do
his own analysis of the the situation.
"We're not supposed to shoot to kill in these situations.
We're not trained to do that.", Ruro explained.
"Probably just a rogue soldier then", Minmer mused.
"No, he... He was a Snow Officer. He had certainly known
what he had done. I just. I think they may have been
confused or misguided."
"Did you kill one of theirs?"
"No, none. We made sure to simple immobilize them... It
was how I was always instructed."
Mimer crossed his palms over the desk and looked up at
the boy defiant. The soil-laden walls of this base allowed the
cool air to seep through, creating further discomfort in the
distressed Ruro..
"It's disappointing, I know", Minmer began, "But I can't
help but admit I've seen these atrocities time and time again.
I know your unit may have been well-behaved and well
intentioned. But I assure you. The Empire you know and love
does not reflect the entirety of the Empire."

"We shot at them too.”, he reminded Minmer.
"Yes but you didn't kill anyone. You see, we too have a
policy of preservation. We want to avoid death in any
possible circumstance. It seems so simple a philosophy, yet
one so peculiar as to follow. Both us Desert-Wanderers and
the Empire prescribe this policy. And that, Officer Ruro, is the
difference between us and them. We actually mean what we
say. Others enjoy the platitudes."
Ruro remained silent, but his face had come back to life a
bit. He glinted his eyes down at Minmer. For the first time in
this man’s beastly presence he felt powerful. The large,
formidable leader of an anti-imperial movement had
suddenly seemed so small. And strangely he didn't seem to
mind. In fact, he seemed to invite the vulnerability. Once
again, he was the only bare-faced man from the Desert
people in the entirety of the complex and he chose to do so in
front of Ruro.
"I've done as you asked", Ruro muttered.
"Yes. You have. And so, I suppose you're free to go."
He nodded to Ruro and even gave him a confident
handshake. But that was not satisfactory.
"I'm not leaving until I see Styko"
Minmer stopped and smiled at the boy.

"Of course! I apologize for forgetting. I am, of course, a
man of my word."
He then escorted Ruro throughout the complex towards
the massive Landsweeper, docked in a secret transport bay in
an underground cave. As they walked, he tried to perk the
boy up and wipe some of the blood off his face.
"You're a good young man Ruro. You just want the best in
the world. I hope that, if you do return to your life in the
Empire, you'll consider the grace that mercy offers next time."
Ruro thought back on his time imprisoned on the
transport when he was first discovered. He felt aching
discomfort from his tiny cell for days following his release.
And still, he was offered food, given the means to
communicate, and even bargained with after the fact. He
considered whether the Imperial approach would be so
generous. Assuming the circumstances were similar, he knew
any centurion would likely have jumped at the opportunity to
interrogate their prisoner by any means necessary, especially
pain.
"I was wrong about you.", Ruro muttered.
"A common mistake". Minmer reached into his sack and
pulled out his skeletal mask and placed it over his head as it
seemed to smoothly click into place. "A man is more than
simply made up of his skin and bones."
He then tapped on the forehead of the skull as he paused
to address Ruro.

"Power. This is what matters most. Information,
knowledge, understanding, imagination, and truth. All are
present right here. Do not take it for granted. Because I can
see that you are far beyond an average centurion. Beyond
even an average citizen."
That simple exchange, that gesture of recognition stirred
something in the centurion. It showed a level of respect and
gratitude he so deeply craved, And internally Ruro had
snapped. He no longer thought of Minmer as an enemy. He
did not go so far as to consider him a friend, but he was no
longer filled with animosity or fear upon the very sight of
him. As he followed him down a long, dark corridor on the
transport, he noticed Asmari cheerily congregating in the
rooms along the hallway. Minmer then extended another
gesture.
"You're welcome anywhere on the this ship you'd like."
He told him the large Landsweeper was called The Winter
Lion and that if he ever saw one of Minmer’s men our and
about, he would be directed towards it without hassle. Again
Ruro was moved by the vulnerability.
When they came to the holding block, Minmer gave him
an access key and explained that Styko was being held in the
farthest cell on the left. He walked down the hallway when
Minmer called out to him.
"Just remember to not be judgmental of Styko, Ruro. He is
just as deserving of mercy as the rest of us. We can only be

judged according to the way that we treat our friends, no
matter their sensibilities."
In that moment, Ruro was reminded of his dear boss. A
flashback of his former conviction arrested his thoughts.
Then, he looked over at the bare-faced mountain of a man,
smiling warmly at him down the hallway and said in a cool
whisper,
"Yes, and we will judge your sense of mercy based on the
way you treat your enemies."
And with that, he put in the key and the door swung open.

XXXVII
A PRISONER OF THE MOUNTAINDWELLERS

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.
When Ericho came to, she found herself bound to some
kind of a wall, her arms and legs tightly bound by metal
chains. In the dark, vacant, cellar of a space, there was little
more than a small stone bench and a small metal gate, firmly
stuck in the ground. She tried wiggling her way out initially,
to no avail. Her range of movement was limited to the space
within arms reach and the only thing she could see was a
staircase leading upstairs and a hallway, which seemed to
lead into nothingness.
'What an idiot', she thought to herself. She marched right
into Elbion assuming the same warmth and kindness she had
received in the cave with Petrus. But she was sorely mistaken.
Nothing of the sort would come to fruition. Everything
seemed so good, she thought. How could Alda trick her so
foolishly?

She didn't let herself dwell on the mistake long. After all,
she had survived an attack by a snowwomp. Being chained in
one piece did not seem to be as big of a problem.
Upstairs, she could hear muffled voices through the floor.
It was clear the stone floors of the building were thick
enough most feet wouldn't make a sound, but she distinctly
heard the light clicking of some hefty boots. Clenching her
eyelids couldn't help her focus enough to discern a single
word, though she expected they were speaking in the
language she could understand.
Then, Tira slowly made her way down the steps, her
shadow being the first notification of her presence. The old
woman stopped at the last step to look at the girl.
"She's awake", she called up the stairs.
Ericho lunged toward the gate, but was arrested by her
chains. Writhing and squirming in her tight prison, she shook
violently as she yelled over at Tira.
"How could you?!!"
Tira carefully guided her simple cloth dress down the
stairs as she carefully, step-by-step, made her way toward's
Ericho's cell with a warm, consoling smile.
"My dear, I am terribly sorry about this situation. But you
see - we must look out for our own people. Coming from
Frix, you must understand this?"

"You tricked me. You invited me into your home. Why?
Why not just have Alda knock me down herself?"
Tira sighed and her face fell to a grimace.
"We wanted to learn as much about you as possible. It's
apart of our duty. We hoped you may give us something even
more valuable than your life, possibly in the form of
information.”
She then held up a platter of Ericho's various belongings.
Ericho then looked down to realize she'd been stripped bare
of everything but a meager base set of clothes. Her modest
external layers, her powders, her dagger, everything was
sitting on a platter in front of her.
"What are you doing with those? Give those back?"
"Ah, ah, ah", Tira waved a finger. "Tell me where the
vehicle is."
Erich stayed silent.
"Come now girl. Tell me where the vehicle is. You won't be
using it. Is it a cruiser?"
She closed her eyes and turned her bound fists into balls.
Tira then moved to the side of the chamber and activated a
pulley, which loosened her chains, so she fell to the ground.
"Better? Now. We know you did not walk here. You're a
smart girl. Where is the vehicle?"

"Why would I tell you anything?"
Tira looked back up the stairs. She heard some squabbling
coming from the voices above. It was making her irascible.
"Listen girl. The buyers are here and we intend on making
a profit this time. I may even be able to bargain for your life tell them that it's not for sale if you tell me where the damn
vehicle is."
Now that she had been given more freedom of motion
than before, she began to examine her chains. She
immediately recognized the locking mechanism, but knew it
would be extremely challenging to crack without her tools.
She saw them on the platter in the background and
considered bargaining for them.
"Give me some of my things. Then I'll tell you."
"No dear. The deal is you tell me or I sell you."
Then, a voice from above called for Tira. She abruptly left
and returned upstairs. Using what little time she might have
had, Ericho started scouring the chamber for loose stone
parts which would be useful in helping break free. The effort
was mostly fruitless, but then something gleaned on the other
side of the gate. It looked like an earring piece, but she
figured it would be perfect for her replacement pick. She
reached for it, but was stopped as a light wall rose in the
empty space of the gate. It was an invisible field. She did not
account on the gate being so advanced.

She then examined the lock of the gate. It was a decoy. It
appeared manual, but was digitally manipulatable in some
capacity. She wrapped her arm around the locking
mechanism from the outside, where she could feel it was a
heat-code lock. It usually required a special tool which would
open only at the correct temperature. Ericho silently
celebrated. She'd sold and busted dozens of these at the
Bazaar. She ripped off a piece of her clothes and set it aside,
and then began to quietly smack the chains together to
produce heat. Her plan was to set fire to the piece and then
heat the earring enough to bring it to temperature. She knew
this wasn't an advanced heat lock as the mechanism was
accessible from the inside as well.
After a couple clangs of her chains, she stopped. Heavy
footsteps began down the stairs. Azra, with his shepard’s staff
shakily in hand and a look of mortal fear on his face, was
carefully guiding a man down the stairs. But as their voices
grew louder. Ericho recognized the other man's voice. It was
dark, hoarse, and biting. His clipped, crisp delivery sent
echoes through her memory. When they finally reached the
bottom of the stairs, her prediction was finally made valid. It
was Yal.
She hadn't seen him before up close. But she knew him
from the way he spoke. Suddenly, she was reminded of Moxi
and the horrors they had to suffer under the Reclaimers. Azra
reached the bottom of the stairs and he bowed graciously as
he waited for Yal to pass. Yal, donning a pared down uniform,
his body markings on full display, reached out and grabbed
Azra and pinned him to the wall. The man cowered and

dropped his staff as he slunk towards the ground with his
hands in the air. Yal's chiseled jaw had tensed up and his eyes
were full of rage as he looked the old man up and down. He
hadn't even looked in Ericho's direction.
"YOU HAVE FAILED US AGAIN. DO YOU THINK ME A
FOOL, OLD MAN?"
Azra shook his head violently as Yal sneered even closer.
"WE HAD AN AGREEMENT. I offer you protection,
technology, food, ample resources. And in exchange, I ask for
little. You are to pay us a SMALL SUM, which you hardly do
anyway. And you are meant to MISDIRECT. You are meant to
give FALSE INFORMATION. No one is to come through here.
I WILL NOT HAVE ANYONE - no thrill seekers, treasure
chasers, or anyone of that cloth - MOVING ANYWHERE IN
THE DIRECTION OF THE SACRED SITES."
Quivering, the old man mustered a whimpering response.
"We... we do our best. No strangers come through here!
We are proud of our commitment to your effort."
Yal dropped the man and rubbed his face pensively as he
cooled down.
"I have been told that some people…. cartographers,
allegedly, were caught wandering the lands passed the
Harrowing Pass. MY PEOPLE ARE EVERYWHERE AZRA BAN
JIRRA."

"Yes sir, but no one came through this town."
“DON'T LIE TO ME LIKE THAT. First, I believe it is your
duty to traverse the entire mountainside, no? So you would
have to have at least heard word of travellers. And second, I
have a DIRECT REPORT from one of my men of them being
received here and treated like royalty for their rich
contribution of spices. Am I being familiar now?"
The old man looked away in shame. He glanced towards
Ericho, who showed him a merciful look as he closed his
eyes.
"They could have been fellow Mountain-Dwellers, they
were of the right temperament…”
"ENOUGH EXCUSES. You know well they were not
Mountain-Dwellers. You know your own kind. If that weren't
enough, need I remind you of the definition of no one. No
one is to pass through here. NO ONE."
The old man nodded with a sunken head. He carefully and
slowly brought himself to his feet. Then, after a brief sigh,
Azra spoke again.
"There are... people who live beyond the Pass. Perhaps it
was one of them. They simply did not want to reveal
themselves."
Yal reached into his back pocket and whipped around his
staff, pointing the charged end into the old man's neck.

"Do you have a death wish old man? I know there are
traitors and heathens who hide in secret out there. I have
been working tirelessly to root them out like the rotten weeds
they are. Somewhere out there, there is a complex of these
traitors and blasphemers. The day that we finally find it, we
will destroy it. They could be worse than imperial scum. But
assuredly you know I will find them long before you could
hope."
"No. I think it could be true. They never revealed their
place of origin. I swear! They knew the path well. It was as if
they knew what they were doing."
Yal backed away for a moment. He laid down his weapon.
Azra spoke with sincerity and it came through. Ericho was
enveloped in the drama playing out through their harshly lit
shadows coming from the light off the staircase. The blue
glow of the staff had faded.
"I will investigate it."
Eager to change the subject, Azra clamored to his feet and
put on a brisk smile as he threw his hands in the direction of
Ericho.
"Now, to make up for our debt Yal. I have a few specimens
for you. We of course will provide an excellent price..."
The old man eagerly ushered Yal towards the chamber, but
Yal didn't follow. Ericho cautiously backed away.

"Yes, yes sir. The Reclaimers might have interest in a great
many aspects of this young traveller here! She too has come
to the town from far away."
He stopped talking after he noticed Yal had not moved. He
turned around and saw the dark, raven-haired man stewing
in the corner. Without even looking in the old man's
direction, he spoke.
"You think you can decide what debt payment is
appropriate? You think you can offer me some simple girl
and assume your follies are forgiven? Even if what you say
is true, you still continue to betray me." The room felt smaller
and smaller as Yal's rage began to grow again. He pulled out
his staff.
"I am a generous man, Azra ban Jirra, believe me. I’ve
been told so for much of my adult life. I should kill you
where you stand for the amount of times you've put our
mission in jeopardy. Mazda has no mercy for you. Mazda
would not weep for your loss. No. But I see your family. And I
know that there are some here who might still listen if they
understand the severity of their mistakes."
With that, he activated his staff. The tip light up a burning
bright blue. He flung it into the old man's arm. Azra
screamed in horror. His agony sent Ericho flying back against
the wall.
"You continue to bite my generous hand when it feeds you
so plentifully.", Yal said as he pressed into the arm. The blue
light began to spread across the man's arm like lightning.

Everywhere it touched, the skin would grow large and red.
Veins throbbed in and out of his arm, the muscles expanded
and contracted violently. His fingers began to twist around on
themselves making a large cracking sound. The blue lightning
made its way all the way down his arm to his fingers and all
the way up his arm to the edge of his shoulder, where it
appeared to slowly stop its reach.
“A shame really. I do have lovely hands. Perhaps you will
have a greater appreciation for my hand when you are forced
to live without yours."
And with that, the old man's arm turned dark black before
the skin bubbled into a bright explosion. Blood went
everywhere and skin colored purple, black, white, and red
litter the floor like pieces of parchment. The old man cried
with agony as he fell to the floor, grasping the singed
shoulder joint where his arm once was.
Yal put his staff away and with the other arm ran his
hands through his hair as he exhaled with a smile through
the old man's wails.
"Now", he addressed his mutilated client, "let's discuss this
prisoner of yours."
Ericho kept her cold stare as Yal slowly approached her
cell. He looked at her with a narrow eyebrows, like a hunter
honing in on his prey. The smell of soot and sulfur filled the
air as a consequence of the steam emanating off the corroded
and rotting flesh where an arm once was. The area was now
blackened and red and covered in boils. Despite the obvious

pain, Azra was quiet. He bit his lip and tightened his face as
he gripped the shoulder area.
Out came his staff as Yal began to point towards the girl.
"What do we have here?"
Azra propped himself up on the ground as he struggled to
come to his feet. He fell. Again, he pressed up with his only
arm, his whole body quaking and he fell again. Finally, after a
struggle, he made his way to his feet and shuffled over to
Yal's side, his staff giving him the only bit of balance he could
hope for.
"This is a fine specimen. We caught her attempting to pass
through Elbion. She is healthy and she came with many
things.", Azra said as he reached for the platter.
Ericho knew that if Yal took a good look at her things, he
may recognize the powder bags. If so, he could connect her
back to Moxi and possibly sentence herself to an immediate
death. She had to act quickly. The second he glanced over at
her things, she clanged her wrist cuffs together violently and
began screaming.
He looked back with mild amusement and wrapped his
arm around Azra, its weight producing an enormous amount
of stress on the older man's body.
"Is this woman some kind of concubine?"
He glanced again towards the platter, but his eyes were
drawn towards her dagger. He picked it up and waved away

the platter for the moment. The dagger was small, but sharp
and notably thin. When held up at the right angle, it was
almost invisible to the eye. Ericho began to sweat. She
worried he would know it was given to her by Moxi.
"She carries a knife for her protection. Is this how you
ward off your clients?", Yal said with a humorous jabbing
gesture.
"I do not think the girl is a concubine. She said she a
trader and a seller-"
"Oh come now Azra. Trader and seller? These are the
terms these kinds of women use when selling their wares on
the road! What does she have to trade or sell?", he said
gesturing back towards the platter.
"Junk? No! Look at her! She's too unkempt to be a
spinstress or shopkeep or any of those menial jobs, yet she's
too poor in resource to have a job of prestige. And all of these
puzzling clues explain why a woman allegedly from Frix has
made her way all the way out here."
The base layer of clothes they left her with consisted of
her undershirt and raggedy bottoms. Her midriff was
exposed, her top was tight to her chest and ripped in several
places, and her bottoms were barely clinging to her thighs.
She understood this was a consequence of being robbed, but
she never imagined it would lead to the assumption Yal now
made. For the moment, it brought her relief. From the way
that the Reclaimer was speaking, it seemed he wasn't going
to pay her much mind, which brought her great relief.

"Where are you from girl?", Yal finally spoke. His voice
echoed back to so many poor memories from earlier. "Are you
truly one of the Frix scum that defiles Mazda on a daily
basis?"
Erich kept a cold face. She hadn't been the most skilled
negotiator thus far. This time, she would have to try.
"No. I'm from outside the mountain.”
"Inside the mountain, outside the mountain, it's all
defiling the mountain the same."
He looked her up and down with suspicious eyes.
"Still. If you were performing pleasure inside Frix, I would
expect more. More things. Better looks. More defined chin.
You’re a bit of a board-shaped woman. Not a lot to you,
which is inconceivable for the ladies over there. They live in
excess after all."
Ericho could not handle the disrespect anymore.
"I know who you are.", she said with cooly. Yal peered into
her eyes as he dissected her last statement.
"Who am I?"
"A Reclaimer."

Yal's eyebrows jumped in a calm surprise. He crossed his
arms behind his back and began to pace in front of the cell
laughing down at the floor as he walked.
"Very good. How would you know such a thing?”, he said
with a sly grin.
"I'm not as dumb as I look."
"What else do you know?"
His voice darkened. She sensed that she had possibly put
herself in danger. Carefully, she pursed her lips and let her
head drop in shame.
"Nothing."
"Well allow me to fill in some blanks. I am a Reclaimer,
yes. A very important one by many counts. We are going to
fix this wretched world and cleanse it of the atrocious disease
which has bound to the very heart of Mazda and made it
sick."
"Mazda?", she asked.
"Yes. You know? The tallest and greatest of all mountains?
So high that every peak bows towards it? It holds the heavens
up upon its peak? That place you take for granted, that place
where you eat, have sex, shit, do business, lie, cheat, steal,
and blaspheme is a sacred place. I wouldn't expect you to
understand this, you're not meant to."

He flashed her a glare to compliment his condescending
smile.
"They hide the truth because they wish to hide from
judgement. But Mazda will offer them no mercy. Vixus knew
this. He heard Mazda speak to him. Words to ears. There was
a pact made. But within two generations. Greed. Human
greed and gluttony had taken over. And Mazda's cries were
no longer heard."
The story did move her. She understood Yal's mission, but
she felt his heart was blackened. He moved towards his
mission with anger and rage, not love.
"That's tragic", she commented.
"Indeed. And what's tragic for you and all other scum
condemned of defiling that mountain's sacred presence is
that you will be punished for your actions."
She kept a close eye on his staff, worried that he may
make a move. The room fell silent as she slunk back against
the wall. Her clothes ripped further as she clung to her small
dressings with a tight grip. Azra had been eager to jump in.
He felt sorry for her. They never intended to make her so
vulnerable.
"For a minute there, you had me afraid you were anything
more than a stupid whore. Now tell me, how many men have
you pleasured before? It’s important to determine your
value.”

The old man knew she didn't look like this when she came
in. He had heard much of her story from Alda earlier, but he
was vexed as to proceed. Part of him felt like lying to the man
once again, just to retain some sense of power. But he truly
feared what might happen next. This was digging at the back
of his mind, pushing him to reveal the truth.
"No, Yal, she's not-"
"Not for sale… for anything less than a stunning offer”, a
voice chimed.
Tira slowly made her way down the stairs as the men's
heads swung around. Ericho breathed a sigh of relied, still
clinging to her ripped bottoms as she tried to retain as much
modesty as possible.
Yal scowled at her over his shoulder. As she made her way
down the stairs, her face trembled for a moment as she
noticed her son's missing arm. After a deep breath, she
collected herself and came down.
"Allow me to explain", she began.
"This young woman is under our protection", Tira
continued. "She is not to be traded as any common good."
Yal scoffed as he turned to face the old woman, his arms
crossed.

"You would put restrictions on me? The man who looks
after you? Deny me my prize? She could fetch a great deal of
happiness for my men."
Ericho silently seethed. She hated being treated this way,
bartered after like a piece of scrap meat. Still, she admired
the way Tira held her composure despite the condition of her
son.
"Mother. Why would we not offer our full display of
inventory?", Azra asked.
"Quiet fool! You have betrayed the Reclaimers and you pay
for it dearly," she said as she pushed her hobbled son aside.
"Besides", she continued, "this girl is no common whore for
the masses. She requires a significant bounty in order to be
handed over."
This offer piqued the Reclaimer's interest.
"How much?", he asked.
"Five thousand", she said boldly. "Nothing less."
Yal shook his head in disbelief. He scanned Ericho up and
down and laughed. He roiled at the thought of such an
unshapely, tattered woman commanding such a price.
"Are you insane? Five thousand? For a whore of this
quality?"

Ericho felt her bottoms slipping, but she didn’t want to
draw attention. She clenched her thighs together in an
attempt to maintain her modesty, her ankles slipping apart.
Internally, she wanted to kick Yal in the throat, but she felt
Tira was doing her a favor.
After some brief negotiation, Yal gave up his personal
desire to buy Ericho. He saw Tira's steadfast nature and
realized that no amount of threats would move her.
"Very well", he said. "Sell her off then. She may make a
good slave yet."
"To whom then, Lord Yal?", Tira asked.
"I have an interested client. He’s a collector of sorts, an
Andulian by birth”
At this Azra perked up and put his hand on Yal's shoulder.
"The Andulians? I never imagined they would work with
anyone."
Yal scolded him. The Reclaimer’s had no official
relationship with the Andulian's In fact, the solitary,
independent nature of the Andulians made them a difficult
ally for anyone they partnered with. This made them
somewhat of a risk. Yal knew this.
"They're not the most reliable bunch. I particularly can't
stand their completely neutral stance on the Empire. That

being said, there is one called Bance, the lustful. He would
very much appreciate a woman like this."
"Bance?", Azra said through a grunt.
"Indeed. He is an outcast with the Andulians. He doesn’t
feel like he needs to subscribe to their silly moral codes. I do
expect he is overdue for a reward for all the information he
has provided me over the years. He would appreciate a
specimen such as her."
Azra and Tira looked a one another with their bright,
uncertain eyes. Neither knew what the next best move to
make ways. Both equally uncertain about their future as well
as the girl. Boldly, Yal continued.
"My payment-"
"Has been rendered.", Tira interrupted. Yal shifted his dark
gaze towards her face, hoping to parse out some semblance
of fear. But she stood strong. He noticed not a single
additional crease or wrinkle and he backed off.
"You took the arm of my son. Do you want to dishonor
Mazda with your incessant greed?"
Her attack hit him deep. She was well-versed enough to
know he would be vulnerable to the guilt associated with his
beliefs. And it worked. He clenched his fist as he gave Ericho
one final glance.

"The next time we meet, your body will have been dried
out completely. Beg for the Mercy of Mazda. It will fill you up
more wholly than the seed of man."
With that, he tucked his staff away and straightened his
uniform. As he made his way up the stairs, he paused to once
again look at the platter of things the Mountain-Dwellers had
collected. This time he stared for a long time, so long in fact
that Ericho started to sweat watching him.
He picked up the Orb that Shaydi had gifted her when she
left Mazda.
“I’m taking this lovely piece with me”
Ericho wanted to yell at him for taking something so
precious. Of all the totems she had received, it was the only
one from a lifetime friend. But she didn’t want to draw any
attention towards the problem. Yal flicked his sights towards
the girl to ensure he was doing some damage to her,
emotionally at least. Her pursed lip indicated enough to him.
Without shifting his vision, he spoke towards Tira who
remained in front of Ericho's cell
"Sell her to Bance for whatever price you deem fair. He
will pay. I will wait for word of it."
And with that, he made his way up the stairs and out of
sight. Azra reluctantly followed right behind him. When they
had gone, Tira carefully reached into a pocket within her
robe and pulled out a fire stick. There were several unlit
candles scattered throughout the room, tucked away in small
wall alcoves. She slowly lit one by one. Now that Ericho was

just with Tira, she felt safer. Her muscles relaxed and she
made sure not to drop her dressings. After the room had been
illuminated better, Tira approached the gate with a stern
face.
"I saved your life girl. Tell me where the vehicle is."
It was clear there would be no room for negotiation any
longer. Ericho was tired. But not that the men had left and
she had heard their footsteps disappear out of earshot, she
felt a lot more confident. Quietly, she continued with her
original plan, rubbing the metal shackles together to produce
heat. Her eyes locked on Tira's unassuming face, which didn't
notice anything Ericho was doing. Flinging her hands
carefully behind her back, she grabbed the dropped earring
and picked the locks in the chain.
To distract the woman, she gave a misleading location.
This was more difficult than anticipated due to her poor
memory of local geography. But was enough to get her off
Ericho's back for a few minutes, when Tira went back
upstairs.
In those minutes, Ericho had shed her chains. She was
now trying to apply the correct amount of heat to the door
lock. Initially, she had gone too high. The only solution? To
wait until it cooled to the proper temperature. She held the
chains up to the lock while she anxiously waited.
Much to her chagrin, Tira returned before she was
finished. Once she reached the bottom step, her face full of
disgust, Ericho lunged with the chains towards the heat lock
in one final gesture of hope. After a second of uncertainty, the

gate unlocked. Tira was so shocked, she trembled backwards.
When Ericho exited the cell, the old woman was quick to
draw a weapon on her, pointing her simple beam gun straight
at the girl's face.
"You are a dirty lying cheat after all", Tira muttered as she
tightened her grip on the weapon.
"That makes two of us", Ericho exclaimed, throwing her
hands up.
She cautiously sidled her way outside the cell, keeping her
posture as vulnerable as possible. Tira snarled as she charged
her weapon, pointing at the girl. The young woman
trembled, crying out in fear.
"GET BACK INSIDE YOUR CELL", Tira yelled.
"Please, give me my powders. They help when I am feeling
ill", she claimed.
The old woman glanced at the table with her things. Then
back at Ericho. Then she repeated the sequence one more
time. She was wary of the girl now that she had escaped her
secure holding cell, her trust was worn thin.
"I will return them to you once you return to your cell"
Ericho had no choice. She carefully backed up and acted
as innocent as possible, her fingers always pointing at the
ceiling. The old woman slammed the gate and reset the code,
this time keeping the girl inside without her bindings.

"My powders!", the girl cried out.
"Yes, yes! Alright"
Tira grabbed her bags off the platter and tossed them into
the cell. At this point, Alda came down the stairs to see what
had happened.
"Grandma, this one giving you trouble? The Reclaimer left
us with a warning."
Ericho had no time to lose. She searched back into the
reaches of her mind and remembered the emergency advice
that Moxi had given her. If she was in a difficult situation, she
could use the powders.
Alda noticed Ericho reaching inside the bags as she cried
out,
"GRANDMA NO!"
But it was too late. Ericho had repeated the sequence she
had been taught, coating her hands in the powder and
rubbing them together with the small incantation. The room
lit up with a blinding light and Alda braced her grandmother
with a tight squeeze. The tides had shifted significantly.
When the light faded, Ericho had a white halo of light
surrounding her entire body. The cold, murky walls of the
stony facility glimmered with the refection of the light. It was
nothing anyone there had ever seen before. Certainly spells

and potions were known throughout the Empire. Rituals
were one thing that had carried on through stories over many
generations. The modern world in which they all lived had
let the stories and the use of such things slowly drift away
into oblivion. This made it so difficult to imagine in the mind
of so many citizens that to see with their own eyes something
enacted such as this was too much to believe.
Tira crumbled to the ground, shielding her eyes from the
piercing light of the glow. Ericho was just as shocked. She
looked at herself, examining her body to see if anything was
different.
Turning her wrists over so she could examine her palms,
but found nothing out of the ordinary aside from a slight
glow. She turned her gaze towards the platter of her things.
As she started to take inventory of them, they magically flung
back towards her across the room in a quick, whimsical rush.
Her belt undid itself and carefully raveled back around her
waist. Every one of the little trinkets, bits, and bobs all made
their way back into their respective pouches. Her exterior
clothes came towards her as she lifted off the ground so her
pants could fit back on. All of this happened quickly and
smoothly.
Before she knew it, she was a restored woman, standing in
front of these other two women, who both now cowered
before her.
"What... what is happening?", Ericho said with a voice
which now echoed.

Alda stood up in front of her grandmother and stretched
out her arms as if to protect her from an upcoming blow.
"You will not hurt us.", Alda said.
Behind her, Tira had recharged her weapon. She emerged
from behind her grandmother for a sneak attack. She let off a
charged blast in Ericho's direction.
KEOOOO. The shot was neutralized in an instant. The
moment it came within Ericho's space, the halo around her
expanded to reach it and absorb its energy. Now she knew
something in the powder worked. She grimaced at Alda as the
neck zipper on her outer layer had finally made it to the top.
"You lied to me. You abused my trust.", Ericho said staring
into her fearful eyes with a stern gaze.
"We only do what we need to survive. It was not
personal.”, Alda pleaded.
Ericho looked down at Tira, this woman who had so
coldly threatened her earlier, and winced. The old woman
was no a puddle of fear on the floor, unlike her
granddaughter, who was fighting back tears in anticipation of
an imminent attack.
"Use your evil magic and get it over with", she said
through grit teeth, implying she knew her time was limited.
"Don't coax her child! We must beg for forgiveness. NOW!"

Ericho saw their fear and remembered their unfortunate
contract with Yal. The pain inside Azra's eyes was still burned
into the back of her mind.
"PLEASE HAVE MERCY ON US OH SANCTIFIED ONE!",
Tira cried out with her body pinned to the floor.
Alda looked and her grandmother and altered her stance
slightly. She softened her posture.
"If I had known you were... one of the gifted, then perhaps
I would have encouraged you to move on. Back to the
Outerlands.”, Alda said with a slight bow of the head.
Ericho pursed her lips. In her heart, she wanted to hurt
them. She wanted them to understand firsthand the pain she
went through. But she did not know how long this power
would last, nor did she know what exactly she could do.
Sufficed to say, she felt that they weren't really the biggest
threat to her mission and her punishment would be
motivated primarily by self-satisfaction.
And so Ericho let out a deep sigh and let all her muscles
relax.
"I'm not killing you", she muttered as she adjusted her
outfit and belongings.
"Then take what you need. If it's an arm, a leg, a slave,
take it. But do not take anything from my grandmother."

Ericho ignored her and began walking past them up the
stairs. Alda called after her,
"Hey! Where are you going?"
Ericho paused on the last step.
"... I'm not.... like him, okay? I don't want to hurt anyone. I
believe vengeance brings nothing greater than sadness."
With that she made her way upstairs and through to the
main building. Alda sat in silence, holding her grandmother
while she thought of the girls' final words. She turned to her
grandmother in a moment between sobs.
"What kind of magic is that? Why was she able to evade
all attacks?"
Slowly, Tira's sobs slowed to a stop. She rubbed her eye
and turned to her granddaughter in a soft voice.
"It's a guiding spell. Trickery from the Outerlands, no
doubt. Only they and the Reclaimers have knowledge of such
a spell, but there is nothing we can do to stop her. The magic
will provide her with a path forward, free from external
intrusion."
Alda was shocked.
"How long? How long can this last?"

"Not long. An hour perhaps at most. Just enough to get on
her way."
A thought clicked in Alda's head.
"Then I can stall her! Once she becomes vulnerable again-"
"-ENOUGH!", Tira cut her off loudly. "We have been shown
mercy. Do you want to fight destiny? Stopping that girl can
only bring trouble."
"But Yal...", Alda said as she trailed off. “I can bring our
family back from its shame!”
"Yal is nothing compared to the ancient arts. You'll do
good to remember that, Alda."
When she finally made it all the way out of the depths of
the chambers, Ericho had found herself in a complex
attached to the ban Jirra household.
She emerged from a small opening in the side wall where
every member of the rest of the family turned towards her
immediately in a state of shock. The responses were varied some were afraid, some were amazed. Azra, who was sitting
at a table, immediately ordered the children to go after her.
They all were timid, but the young boy charged at her first.
When he came near her body, his movement was arrested
and then he was flung backwards as the light around her
expanded, pushing him over a nearby table. She stopped to
try and prevent them from hurting themselves, but the others
were incensed by their fallen brother and came charging at

her, lobbing insults as they came. Each time they came near
her, she held out her palm in warning.
They continued to run at her, only to end up flying
towards the other side of the room. Azra began to yell
obscenities and curse her as he hobbled over towards her on
his one arm, collapsing when he lost his balance. When the
chaos seemed to reach a boiling point, Alda appeared at the
top of the stairs.
"Stop", she said in a commanding tone, loud enough for
all the family to freeze in their tracks. "Let her pass. She is
free… for now. But the trouble she caused is not forgotten.”
She then turned to Ericho. “LEAVE NOW!”, she boomed.
Everyone stopped as their jaws seemed to drop to the
floor. Ericho, who's hand was on the handle looked back over
her shoulder, her glow still illuminating the room. She gave a
respectful nod to Alda, who only glared in return, before she
slammed the door behind her, leaving behind a household of
confused Mountain-Dwellers.
The feeling of the spell was unlike anything she had ever
felt before. She felt lighter than air and softer than a cloud.
Her thoughts were clear and any semblance of pain was
dulled to a stump. As she walked, she was shocked to see she
never made contact with the ground, floating a pinch above it
at all times. Where she was walking, she didn't know.
Somehow, in her mind, it just felt right. It was light outside
and the day was surprisingly clear, with the sun even peaking
through the thick cluster of clouds.

She wasn't really thinking about where she was going. It
was as if she was 'moved' to be there by some kind of a spirit.
Something deeper, more meaningful, was controlling her
actions.
She strolled casually though Elbion, back the way she
came into her Mountain-Crawler. Even inside the crawler, she
found her movements to feel completely natural and
seamless. She didn't even have to reference the map. After a
while enjoying the light of day, the sun had fallen a bit and
she noticed she no longer felt the way she did before. She
checked her pouch again to see if there was any powder left,
but felt only a few specks. It was clear it wasn't meant to
happen again. Still, she felt grateful.
As she continued into the sunset, she thought of Moxi and
how, despite barely knowing Ericho, she managed to save her
life hundreds of miles away. This warmed her heart.
The hunger that had forced her to stop in Elbion in the
first place was also completely nonexistent. Something Ericho
attributed to the magic she experienced earlier. It felt like she
was finally on track again. And now, she felt closer than ever
to reaching the location on the map. But Yal and the other
Reclaimer's potential presence on the other side of the Pass
sat with her for hours as she continued driving along the
path.
When the dusk had finally begun to settle in for the day,
Ericho was nearly about to pull over and make camp, when
she saw in the clear distance a narrow strip of land that
seemed to extend over a chasm, bridging the space between
two large mountains. She had been riding the crawler further

up and up and up this mountain range. She knew the surface
below the chasm was an unfathomable distance downwards.
It all just looked like pools of darkness, haze and clouds from
way up there.
As she pulled up to the tiny strip of a bridge, she realized
the crawler would be much too wide to make it across safely.
In fact, the passage was so thin, that she could barely make it
across without angling her own body to keep balance. This
rocky bridge of sorts seemed to extend into the nether, where
its destination was too hazy to see. When she looked over the
edge of the cliffs on either side, they were so steep and dark,
she felt as if she were staring into nothingness. She thought
of the pitiful land at the bottom somewhere which never saw
the light.
With a deep breath and a brave face, Ericho once again
packed up her things. She put everything on her back except
for a lantern. There was no time to waste now that she had
reached her next test. This was a place so dangerous, one
could be killed in the midst of a good nights sleep if the wind
blew too hard in the wrong direction. It would take every bit
of cunning and an iron will to brave this despicable journey.
Petrus had warned her of this, but she could have never been
mentally prepared.
Beginning with one foot, she stepped out onto the
windswept pass, looking over her shoulder one more time at
the crawler which brought her temporary reprieve. Then she
pulled up her scarf, and held her lantern up high as she
proceeded ahead. This was it. She had made it to the
Harrowing Pass.

XXXVIII
A SHIFT IN MANAGEMENT

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.
Jin had made her way to the lifts inside the Defense
Department headquarters. As they lifted her up higher and
higher, she took a moment to admire the twinkling lights of
the Bazaar below. She couldn't help but feel like things were
different now. The free-moving, easygoing citizens of the
bustling Hive all seemed to now walk with a hurried sense of
fear and urgency. Nothing quite seemed right. When the lift
stopped, she took a deep breath, peeled her eyes away from
the glass and made her way to the office.
Styko had been replaced by a new woman named Perri,
appointed by Ayi, the new High Commander. Anytime there
was a significant change in command, Jin was suspicious.
She knew that a lot of these moves were primarily political
and, with Styko still missing in action, she felt like their
department was even more vulnerable.
When she and Devo talked about what he had found, she
worried that they had stumbled onto something they

shouldn't have. She heard about a break-in at the Archives,
but at that point, it had all been through rumor until the
correspondence earlier that morning. At the start of their day,
Egus had sent out a private message to all concerning an
information breach at the Archives and informed them that
higher security measures would be taking place.
Jin rolled her eyes when she looked at the message. To
her, it seemed like the Defense Department taking advantage
of the catastrophe unfolding in the outside world. And so she
was even more wary when she and Devo were summoned to
meet their new superior as soon as possible.
When she arrived at Perri's office, the large metal doors
slid open to reveal a page in the place of a superior.
"I'm terribly sorry ma'am, but she would prefer you meet
her at a secret location. This is in order to maintain the strict
level of security."
With that, she was given directions to a location within
the Bazaar. Normally, this would have warranted an annoyed
shrug and caused her to buzz off for a smoke. But
circumstances were different. She needed to see what was
going on.
On her way there, she messaged Devo, telling him about
the location change. She requested he tag along to the
meeting, but stay some distance behind to covertly observe
their actions. He agreed and after making sure the Librarian
was content to stay at his apartment for a while, whom he
left examining his endless collection of old texts and musings

that his family had collected over the years, he made his way
to the market.
When Jin arrived in the Bazaar, it was peak buying time.
The crowds had swelled to a healthy thickness and the
cacophony of bargains all over the place was enough to
prevent any fluid conversation from occurring. She wasn't a
consumer or much of a material person at all. Her clothes
were plain, loose-fitting and practical. She kept her hair short
for convenience sake and only ever wore a few pieces of
jewelry, mostly rings. The joys that some got from indulging
in buying and adjusting different objects which somehow
connected to ones identity was not something that she
personally found much satisfaction in. No. For her, life was
meant to be something constantly in flux. She enjoyed her
job so much because of it. Piloting, warfare, races, rebels - all
these things kept things thrilling. Enjoying the peace and
quiet of home? Not so much.
Still, it had been some time since she had bought much of
anything and while she waited for Perri to show up, she
began to peruse a few of the nearby vendors.
Immediately she was reminded of the raucous nature of
the Bazaar. Yelling, negotiating, shining gems, and pent up
frustrations boiling over - all as far as the eye could see. She
took it all in with a laugh. The gold-hued lanterns that lined
the stalls throughout the marketplace faded in and out,
giving the entire complex a twinkling sensation, even from
inside. She decided to buy some rings and some snacks while
she waited. Perri was supposed to meet her in the Grand
Square, the biggest area where people conglomerated and
where the most shops were.

She stayed down one of the alleyways leading out,
keeping her eye out for Perri, whose face she only knew
through a single holocron message. Devo was on his way and
the two of them wanted time to sync up prior to her meeting.
She enjoyed some puff-puffs, a local delicacy made from the
fried meat of the blind mountain moles with a caramelized
layer of sweet layering the top. One by one, she scarfed them
down as she waited for her friend.
Then Jin heard a voice behind her.
"Excuse me ma'am. May I have one of your puff puffs?"
Jin looked. It was an older woman, who looked ragged
and dirty. She was wearing a cloak over her head. It had been
a long time since she had been asked for something from a
stranger. Part of her wondered if this was some kind of a
trick.
"And what will happen if I give you one?", Jin asked with
her fists resting on her hips looking down at the woman. She
recoiled her outstretched hand and let her face of hope fade
to one of great sadness. Jin immediately began looking
around uncomfortably.
"I will look elsewhere. Sorry to waste your time"
Jin saw her sulk away with a face full of forlorn. She bit
her tongue, feeling the guilt of the moment. If only she could
wait for Devo! But there wasn't time. She called out to the
woman.

The old wretch stopped and slowly shuffled her way back
around. Jin, swallowing her pride, pushed her way back
through the counter and purchased a new bag of puff-puffs.
Then, just as she was about to leave, she asked for another.
Two bags in hand, she returned to the old woman who
grabbed both in her arms gleefully, while chanting "Forever
the Empress! Forever the Empire! So long as the snow shall
fall!". She seemed to practically skip away.
"She asked for one of yours", another voice called out from
behind Jin. Irked, she turned around with a puff-puff in her
mouth to see a young woman with flowing brown hair
coming out of the sides of her cloak. She looked her up and
down to determined if she knew her before answering.
"I did her one better. I have her two of her own. I think
anyone would think it generous."
"Certainly. Though the sacrifice you had to make
personally was far less significant. I do think that should be a
factor."
Jin glared at the woman as she continued eating her puff
puff and started to march right through her.
"If you'll excuse me I have a meeting", Jin announced as
she pressed on through.
"Yes, with me."

Jin froze. She turned around and wiped the food from her
lips. The woman pulled back her cloak to better reveal her
face.
It was Perri. She should have recognized her from the
message. Immediately, she shook her head, realizing that she
hadn't seen Devo.
“Junior Commander Perri?"
"Indeed"
She was a lot shorter than Jin, but still so young. They
walked through the Bazaar and took time to carefully observe
their environment.
"So the old woman was some kind of test?“
"Yes. I suppose it was."
Jin crossed her arms and averted her gaze. She was even
more upset at the money she had now spent.
"Is that new protocol?"
"No. It's protocol is as old as time"
Perri's way of speaking was soft and quick. One could
almost hear her words disappear as soon as they left her lips.
This only tempered frustration within Jin, who preferred a
more direct and audible style of communication.

"Well for the future I'd suggest maybe testing with
something of more value than a few puff-puffs.”
Perri laughed. "I did not set that up for you, nor did the
agency. It was fate. Perhaps Mazda's keen sense of humor."
"So you're just judging me then?"
"That is my job.", she said with a playful smile.
They continued through the market carefully. Despite a
rough introduction, Jin respected that this superior had left
the safety of the office to venture out into the field. She
watched eagerly as the woman scanned the crowds, zeroing
in on certain details. Under her cloak, she had a secret
recording device which she was able to use to capture images
of the crowd as she went in the form of an antenna which
would slide up next to her ear when she was seen scanning
the crowd.
"Why did you have me meet you here? You just got in the
office, I'd expect you'd want to feel it out a bit.", she said with
a smirk.
Perri paused and took her cloak down once again to
address Jin with a welcoming grin.
"High Imperial Operative Jin", she began, "These are
indeed strange times. I recognize that this must be a difficult
situation for you with Styko, Ruro, and Fadii gone for some
time now. I understand that you've always had a difficult
relationship with authority figures as well, even Styko. But I

must ask that you give me a chance. I am not Styko nor am I
Ruro, but I am here for a reason. It's evident that is a rot
within our society and I believe it is our duty to excise it. I
have been chosen to lead this team in this troubling time and
doing so will require trust. Trust which is difficult to earn
from the least trusting people. Which, from all indications,
you are. Hence, I have begun my meetings with you in this
strange fashion."
She delivered the speech with a soft steady tone and a
sweet smile on her face. All of made her all the more
unbearable to her new operative. She came off overly
composed and too soft, two traits which were loathed by the
Intelligence Division.
"How trusting of you.", Jin snipped.
"I observed your actions with the woman and believed
them to be merely representative of your character.", Perri
shot back with a grin. "We must be on a team, my friend.”.
Jin was now wholly sick of this woman's overly pleasant
demeanor. Even when she delivered bad news it seemed to
come with some added optimism at the end or an
unnecessary smile.
After walking the market and getting through
introductions, Perri explained the changes that were going to
take place in lieu of the attack on the Archives. She explained
that the council along with the Senate were going to plan on
implementing a surveillance strategy which would require
gathering all possible knowledge on the citizens of the

Empire, especially detailing those in Frix, in the Hive and
outside the Mouth of Mazda.
Jin initially internally rejected these calls. She felt it was a
waste of government resources and another sign the Empire
had run its course. Then, Perri pulled her aside and told her
something that changed her views.
"You and I", she said, staring over. "You and I are going to
do a bit of gathering on our own. We've been entrusted with
a Census-taking. And I plan on us reviewing any data before
we pass it on up."
Jin softened a bit. This was the first time she actually felt
like she had been entrusted with a lot of power. She nodded
in accordance and they discussed the best strategy to profile
the citizenry in Frix. Their client-list was extensive and
extended throughout Mazda, both inside and out.
Eventually, it was decided. Perri would deal with those
outside the Mouth of Mazda, and Jin would handle everyone
in the Hive.
She felt the weight of the enormous responsibility
weighing on her shoulders as she looked around at the mass
conglomerations of crowds. But she embraced it. Not Tonroy,
nor Styko would have ever given her a challenge like this and
Ruro didn't have the ability to. Even though the task seemed
somewhat boring, she recognized its significance.
"Thank you Commander Perri", she said as the two
prepared to start ways.

"Report back on what you've found. I want us to be in
close contact", Perri said as she split the other direction. Still
without sight or sound from Devo, Jin set out to begin her
first challenge: profile every shopkeeper and store within the
Bazaar.

XXXIX
MEMORIES OF MOUNT DARIA

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.
As he looked at Styko in the eyes for the first time in a
long time, Ruro was immediately reminded of their first
mission together.
When they embarked on the mission, Ruro was merely an
Apprentice, by any consideration, a child - still in his teen
and Styko a Junior Imperial Operative, a young man in his
thirties who had rocketed through the ranks. It was
customary once one reached the rank of apprentice to finally
embark on a low-level, supervised mission by a higherranking official.
Shortly after his promotion, he was linked up with Styko,
a man who was to his superior officer by several ranks. This
would mark the first of many collaborations between the two.
Styko had signed up for the ‘Leadership’ tract, which meant
that he would have a range of relationships with his
subordinates several rungs below. Only a select few would
get to train with him one on one. And for the promising
young Apprentice Ruro, this provided an opportunity.

Were everything to go successfully, Styko could ‘pin’ the
boy, effectively helping fast-track his promotions. And it was
indeed after this mission, that he entered Styko’s realm of
interest and never left.
For this first mission, they were to investigate the location
of a hidden mine off on the cliffside of Mount Daria.
They entered the dark, hidden tunnel quietly and
equipped only with lights and some meager weaponry. While
exploring, Ruro immediately felt Styko's stiffness.
His current supervisor had been a laid back and playful
centurion, making jokes with them throughout. He often let
them skirt the rules occasionally and questioned the rigidity
of the Imperial structure. But that man was a Skilled
Operative who never made it much further in the ranks. It
was clear that Styko was the exact opposite. If anything, he
wanted to be further in his rankings.
"Look here boy", Styko grumbled. He pointed to some left
over residue on the craggy wall. Ruro walked over to
examine it.
"Yeah, what do you think? It's leftover mine soot. They
harvested blackrocks here. There's bound to be a lot of that
around.”, the boy peeped.
He turned towards Ruro to give him a look of scorn in
response to the boys ignorance.

"Put your finger on it". Ruro did as he was asked and
noticed that the residue that came off, did so quite easily. He
was puzzled in trying to decipher the significance of this.
"It's fresh.", Styko said as he drew his beam gun. "We're
not alone."
All the sudden Ruro's heart started pounding. He was not
at all prepared for encountering others. Everything he had
done at that point was either bureaucratic procedures or
simulations of dangerous events. He drew his own weapon
with a shaky hand and followed closely behind his new boss.
They traveled deeper into the mine, dimming their lights
as they turned each corner. Each new entrance they passed
through had a wooden post above it. As soon as they walked
in, they would feel a slow rush of cool, moist air which
enveloped them as they moved. After descending a few
layers, they came to a doorway where light was pouring
through. They turned off their lights and huddled close to the
doorway where they heard a young man speaking.
"Ship it to the undergrounders and the outsiders, those
freaks who live on the brink of society way at the outskirts of
the Empire.... AND BE SURE TO USE THE LONG WAY
AROUND. We don't want any Centurions sniffing in and
messing up our operations."
Ruro and Styko exchanged a brief glance. He looked at his
new bosses' stern but confident expression and was
immediately filled with fear. Were they actually going to
confront these guys?

"Do you hear that? It looks like this exploitative operation
is still pressing forward at full strength", Styko whispered.
"That man right there has evaded authority for years and now
we've found him."
They waited until the man had finished his speech and
watched as he left several of the factory workers for a room
in the back. Then, the two of them discussed a plan in which
they would sneak across the room and attempt to infiltrate
the secret room without being detected or drawing attention,
possibly using hostages as leverage in the process.
The lighting in the room was dark and came primarily
from the work stations of each of the workers. There were
sixteen different stations, each with a small, ruby-red lantern
on it. In the corner, there was a bright red kiln, its molten red
heat creating a large, sweeping light source for the room. The
stations were split into two long rows of eight, where the
workers were forced to look only at one another as the rocks
came tumbling down a conveyor belt from a large, rusty
machine.
Each used their station to process the mineral in some
fashion, holding it up to their dim lantern, squinting through
their sooty goggles, cleaning the piece and then moving it
down. What came to the first station as a lumpy, oblong
mineral, left the last station as a polished, black brick with a
glassy exterior. The workers were all wearing visors to shield
their goggles from debris because they spent more of their
time looking down. That fact, on top of the amount of noise
they were making, made the centurions somewhat optimistic
about sneaking through the room.

Carefully, they began to crawl across the cold metal floor,
wary of the several factory floor workers who seemed to be
processing and preparing the blackrocks into different brick
layers so they could be more easily shipped. Styko, scratching
his mustache as he examined the scene, cocked his head
backward to invite Ruro his way. Both the men had made
their way across the room and were strategically hiding
behind one of the stations used for the production. The room
had seemed to quiet as the production line slowed. This
made Styko suspicious.
"Wait here", he mouthed to the boy. The room quieted
even further.
"What? Now's our chance!", Ruro whispered in harsh,
frustrated tone.
"We may have to come back and regroup", Styko posited
as he quietly slunk against the cold, metal machine. But Ruro
would have none of that. He was in the heat of the moment
and he felt like this particular mission required instinct over
calculation. Carefully on his toes, he made his way to the
door where the man had disappeared too. When he stood up
and looked around, the room appeared empty.
"Styko! It's fine! They've all gone. Must be time for a break
around here or something like that." Ruro straightened his
posture once he felt the coast was clear. He motioned for
Styko to stand, but his superior just remained on the floor
with a stone-faced look striking the boy. The young
apprentice threw his hands up in confusion when he heard

the sliding doors open behind him. A flash of light filled the
room and Ruro's body was lit up like a star. The next thing he
remembered, he was waking up, bound to a cold table in a
dark, hidden room.
He was there for hours when, finally, the foreman of the
factory entered the room clicking his tongue in
disappointment. It was clear that things were not going to go
well for Ruro as he explained that trespassers would be dealt
with accordingly, especially if they didn't participate.
"Are you here alone, young centurion?", the foreman asked
in a sophisticated kind of drawl.
"No.", he said in the hopes that this sliver of information
would either intimidate his captor or liberate himself. Neither
seemed to work. Instead, the foreman sent for the facility to
be searched from bottom to top. It was clear he had not only
put himself in danger, but also likely his new boss.
What proceeded was an onslaught of questions that Ruro
was not prepared to answer regarding the inner-workings of
the Defense Department. It was clear that this man was
opposed to the intervention of the Empire and was
determined to squeeze this grunt for all the information he
possibly knew.
Ruro endured an hour of torture. They began by taking a
machine known as the stretcher, which would bind supercooled metal to a piece of skin and slowly stretch until it tore
off like paper. Then they moved onto shocking him with a
shock wand, a bit more traditional in terms of tools. They
rounded it out by forcing stinging beetles into his ear, which

would scamper in and out of his ear canal, causing him great,
immense pain. Then they were going forcefully flip his torso
around using a machine called a switcher. Through all this,
Ruro resisted as much as he could. But pain, and specifically
the immense pain he was put through was not apart of the
agenda he had anticipated.
He writhed and squirmed inside his wrappings, trying not
to share any information. But, being young, inexperienced
and threatened with death, he shared everything.
Just as soon as he told him all about the Imperial plans to
survey these remote mines, the foreman brought out a
branding iron. He heated it up until it was white hot. Then
with a malicious smile, he held it over his head, ready to
plunge it deep into Ruro's abdomen.
BAM! The door burst open.
A crack from a bolt whip sounded and then went flying
around the room, smacking the foreman's wrists.
Styko had returned.
He tackled the foreman to the ground and the two
wrestled for a short bit before the foreman was properly
subdued and cuffed.
Wiping the sweat from his brow, Styko said, "Come on.
This will prove a great success for this mission as long as we
keep him alive."

For his part Ruro was just happy to be free. "You... you
saved my life!"
Styko cracked a rare smile before he grumbled "In all
likelihood, I'll have done it twice more tonight."
The two of them burst out the door with their new
hostage in hand, only to be greeted by a mob of henchmen.
Immediately, Ruro drew his weapon and Styko his whip and
they began a carefully orchestrated battle.
They hid behind one of the tables, carefully diving and
rolling for cover as they exchanged fire with the henchmen.
Every time they seemed like they had a vulnerable
moment, the foreman saw an opportunity to escape.
"STAY WITH THE PRISONER BOY", Styko said in a
deafening roar. But Ruro felt it was a low priority. After all,
without any cover, Styko was out there like a sacrificial
animal, just waiting to get pounded by fire until tender. Even
with his whip in one hand and a gun in another, he was not
as efficient as he could have been.
After watching the exchange unfold unfavorably for some
time, Ruro grabbed the prisoner in one hand and wrapped his
arm around his neck. He then pulled him out with him and
used the other hand to help give Styko some backup. 'Damn
fool!’, Styko thought.
The battle in this main chamber went on for sometime
when a new wave of workers flooded the room with fire. At

that point, it was clear they may need to retreat. They
managed to sneak away using one of the other passages
nearby. Using the threat of death, they were able to force the
foreman foreman to give them advice on navigating the
tunnels.
After traveling a bit further, they came into a large dirt
chamber which was meant to be the nexus for the entire
underground mine system. The room was large, about ten
times the size of the last one. It also had one notable feature
to it that piqued the centurion's interest: the Tunnelmoles.
In the far corner of the circular-shaped room, there were
four large, hairy creatures tied up in the corner and making a
chattering sound. Ruro looked at Styko nervously.
"Never seen one of these lad?", Styko asked. "It's a
tunnelmole. They look tamed too. This is an excellent find.”
“They’re tamed and it was quite a chore”, the foreman
groaned.
They raced over to the stable where the creatures were
tied up. Ruro's first thought was about how initially terrifying
these seemingly docile creatures were. They were in the
shape of a bean, but the size of a massive boulder, nearly the
height of each tunnel, with a large arch in their back. Brown
and dark brown fur covered their entire body. Towards the
front, they had two large black eyes, which had the faintest
hint of a yellow iris hidden somewhere in there. But they did
not seem keen to open their eyes. Their mouth was low to the
ground - it almost dragged. It was wide, but opened only a

very thin amount when it would produce its little chatter. The
feet were impossible to see under the fur, except when
moving, but it was clear that there was four of them and they
had razor sharp claws that glinted from the light in the
complex.
Styko helped Ruro up onto one of them, where there was
a small saddle complex including, conveniently, a seat for
their hostage. He then graciously moved aside and motioned
for the apprentice to take the reigns.
"I don't know what I'm doing", Ruro muttered sheepishly.
"You pull the reigns in a direction if we need to change
course. Otherwise, pull back hard and it should take us to the
surface automatically. To stop, pull it's hair on the side."
He couldn't believe his new boss was actually going to
give him the opportunity! What a chance.
He pulled back and off they went. The tunnelmole was a
perfect fit for the size of the tunnels and in some cases it was
almost exactly the shape, meaning they had to duck their
heads. The creature panted as it's large paws would gallop
through the narrow passage to another passage and then it
would let its claws dig into the ground as it slid across the
floor, preparing to change course, heading for another
passage. It made a small little chittering sound right before it
was about to change course and Ruro caught on quickly. The
men had learned to brace themselves in preparation for each
sharp turn.

Left. Right. Down. Up. Ruro was shocked at the creatures
stamina and, when he wasn't looking up at the tunnel
ceilings to avoid falling rocks, was caught up in the enjoyable
ride he never expected to take. They continued smoothly for
sometime.
Then, the tunnelmole froze in its tracks.
The grind to a halt shocked the two of them as they
grappled with keeping their balance. They were in the midst
of a tunnel at the time and couldn't imagine what stopped
the creature. But when the dust cleared, they saw on the
other side was another tunnelmole.
This one had darker fur and was growling. It's voice was
like metal clanging.
"What's going on? I didn't pull the fur!”, Ruro whimpered.
Styko held his hand to the boys chest. “There is another
tunnelmole over there, boy. But that one does not appear to
be tame. In fact, it looks quite feral."
"So what do we do?", Ruro said in a panic.
"Give the reigns a jostle."
Ruro did and much to his surprise, the creature began
backing up, and at rapid speed. It was actually running in
reverse, away from the other, seemingly ravenous
tunnelmole. It chased after them with vigorous, swirling

movements and it swiped at them with every opportunity.
Ruro started hollering out of fear.
"Look for an out boy! You're in charge now.”, Syko said
with strong tug of the boys shoulder.
Consciously , Ruro collected himself and began to take
control of the beast. Using his fast reflexes, he noticed a small
side tunnel jetting out of the one they were in. He pulled the
reigns and it made the sharp turn. Again and again, he found
these nearly missable passages. His quick reaction time was
crucial in them putting some distance between their creature
and the beast.
Finally, they emerged into another opening. This chamber
had a steep cliff, which led down to a massive firepit below.
Before they could even process what had happened, Ruro
noticed the prisoner attempting to make a last ditch escape.
He took his hands off the reigns as they went barreling
towards the cliff face. Without even thinking, Styko leaped
over and grabbed the reigns, yanking them left and causing
the creature to come to a streaking halt, it's feet dancing over
the edge.
"That's two!" Styko muttered. “Two times I’ve saved you.”
There was no time to celebrate though. Unfortunately for
them, the other tunnelmole came barreling back in. With
Ruro holding the prisoner by the cuff, he dove off the
creature as the rabid tunnelmole was barreling at them with
haste. Styko was further back and was thrown off balance by
the stop. He didn't have time to escape. Ruro dropped the

prisoner and pointed his gun at the creature, firing with a
tight grip and a steady eye. It took multiple shots, but it
finelly struck the creature right in the brain and it cried out in
agony as it collapsed. It's inertia continued and its warm body
slid on the floor towards their tunnelmole.
WHACK! They collided, sending both tunnel moles falling
to a fiery grave.
Styko leapt off at the last possible moment, finding the
edge of his fingers barely enough to cling onto the edge of
the cliff.
Ruro abandoned everything and rushed to the cliff edge to
offer his boss a hand.
"Look who's saving who now! That thing could've been a
lot worse. Now we're even!"
He extended an outstretched arm to Styko, who grunted
as he clasped the forearm. As he was being pulled up, his
eyes widened. Behind him, the foreman had grabbed Ruro's
dropped gun and was swinging it towards his head. With the
hand he wasn't being pulled up with, Styko pulled out his
gun, took aim and fired, placing a massive hole right in the
head of the foreman. By the time he was all the way up, it
dawned on Ruro what exactly had happened.
"Damn."

"That's three." Styko said as he dusted himself off. He then
went to gather his belongings in silence as Ruro stayed there
stupefied.
"... You... you killed him. That was going to be our big
catch. Our big save! That’s what the Defense Services
wanted! Without a hostage…We’re screwed.”
Styko continued to pack up their things and examined a
map as they made their way up the tunnels towards what
seemed like a viable exit.
"The success of a mission depends on the life of your men.
If your men die, even if you accomplish you task, then
something will always be lost. The victory will leave you
feeling empty without those to share it with.” Styko said after
a long period of silence. “Now that you’re under my
command, your life means more to me than most. I would lay
down my own to protect it."
They finally emerged on the side of a mountain as Styko's
words sat heavily on Ruro’s mind. He now realized that this
man was so much more than just his boss. Everything he said
hit him deeper and more meaningfully than he ever expected.
Finally as they got in their cruiser, Ruro felt the need to
apologize.
"Listen, I'm sorry about what I said. The whole, 'we're
even' thing. It was insensitive."

Styko turned to his dusty face and massaged one side of
his mustache.
"It's not about being even. It's about doing what's right.",
Styko grumbled as they casually headed back towards the
Defense Department.
He continued, ”It's about doing right by one another. It's
about being a team, which we now are.”
He held out his hand in a rare, warm gesture.
“You are a good centurion Ruro. You’ve got promise. Never
give up. Never turn your back on your Empire, your family, or
your team. And together, you and I can go far.”
Those words echoed in Ruro's mind as he now faced his
boss once again. This time, he was in a locked room, sitting
at a table, with that same steel look on his face.

XL
THE HARROWING PASS

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.
The Harrowing Pass was known by some citizens of the
Empire as "the loneliest road one could ever walk". It was miles
and miles of a single land bridge which spanned over a
massive chasm. No one quite knew what exactly lie
underneath the chasm. When looking over the edge, all one
could see was darkness, endless darkness covering up
whatever land lay far, far below. In fact, once one progressed
far enough along the pass, the only thing visible was the path
in front of you. To either side of the very narrow land bridge
were pits of darkness. And anything in the near distance was
rendered impossible to see because of the thick mist and fog.
In theory, a clear day would yield some impressive views:
the Lenkun Mountain range to the northeast, the beautiful
White Spires range to the southwest, and the Sea of Mounds a mass land area filled to the brim with tall hills just to the
south. But that would truly be the extent of everything
possibly visible to the naked eye. Though there were valleys,
villages, and even some lively forests far beneath the Pass,
they were impossible to see.

It was this visual danger that made it a nightmare to cross
on a vehicle. Dozens of foolish souls, in an attempt to hone
their piloting skills, had attempted the crossing, only to lose
sight of the ground below and get lost in the endless storm,
never to be found again. The few successful pilots that had
made the journey only did so after careful calculation and
were never eager to make the trip again. Their skills were in
such high demand, that transport across the Pass paid them a
bounty fifty times what a normal trip that distance might.
Those skills also made them a target for eager souls looking
to find a great bounty on the other side.
A group called 'The Scavengers' scoured the Empire for
different rare items to acquire and sell, especially ones which
fetched a high value. They were known to find and extort
such drivers with threats of death. All this made taking the
footpath more desirable.
Ericho carefully watched as she placed each foot in front
of the other, wary of her placement with each step. She
swung the lantern down towards the surface to ensure her
foot would't accidentally miss the tiny sliver of land. The
bridge was so narrow at points, she was forced to turn her
body entirely to the side and slide with her feet as she sidled
her way across. The pounding wind accompanied with its
familiar flurries made the balancing during these parts all the
more difficult, especially with all her gear on her back.
When she came to a relatively wide section, which by her
own standards, appeared wide enough to fit her entire body
laying down, she would attempt to set up camp. This never
seemed fully viable as her tent ended up simply acting as a

wrap for her body, never opening up wide enough to provide
the shelter she hoped for. After hours of walking across the
bridge with all the heavy gear, she was exhausted. The night
reached its blackest and the wind reached its coldest.
The previous several hours had truly felt like some of the
loneliest in her entire life. She spent most of it simply focused
on the next step in front of her as there wasn't much room for
the mind to wander when survival, staying awake, and
staying focused was key. On the rare occasion when the wind
wasn't blowing as hard and the path seemed fairly
straightforward, her thoughts were consumed with the Pass
itself. How could such a thing come into existence? Would
something naturally like this occur? If so, how? She likened
the Pass to a long tiny thread, holding together two massive
mountains. If it was engineered, it was impressive.
It was too difficult to see, but in sections where the path
arose and she was forced to hike upwards a bit, she could see
underneath the bridge, there were long, thin, dark columns,
indicating that there was some kind of a support system. But
it was too hard to see how many or how often they came and
she was not curious enough to hang over the edge to see.
Even then, the path itself was made entirely of craggy stone
and some frozen soil. There was a part of it that felt too
natural to be anything other than a coincidence.
And so she pressed on. Hours into the dark night, she
never had a moment's peace. The pain of the supplies on her
back and the icy-wind on the small patches of bare skin
frayed her nerves as she slowed from a walk into a stumble.
It became especially tricky when the wisp of a path had a
rapid ascension in elevation. Then she had to worry about

the slippery route upwards as much as she did the
extraordinary limitation of space. Her shoes were well
prepared for unruly snowy weather, but they too would find a
way to slip if the angle was harsh enough. To her it felt like
skating uphill with supplies on your back, praying you don’t
slip.
After hours and hours of travel, Ericho had reckoned she'd
made it a dozen or so miles across pass. She came to the
largest clearing she had seen yet in the land bridge. It likely
wasn't large enough for her tent, but the winds had quieted
enough for her to make a covering and likely a fire. She set
up a small rest stop on the little strip of path and, using her
tent material to protect her fire, she carefully set up a small
place where she could sit for the first time without fear of
falling to her death.
It felt so good to be grounded. To have her body solidly on
the earth, to give her legs a good rest. She laughed a little out
of sheer comfort as the wind had settled to a strong breeze
and the snow had let up quite a bit. There she stared at the
fire and thought about her awesome surroundings. The sheer
infinite nature of the chasm, the dark black nothingness of
the pit below, the white spotty nothingness of the cloudy sky
above. She felt like the only thing in the universe, stuck
between dark and light. Somehow she had made it to a place
that seemed to evade space and time. Even when she tried to
think of her school days and the fantastic tales she was told
back then, she would have never thought of a place like this.
It was truly beyond the comprehension of her imagination.

And yet she felt safe. Well, at least, she felt safe on this
particular stretch of land. The entire visible world felt like
hers and only hers. She lied on her back for a moment,
hooking her toes underneath her heavy sack and she stared
at the endless white sky. As she watched it closely, it seemed
to start to dissipate and reveal the tiny vestiges of stars. She
smiled as she felt like she could see the edge of their glimmer.
The sky slowly opened up more and more and she thought
she may have the chance to see a clear sky for the first time
in her life..
Then she fell asleep.
In a panic, she startled awake hours later, careful to not
move in case she had rolled over in her sleep. What she saw
was the grey sky she remembered, but it had a bit of a hue to
it.
Based on the light that had come through, it seemed like
dawn. The sleep lasted on a few hours. She cautiously
gathered all of her things as she marveled at the thick fog
ahead.
Then she heard a large cracking sound. It sounded like ten
thousand trees being snapped in half in an instant. Nervously,
she whipped her head around to see where the sound was
coming from. It appeared it was from the path behind her.
BOOM. BOOM. She heard loud thuds - as if boulders were
falling off cliffs in a perfect rhythm, one after another. Again.
Again. Was it an avalanche? Rockslide? She couldn't tell.

The sounds grew louder and louder. The cracking. The
thuds. She pulled her sack over her back and started forward
on the path just in time for the snow to start falling again.
BOOM. BOOM.
Then a loud, screeching wail bellowed from behind her.
She turned around and saw the source of all this terror: there
was a massive, humanoid-shaped shadow in the not-toodistant fog that seemed to stand at the bottom of the chasm,
it's dark torso emerging from just above the path. It had long,
gangly arms, and it had two sharp points on the corner of its
head. It seemed massive, walking behemoth - perhaps as
large as small mountain. Based on its current size, it could
certainly not fit in the Hive.
Ericho cautiously began walking forward and then she
heard the scream again. She looked back to see only the
smoke of the firepit she had abandoned. Then, without
moving any closer, the creature swiped its massive hand just
above the path, revealing its dark, grey skin, and it's steelcolored nails, creating a massive burst of wind. The fire pit
went flying off and all nearby snow was wiped from the
surface.
As she looked up towards the massive shadow, she knew
she had few options left.
So she ran.

XLI
A PLOT TO DESTROY THE EMPIRE

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.
“There you are!”, Jin shouted.
Devo had finally arrived at the Bazaar. He was out of
breath when he turned the corner to find a very inquisitive
looking Jin rummaging through each stall.
"There I am? What about you? I followed you! I saw you
talking to that shady figure!"
"Oh you mean Perri?" she said. As they talked, she moved
briskly from stall to stall, hassling the clerks in order to get
more information.
"So that was Perri? What did she say? You didn't tell her
anything about the Archives, did you?”
"No", she said as she shot him a brief glance in transit to
the next stall. "Do you think I'm an idiot? Anyhow what took
you so long? I was expecting you ages ago..."

Devo put one hand on his hip and scratched at his vest as
he answered sheepishly.
"Well... I... I... I was having trouble convincing L-19 to
stay..."
She was in the middle of inputting information onto her
comms bracelet and didn't truly get to hear what he was
saying.
"Come again?"
"I said I was having trouble convincing 19 to... stay."
Her finger froze above the machine on her wrist and she
shot her eyes up at him without moving her head. Then she
breathed deeply and stiffened her posture. Exhaling, her eyes
shot open wielding the anger pent up inside her. She grit her
teeth tightly.
"What exactly do you mean by... stay?”, she snorted.
"Well we can't have it leave! It has all the information. All
those people — Teroh and such — are going to come back
after it! You don't leave a friend behind like that."
His arms were outstretched to either side in a show of
emotion unbecoming of a centurion his rank.
"A friend? A friend?! THAT THING IS A MACHINE MY
FRIEND. It's a machine. It's entire function is to obtain and

process knowledge given to it. It's not your friend and it
belongs to the Archives."
"It doesn't belong to the Archives! It doesn't belong to
anybody!", he said as he pulled her aside.
She crossed her arms at him for a moment before poking
him him in the chest.
"What did you do to the machine Devo?!"
"Relax, relax. I have it in a secure place in my
apartment…. My sister will come by if it needs anything!”
Jin threw her hands up in the air and made an about face
as she proceeded in the other direction and continued with
her data collection. For the next several stalls, Devo trailed
behind her trying to find a window to talk with her more
substantively about Perri, while also figuring out what she
was doing in the first place.
Each stall she walked up to she would ask what they sold,
who they were, where they were from, whether they
belonged to the same family, and then she would proceed to
reveal her status as an Imperial Operative and explain that
there would be a census taking place. For hours, she moved
from stall to stall, largely ignoring Devo.
He caught on quickly to what she was doing, but didn’t
know why. All this information gathering seems pointless to
him.

As they reached one of the narrow back corners of the
Bazaar, he finally grabbed onto her shoulder guard. She spun
around.
“What?”, she barked.
"What are you doing? Why are we gathering these people's
information?"
"WE aren't doing anything. I'M doing a mission that I was
given."
"From who? Perri? You actually trust her?"
The loud, boisterous Bazaar alleyway made it difficult for
anyone to hear what was going on.
"For now... yes. She wants us to have the plan. She wants
us to be knowledgable. She's bringing us power. I respect
that."
Devo didn't even know how to react.
"....Okay.... Anyway, what is the mission?”
"Well if you must know, I'm to capture information on all
of the stall workers here. We're building a data set on
different population groups. That way, we'll know who's with
us and who's.... well, parasitic."
He didn't even have time to lob her further questions
before she had made her way to a back stall where there

appeared to be several beautiful illustrations and maps lining
the walls.
There were three women working at the stall, all of
different ages. The youngest seemed to be in charge of
customer interaction. She was at the front calling out to
passerby's now and again. In the back, just behind the
curtains, there was an old man, sitting on the floor with his
legs splayed out. The oldest of the women would shuffle back
and occasionally tend to him.
This stall was particularly peculiar in that they didn't
seem to be calling out to the customers on the street as much.
They conducted business differently. The middle-aged woman
was there for a moment, but would wander down the row a
bit to a stall that appeared dark and abandoned. She would
rifle through a few things there and then come back.
Calmly, but firmly, Jin approached the desk.
"Yes?", the woman asked.
"What is your name miss?"
"I am Shaydi. What is this about?". She was immediately
suspicious. No one ever cared too much what your name was
in the Bazaar.
"I'm just curious about your wares."
Then Devo jumped in.
"Oh come on, just tell her!", he relented.

Shaydi's posture stiffened as she became defensive. She
looked over her shoulder and the old woman had hurried to
the back and closed the curtains behind her.
"I don't know what you want, but we're just map traders
here. We have nothing to hide."
Jin put on a rare smile.
"Excuse my friend here. He's speaking out of turn. We're
conducting surveys of the Bazaar-"
"We're here with the Defense Services! Just tell the poor
girl. I'm Devo, by the way."
As he reached out to offer her a greeting, Jin smacked him
aside his head with her open palm.
Shaydi's eyes grew wide as she looked over at both of
them with a solemn look.
"Did one of the other walkers tell you about the threat?"
Devo and Jin glanced at each other in disbelief about what
they'd heard.
"What threat?", Devo asked with ever narrowing eyes.
"Why, the impending attack on the Empire, of course!"
The exact words were hard to remember. But what was
clear was that it was an Andulian who spoke them.

There's a saying in the Empire. 'Gossip flows only into the
mouth of Mazda - never out.' This is in reference to the
rumors and heresy that would travel directly with the walkers
and other traffic headed into the Hive.
Shaydi had been on her way to the Bazaar in the mass
mob of the walkers one morning when she remembered she
had forgotten her permit card for the Bazaar stall at home.
Because of this, she ended up unusually far in the back of the
crowd by the time she rejoined.
The back was typically a space reserved for those visiting
the market and also those who didn't legally work there.
Thus, there were a fair number of outsiders. Some were from
the exterior of Frix near the Mouth of Mazda and some even
further. She happened to overhear an Andulian traveller who
had just come to sell some precious minerals to his crew. His
traveling companion, an Eristrian woman by the looks of it,
commented that it had been some time since he'd travelled to
the city to trade.
The Andulian explained that his absence was due to a
surge in demand by a particularly mysterious buying group.
They were buying out all their metals and at ten times the
typical cost. This caught Shaydi's ear and so she weaseled her
way into the conversation under the common guise that they
were all oppressed sales folk.
They were wary of her presence, not because they felt like
she was interested in her information, but rather because no
matter how low your existence living in the Hive, you were
spared the horrors of the cold of the outside world. This
made her appear precocious, but they entertained her

questions and cautiously enjoyed her company all the way to
the Hive.
The only detail she remembered about who was involved
was that the Andulian in charge of the exchange of goods
was some kind of tribal leader. When Shaydi asked what
someone would want with such a bulk order, the Andulian's
face morphed into a devilish grin. He wrapped his hand
around the Eristrian's shoulder and pulled her in closely.
"Can you keep a secret?", he asked them. The women both
rolled their eyes. It was too commonplace for gossip such as
this to be built up as a much more exciting thing than it
eventually turned out to be. Such was the nature of rumor.
"They're building a weapon of somekind. Perhaps many.
They will be agents of chaos and destruction, able to shake
the very foundations of Mazda. There is going to be an
assault on the Empire."
The other two reacted in shock and confusion. Such things
had been tossed around here and there as hypothetical
fantasy situations. But nothing had ever come of it. Especially
since the Empire seemed ever-present.
But this Andulian seemed to have some credibility. What
really convinced Shaydi was looking at his Eristrian friend's
reaction. She surely knew him well and unless carefully
orchestrated, her shock was an indication that what he was
saying might be valid. He went on to explain that any
knowledge of the details was far above his status, but that he
heard the weapon was nicknamed 'Chaos'.

The Andulian was nice enough to warn them that he
expected it to be deployed within the coming days and that
after a few more weeks, he would likely stop making the
commute into Frix out of an abundance of caution. Shaydi
didn't think much of it at the time, but as the days went on
and she was constantly reminded of how precious her family
was, she thought about leaving herself. She only told a few
people the story and most of them assumed she was crazy or
she had simply gotten mixed up with some of those back-ofthe-liners who were known to espouse such head-scratching
rhetoric.
"And you never saw them again?", Jin asked as she
meticulously noted every tiny detail of the story.
"Never.", Shaydi said with a shrug. "I even intentionally
drifted to the back of the line to see if I could find them.
Never."
"No distinct features regarding the Eristrian?", Devo
chimed in.
Shaydi shrugged. She reiterated that she never had the
opportunity to know either well, but that she only knew for
sure where they were from. Now Jin and Devo's minds were
stirring. This was a twist in the road they had not foreseen.
More importantly, it painted this young woman in a whole
other light.
Jin felt there was more to the story.

"How many people work at this stall?”, she probed.
"Three. My mother, sister, and I."
"And you all live together?”
Shaydi nodded.
"Well then where is your sister now?"
Shaydi looked over towards the darkened stall nervously.
"She's off to fetch us some water. She'll be back soon."
Jin made careful note of where the girl's attention went.
"And your mother?"
"She's in the back. But she's very old. She needs to rest."
"Hmmm.... And she's alone back there?"
Shaydi's pupils dilated as she looked at both of them.
"...Yes."
There was a man back there as well and Jin knew it. But
she wanted to test the girls' honesty. Lying was not a good
sign.
"I'm going to need to see your permit and scan your
residence card."

She proceeded to dive deep into the girls profile. Map
sellers? Check. Lives on the outskirts of the Hive in one of the
shanty towns? Check. A mother and a sister? Check. That still
didn't explain the other person.
"Who's your friend behind the curtain?"
Before Shaydi could do anything, Jin had crossed behind
her stall and ripped the sheet open. There was old, decrepit
man and Shaydi's mother, both shaking with fear at the
centurion’s presence.
"Who is this?!"
Speaking through quick breaths, Shaydi explained it was a
family friend named Sami who she was caring for while her
friend was away. Because he was blind, she felt it best that
they bring him along when they went off to work.
Jin rattled off several questions to the old man who
remained fairly cooperative, but quiet. He provided her with
his residence card and showed her a stall permit for the
darkened stall in the corner. They explained that the sister
had been going over there to help grab supplies and other
things while the stall-owner was away.
"And the stall owner is your daughter?", she asked the old
man.
"Niece."
"And where is your Niece now? Where is this... Ericho?",
she looked up from her screen to see a bunch of blank faces.

Everyone quietly gave a collective shrug. When they realized
they genuinely didn’t know, she asked why the girl left.
"She had to go. She was given an opportunity outside of
Frix."
The entire situation felt suspicious. After a brief
explanation about the census, Jin and Devo hurried away and
discussed their next steps.
"We should mark them. Report the missing girl."
Devo was hesitant to reply. He didn't know exactly what
good reporting them would do. And yet, he did find the
disappearance suspicious as well.
"What about the story? The threat?"
Jin paused.
"We have so little to go on... but it's certainly worth a shot.
I don't know anyone who has contact with any Eristrians.
They're not much for socializing. Anyone who has contact
with Andulians?"
Devo thought for a long time and then let out a heavy
sigh.
"Di." He bit his lips and closed his eyes. “Her and Ruro
would come in handy right now.”

XLII
FACE TO FACE, ONCE AGAIN

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.
The story of their first mission faded from Ruro's mind as
he approached his old boss who was seated at a polished,
white, table in the center of a fairly spacious, but dark room.
There were a couple basic furnishings laid out throughout the
place. A bed in the corner. A chair with a desk near it. The
table in the center. Most of them were fairly shabby and it
was clear that they had been weathered from years of use.
The bed consisted of a single sheet on top of what looked like
a hard mattress. The lighting in the room came from small
sconces hung up high and there were no switches on the
walls to control them. When Ruro walked in, it was painfully
bright, but he noticed that after he put his forearm in front of
his eyes, the light faded into a more comfortable color
temperature. There were a series of security cameras just
above the lights that seemed to be tracking their every
movement.
His first thought was to check Styko over for any
noticeable differences. Did he have any scratches or bruising?

Any cuts? Change in appearance at all? All in all, he looked
mostly the same. He had a bandage covering a spot on his
abdomen, but that itself was difficult to see because of his
uniform. His face looked normal, save for a scratch that
followed his jawline down from his ear. That iconic stoic stare
reinforced the idea that he was, indeed, perfectly fine.
Ruro couldn't hold back his smile. He had traversed across
the Empire to retrieve his boss. Now that the man was here
and seemingly healthy, he felt like celebrating.
"I can't believe it! You're alive.", he couldn't restrain
himself and hugged Styko, who reluctantly patted him on the
back and motioned for him to sit down.
"You look well", he said, trying to elicit some discernible
reaction from his grouchy boss.
"What are you doing here boy?", Styko's tone was solemn
and pointed. Ruro reacted defensively.
"I'm.... I'm here to save you! What do you mean?"
Styko leaned back in his chair and let his palm massage
his face before he grabbed his mustache and gave it a quick
twirl.
"They're watching us." He flashed a glance at the cameras
and then back at the boy. "They're making sure we won't plot
against them."

"I know! It's fine. It's actually fine. They're fine! They've
been helping."
"Helping who? Helping me? I'm a prisoner here."
Styko lifted his arms as if to show the meager extent of his
living quarters.
"I was too! I really was. I was in a closet though. They
must really respect you since they gave you all this space!"
"They don't respect me. Look at this! A cell is a cell. They
almost killed me before they felt like they could use me."
"Commander Styko - I know Minmer seems... well seems
terrifying. But I promise you, I don't think they're the target
that we're after."
"How can you promise something you think? You're not
even sure of it!"
"Look, they could have killed me on the spot. Minmer had
me in his crosshairs. But they didn't. They took the time to
speak with me, the time to reason with me. They even let me
come see you! And! I think I can get you out of here. Now
how bad could that really make them? Huh? I feel like there's
a lot worse. I mean look at you! You're not chained up! You
have a bed, a sink... and your own space. I feel like that says
something about these guys."
Styko stood up without responding. He scooted his chair
back with force and began stomping around the room with

his hands behind his back. After a moment, he started to
soften his steps.
"What does it say then?", he stopped to address Ruro face
to face. The challenge was noted.
"It... It says that they trust us! Perhaps they think we're not
like the others."
"It says he wants to use you as well."
Ruro recoiled. He saw the intensity of his Styko’s boiling
tenacity as the old man pressed his towering gait in the boys
direction. Then, Ruro also started to get upset.
"Now come on. Is that the first assumption you want to
make about these guys? Really? I mean... What do we even
know they've done?"
"Do you hear yourself? CAN YOU HEAR YOURSELF
RURO?! What kind of centurion are you? They have poisoned
your mind in the span of a few days. What have the done?
NEED I REMIND YOU OF THE BEACON THAT YOU ALMOST
DIED FOR?"
Now Ruro was angry. The two circled one another in the
middle of the empty room with Styko's shoulders always
facing towards his junior officer.
"That beacon", Ruro pointed at him "Did not STAB
ANYBODY that I know of. It did not KILL anybody that I
know of. Why did we care so much in the first place?"

"It was a threat to our way of lie, it IS a threat to our way
of life. Those beacons are an assault on our Empire. The
thing you and I swore to protect."
"BUT WE DON'T EVEN KNOW WHAT THEY DO! They
observe us and fly away, so what?"
Styko stopped circling. He leaned against the wall to
strategize, fully remembering that the cameras above were
always watching. The hostile nature of this interaction wasn't
working to his advantage.
He cooled his voice.
"What did they tell you their ultimate goal was? Minmer
and whoever else?"
"What?"
"Their goal? Why did they tell you they're doing what
they're doing with the beacons?"
He knew he should have been prepared with an easy
answer for this. After all, he had spent the last several days
carefully making note of everything he observed. And yet, his
mind went blank for a moment. For some reason the answer
that he wanted to say didn't seem like it would be good
enough for Styko.

"They're.... They... They love the Empire. They're not trying
to destroy it. From what I understand, they're only trying to
modify it... a bit."
His gaze dropped for a moment as he tried to process
what he had just said.
"Do you hear yourself? Modify? How would that even
work?"
"Change! I meant change! They're not bent on destroying
the Empire."
"Changing the Empire is destroying the Empire! Don't you
see that? They want to destroy the Empire as we know it.
That is not what we want.”, Syko barked.
"No! You're misconstruing the entire thing. They have
disagreements with the government. That's all."
Styko then sat back down and leaned down in the chair as
he folded his fingers over one another.
"It's clear to me that you're not entirely sure what their
endgame is in regards to the Empire. Let me make it clear for
you. They want to depose the Empress-"
"-I know-"
"-BECAUSE they believe that she ascended to the throne
when there was a more deserving heir. They see her reign as

illegitimate and fraudulent. Now does that sound benevolent
to you-"
"-we can't know-"
"-BASED on what you have sworn your life to defend? Are
you really now going to entertain a fringe theory of accession
in the face of a woman who weave sworn loyalty to?"
The room quieted. Their faces had sunk. Both had not
nearly had the encounter they had expected.
Styko calmly looked up at him and asked.
"Who do you think is the rightful heir to the Ice throne?"
Ruro was astonished. He felt that their conversation was
entirely too focused on one particular aspect of this
disagreement. Who was the rightful heir? What on earth
would it matter? The boys eyes dropped deep into thought.
"I'll tell you what they believe then." Styko said in a
condescending tone. "They believe that the former Emperor the older brother to our current Empress - had a child heir
that he did not disclose. They believe that this child was
hidden from the world because of pressure from the crown. It
was taken care of so quickly that there are doubts that even
the Emperor knew of it. Either way... Upon his death, his
progeny would have been the next most deserving of the
crown. That child, they believe, should have been the rightful
heir."

As he listened to the story, Ruro began to entertain the
theory in the back of his mind. After all, the Empire had all
kinds of aristocratic drama which made a melodrama of this
order not out of the realm of imagination.
"They believe", Styko continued with a grave tone, "That
the Empress knew of this. That she attempted to orchestrate
a coup to gain control over the whole of the Empire. She took
advantage of her ailing brother and used her position to
consolidate power."
Throughout his story, Styko was careful to express his
grave doubt through cocked heads and raised eyebrows. His
mostly monotone voice had a wavering timbre to it in order
to emphasize his disdain of the wild accusations.
"You see. This is what they will tell you. It's exactly what
they will tell you. It's the same thing they've all been told. It's
the same thing they all believe. And I understand it's
compelling. It's been compelling enough to amass an army.
But look into your heart boy and think rationally. Is that
really the way that such things would unfold? Do you really
think that the throne belongs to a man named-"
A loud siren rung through the room. Styko looked up
nervously at all the cameras that were now fixing their focus
on his mouth.
"A man named who?"

"I... I can't say it here boy. They'll kill me. But understand
boy that they will come to you and tell you the same thing I
have just told you. I wanted to be the one to tell you first."
"How do we know?", Ruro asked with sincere eyes.
"How do we know what?"
"How do we know that they aren't wrong."
Styko fist' clenched. He slammed it on the table and
growled. The banging startled the boy who shook in reaction
before regaining his composure.
"POWER IS SOMETHING PEOPLE WILL ALWAYS TRY
AND TAKE. IT IS NEVER TO BE SIMPLY, GRACEFULLY
HANDED DOWN TO ANOTHER. IT IS TAKEN. BY SHEER
FORCE."
He noticed Ruro's face harden and took a deep breath
before continuing.
"You know as well as I that I cannot prove the Empress'
right to the crown. I think this is something beyond our realm
of knowledge. You and I are not aristocrats — we’ve never
met the Empress. But from my perspective, she has served us
well. She has ruled in difficult times and shown the upmost
benevolence when such tasks would prove to be damn near
impossible."
"What if she did organize a coup?”, Ruro quipped.

"Do you not trust the Empire?”, his boss shot back.
Ruro bit his lip and shook his head.
"I don't know. I.... Don't be mad. But I went on a mission
for Minmer. It was part of the deal in order to get you back. It
was simple. Drop off a package and return quickly. But we
were stopped by centurions on the way. I made sure that the
Asmari and I were on the same page: no harm is to come to
anyone. And so we didn't. But the Imperial forces... they....
they didn't follow that logic."
Styko could see his young soldier becoming emotional. He
was shaky and his lips quivered. His eyes turned to a distant
place. A place of memory.
"They killed him", Ruro said as his eyes swelled with tears.
"They mutilated him in cold blood. We're not- That's not what
I was taught was code. We don't engage first. We pride
ourselves on self-defense. What happened to that, huh?"
The news came as a shock to the Commander as well.
Such practices would have been met with severe punishment
under normal circumstances. Perhaps things had changed.
Perhaps things were far more out of hand than initially
anticipated. Paranoia had created new codes of ethics to
battle this invisible enemy.
"Killed. With the intention to kill?". Styko was troubled
now.
"Yes. I witnessed it with my own eyes."

"Did you get their numbers or division?"
"No. But they were snow officers at least. Skilled pilots."
They both sat in silence, dwelling on the story. Styko could
understand how something so brutal and barren could affect
the boy. He too actively promoted the principal of preserving
life under any circumstances. But he did not want one rotten
experience to tarnish the reputation for the whole Empire.
Ruro was shaken, but not lost. The junior officer broke the
silence.
"Do you remember our first mission together? Long before
you were a commander."
The edges of Styko's lips briefly turned up.
"Of course. The Durian mines."
"That was such a fundamental experience for me in my
understanding of the Empire. Besides having to endure all
kinds of torture-"
"-and a savage tunnelmole if I recall correctly...."
They shared a tender moment and Ruro even let out a
tender laugh.
"I realized the integrity that the Defense Services had in a
centurion like you. When you saved my life that day... for the

third time... I realized how much you valued trust above
everything else. And from that day forward, I sought to
follow you all the way up. As luck would have it... that
worked out."
Styko turned a little red after hearing the boys gushing
tale. He was never one for sweeping emotional pleas.
"Well now... I may have put in a few requests for some
capable junior officers. I wouldn't give luck full credit for
that."
Ruro changed the subject.
"I'm asking you to trust me now. I care about you. I came
all the way out here to get you. I'm loyal. I've been loyal. And
I know you, you’re a stubborn asshole. You are and probably
always will be. But when I walked in here, I was reminded of
our very first mission together. The thing that made us a
team. And now, I'm here, asking you to trust me. The Empire
can change and we can be apart of that change, we can
change it for the good. Save it from itself. We don't have to
join these guys, but we can work alongside them. If you can
meet me part way on this, I can get you out of here. I'm
asking you as friend. You let me save your life once. Let me
do it once more."
The room got completely quiet. The air grew stale. The
cameras above seemed to intently focus on this part of the
conversation. Ruro looked into the steel grey eyes of his boss
with the most powerful look of profound sincerely. Charm
was always a skill he flouted, though it almost never worked

on his boss. Styko's eyes grew thin and his face grew tense.
His greying mustache furrowed as he spoke.
"This Empire has lasted for five-thousand years in its
current state. Five thousand years." He paused as he leaned
into Ruro with a threatening stare. "And it will last another
five thousand if I have anything to say about it. For until I
breath my dying breath, I say: Long Live the Empress, Long
Live the Empire, so Long as the Snow Shall Fall."
His response was so stern and so curt, that Ruro could
hardly believe the manner in which the words were
delivered. He'd been admonished by his boss before, but
never like this. The shock and awe was paralyzing. From
Ruro's perspective, he had surrendered entirely an easy
opportunity to escape all because of his stubborn nature.
The boy backed away from the table, his eyes locked with
the cold, stormy eyes of his boss. The doors behind him
swung open and he turned around and left. Not another
word came between the two of them. As soon as he made it
down the hall, he found Minmer talking with some of his
Wanderers. His imposing presence was complimented by his
donning of the skull mask. But he wasn’t there to sour things
up.
He saw Ruro walking down the hall and he stopped the
boy. It was clear Ruro was upset.
“Ruro. Is everything alright? Did he hurt you?"
"No. He... We... He needs time to think."

Minmer brushed his men aside and sent them away to
other tasks, while he accompanied Ruro down the hall. He
put his arm on the boys shoulder.
“We, of course, were watching the interaction. It must
have been difficult. Come with me."
As they walked down the hall, Minmer continued to offer
his consolations to the boy, who was far too mired in his own
melancholy to really appreciate the gesture. Still, he found
himself becoming peripherally surprised. The kindness of this
giant was potable. They reached the port room where the
cruiser bay was held and he held his arm out to a line of
cruisers.
"A deal is a deal young man. And I must honor it. You are
free to go. I wish you luck."
Ruro nodded to him and gave him a friendly pat on the
arm. He was handed the access code to any number of
cruisers so he could make his return journey as nice as he
wished. As he made his way down the steps, he turned back
to Minmer again.
"What's- what's going to happen to him?"
"As you witnessed... He will operate against our agenda.
Therefore, we cannot set him free."
Ruro nodded as he understood.

"Was he right? The Empress... all that?"
"I would never tell you how to think Ruro. We know better
than that.... But yes. He articulated our perspective well."
Ruro paused for a moment to try and anticipate their
perspective. "Don't kill him. Please. I think he can change."
Minmer noted the sense of desperation in the boys voice.
He stepped down a few steps and crouched so he was looking
right into the boys eyes. Removing his mask with one hand,
he extended the other out as an offering to Ruro.
"Consider it an agreement. So long as you respect our
wishes."
Ruro shook his outstretched hand. He hopped on the first
available cruiser and blasted his way out of the base, racing
back towards Frix at lightning speed. One of Minmer's men
came up to him afterwards.
"The boy is gone?"
"He'll be back", Minmer said. "Soon enough."

XLIII
THE MOG

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.
A gust of wind blasted Ericho back down the path she was
so desperately trying to ascend. The massive silhouette of the
daunting monster grew darker and closer every second.
Whenever there was a moment of silence, she knew it was
coming. It's long, tendril-like fingers would swoop down and
glide just above the surface of the path, causing a massive
rush of air to push Ericho off her balance and send her
scrambling for something to ground herself.
The creature was called the Mog. It was a mysterious,
supermassive, crevice-dwelling being of which there very few
others (if any). It lived in the deep valleys along the
Harrowing Pass, where its mountainous height could actually
sustain movement without being seen. Few who saw them
ever lived to speak again of the giants. Most were knocked off
the path into a pit where the Mog could feast on the dead
carcass. It was sure never to damage the Pass itself. For that
was the source of most of its victims.

Ericho knew her fire had given away her location, but she
didn't expect it to attract a nightmarish creature our of her
own deepest horrors.
Another gust knocked her down. The creature’s grey
fingers passed just overhead. Her body went sliding across
the narrow, slippery ground and she screamed out in fear.
Quickly picking herself back up onto her feet, she climbed up
the steepest part of the pass. It went quiet again. She
anticipated a coming blow, so she heaved to her feet, the
hefty weight of her belongings weighing down her back. The
next strip of land looked flat, but jagged. As she ran, the
weight of her pack caused her to sway as she made her way
around jagged corners. One such corner involved such a tight
turn that the inertia of her pack pulled a foot off the edge,
forcing her to jump to avoid the fall. She paused to catch her
breath, listening carefully for that horrible creaking sound.
Nothing.
She looked behind her and the fog had gotten so thick,
she could hardly see in front of her. But at least, for the
moment, there was no immediate threat. The snowfall that
had continued was the loudest thing around. She felt
momentarily at peace. Perhaps she had lost it.
Then she felt it. Her pack became very light. So light that
it started floating, and then she too lifted off the ground. It
had quietly pinched the edge of her sack. As she hung, her
shoulders from the pack's straps, above the ground, the panic
returned all at once.

Though she was raised quickly, the moment inside her
perceived sense of time slowed down. Without thinking
much, she secured her belt, carrying her most precious items
(her gift from Petrus, the amulet, and the map) and decided
to detach herself from the pack. She caught it early enough
that the fall only left her with bruises. The creature pinched
the pack tightly between its thumb and finger and then sent
it into the back of its throat. Ericho watched the horror of this
unravel in front of her very eyes. The clouds hidden in the
fog behind the creature's head lit up with lightning and
illuminated it's hollow eyes with furious flashes. It let out its
deadly screech once more.
There was no time to waste. Now, traveling lighter than
ever, she began an all out sprint. First down the flat patch
around the jagged corners. Then, she came again to a steep
cliff. She tried to climb up, but a gust from the hand of the
creature knocked her down. Again, she scrambled up. This
time, the Mog swiped at her from behind, giving her a gusty
boost up.
She flew far and slid right onto the edge of the pass. Her
light figure proved advantageous as she was quickly able to
squirm up onto the pass. This part was so narrow, she could
barely stand. Since balance was impossible on such a thin
strip, she decided to jump towards the wider area. The timing
was perfect as she was blown backwards mid-jump, but
managed to land on her feet nonetheless.
She carefully navigated the thin area, moving at a
breakneck pace and made it onto a larger area. It appeared
the path actually continued to get wider from here. In the
nearby distance, there was a small, glowing red light. Usually

a marker of some kind. She was near the end. Even in the
midst of all that terror, she couldn't help but laugh nervously.
There was little to stop her now. She stood up firmly.
And then she felt a sharp pain in her back. The next thing
she knew, she was flying through the sky, the world rotating
endlessly underneath her.
The ground. She just needed to focus on the ground. That
tiny sliver of solid ground would be the difference between
life and death.
She found it and tucked into a roll.
The second she hit the surface, she felt the pull on her
jacket. Now, she was actually being lifted. Desperately, she
shed the jacket and fell again to the earth only to see the
tendril fingers clasp in front of her like a claw. It was
attempting to extract her carefully from the pass. She rolled
and dodged. Again. The hand came down like a bird
swooping in for its prey. Once again, she fled.
Her body was tired. Her vision blurry. The sound of her
own breath outweighed the sound of the Mog's movement.
Its hand disappeared again for a moment. She started an all
out sprint.
The distant fog began to dissipate and the edge of the cliff
came into view. It was clear that she had made it to the other
side. She ran and ran and ran.
And then she heard the rush of wind. It was coming again.

FLOOOOSH.
The creature had actually hit her this time. No gust
forward, or backward this time. It had carefully smacked her
off the side.
Seering pain shot through her body as the fingers of the
Mog felt like pure stone
The world was spinning. Her back was smacked so hard
that she couldn't breath for the moment. Joints stretched to
their limit. Tendons cracked. She was incredibly dizzy.
Everything went dark for a split second.
By the grace of the angle she was hit at, her body
propelled towards the opposite cliffside, where the Pass
ended.
When she regained consciousness, she had no time to
think. She saw the cliff nearing and reached out her arms.
She was falling too quickly. For a moment in time, her hands
both made contact with the cliff, but her inertia was too
strong and she slipped. Her speed was greatly reduced but
her body was in worse pain. But there was no telling what
was below her. She had no other choice.
Running purely on instinct, she shoved her every limb and
every digit in the direction of the wall in the hopes that
something would land.
Three of her fingers, just above the top knuckle were able
to catch onto a flat, jagged slate-colored rock just barely

sticking out from beneath the cliff's edge. There was no time
to think. The cliff inclined away from her, so her feet were
left to dangle. But she found a small opening where she was
able to jam the fingers from her other hand.
The pain from doing so was so onerous, she let out a yelp,
bringing some life back into her lungs.
Now she was aware of the pain all over her body.
Everything stung and burned and ached all at once. She
began to weep, despite her best efforts.
Then came shrieking in reaction to the pain.
But she was not safe yet. In the distance, she heard
movement. She knew the Mog would return for her.
She was only about an arms length below the cliff, but it's
ascent angled away from her and one of her hands was
essentially functionless. With all her might, she yanked her
shoulder up and flung her rigid arm up to a small, circular
rock, where she gripped with all her might. Already, she
could feel her hands slip. Her sight began to go blurry. She
could almost feel her body giving out.
With a final burst of energy, she swung her dangling legs
to generate momentum while she launched her other arm up
towards the edge of the cliff. All at once, her body slid onto
the edge of the other side of the Pass, one arm and one leg
still hanging over the edge.

Typically, this would have been a moment of celebration.
But the creaking sound of the Mog in the distance kept that
possibility far away.
She had no strength. Her whole body was in pain. One
hand was now dysfunctional, her back was bruised, her legs
were scraped up, her face bloodied from the ascent up the
cliffside. Perhaps most tragically, she was now without her
protective cold layer. The icy landscape only amplified the
pain she was experiencing.
She tried to rise, but couldn't. Her body wouldn't let her. It
wanted to shut down. She thought about reaching into her
belt for something someone had given her. She thought about
the bell that Pertus lent her, but she could not even muster
the brain power for that. Every thought sapped her energy.
As the thuds grew louder and the reality of situation grew
more dire, she closed her eyes and squinted them tightly.
Then, after a large grunt, she pulled with her shoulder and
rolled over, face-first into the snow. She took a few panicked
breaths and then rolled again. And again. Without moving
her arms or legs, she rolled her body away from the cliffs
edge. The land over here was flat enough to permit such
action and she wanted to continue until she found peace. The
sound of the Mog's treacherous movement slowly faded as
she went..
She rolled. And rolled. And rolled. Time seemed to slip
away from her. And the lighting of the day began to dim.
When she next tilted her head, she looked towards where she
departed from the cliffside. There, and much to her bliss, she

saw nothing but white. White snow, white sky. The cliff was
now far away. As she turned her head up to the equally white
sky, all of her pains began to fade momentarily. Soon she felt
like a child. Safe in the center of a giant white blanket that
enveloped her from all sides.
Then the snowflakes began to gently fall once again. They
kissed her eyelids softly as she closed them and drifted away
from consciousness.

XLIV
DISSENT WITHIN THE RANKS

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.
"We have commenced our program and have noticed
immediate results.", Master Tonroy announced with pride.
"There are a number of rogue figures within our own
department whom we should consider investigating on a
deeper and more meaningful level."
Egus did his best to raise his left eyebrow with all the
hefty rolls of skin weighing it down. He was bound and
determined to express his intrigue without letting too many
words escape him.
Though they were practically alone in Egus' chamber,
there was a guard just outside the door. Despite their
incredibly silent demeanor, Egus still had his suspicions about
internal gossip between the group of them.
He spoke quietly.
"How many do you suspect?"

"The number is difficult to ascertain. But dozens, at least.
I'd say the most damning discovery that we've come across a
striking amount of dissent within the ranks. All of this data
was acquired through the new SITNOTE program."
He proudly summoned a hologram with a slew of faces
which rotated across the room. As he selected certain
individuals, it would show a small video of them goofing off,
acting out of turn or performing an unsatisfactory deed.
One particular video he highlighted was of a drunk
centurion walking through the Bazaar and harassing other
citizens as they attempted to purchase goods.
"Where have you gathered this data?"
"We've installed our own surveillance technology. There's
seven operational units as of now, but if we can convince
Mareska and the Senate that the operation has great
significance thus far, I think we can go even further."
As Egus chewed on the situation further, his face began to
sour a bit.
"What... exactly is this centurion's crime?"
Tonroy felt the hesitance. Despite coming in with a warm
smile and his typical warm presence, he knew the subject
matter was serious. But Egus was a cautious man and the last
thing Tonroy wanted him to think was that one of his new
appointed Masters was some kind of extremist of zealot.

He broadened his smile and softened his voice.
"There is no crime under Imperial Law, of course sir. I
would not press for punishment in a case such as this. But the
code we carry in the Defense Department, among centurions,
is - well, important. We have ethics. And those who throw
such ethics aside like last season’s fashions are at risk of
doing so to other important facets of life, such as allegiance,
loyalty, truth, and honor."
"Hmmmm", Egus hummed, "Dissent is certainly
problematic. But the road to heresy is long and winding with
many opportunities to turn back."
Tonroy held back the frustration that was beginning to
mount inside him as he softened his voice even further.
"With all due respect", the Master's smile faded, "My
parents were murdered for their dissent. Have we altered our
standards? Are we suddenly more charitable?”
The old advisor lifted the sides of his mouth to form a
comforting smile as he reached out to touch the boys leg. He
called out for the guard who came in and provided them hot
tea to drink.
Egus continued, "Dissent is a troubling sign.... If we can
prove that it exists. We can not condemn people for their
behavior outside of our program. But perhaps is you can find
more concrete evidence of such mistakes, then I think it

would warrant a deeper investigation. A few mistakes does
not make a dissenter, I’d argue.”
It was not a victory, nor a loss for Tonroy. He simply felt
that further progress would yield greater excitement from his
old boss.
"What about the beacons?", Egus asked as he sipped from
his small, black cup.
"Pardon?"
"The beacons? Have we made any progress in locating
them or their origin? Ayi tells me that we don't have a clear
strategy on their removal."
Tonroy seemed a bit flustered at this shift in conversation.
"Well... As far as I know, they’re still around, though not
actively hurting our citizens-"
"They're certainly creating damage to the psyche of our
people.”, Egus said with a solemn hum.
"Yes! And I recognize that. But I am certain that our
priorities within the organization will yield relevant
information on the subject. SITNOTE can help with this.”
He paused before feeling compelled to finish a thought.
"Ayi told you this? She saw you privately?"

The advisor took a long sip from his cup and grinned
giddily at his junior officer.
"She and I are on the Senate relations committee. We have
frequent conversations. Don't think she had been out of
place."
The conversation wrapped up quickly after that. Egus had
several notes about the SITNOTE program, but failed to give
it the ringing endorsement that Tonroy had hoped for. Still,
he could proceed as he hoped for some time.
Ayi's words stuck in his mind. She had quickly made
herself a worm in the Advisor’s ear and the Master felt it was
not only a threat to his authority, but to the power structure
within the Empire as a whole.
The next few days haunted him. He was to meet with Ayi
for their first official check-in shortly. There was so much he
wanted to say to her, so much he felt needed fixing. But he
waited. This was strategic. No need to look overzealous.
Very little was accomplished in those in-between days and
then finally, one morning, she stepped into his office.
"Master Tonroy", she bowed, but her tone was casual.
The gall this woman had! Were it him and Abil, he would
have humbled himself greatly before even considering
entering the chamber. He was irked, but did not want to let
his character crumble. He kept a warm smile as he greeted
her with a pleasant handshake. They sat down and

exchanged niceties. He began by asking about her
background.
She grew up, just outside of the Mouth of Mazda with
only a sister and her parents. When she was young, she was
pushed by her father to work in the Hive, a dream he'd
always had, but was too old to do by the time he reached
Frix.
Her family became materials manufacturers and she
worked alongside them for sometime. When the industry
became more competitive, they sent her as a spy to discover
their rival's practices. It was after several of these 'covert
operations', her family was caught and reported. But the
government struck an amnesty deal in exchange for her skill,
offering her an opportunity to put her abilities to good use. It
was there her service began. Her family moved to a quiet
village in the mountains shortly after, but she had caught the
bug. This was her home now. She could make real change
here.
Immediately, he was struck at her boldness. She was very
commanding in her speech and so at ease in the presence of a
Master. Of course she had plenty of exposure, but more
tellingly, she seemed almost as if she were speaking to a
friend or an accomplice.
She went on to give a standard report, detailing her recent
work. Technical details about the implementation of the
SITNOTE technology, political squabbles (of which Tonroy
mostly pretended to care about), and then a light overview of
recent expenditures.

In the back of his mind, Tonroy was planning his verbal
attack. He completely zoned out as she recounted her
standard report as he was too busy staring at her eyes and
imagining her going behind his back to Egus.
He knew she was going to ask about the missing
centurions again. But he was ready this time. It was rumored
that all but one had been in contact with the station (aside
from Styko). Once he was informed of this, he reveled in the
future glory he would have in telling her. The knuckles in his
hand began to tense, his grip tightened, and his teeth grit. He
was just waiting for his chance to speak.
And then she asked him a question he never expected.
"Why are you still actively involved in the energy
division?"
He was completely stupefied.
"Excuse me?"
"I was investigating records as a part of some SITNOTE
research and it became clear to me that you were still
involved in the Energy Division. Access records show you
were there as recently as this week."
He kept calm, but his signature smile faded.
"My visit doesn't necessarily dictate involvement, you
know."

"I just don't understand.", she continued with her clipped,
curt speech "We've frozen that division temporarily after the
Archives were breached. And after you were promoted to
Master, it fell out of your jurisdiction."
Tonroy's voice became gruff.
"I was intimately involved with that division for years. I
helped protect the minerals that brought energy from the
mountain into this city. I practically helped light the damn
Hive! I've watched a million energy plumes generate
personally. So I have a particularly personal attachment to
that space!"
Ayi almost looked pleased with herself. She brushed her
curly, strands of hair out of her face and squinted at him.
"You seem upset."
"Are you leveling an accusation at me?"
"No. But I do want you to be aware that, as a consequence
of SITNOTE, we will be keeping a close eye on all relevant
departments. The energy wells which power our great
Empire are quite important and in the wake of the beacon
activity, we don't want mischief to run amok."
The insubordinate behavior was unheard of in Tonroy’s
experience. Never in all his years of the service had he seen
such a smug brat. His temper had flared and he was tempted
to demote her, torture her, or report her. But his rational side

knew Egus would intervene. It would only bring him more
trouble.
He scanned his notes and found himself with a relieving
smattering of ideas at the bottom. He folded his hands over
one another and leaned into her with a grin.
"As you may have heard we've located the missing
members of the team."
For the first time in their conversation, she seemed
unsettled.
"The centurions? Really?"
"Yes, all but one.", he said, returning to his satisfied grin.
"Which brings me to my next order of business: your next
mission."
Her mouth gaped and her neck cocked backwards as she
tried to comprehend his motive.
"But I'm already deeply involved with the SITNOTE
oversight. Several of my juniors are already relaying our tasks
with their teams.", she said her voice trembling in disbelief.
"Ah yes, of course. But I need you to look into something
much more important. I'd like you to investigate and
interrogate a target."
"Whom?"

The balance in the room had shifted. Her rabble-rousing
nature had been quelled for the moment.
"The person we believe killed Abil."

XLV
RURO’S RETURN

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing
elit; nam nec metus ut tellus suscipit.
The typical atmosphere of the Defense Department had
lately been quite dreary. Fears, anxieties, and rumors were
the most common things passed through the halls on a daily
basis. Networks of trust formed only between those who
knew each other well and everyone else became more and
more detached. But there was a different feeling in the
hallways on this particular day. It was one of energy and
excitement.
When he first saw them, he started running. He couldn't
help it. It was instinctual. It started as a careful prance. One
foot skipped in front of the other with an airless grace. Then
it evolved into a bit of a gallop. Like an engine getting
started, one set of pistons activated another and another and
another. Then it became a full blown gallop.
Ruro approached his former team with arms wide open,
beaming from ear to ear. They tried to maintain their
composure, but they too were filled to the brim with

excitement. So much had built up inside them that they
practically felt like they were being lifted off the ground.
Holding their ground, they braced for impact. Ruro flung his
arms around them, one hooking Jin's neck, the other hooking
Devo's and they dissolved into a pile of tight squeezes, soft
rubs, and warm embraces.
When they finished their reintroductions and had gotten
through formalities, they decided to leave the department
and head out for food.
One of their favorite old haunts was a place called 'The
Water Station'. It was at a perfect center between the Defense
Headquarters, the Senate, and the Bazaar, so it attracted all
types. This allowed each one of them to disappear into the
crowd, something they all cherished.
Once all seated at their booth, Ruro asked the question
that had him unnerved from the moment of his arrival earlier
that morning.
"Where's Di?"
Devo and Jin made sly eye contact. Neither wanted to
approach the subject directly.
"We don't know. She's still missing.", Jin finally said.
They went onto explain that since he'd been gone, the
entire division had undergone great changes. Jin told him
that there was a point where he, Devo, Fadii, and Styko were
all missing.

"It was just me. And it was horrible. They kept assigning
me to babysit young agents and other very junior
centurions.”, Jin lamented.
The fact that Di had not returned would burn in Ruro's
head for days. He felt extremely responsible for what
happened. After all, she was supposed to be off. He drug her
away from here family and now left her to die. He leaned in
towards them and explained that he was ashamed because
she was out on a mission with him when it happened.
"But why did you take her?”
"We were dealing with Andulians. Or at least, we thought
we were. That is until we ended up tracking their trade
routes back to the other guys.”, Ruro said with a sullen look.
They both looked astonished. Jin leaned in from across
the table and was careful to whisper,
“You... found who was making the beacons?"
Ruro sheepishly nodded. Devo looked at both of them, his
face full of concern.
"Wait... I know who was making the beacons.”, the young
Operative spouted.
"You?!", Ruro got goosebumps all over his body. Had he
actually encountered the Desert Wanderers? Or even Minmer
himself? "Where? How?! Way to bury the lede!"

"Yeah, I had myself a bit of an adventure after you sent me
to the Archives..."
"And he came back with a souvenir! Why don't you tell
Ruro what you're keeping in your apartment?”, Jin
interjected.
This started a small spat between Jin and Devo. They
grappled with each other on the other side of the booth,
pulling at each others weight in the least disruptive way
possible. Ruro sat uncomfortably on the other side, lifting his
head up to survey the room, making sure that no one had to
witness this kind of behavior.
After a minute or so, Ruro finally intervened. He was
desperate to hear the rest of the story. And so Devo went
ahead and told him about his adventure.
He explained his perilous journey through the archives to
learn about 'Etan Ecko', a name which Ruro had practically
forgotten by now.
He paused the story to ask his friend about Ecko, but Devo
kept his description short for the moment. He told him that
Ecko was more or less an agent turned rogue who had heavy
involvement in the Empire for a good portion of his career.
Then he went on to describe the assault on the Archives,
explaining how Teroh and Kiel had come to crash his
expedition unexpectedly.
"I wasn't the only one after Ecko's stuff.”, Devo said.

“Reavers?”, Ruro’s face was smothered with confusion. He
never knew the rogue group to be so organized.
The story had so many twists and turns, Ruro started to
feel like his experience was rather dull in comparison. Once
Devo got into the high-flying chase through the Hive, Jin had
to chime in.
"Tell him about your new friend! I feel like that's an
important element."
"What friend? What? What's she talking about Devo?"
"Go on", she prodded. "Ask him how he managed to fly
over the city?"
"I thought it would be a cruiser?", Ruro said. He hadn't
been puzzled up until that point.
Then, Devo had to come clean about the Librarian. He did
his best to make the entire thing seem circumstantial, as if he
had no choice in the matter, but Jin kept interrupting him,
pressing her frustration about his actions.
Ruro just sat across from them with his face buried in his
palms, sighing through the cracks in his fingers. He
condemned the action, much to Devo’s chagrin, and
suggested that they all formulate a strategy for its return.
All this talk of guilt racked Devo's mind and he
desperately tried to change the subject by talking about their
subsequent transport to the temple. And his strategy worked.

Both of his teammates were absorbed in the story of the
temple in the middle of nowhere. Jin, who had already heard
the story, was just as invested as ever. She even proceeded to
flood him with follow-up questions regarding his duel with
Kiel.
But while she was caught up in the combative details,
Ruro fixated on the factory itself. Everything he had heard
rung true. He had spent enough time in Minmer's space to
hear how these facilities operated. The beacons were
problematic enough themselves as they'd become symbolic of
the unrest within the city. Even though he'd been back in Frix
for a matter of hours, Ruro had seen endless posters around
the city depicting the beacons as some kind of mysterious
death machine with the words "Beware the Hidden Menace"
displayed at the bottom.
Somehow the Reavers and this “Teroh” character were
connected to Minmer and the Asmari. But in what way? Were
they too trying to oust the Empress?
All this was completely overshadowed by the most
anecdotal part of Devo's story, where he described the
tapestry.
"And apparently it's got the same inscription as the statues
at the Mouth of Mazda. It's this crazy conspiracy about the
Empire and lineage and a bunch of crazy crap.", Devo said
with a dismissive laugh.
"So what do the beacons have to do with anything?", Jin
asked.

"That part I'm not sure of. Maybe they have to do with the
weapon? Or the conspiracy from the stall girl?”, Devo
posited.
Ruro looked across the table with vacant eyes. He zoned
out to address the information that was just presented to
him.
Devo's apocryphal tapestry ended up following this
information to a tee. It fit the mission that Styko had told him
the Minmer and the Wanderer’s were pursuing.
While Ruro had retreated into his mind, making all kinds
of important connections, the other two were going ahead
and catching him up on everything that had happened in the
Department since he'd gone.
They told him about the restructuring, Tonroy's
promotion, project SITNOTE, the murder of Abil, and their
new superior, Perri. He nodded and made sounds affirming
his awareness, but he was in another place mentally.
The Empire did not mean the same thing to him anymore.
The more he thought about Minmer's quest, the more valid it
sounded - especially after Devo's testimony.
He trusted his friends. These two were good. They were
nothing like the Snow Officer that had struck down the
Wanderer in cold blood. But they were lost. Sheep. He knew
that they had to be made aware somehow. If only he could

bring them there. They needed to know his experience.
Telling them simply wasn't enough. How could they
comprehend a world of endless sand? How could they
comprehend an exiled man, who wore a skull over his face,
having a benevolent and compassionate side.
Would they ever be able to think him a liberator? Could
they even believe in a place where the oppressive hierarchy
of the government ranks wouldn't weigh one down? Every
fiber in his being knew they had the capacity to listen. They
trusted him. They knew him. But still, the simple fact
remained: he could ruin their lives.
Ruro was, for all intents and purposes, back to life as he
knew it. He was a centurion again. He served the government
again. Everything he had just learned and everything he had
just been through felt for naught. Wasted. What did he gain
from his experience? Stories. What had he lost?
A partner, an ally, and perhaps his former boss. The Water
Station seemed to go silent as he watched the lips of his
former teammates move without perceiving a single sound
escaping them. The world moved slow and he along with it.
The worst part for him was to consider how they may react to
such news. The news that he had lost faith in the Empire in
its current state. He had to convince them. They needed to
understand he still loved the Empire. So much so that he
wanted to bring it back to its once great glory.
Just as he was formulating his carefully articulate
conversational approach to this (utilizing his notorious charm
in doing so), he was completely blindsided by a question that

he should have expected from the very beginning. It was
Devo who asked him, though both were blissfully unaware of
his obliviousness.
"Did you ever figure out what happened to Styko?"
And in that moment, they saw his face light up as if it
were struck by lightning. They realized he had checked out
for a while and this very moment was almost like they had
seen him just wake up from a dream. Or a nightmare.

TO BE CONTINUED IN PART II.

A team reunited. A young woman on the brink of destiny.
These are the events that set in motion the pendulum swing
of history. But as solutions are found, new problems mount.
The rotting wound afflicting the Empire continues to fester as
this unassuming denizens go about their meager existence
unprepared for what was to come.
The depth of knowledge at the Archives only scratches the
surface into this ancient history. As you will see in the second
part, the world will open up even more in an unfathomable
way to our valiant heroes. All this information, combed
through crumb by crumb, has nearly been lost to us through
the years. An entire people. An entire story. Almost swept
away like the sand in the wind.
For those who have come across this information in the
pursuit of happiness, know that there is much more pain to
come. Great civilizations are hardened by trials, but
embedded in eternity through their victories.

Part II picks up directly where Part I left off. Optionally, the
two can be read together as one long sequence.
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